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post-graduate training in economics. While to some
extent this gap between theory and practise was
explained by the fact that the institutional details in
graduate textbooks were derived from a u.s. setting, in
part it also reflected a lack of understanding by the
authors of those textbooks as to how the real world
really did function.
Frequently during those days, the research staff of
the Bank longed for a publication which would explain
the operations of the Bank of Canada in a detailed,
accurate, and practical way. Our concern then was that
many of the criticisms and comments directed at
monetary policy were founded on a lack of understanding of how the process actually operated. As
would-be apologists for the Bank's actions we were desirous of a more informed group of critics.
While my perspective is considerably different now
than when I was at the Bank of Canada in the early
1970s, my view remains that the operation of monetary
policy will be considerably enhanced if more people
understand the details of the process. It was, therefore,
with some delight that I discovered that Peter Martin
was working in a detailed and meticulous fashion on
exactly the kind of guide to the operations of monetary
policy that we might have hoped for at the Bank of
Canada. It, therefore, gives me more than the usual
sense of satisfaction to see Peter Martin's book emerge
into print and to have been able to financially and
otherwise encourage its publication.
Notwithstanding the Institute's effort to improve the
quality of public debate over issues relating to monetary
policy by publishing Peter Martin's efforts, he has
arrived at his views independently and they mayor may
not conform severally or collectively with those of the
members of the Fraser Institute.
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INTRODUCTION

INSIDE THE BANK OF
CANADA' S WEEKLY
FINANCIAL STATISTICS: A
COLUMN BY COLUMN, PAGE
BY PAGE TECHNICAL GUIDE
TO THE BANK OF CANADA
STATEMENT

Introduction
'There is one vastly overlooked source of information
which, if properly presented and dissected, provides a
basis for better understanding the most basic
mechanical and technical aspects of monetary control
and policy in Canada. A quantum leap in monetary
understanding can be achieved through detailed and
critical examination of the Bank's Weekly Financial
Statistics publication (WFS) , released between noon
and 2:30 p.m. each Friday.!
This Bank Statement provides much of the detailed
information needed to make an assessment of ongoing
monetary policy and conditions in the banking system.
When taken together with developments in foreign
markets and the strength or weakness in the exchange
value of the Canadian dollar, this allows the analyst to
forecast trends and conditions in Canadian credit
markets and the direction of interest rates. 2
The basic objective of this book is to delve into the
weekly Bank Statement in detail; to set out the
essential raw material lying behind the tools,
mechanisms and mechanics of monetary policy
implementation by going through the weekly Bank
Statement page by page and column by column. 3

I.

THE PRESENTATION STYLE

This book is unique in that it is the only published
page-by-page technical guide to the Weekly Financial

! Prior to July 16, 1986, the Bank of Canada's balance sheet
was finalized Wednesday and released at 10:00 a.m.
Thursday morning. The complete WFS package, which is
16 pages long, was released Thursday evening at 5:00 p.m.
With the shift to retroactive clearing and settlement on July
16 (discussed in chapter 3), the Bank of Canada and other
direct clearers had to leave their books open into Thursday
in order to allow Wednesday items cleared on Thursday
morning to be credited for Wednesday and settled as of
Wednesday. This meant that the Bank of Canada's balance
sheet and certain other data related to the clearing process
would have to be delayed one day to Friday. Given this, the
Bank decided to delay release of the entire Statement by one
day.
2 Much of the data published by the Bank each week in its
Thursday release is available on the Statistics Canada
CANS 1M data base. The weekly series available on
CANSIM, along with their identification numbers, are
shown on the Bank Statement.
3 The usefulness of the weekly Statement was first alluded
to by Catherine Starrs when, in 1968, she wrote a six-page
summary article in The Canadian Banker titled, "Bank of
Canada's Weekly Financial Statistics".
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Statistics. It is intended to be the monetary and
banking system equivalent of a chemistry or physics
lab or shop manual, a "nuts and bolts" dictionary
with which analysts can understand the Bank's data.
In tum, this knowledge should allow analysts to see
more clearly how the Bank implements monetary
policy and the ways in which the Bank of Canada,
chartered banks and the money market interact.
The presentation style has advantages and
disadvantages. The book highlights the Weekly
Financial Statistics as a source of data and a once-aweek focus of attention for the monetary analyst. This
approach sets monetary policy into a highly rigorous
balance sheet framework.
Second, the lab manual point form should be well
received by people who like to get to the operational
aspect of technical matters quickly. If a reader wants
to know details on a particular entry on the Bank
Statement, they can be quickly found. Alternatively,
if a reader is interested in a particular subject (e.g.,
dealer PRAs), he can quickly find this entry in the
table of contents or the index.
There are also disadvantages with this presentation
style. The biggest problem is that the order of
discussion is almost completely dictated by the order
of entries in the Weekly Financial Statistics. Unlike a
normal textbook which would organize the subject
matter and then refer to a variety of data sources (e.g.,
some on page 1, some on page 3, etc.), this manual
does the opposite. This is not always consistent with
the natural flow of some arguments. Specifically,
instances will arise where, in discussing a specific
column in the WFS, a directly related topic which
concerns an entry in a different column necessarily has
to be discussed in a manner which makes it seem out
of place. This can occasionally leave the reader
feeling unfulfilled because sometimes, in discussing a
particular column, highly relevant information is left
out. This information may then pop up a few pages
later when its relevant column on the Bank Statement
comes up for discussion.
In partiCUlar, the natural order of subject matter is
interrupted in two key places in chapter 1, which
shows how the Bank's balance sheet can be used to
assess some of the monetary tools and techniques.
Specifically, it would be part of the natural order to
discuss Bank cash reserve management operations
prior to discussing open market operations.
Unfortunately, since items relating to open market
operations appear in the WFS before items related to
the draw down and redeposit technique (used for cash
management operations), this manual's format forces
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an awkward presentation of the material.
Secondly, the drawdown and redeposit (D/R)
technique for cash reserve management is itself
difficult to handle with the balance sheet approach.
This is because the technique theoretically relates best
to two entries on the liability side-federal deposits at
the Bank of Canada and "all other liabilities".
However, because Exchange Fund swaps are an
important element of the D/R technique and because
these swaps are captured on the asset side of the
balance sheet, the D/R technique has to be discussed
with swaps, prior to either government deposits at the
Bank or "all other liabilities".
Readers are advised to consider the table of contents
carefully so as to grasp the order of presentation of
both data and discussion.
It should also be noted that this book is not
recommended for the completely uninitiated. It is
assumed readers already have a basic grasp of the
Canadian monetary system. This can be obtained from
many sources including . the author's upcoming
publication entitled, The Mechanics of Monetary and
Debt Management Policy in Canada-A View from
the Street.
Finally, the discussion is conducted within the
framework of a partial equilibrium approach. When
analysing a particular variable or data series, other
things are assumed to remain constant. In the real
world, great care has to be exercised since this
assumption seldom holds completely. Discussion in
this book, therefore, occasionally suffers from the
disadvantages commonly associated with partial
equilibrium analysis.

II. THE SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN DATA
INCLUDED IN THE WFS IN 1981 AND THE
COMPLETELY NEW PRESENTATION
STYLE
There are very specific reasons why it is important to
present a thorough column-by-column and page-bypage evaluation of the Bank Statement.

1. Change in Format for the WFS
First, in July 1981, the Bank began to publish a
completely redesigned and much more comprehensive
Bank Statement as part of its programme to improve
public understanding of monetary conditions and
developments in Canada. The updated WFS includes

virtually. all the information published in the old
Statement but also incorporates a great deal of
additional information on the money market,
including more interest rate and exchange rate
information. Further, the new WFS presents a
considerable amount of monthly data previously
published only in the Bank of Canada Review. This
includes net new security issues, corporate paper
outstanding, consumer credit and broad credit
aggregates, and information forthe trust and mortgage
loan industry. Publication in the WFS makes these
data available on a more timely basis.
The updated WFS report is also much better
organized than the old Statistical Release in four
ways.
First, the revised format matches the Review: the
same bilingual presentation, the same order of
progression from one table to the next and the· same
data set up. Specifically, the WFS, like the monthly
Review, sets out the table headings horizontally across
the top of the page, with the time series running
vertically down the page in columns. The old
Statement presented headings vertically and the data
ran in rows across· the page. The Statement is also
cross-referenced to the Bank of Canada Review tables
and shows CANSIM numbers, so that a reader can
access an entire data series using the weekly report.
Second, the updatedWFS also provides much
longer and more comprehensive time series. For
example, in the old WFS the Bank of Canada and
chartered bank statements of assets and liabilities
showed data for only the latest one or two statement
weeks and the dollar change from last week and last
year (i.e. , one or two observations, plus another
which could be calculated and two dollar change
series). By contrast, the new WFS sets out the latest
ten-twelve weeks of data, the average for each of the
last four months, the dollar change from last week and
the change from the same week a year ago. These
additional time series not only assist the analyst in
examining medium term trends, but they also allow
the Bank to reflect data revisions in the WFS more
than two weeks after the fact.
Third, the WFS also explicitly recognizes that the
banking system and money market dealers are only
part of the Canadian financial market and that there is
a need for timely data on other financial institutions.
This is evident from the fact that the Statement, for the
first time, includes data on trust and mortgage loan
companies, consumer credit granted by a wide range
of ·lenders and· broad credit measures. Substantial
expansion of the interest rate section gives recognition
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to the importance of a wide variety of interest rate
trends beyond both the domestic banking system and,
in fact, beyond Canada.
Fourth, as suggested above, the updated publication
is also more international in scope, including for the
first time five non-U.S. exchange rates, four U.S.
dollar interest rates and two pages of charts showing
Canada-U.S. short- and long-term interest rate
differentials, the short- and long-term Canada-U.S.
uncovered interest rate differential, along with the
spot and forward exchange rates.

2. Data Changes Reflect Developments Arising
from the 1980 Bank Act Revisions
The latest decennial Bank Act review culminated in
the new Bank Act and the Bank of Canada Act which
received Royal Assent on November 26, 1980.
Banking legislation for the 1980s came into force
December 1, 1980. This is especially important
because the weekly Statement is, in fact,· largely
derived from schedules Band C in the 1980 Bank of
Canada Act and schedules J and K in the Bank Act.
The 1980 Bank Act produced two main changes and
several minor changes to data in the WFS. The main
changes are summarized in this introduction.
Subsequent chapters, showing each page of the WFS,
will note both major and minor changes and also note
where specific data series have been affected by the
new Acts.

a) Foreign Bank Affiliates Becoming Canadian
Chartered Banks
The 1980 Bank Act allowed foreign bank affiliates to
apply to the federal government for a Canadian bank
charter. 4 In 1981-84, 58 foreign banks applied for and
were granted Canadian bank status by the issue of
letters patent (rather than by special Acts of
Parliament required under the former legislation).
This meant that for the first time, the Bank of Canada
had to incorporate data covering these new banks in
the WFS. 5
The objective of the Bank Act in providing for foreign
bank subsidiaries in Canada is to promote competition,
enable Canada to provide reciprocity to banks from
jurisdictions where Canadian banks are permitted to operate
and to bring under Canadian banking law financial
corporations in Canada owned by foreign banks.
5 Data for those banks which received letters patent on July
4
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These new data did not change the nature of the
weekly release, but they did significantly affect
specific data series and expand the size of the banking
system. Thus, as of November 1981, several specific
series initially had to be interpreted with great care
because of statistical discontinuities introduced by the
Bank's delay in publishing consistent historical data
series. (Consistent data was published in March
1983.) Specifically, business loans, non-personal term
deposits, net foreign assets, foreign currency deposits
of residents and the broad monetary aggregate (M3)
were all revised up by varying amounts.
By contrast, the series shown for commercial paper
outstanding on page 11 of the weekly release was
revised down to reflect the fact that commercial paper
previously issued by foreign bank affiliates was
reclassified as chartered bank term deposits when
foreign banks received Canadian bank status.
However, because these foreign banks had virtually
no private chequing account facilities, their impact on
the key monetary aggregate (M!) was minimal.

b) A New Chartered Bank Statistical Reporting
System 6
Another development arising out of the December
1980 Bank Act revision was incorporation of a new
chartered bank statistical reporting system for assets
and liabilities (and their detailed breakdown). This
was implemented on November 1, 1981, to coincide
with the beginning of the banking system's first full
fiscal year under the revised Act. There were four
reporting formats-a weekly return, a monthly return,
a quarterly return and an annual return-which were
phased in over a one-year period. The revised weekly

30, 1981 (11 banks), were first incorporated in the WFS
dated October 8, 1981. For those banks which began
operations following receipt of their letters patent on
October 8 and November 2, 1981 (nine banks and one bank
respectively), data were first released on December 10. In
1982, data for the 19 banks receiving their letters patent on
January 21 and data for the seven banks receiving theirs on
February 4 were incorporated into the WFS beginning on
January 27, 1982. And, as more foreign banks have
received letters patent and commenced operations, the Bank
has also been incorporating them in the Weekly Financial
Statistics.
6 This section is based on an article titled, "The new
chartered bank statistical reporting system", Bank of
Canada Review, November 1981, pp.3-15.
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return directly influences the WFS and was
implemented for the first reporting Wednesday in
November 1981. The updated monthly return, which
is based on schedule J and a set of related returns, is
also used in the WFS. The new monthly reporting
procedure was introduced for the first time on
November 30, 1981.
The 1981 reporting system introduced four specific
changes which affect the WFS. First, it is more
systematic than the previous approach and provides
more detailed and better quality information than
formerly existed (although several series previously
published weekly are no longer available). The new
data included and excluded are discussed in chapters 2
and 3, although chapters 5 and 6, which deal with
monetary aggregates and selected bank assets and
liabilities, also include entries which are affected by
the new reporting system.
Second, the balance sheet for the chartered banking
system now consolidates into the WFS all the
subsidiaries of the banks where the banks hold a
majority interest. 7 Mortgage loan subsidiaries are, by
far, the most important to be incorporated into the
WFS. Other subsidiaries include: bank service
corporations, venture capital corporations, mortgage
investment corporations and companies engaged in
leasing and factoring. On the asset side, the impact of
consolidation is most significant for mortgages held,
while on the liability side, consolidation leads to a
7 Before 1 November 1981 only wholly-owned foreign
banking subsidiaries of the Canadian banks were
consolidated in bank reports. An equity position in other
corporations was simply recorded as an equity investment
regardless of the degree of control. Under current
legislation, where a bank holds more than 50 percent of a
corporation's voting shares, financial data for that
corporation must be fully consolidated with the batik's
financial reports. (For purposes of calculating required
reserves, however, only the deposit liabilities of whollyowned subsidiaries of the banks that are foreign
corporations, and of wholly- or partially-owned leasing or
factoring subsidiaries are consolidated with bank deposit
liabilities.) Where a bank holds between 20 and 50 percent
of a company's voting shares, the value of the shares
continues to be recorded as an investment, but the bank
must now take into income an amount equivalent to its share
of that company's earnings. As a result of these changes,
certain published financial data for the banking system
beginning 1 November 1981 are not comparable with data
published for previous periods.
"The new chartered bank statistical reporting system",
Bank of Canada Review, November 1981, pp. 5-7.

substantial increase in personal fixed term deposits.
Most other series are not significantly affected.
The third change reflects two specific accounting
procedures dealing with the method banks use to
report accrued interest and the method used to value
all debt securities. This is discussed in chapters 2 and
3.
Finally, because the 1980 Bank Act allows banks,
through subsidiaries, to enter a broader range of
activities (specifically leasing, factoring and providing
venture capital), the WFS can now reflect some of
these asset creating activities as well. Further, the
Statement also reflects liabilities used to fund these
assets because the liabilities are classified as deposits.
Overall, it can be seen that the series most affected
by the move to the 1981 chartered bank reporting
system are the various loan series (including
mortgages), personal savings deposits and nonpersonal term and notice deposits.
Turning to the· monetary aggregates, Ml is
unaffected by the revised reporting procedure since
none of the changes affect the components of M 1
(currency and demand deposits). However, the newly
included foreign banks do hold a small amount of
demand deposits so their inclusion in the WFS boosts
Ml slightly. The other Ms-M2 and M3-were
significantly affected by both inclusion of new foreign
banks and the new reporting system. This is discussed
further in chapter 5 dealing with the monetary
aggregates.
In March 1983, for the first time the Bank set out
statistically consistent time series which incorporate
the adjustments arising from both the 1980 Bank Act
revision and the associated introduction, in November
1981, of the new chartered bank statistical reporting
system. 8 The revised data cover the period 1968-1982
for bank assets, deposits and the monetary aggregates.
The revised data were first set out in the April 7, 1983,
Weekly Financial Statistics.

III. SUMMARY OF CONTENTS

Following the Bank Statement's format, this book
describes and analyses each of the 16 pages in turn.
Chapter 1 discusses the Bank's weekly summary
balance sheet of assets and liabilities published as
page 1 of the weekly Statement on Friday between
"Technical note: New and revised monetary and credit
aggregates" , Bank of Canada Review, March 1983, pp. 333.
8
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noon and 2:30 p.m. This page is critical to
understanding the Bank's approach to cash reserve
management and monetary policy and some aspects of
debt management policy. This chapter focuses on the
following:
the mechanism by which the Bank buys new
issue securities to create paper currency and
increase the money supply (debt monetization);
how the asset side of the Bank of Canada's
balance sheet responds to the liability side (this
includes a discussion of the development of
"underbought" and "overbought" positions on
the balance sheet);
the nature
operations;

of

the

Bank's

open

market

the extent to which the Bank assists the federal
government in its debt management operations;
the Bank's lender of last resort facility,
including Purchase and Resale Agreements
(PRAs) with money market dealers and direct cash
advances to members of the Canadian Payments
Association (CPA) for liquidity purposes and
"bailout" purposes;
the mechanics of the Bank's day-to-day cash
reserve management of the banking system
through use of the drawdownlredeposit technique
(D/R) , supplemented by both swaps with the
Exchange Fund account and the staged transfer of
Bank net income (interest on its portfolio of
government securities less operating expenses) to
.the federal government for redeposit in the
banking system;
the mechanics of handling foreign borrowings
on the Bank's balance sheet;
how "high powered money" (i.e., the
monetary base) can be roughly estimated directly
from the balance sheet;
how the Bank
transactions.

accounts

for

uncompleted

Following discussion of the Bank's assets and
liabilities, chapter 2 discusses page 2 and the top of
page 3 in the weekly Statement. These pages relate to
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the individual asset categories of the chartered banks,
although the micro aspects of assets (e.g., loan
agreements, repayment schedules, collateral, loan
spread over prime, etc.) are deleted since they have
little significance for monetary policy and interest rate
trends. This chapter also includes discussion of the
impact on chartered bank assets arising from
consolidation of chartered bank mortgage loan
subsidiaries with the assets of the parent bank.
Chapter 3 turns to the liability side of the chartered
banking system. Part I of this chapter describes the
Canadian clearing and settlement system. This
includes a description of the new automated system
and how the Bank of Canada does its
drawdownlredeposit within it. Also, this section
describes the shift to retroactive settlement (same day
settlement) for the clearing of cheques and other
payment items among direct clearers, and comments
on future trends in clearing and settlement.
Part II turns specifically to the chartered bank
liability statements shown in the WFS at the bottom of
page 3 and on page 4. It covers the various deposit
categories, including the new arrangements for federal
government demand and term deposits with banks and
other CPA members. The chapter also shows how the
series for public and private float are calculated. It
proceeds with a discussion of Bankers' Acceptances
(BAs) and bank capital and concludes with a brief
discussion of specific categories of foreign currency
assets and liabilities.
The foreign asset side is fairly straightforward, so
the last part of chapter 3 focuses on foreign liabilities.
Swapped deposits, for example, can be important for
money market traders and analysts because they
compete with money market securities and dealer
swaps offered in the market, and because they can be
highly volatile. However, chartered bank and dealer
swaps are poorly understood outside the money
market. This chapter outlines the mechanics of doing a
swap and describes the implications swaps have for
the foreign exchange market. Since a swapped deposit
automatically. creates. a chartered bank exposure to
foreign exchange risk, chapter 3 includes a discussion
of the techniques used by banks to cover this forward
foreign exchange exposure.
Chapters 2 and 3 also include some explanation of
how Bank activity affects chartered bank assets and
liabilities, although this is discussed in more detail in
other books.
Chapter 4 studies page 5 of the Statement and
discusses chartered bank primary and secondary
reserve requirements. It summarizes how the deposit
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base subject to reserves is determined, the required
reserve ratios to be applied to the various deposit
categories and the form in which banks can hold
reserves. This includes a discussion of five-day versus
seven-day reserve averaging, ("Weighted Reserve
Averaging"), and how seven-day averaging works
under same day settlement. The chapter outlines the
rationale for lagged reserve accounting.
Chapter 4 also assesses a key series-excess cash
reserves in the banking system-as the Bank's key
trigger or control variable for implementing its day-today cash reserve management policy. For the
monetary policy and interest rate analyst, the various
excess cash reserve data published on page 5 of the
WFS are in fact the single most important pieces of
data on the entire Statement.
Against this background, excess cash, as the Bank's
key control variable for interest rates, is considered in
some detail. This includes an outline of the linkage
between changes in excess cash and the resulting
expansion or contraction of the banking system in the
short and long run.
A by-product of this discussion seeks to correct
several misconceptions about how the Bank uses its
monetary tools and techniques. These problems often
arise because textbooks explain the theory of central
banking very well, but often fall down when it comes
to explaining monetary policy as it is practised day to
day by the Bank of Canada. For example, most
textbooks discuss at length the so-called deposit
multiplier and the impact on money supply that would
result from the Bank supplying, say, an extra $10
million in reserves to the chartered banks. In fact,
chapter 4 points out that the Bank does not believe
there is any direct quantifiable relationship between
reserves supplied and M1 in the short run because of
lagged reserve accounting (i.e., there is no definite
limit on the short-run expansion of the system
resulting from a given cash injection). For this reason,
chapter 4 discusses the fact that the deposit multiplier
concept, though theoretically correct, is not used by
the Bank in its day-to-day implementation of
monetary policy.
A direct extension of this is the widespread belief
that the Bank must adjust the cash supplied to the
banking system up or down to achieve a certain
growth in the money supply. This, too, oversimplifies
the case. The Bank does not control money supply
directly at all and certainly not by directly altering
reserves. Rather, it estimates a demand for money
function and then uses cash reserve management to
generate a structure of interest rates that will, if the

equations are stable and statistically significant,
generate a certain predictable growth rate for money
over a longer period of time.
Chapter 4 also provides some comments on how
monetary policy could be affected by the phase out of
required reserves beginning in 1990.
Having dealt with assets and liabilities and the
reserve calculation for the banking system, chapter 5
discusses monetary aggregates (Ml, M2, M3 and a
new monetary aggregate, M2 +, first published in
1983 but only incorporated into the WFS as a regular
series in February 1988). For the most part, these
aggregates are simply groupings of chartered bank
deposit liabilities; only notes and coin in circulation
are non-deposit items. This chapter includes a
discussion of the seasonal adjustment procedure used
to convert the raw series into seasonally adjusted
series for policy analysis, and a discussion of the
actual seasonal patterns in the four aggregates, using
seasonals estimated by the Bank for 1988.
Chapter 6 discusses page 7 in the WFS-a page
which is really a grab bag of banking data. It includes
some selected seasonally adjusted asset and liability
series for the banking system, as well as exchange rate
information covering both the spot and forward
markets. The chapter outlines the market mechanism
for determining the forward premium or discount for
the U.S. dollar in Canada relative to the spot price.
This includes how the market translates actual interest
rate differentials into the forward spread (and vice
versa) and makes the point that the forward premium
or discount on the U.S. dollar in Canada is determined
by interest rate differentials.
Chapter 7 assesses pages 8 and 9 in the WFS. These
two pages present a wide range of interest rate data
which allows a reader to track trends for short-, midand long-term interest rates, determine the shape of
the yield curve and assess the spread between the
various tiers of credits. The Bank rate is considered in
some detail.
Chapter 8 provides a discussion of data reported on
pages 10-16 of the WFS. The first part deals with
Government of Canada secuntIes outstanding,
including a holder breakdown for the various
categories of securities (Treasury Bills, marketable
bonds and Canada Savings Bonds). Following this,
there is a brief discussion of the Government of
Canada's cash balance and how it is split between
deposits at the Bank of Canada, deposits with
chartered banks and deposits with other financial
institutions.
Data on the financing record, showing net new
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Introduction
securities issues for all three levels of government (as
well as long- and short-term financing by the
corporate sector), are presented in part II.
Part III presents separate balance sheet information
for the trust and mortgage loan companies excluding
bank mortgage loan subsidiaries, and then shows,
separately, the balance sheet of mortgage loan
companies associated with chartered banks.
Parts IV and V present data on consumer credit
extended by various types of lenders and residential
mortgage credit, respectively. Part VI sets out several
broad aggregate measures of credit outstanding to
complete the assessment of the tabular material in the
WFS.
Part VII considers the charts presented on page 15
of the WFS-charts which show key interest rate and
exchange rate information. Page 15 sets out two
representative 30-day interest rate series for Canada
and the U.S. and plots the differential between them.
The spot exchange rate and the 30-day forward
differential are also charted. The key technical aspects
of the forward arbitraging mechanism and the flow of
fully hedged funds are analysed here.
Part VIII, dealing with page 16, concludes the
discussion of the Weekly Financial Statistics. The
chart at the top of this page, showing the money
market dealer overnight financing rate plotted against
the 91-day Bill rate, is one of the key pieces of
information provided to money market traders and
monetary analysts. On the technical side, dealers have
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an objective standard against which to judge the
quality of their own banking operations. Obviously,
any money market banker who can consistently
finance 25-50 basis points cheaper than the reported
dealer average will be in heavy demand, while those
who consistently bank above the average might be in
for an uncomfortable time.
Second, the spread between the call loan rate and
Bills shown in the chart correlates well with the
Bank's excess cash setting (shown on page 5 and
discussed in chapter 4), giving the analyst a better feel
for short-run monetary policy. Specifically, when the
call average is substantially above six-month Bill
yields on a weekly basis, the Bank's stance is
relatively tight and this is generally reflected by a tight
excess cash setting in the WFS (and vice versa).
A chart showing long bond yields in Canada and the
U.S. and the long-term yield spread completes both
the page and the weekly release.
Chapter 9 sets out a simple "canned" format for
evaluating monetary policy using the WFS. Then,
given this background, the book discusses two real
world classic case studies to show how information in
the WFS can be used for making money in fixed
income markets and/or for cutting losses.
The Conclusion of this book looks to the future and
offers suggestions for both more and better data
releases by the Bank. Such data would relate to the
Bank of Canada, chartered banks and the Government
of Canada.
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0BCR Table 82
REC Tableau B2

Assets
Actif

Wednesday
Moyenne

Government of Canada direct and
guaranteed securi ties
Titres emis ou garantis par Ie
I{ouvernement canadien

mensuel1e
"des

'mercredis
ou donnees
du mercredi

Total(l)
Totel (1)

Treasury

Other

"A"u"'tr"e"'s_ _---,-_ __

Bons du

3 years
and under

Over
3 years

De 3 £Ins

De plus

au moins

de 3 ans

B5
B113704

B6
B113705

B2
B113701

B8
B113713
38
68
9

B3
B113702
M

Amount of

foregoing
held under
purchase
and resale
agreements

bills

Tnisor

Other
bills
Autres
bons

Montant

des effets
pn§Ceden'ts
pris en
pension

B7
B113706

Advances to
members of
the Canadian
Payments
Association
Avances aux
membres de
1 'Association
canadienne
des paie.ments

Inves tments
in
lOB
Titres
de 1a
BE I

Other
investments(2)
Autres
p1ace1l1ents(2}

Foreign
currency
deposi ts
Depots en
monnaies
etrang'eres

497
498
517
477

19,196
19,956
20,234
20,448

684
622
614
611

3
23

292
352
373
317

496
517
517
537

20,432
19,969
20,152
20,382

215
267
244
309

471
495
460
483

20,050
20,426
20,540
20,775

506
481
500

21,327
20,725
21,136

8,397
7,895
8,084
8,196

3,165
3,166
3,166
3,036

7,395
7,395
7,395
7,535

18,957
18,455
18,645
18,767

J

3
10
17
24

8,243
8,506
8,652
8,798

2,931
2,931
2,931
2,931

7,582
7,582
7,583
7,593

18,756
19,020
19,166
19,323

J

1
8
15

9,343
8,746
8,888

2,981
2,699
2,699

7,563
7,663
7,663

19,886
19,107
19,249

679
167

607
557
545

3
293
556

325
288
286

4,446

-166

-3,578

554

-67

142

167

-11

263

-2

J 16

4,382

1987

J

8

142

Average of
Wednesdays

and
Wednesday
Moyenne

mensuelle
des
mercredis
ou donnees
du mercredi

3

150

604
642
667
657

Variations par rapport B la:

1986

Column

Bl
B113700

402
342
334
259

6
13
20
27

Changes from!

1 'actif

960
758
44
3

16,634
17,640
18,706
19,066

36

de

702
718
633
643

7,502
7,627
7,430
7,585

B13
B113710

Total
assets
Total

B15
B113712

B12
B113709

3,045
2,887
3,133
2,931

M

All
other
assets
Autres
elements
de 1 'actif

B14
B113711

Bl0
B113708

6,086
7,126
8,143
8,550

A
M
J

1987

0--0--0--0

BANK OF CANADA:
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES (Millions of dollars)
BANQUE O{f CANADA: ACTIF ET PASSIF (En millions de dollars)

Average of
Wednesdays

1987

-0--0--0

-461

525

-ee-- -e

.,

0--

0

BANK OF CANADA: ASSETS AND LIABILITIES (Millions of dollars)
BARQUE D{f CANADA: ACTIF ET PASSIF (En millions de dollars)
Liabilities
Passif
Notes in circulat ion
Canadian dollar deposits
Billets en circulation
Dep$ts en dollars canadiens
Held by
Total
Government
Chartered
Detenteurs
Total
of Canada
banks
Chartered
Other
Gouvernemen t
Bangues a
banks
Autres
canadien
charte
Bangues a
charte

-e

1,355
19

•

.1--411

Continuer!
suite

Other members of the
Canadian Payments
Association
Autres membres de
1 'Association canadienne des paiements

Other
Autres

Foreign
currency
liabilities
Engagemen ts
en monnaies
etrangeres

All other
liabilities
Autres
elements
du passif

Total
11 abU i ties
Total du
passif

B52
B113716

B53
B113717

B51
B113715

B54
B113718

2,958
2,909
3,042
3,011

13,229
1.3,474
13,749
14,114

16,187
16,383
16,791
17,125

13
245
316
374

2,148
2,524
2,302
2,307

63
117
91
53

173
174
184
210

220
170
169
95

390
342
380
284

19,196
19,956
20,234
20,448

6
13
20
27

2,913
3,095
3,150
3,010

13,736
13,681
13,717
13,863

16,649
16,777
16,867
16,872

1,055
11
181
15

2,020
2,311
2,235
2,642

2

62
158
142

183
196
165
195

129
188
207
153

394
425
340
362

20,432
19,969
20,152
20,382

J

3
10
17
24

2,813
3,066
3,001
3,164

14,124
13,990
14,113
14,229

16,937
17,056
17,114
17,393

108
346
794
248

2,393
2,353
2,057
2,426

104
7
21
80

187
256
210
186

51
103
80
145

270
306
264
297

20,050
20,426
20,540
20,775

J

1
8
15

3,056R
3,313R
3,240

14,615R
14,449R
14,336

17,671
17,762
17,576

225
12
15

2,769
2,225
2,673

1
72
210

164
219
205

160
123
125

336
313
332

21,327
20,725
21,136

22

51

1,355

19

411

1987

M
A
M

1987

M

J

Changes from:

B55
B113719

B59
B113723

B56
B113720

B57
B113721

B58
B113722

B50
B113714

Variations par rapport ala:

1986

J 16

268

1,107

1,375

1987

J

8

-73

-113

-186

-847

644

52

58

448

138

-13

Net amount of uncompleted securities transactions (excluding PRA) with dealers and banks in Canada has a potential cash reserve effect of
$mi 11 ions
in the latest week.
Le montant net des operations sur titres non encore 1iguidees (8 1 'exc1usion des pensions) avec 1es courtiers en va1eurs mobiLieres et les bang/Jes au Canada
a une incidence virtue1le de
millions de dollars sur 1es reserves-encaisse de 18 derniere semaine.
Other investments comprise mainly holdings of U.s. dollar denominated securities.
Autres placements comprend principa1ement 1es titres 1ibe11es en dollars E. -Y.
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The fundamental importance of the Bank of Canada's
balance sheet in the implementation of monetary
policy-the so called "transmission mechanism" -is
made evident by Governor John Crow's comments in
early 1988:
"the Bank of Canada gets its leverage on economic
behaviour because it is the ultimate provider of
liquidity to the economy, including the final means of
settlement for financial institutions. What gives us
this economic leverage are two key facts.
First, large financial institutions-above all,
banks-need to use balances at the Bank of Canada to
settle among themselves the net outcome of the
massive movements of cheques and other payment
items through the Canadian clearing system each day.
Second, because the Bank of Canada controls the size
of its balance sheet, it controls the availability of
those settlement balances ...
Our view about the linkages between central bank
actions and their ultimate effects on the economy is,
simply put, as follows. The Bank of Canada, by
increasing or decreasing the supply of settlement
balances to financial institutions, directly influences
the very shortest term interest rates in the Canadian
money market. Movements in these rates in tum
influence the whole spectrum of market and
administered interest rates and rates of return on a
wide variety of assets and liabilities and, through
them, the exchange value of the Canadian dollar. The
movements of the various rates of return and of the
price of foreign exchange affect over time total
spending in the economy." 1

The Bank's weekly Statement of assets and liabilities,
derived from schedules Band C of the Bank of
Canada Act, contains much of the information needed
to assess the Bank's monetary policy. A Friday
morning release sets out the Bank's detailed balance
sheet.
Page 1 of the weekly Statement, released between
noon and 2:30 p.m. on Friday and which corresponds
to table B2 in the Bank of Canada Review, also
provides this information. Column references on the
balance sheet are keyed to the discussion which
follows. 2 Data are shown as of Wednesday each week
1 "The Work of Canadian Monetary Policy." Eric J.
Hansen Lecture delivered by John W. Crow Governor of
the Bank of Canada at the University of Alberta Edmonton,
Alberta 18 January 1988.
2 The Friday morning balance sheet contains slightly more
detail than the afternoon release. For example, on the asset
side the morning release shows that the Bank can buy both
gold coins and bullion, provincial bonds, shows a three

for the current month and the latest two completed
months along with monthly averages for the latest four
months. The dollar values of changes are shown from
the previous week and from the same week a year
before. All figures are shown on a settlement day basis
(not on a transactions day basis). Purchases and sales
of securities which have been contracted but not
settled (i. e., outstanding and uncleared at the end of
the statement week), are shown in footnote 1 of the
balance sheet.
On the asset side, the Bank has direct control over
all entries except dealer Purchase and Resale
Agreements (PRAs), advances to members of the
Canadian Payments Association (CPA)-since the
1980 Bank Act extended the advance facility to certain
non-banks-and items in the course of settlement. It is
also important to note that the balance sheet always
balances. Any action the Bank takes to increase or
decrease its assets will automatically lead to a
balancing increase or decrease in liabilities and vice
versa.

I.

BANK OF CANADA ASSETS

There are nine entries shown on the asset side of the
balance sheet.

1. Government of Canada Direct and
Guaranteed Securities
a) Total Held
In September, 1988, Bank assets totalled some $22
billion. By far, the largest amount of these (about $20
billion) are the three classes of federal government
security holdings-Treasury Bills, short-term Canada
bonds (three years and under to maturity) and longer
term Canadas (over three years in term). 3 These
investments are recorded at cost and adjusted for
amortized purchase discounts and premiums each
week. The amortization, as well as gains or losses on
the sale of securities, is included in income.
With the Friday morning balance sheet released at
category breakdown of advances and breaks out Bank
premises from all other assets.
3 They include federal government guaranteed bonds (i.e.,
certain marketable bonds issued by Canadian National
Railways and guaranteed by the federal government).
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STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
AS AT WEDNESDAY JULY

ASSETS _

15,

1987

LIABILITIES _

GOLD COIN ... ND BULLION

C... PIT... L P... ID

2. DEPOSITS P...Y... BLE IN FOREIGN
CURRENCIES'
("') U.S ..... DOLL ... RS

5,000,000.00
25.000,000.00

2. REST rUND

$

(B) OTHER CURRENCIES

281.327.071.68
4.273,783.00

NOTES IN CIRCUL ...TION

17.576.285,393.74

4. DEPOSITS'
(A) GOVERNMENT OF C... N... D...

14.856.247.62

285.600.854.68

TOT... L

(B) PROVINCI ... L GOVERNMENTS

3 .... DV... NCES TO'
( ...) GOVERNMENT or C... N... D...

(C) CH ... RTERED B... NKS

(B) PROVINCI"'L GOVERNMENTS
(C) MEMBERS OF THE C... N... DI ... N
PAYMENTS ... SSOCI ...TION

545,317.434.89

545,317,434.89

TOT... L
4. INVESTMENTS
( ...T ... MORTIZED V... LUES)
("') TRE ... SURY BILLS 0, C... N... D...

2,672,730.567.09

(D) OTHER MEMBERS OF THE C... N... DI ... N
P...YMENTS ... SSOCI ...TlON

209.804. 154.09

(E) OTHER

205, 175. 1 36.83

TOT... L
8,887,971,185.14

(B) OTHER SECU~ITIES ISSUED OR GU",R... NTEED BY C... N... D... M...TURING WITHIN
THREE YE ... RS

5 LI ... BILITIES P...Y... BLE IN
FOREIGN CURRENCIES'
(... ) TO GOVERNMENT or C",N ... D...

3,102.566,105.63

125.254.724.26

(B) TO OTHERS

25.860.77

2.698,668,684.48

TOT... L
(C) OTHER SECURITIES ISSUED OR GU ... R... NTEED BY C... N... D... NOT M...TURING
WITHIN THREE YE",RS

125,280.585.03

6 .... LL OTHER LI ... BILITIES

302.177.033.96

7,662.656.251.12

(D) SECURITIES ISSUED OR GU ... R... NTEED
BY ... PROVINCE or C... N... D...
(E) OTHER BILLS
(F) BONDS ... ND DEBENTURES ISSUED BY
THE INDUSTRI ... L DEVELOPMENT B... NK
556,247,018.82

(G) OTHER INVESTMENTS
TOT... L.

19.805.543.139.56

5. B... NK PREMISES

137,283.021.33

6 .... LL OTHER "'SSETS

362.564,667.90

TOT... L ............. $

21.136.309.118.36

TOT... L ... MOUNT or SECURITIES INCLUDED IN ITEMS 4( ...) ... ND (B)
OF ... BOVE ... SSETS HELD UNDER PURCH ... SE .... ND RES ... LE ... GREEMENTS .
TOT"'L "'MOUNT or BILLS INCLUDED IN ITEM 4(E) or ... BOVE ... SSETS
HELD UNDER PURCH ... SE ... ND RES ... LE "'GREEMENTS.
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TOT... L

21.136,309.118.36

. .................. $
$

167.253.432.00

======

o
the end of each month, the Bank also publishes a more
detailed maturity breakdown of longer term security
holdings, based on schedule C of the Bank of Canada
Act, near the bottom of the page. As shown on the
morning balance sheet, this includes breaking down
the holdings of bonds over three years in term to show
three- to five-year Government of Canada bonds, fiveto ten-year bonds and over ten-year bonds. 4
The Bank purchases these securities for its own
account directly from the government at the time of
issue or in the open market from banks and money
market dealers. If the purchases are made for the
Bank's own account, it can be either an outright
purchase or a purchase which is offset by a resale
agreement (PRA). PRAs are usually done when the
Bank is asked to act as a lender of last resort by money
market dealers although in recent years the Bank has
been initiating more PRAs. On occasion, the Bank
will also buy from or sell to official international
organizations (e.g., other central banks) and domestic
government agencies or Crown corporations (e.g.,
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation). Actions
with respect to domestic accounts can reflect debt
management operations or cash reserve management;
alternatively, they can simply provide a service to the
account. 5 Purchases made for a government account
4 Detailed
characteristics of Government of Canada
1teasury Bills and marketable bonds are discussed in the
forthcoming book titled The Mechanics of Monetary and
Debt Management Policy in Canada-A View from the
Street by P. Martin. This includes an outline of the
coupon/pricing/term to maturity decision, the methods of
marketing these securities to the public, the Bank of Canada
takedown and the maturity profile and holding distribution.
5 It is worthwhile noting here that the Bank acts as agent to
help manage the assets of both the government's Securities
Investment account (SIA) and several Special Investment
accounts. To the extent that government debt is an asset for
these accounts, the Bank's debt management activities also
involve it in asset management.
The Securities Investment account is a general account
operated by the Bank as agent for the government.
Typically, most idle cash in this account is invested in
government securities. However, on rare occasions the
Bank has used this account for cash reserve management
policy. For example, when the level of deposits owing to
the Government of Canada and held at the Bank of Canada
has been high, investments have been made and held with
the SIA. Additionally, the Bank could do PRAs with the
SIA to generate cash for redeposit in the banking system. (If
the change in government deposits is reflected in the
banking system, the cash base of the system is influenced.)
In 1963, for example, the Bank sold $50 million in Treasury
Bills to the SIA on February 1 and repurchased the Bills on

do not show up on the Bank's books.
The Bank can also buy, outright or under a PRA,
securities issued by or guaranteed by any province.
However, because these purchases are very rare a
separate entry line is not included in the Bank
Statement, although the more detailed morning
statement of assets and liabilities does show this entry
line. Finally, the Bank can buy "other Bills" municipal and certain corporate securities.

b) Government of Canada Securities and the Bank
of Canada's Balance Sheet
There are several powerful reasons why the Bank buys
and/or trades Government of Canada securities:

i)

Debt Monetization-The
Currency

Creation

of Paper

The Bank of Canada acquires most of the Treasury
Bills and Government of Canada bonds, shown in the
first three entries of its balance sheet, directly from the
Government of Canada. These securities are usually
obtained as part of new issues offered to the public by
the Department of Finance. If the government offers,
say, $800 million in new bonds to finance a
government deficit, the Bank may buy $200 million of
the issue, leaving $600 million to be sold to the
general public. On occasion, however, the Bank may
buy an entire new issue directly from the government.
To pay for these securities which, once purchased,
appear in the appropriate Bill and bond entries on the
balance sheet, the Bank issues Bank of Canada
cheques to the government and credits the
Government of Canada account at the Bank of Canada
with the proceeds. These proceeds initially appear on
the liability side of the balance sheet as Government of

March 1 to offset a seasonal change in chartered bank till
money.
The Bank of Canada also acts as agent for several Special
Investment accounts. Here, however, its discretionary
control is quite limited since these accounts are usually
established for special insurance or trust purposes (e.g.,
pensions, unemployment insurance). TYpically, there are
rules governing the use of fund inflows (e.g., earmarked to
government securities) and how surplus funds are to be used
(e.g., retire debt). Thus, the Bank cannot usually use these
accounts for either debt management policy or cash reserve
management.
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Canada deposits and the balance sheet balances. At
this point, the Bank will usually begin to redeposit
these funds into the banking system as the level of
required primary reserves rises. This redeposit is also
necessary to earn interest (the Bank of Canada does
not pay interest on deposits).
Once the funds appear as government deposits with
chartered banks, the government typically spends the
money. In this case, Ottawa issues cheques to the
public drawn against its account at the Bank of Canada
(and replenishes this account from its chartered bank
accounts). The public then has two choices: it can
demand paper notes, or it can deposit the cheques for
credit to their accounts with financial institutions.
With respect to paper notes, the public's demand for
them rises over time. As the public draws these notes
from financial institutions, these institutions obtain
them from the Bank of Canada and pay for them by
authorizing debits to their reserve accounts at the Bank
of Canada. In tum, the Bank will typically offset the
potential reserve contraction associated with the fall in
the financial institution reserve accounts by
redepositing the funds back into the system. In
summary, the notes are gradually fed into the system
at a rate determined by the general public's demand
for them, and the Bank of Canada acts to neutralize
the associated potential cash reserve contraction.
The key point to note here is that paper currency is
put into circulation by the Bank of Canada purchasing
and thereby monetizing paper debt -government
securities. (The Bank could in fact purchase any
assets, thus monetizing them.) The government then
buys real assets and services using the currency. This
process is commonly called debt monetization. The
currency created through purchase of debt securities is
called "high powered money" and forms part of the
monetary base.

ii) The Bank of Canada's Asset Response to the
Liability Side of Its Balance Sheet and the
OverboughtiUnderbought Position
In the second case, where the public deposits cheques
with, for example, chartered banks, bank deposits and
bank cash are increased. However, because banks
only have to "reserve" a small portion of the cash
against the deposit (one month later), they will
subsequently acquire more assets (i.e., make more
loans) and, in the process, their deposit liabilities rise
again. Assuming no other leakages in the system
(e.g., to currency in circulation), and assuming the
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chartered banks do not hold any excess cash reserves,
this process would generate an increase in private
bank deposits theoretically equal to the inverse of the
primary reserve requirement. If the average reserve
requirement is 5 percent, the demand deposits will
theoretically have risen by a factor of 20 times once
equilibrium is restored. This whole process is referred
to as the theoretical textbook "deposit multiplier" .6
The opposite case occurs if the Bank bids for fewer
new issue Bills (or bonds) than its holding of maturing
Bills, or if it does not "rollover" all its bonds or Bills
at refunding. Then, the Bank has to draw down
government balances at the Bank of Canada to meet
the paydown. This does not necessarily affect
chartered bank cash directly. However, financial
system cash, and the money supply broadly defined to
include government deposits, are affected if the
paydown is achieved by reducing government
balances on deposit with chartered banks (unless
government balances at the Bank of Canada were
unusually high). Direct sales of Bills to the public also
reduce bank cash and theoretically reduce money
supply by lowering private deposits counted in the
various definitions of money.
At this point it is important to note that these deposit
multiplier effects are only theoretical. First, since
bank reserves are held against last month's deposit
base, increased deposits this month do not
automatically trigger the multiplier mechanism.
Second, though the potential exists for the multiplier
effects to occur, the Bank in fact almost always
overrides them by using cash reserve management
policy to offset them. The Bank does not rely
significantly on the multiplier concept for money
supply expansion and will usually not allow the
potential cash contraction implicit in a new issue
takedown by the general public to impact fully on the
banking system. Rather, it will usually offset this by a
system redeposit on the day the certified cheques
clear. This can be done in a simple one-step process or
in a two-step process where the Bank first increases its
foreign currency assets (i.e., by doing swaps with the
Exchange Fund account) to obtain more cash for
redeposit to financial institutions.
As a result, at least in this area most monetary
textbooks describing the deposit multiplier, though
In fact, the deposit multiplier is much smaller than the
inverse of the reserve requirement because money
continually leaks out of the system into desired reserves
above required reserves (excess cash reserves) and into
currency.
6
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theoretically correct, do not go far enough to capture
the way the Bank actually reacts to offset the
multiplier concept in the real world.
Another key point to note is that, although the
Bank's new issue takedown will be influenced by
government cash requirements, the bonds needed by
the Bank to control each issue, the impact the Bank
wants the issue to have on interest rates and money
supply and market conditions, the Bank sees its actual
dollar takedown of bonds as being largely determined
in a somewhat passive and mechanical way.
Generally speaking, Bank assets in total (all asset
entries) are usually adjusted "to make its balance
sheet balance" in a certain way-a process not always
recognized in some of the published literature on
monetary policy and public debt management. Given
a certain rate of real economic growth, inflation, the
structure of interest rates, public demand for currency,
and the demand for bank credit, deposits in the
banking system will grow at a certain rate. This
reflects public demand for currency, bank deposits
and credit at a certain structure of interest rates and
income level. As the deposit base grows in the
banking system, banks will be required to add to their
primary reserve holdings-a Bank of Canada liability.
.consequently, as was the case for currency expansion,
growth in the required level of reserves usually leads
the Bank of Canada to match this on the asset side
with increased holdings of Government of Canada
securities, thus monetizing the debt. If this matching
were not done, currency in circulation would
immediately fall by the amount of the increased
holdings of reserves.
When the securities held tend to run ahead of
required reserves, the Bank may be referred to as
"overbought". When the Bank needs these assets to
balance the reserve liabilities (e.g., if it has sold Bills
to lean against an interest rate decline), it is
"underbought". On balance, the Bank seems to
prefer to operate from an "underbought" position to
ensure maximum flexibility on new issue takedowns,
i.e., the Bank may sell into rallies to enable buying of
new issues when the market is weak.
It is important to note that the Bank's short-run
sensitivity to nominal economic growth is via
chartered bank deposit liabilities. For example, if the
economy should start to grow faster, chartered bank
chequable deposits (and perhaps non-chequable
interest bearing deposits) would rise at a faster rate
according to the M 1 and perhaps M2 demand for
money function. In tum this leads to higher required
primary reserves. Given the faster increase in these

Bank of Canada liabilities, the Bank must at some
point book more assets to avoid being underbought.
As a result, faster economic growth automatically
tends to lead the Bank to take down relatively more
new issue bonds or Bills and, failing this, to buy these
securities in the secondary market.
In 1982-84, the opposite situation occurred. A large
drop in real economic activity and inflation in 1982
resulted in only marginal growth in chartered bank
major assets during this period (loan demand shrunk).
Banks did not need to take in as much deposit money
as usual and so set uncompetitive deposit rates. With
much slower growth in deposits and reduced reserve
requirements on these deposits (following the 1980
Bank Act changes), chartered bank deposits at the
Bank of Canada fell slightly in 1982. This reduced the
Bank's need for balancing assets. Bank holdings of
marketable securities actually fell by about $1.5
billion in 1982-an unusual situation reflecting
"temporary fluctuations within the Bank of Canada's
balance sheet".7 The drop in Government of Canada
securities held was more than offset within the Bank's
balance sheet in December 1982 when it increased its
"other investments" position via Exchange Fund
swaps by about $1.2 billion and its "all other asset"
position by about $400 million. As the Bank's year
end balance sheet shows, this increase in assets
supported an increase of about $1 billion in Bank of
Canada note liabilities in 1982, with most of the
increase occurring in December 1982.
In summary, it can be seen that in the short run and
under normal circumstances Bank of Canada new
issue takedowns (the major component of Bank assets)
tend to be largely mechanical. It is a somewhat
passive response to the exogenous expansion in the
liability side of its balance sheet determined by growth
in the bank deposit base which in tum is a function of
growth in the private sector. 8 This is in sharp contrast
to the earlier longer term discussion and a generally
perceived view that the Bank actively sets its own
requirement at the beginning of the exercise as a
function of monetary policy. Viewed in this context,
there is no particular cause and effect relationship
between Ml growth and new issue takedowns by the
Bank in the short run, although heavy net takedowns
of government securities would eventually lead to

Annual Report, Bank of Canada, 1982, p.32.
The mix of assets (e.g., the takedown of bonds relative to
Bills) is less passive and more influenced by interest rate
and debt management considerations.
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more rapid money supply growth unless offsetting
measures are taken.
This analysis is supported by the Bank's argument
that it sees economic growth and chartered bank
deposit growth determining the monetary base to
which the Bank then simply reacts by adjusting its
assets. That is, in the very short run M1, M2 and M3
will determine what the monetary base will be next
month.
In conclusion, the Bank usually takes down more
new issue bonds and Bills than it holds of maturing
issues. Quite apart from any monetary objectives, this
will always be the case over the longer term as long as
nominal GDP and therefore the deposit base in the
banking system are expanding-the normal course of
events. Put another way, net government debt held by
the Bank of Canada must expand as long as the
economy, currency in circulation, bank deposits and,
hence, required reserves expand.
Given the mechanical approach to new issue
takedowns in the short run, it is important to note that
the Bank can and does influence credit conditions,
interest rates and money supply growth over the
longer term by deviating from the mechanical path,
i.e., by allowing underbought and overbought
positions to develop using cash reserve management
policy. For example, in order to ease liquidity in the
system, or to prevent the system from tightening on
it's own, the Bank would redeposit more government
funds and, if there were insufficient funds in the
government account at the Bank of Canada, an
Exchange Fund Swap would be used to create the
additional funds; this gives rise to an underbought
position. The Bank will normally want to implement
this policy via fine tuning the chartered bank cash
reserve base in order to influence interest rates and
money supply indirectly. This is in contrast to an
active Bank policy of increasing or reducing its
takedowns of new issue bonds.

iii) Open Market Operations
When it buys or sells any of the security classes
appearing in entry 1 in the open market, as opposed to
buying them as new issues directly from the
government, the Bank is employing one of its most
aggressive monetary techniques. This technique
influences interest rates directly via both the supply/
demand impact and the impact on psychology, as
opposed to influencing interest rates indirectly via
changes in the cash base of the banking system.
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2,931
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2,931
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7,582
7,583
7,593

18,756
19,020
19,166
19,323

2,981
2,699

7,563
7,663
7.663

The data on security holdings shown in entry land,
more specifically, the week-to-week changes in the
holdings, are of critical importance in understanding
the open market operations aspect of monetary policy.
Further, to the extent that the cash reserve impact of
open market operations is not offset through the
Bank's drawdownlredeposit technique, purchases and
sales of these security classes in the market can also be
important for the cash position in the banking system.
For example, during the 1970s, the Bank often bought
30-day Bankers' Acceptances in December to inject
cash into the banking system, offsetting a potential
seasonal decline in chartered bank cash and higher
interest rates around Christmas (as a result of higher
public demand for currency). Subsequently, maturing
of BAs in January would withdraw cash and drain the
system, thus preventing rates from falling when
currency in circulation dropped and bank cash
increased.
The broad impact of these open market operations
on chartered banks can be seen by looking at the
chartered bank asset structure on page 2 of the weekly
Statement. However, it will be very difficult to track
this precisely because many factors operate on
chartered bank assets and bank cash. Also, it should

o
be remembered that the Bank will usually offset the
cash reserve impact of its open market operations.
Bank activity can be for its own account, in which
case it shows up as a change in assets on the Bank's
balance sheet, or for government accounts, in which
case it does not show up on the Bank's books. 9
There are two main advantages of open market
operations. First, the Bank can affect the system very
quickly. When the Bank is seen in the market as a
buyer or seller of securities, and the security classes in
this entry change, interest rates will begin to adjust in
the desired direction within a matter of seconds.
Second, open market operations can usually be
tailored to have a bigger direct impact on interest rates
unless, as is usually the case, the Bank is leaning
strongly against the market. This is because the initial
impact of open market operations falls on longer term
securities (Bills or bonds), while cash reserve
adjustments impact initially on the call loan rate and
the day loan rate. It takes some time for this impact to
be transmitted out along the yield curve. Also, by
minimizing the use of open market operations the
Bank effectively creates the psychology impact, thus
making the tool even more powerful.
On the negative side, the Bank sees one main
disadvantage with open market operations. This tool is
viewed as one which overrides the normal market
forces of supply and demand. Aside from the Bank's
clear policy of, from time to time, targeting three-

9 The analyst should always be very careful in judging Bank
activity in different areas of the bond market from the
weekly Bank Statement. Sometimes the figures will show,
for example, that holdings of under three-year Canadas
rose, say, $75 million. This may simply be an outstanding
issue "clicking over" from the longer category to the
shorter category. This should always be suspected if the
shorts held rise by (almost) the same amount that the longs
fall.
Unfortunately, in weeks when the Bank has intervened in
the market and there is also a "click over", it is very hard to
judge what the Bank actually did. This is because the
market does not know how much "clicked over" and how
much was market intervention. As a result, analysts are
asking the Bank to publish its holdings of bonds traded in
the market on a regular basis.
Also, since page 1 of the WFS only shows settled
transactions, if the Bank buys or sells a new issue prior to its
delivery, these transactions will not show up as a change in
assets since such transactions cannot be settled until the
issue is delivered. To obtain a complete picture one also
needs to look at unsettled transactions outstanding (see
Bank Statement, page 1, footnote 1).

month Treasury Bill rates, the Bank generally believes
in the price responsiveness of capital markets and the
need to give maximum scope to the forces of supply
and demand. By contrast, open market operations
change interest rates in a somewhat arbitrary way
because such operations have an element of "moral
suasion" and require dealing in specific classes and
issues of securities. This is particularly true since the
longer term area of the debt market is still somewhat
illiquid and dominated by the federal government, so
any Bank of Canada activity, especially given its
relative infrequency, will tend to dominate the market.
This goes against the Bank's view that it wants broad
and self-reliant markets for securities. 10
It is important to note here that the Bank also sees a
clear separation between its cash management tools,
which influence bank cash and interest rates only
indirectly, and open market operations, which it sees
as influencing interest rates directly via a change in the
supply of securities and market expectations. Instead,
the Bank's main objective in open market purchases
has normally been to "lean against the wind" and
slow down a disorderly rise in interest rates. By
contrast, the Bank has normally been a seller in the
open market for foreign exchange reasons (i.e., to
maintain or increase the yield spread between Canada
and the U.S. in order to hold up a weak Canadian
dollar).
Thus, the Bank's cash manager will almost always
moderate the cash injection/withdrawal in the system
resulting from the open market desk's purchase/sale
of securities. For example, if the Bank of Canada buys
Treasury Bills to support the tender, the cash impact
will usually be neutralized via an unwinding of
Exchange Fund swaps or an increase in government
deposits at the Bank of Canada.
Herein lies one key reason why the Bank relies to a
much lesser extent on open market operations than
many other central banks. 11 By essentially ruling out
10 Because of this, the Bank will not normally buy or sell
Bills on a Thursday morning because this would alter the
market right before the tender. Similarly, it will not
normally buy or sell right after the tender. However, there
have been occasions when the Bank undertook these
unusual actions to provide strong direction to the market.
11 In the U.S., the Federal Reserve relies extensively on
market-related techniques to manage bank cash. Prior to the
Fed's shift in operating procedure in October 1979 and after
October 1982, this involved Fed-initiated repos or match
sale/purchase agreements (i.e., reverse repos), virtually
every day when the Fed Funds rate moved out of a specific
target range. Also, the Fed relies to a much greater extent
on use of open market operations (usually for a customer
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open market actions as a tool for cash management,
such operations by definition cannot be used for dayto-day smoothing of the system. Market intervention
is only used when the Bank wants to affect interest
rates directly and powerfully.
Second, the Bank is reluctant to use open market
operations because the market may be thin. As a
result, such operations can create unwanted market
volatility.
A third key reason open market operations are not
used extensively in Canada results from the Bank's
view that the assets with which it would undertake
market intervention are acquired more or less
passively, at least in the short run, to cover increases
in its primary reserve liabilities resulting from deposit
growth in the banking system. Put another way,
passive short-run asset management implies a passive
approach to open market operations except under
fairly unusual market conditions.
This analysis, unlike some textbooks, does not treat
an open market cash injection/withdrawal in the same
way as a direct redeposit cash injection. Theoretically,
the two have the same effect but, in practice, the Bank
considers them to be quite separate, to be used under
very different sets of market circumstances.
Aggressive and "active" open market operations
are generally carried out only when the Bank wants
the market to see its policy intent clearly or when it
wants policy to have a quick and direct interest rate
impact. In these situations, the Bank will buy
government securities in the market outright to reduce
interest rates or slow down an increase and sell
securities to raise rates or slow down a decline.
These actions, which affect yields on Government
of Canada securities directly, are also quickly
transmitted to the rest of the market given
maintenance of "normal" spreads between security
classes.
Overall then, (excluding some exceptional open

account, though on occasion for its own account) to manage
both bank cash and interest rates. In Canada, by contrast,
the Bank of Canada initiates "special" PRAs infrequently
and has done reverse PRAs on only rare occasions, ego
August 1986. Also, the Bank of Canada rarely uses open
market operations to manage bank cash.
The main reason the Federal Reserve uses open market
operations to manage bank cash is because there are so
many individual banks in the U. S., making it very difficult
to use the system drawdowns and redeposits favoured in the
much more concentrated Canadian system.
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market operations in late 1978, 1979, 1980 and 198486) this tool tends to be used only occasionally and in
specific sets of circumstances, usually calling for
strong action to provide formal direction for the
market. In fact, during 1981-83 the Bank only once
undertook open market purchases or sales of securities
in any of the bond classes with dealers and chartered
banks (July 1982). Most Bank transactions with
dealers and banks are restricted to Treasury Bills (i.e.,
the "Bills only" or "Bills usually" policy) with a
heavy focus on the three-month term.

iv) Debt Management Operations
The Bank of Canada is the fiscal agent for the
Government of Canada. As such, it is required to
assist in developing the government's borrowing
programme which, among other things, involves
physical distribution of new issue government debt
and servicing the debt once it is outstanding.
The Bank's takedown of new issues and the
occasional trading of bonds/Bills to facilitate
marketability (debt management policy) may also
impact on both the total, and especially the mix, of
Government of Canada securities held as Bank assets.
While debt management techniques are discussed
separately from monetary policy techniques (i.e.,
partial equilibrium analysis), it will quickly become
evident that the distinction between the two is blurred
and arbitrary. This is true because, when a
government budget is· in deficit and has to be financed
by the issuance of securities, placing these securities
with either the Bank or the general public (debt
management policy) will influence and affect money
supply, credit conditions and interest rates which are
the foci of monetary policy. On the other hand,
monetary policy obviously affects the types of debt
securities to be issued to the public and the Bank and
also their yields, which are the foci of debt
management policy. 12 Indeed there may be conflicts of
interest between monetary and debt management
policies. For example, higher interest rates to reduce
money supply growth and inflation will raise the
government's debt service costs in the short run.
In 1982, there was one specific and visible occasion
when debt management policy did not mesh well with

12 The 1964 Royal Commission on Banking and Finance
thought debt management policy and monetary policy were
so intertwined that it discussed them in the same chapter.
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monetary policy. This occurred during late February
and early March when new government legislation
containing provisions for an increase in the
government's borrowing authority was delayed in
Parliament. This led the Department of Finance to
announce that it would raise no new money with either
the following week's Treasury Bill tender or with a
new bond issue upon the occasion of a maturing bond
issue; Ottawa would just roll over the amounts
maturing. (In cases such as this, the government is
empowered under section 39 of the Financial
Administration Act to issue short-term debt up to six
months in term to temporarily finance itself if it
appears that there may not be sufficient funds in the
Consolidated Revenue Fund to meet lawful and
authorized disbursements.) One week later, following
passage of the legislation, Ottawa announced on a
Wednesday that it would raise $500 million in net new
money at the Bill tender the next day. With so little
warning, this about-face caught Bill traders by
surprise and three-month Bills immediately jumped
from 9.20 to 9.30 percent (and would have gone
higher had it not been for the Bank's open market
buying support at 9.30 percent) while longer dated
Bill yields moved up 25-40 basis points.
This debt management action was highly unusual
because it significantly destabilized and distorted the
market. The announcement should have been on
Monday, three days before the tender at the latest, and
preferably a week's notice should have been given.
Further, the Bank seemed to be caught in a difficult
position because it was maintaining a tight cash
position in advance of the announcement, with the call
loan rate holding above 11 percent through Tuesday,
just before the tender.
With respect to the Bank's takedown of new issue
marketable securities, several points are important.
First, the Bank will want to keep control of each issue
of each security class. In practice, this means it will
usually want to hold 15-20 percent of any specific
maturity, although it may sometimes take less if the
issue is "hot" or if it wants to hold down money
supply growth. By contrast, on occasion the Bank
may have to take up to 50 percent of a particular slow
selling maturity. (On occasion, the government may
do an issue directly with the Bank. This was last seen
in March 1979 when a special $300 million issue was
done to replenish Bank holdings of 10 1I4s of 2004a maturity it sold heavily to encourage higher interest
rates to stabilize a decline in the Canadian dollar.)
Bank of Canada debt management operations may

also be affected on occasion by three technical factors
which mayor may not affect its own balance sheet.
First, a technical situation which has to be dealt with
several times a year is market illiquidity for specific
Government of Canada bond issues outstanding. For
example, a specific long-term government issue may
be illiquid in the hands of dealers, so the Bank may
buy these bonds on the street on the basis that each
dealer buys the same amount of bonds with a similar
term (i.e., only one-two years apart) from the Bank.
This maintains liquidity in the whole market for
Canadas by encouraging dealers to buy and sell all
outstanding bonds without influencing the balance
sheet, bank cash or interest rates.
While most ofthese trades would be "size for size"
and "term for term" (and thus would net out on the
balance sheet), the Bank might also on rare occasions
go against this principle to correct a technical
situation. For example, if a foreign central bank were
to buy or sell a large amount of securities in the
market, the Bank might have to offset some of the
market impact by dealing in different size in a
different maturity of the market. This would affect the
security mix on the Bank's balance sheet.
Second, the Bank may want to adjust its own
portfolio to, say, increase the amount of mid-term
bonds on its books while lowering the number of longs
(to maintain flexibility to deal in all issues and
maturity ranges in the market). If this adjustment is
not possible using new issue takedowns, it may be
carried out in the secondary market.
For example, in 1984 the Bank felt its balance sheet
was becoming overweighted in bonds relative to
Treasury Bills. Thus, the Bank, in moves which were
basically unrelated to monetary policy, tended to limit
its purchases of new issue bonds and also sold bonds
which it already held on its books. The balance sheet
adjustment was achieved in two ways, as described in
the Bank of Canada's Annual Report for 1984.
First, the Bank purchased Government of Canada
bonds that were maturing during 1984 against sales
from its portfolio of longer-term Government bonds
and, to a lesser degree, treasury bills. Such purchases
amounted to $672 million and allowed the Bank,
when these issues came due, to reduce its holdings of
bonds by not fully replacing the maturing bonds with
purchases of the new issues. Secondly, outright sales
of $782 million of bonds were made in the market.
The net result was a decrease in the Bank's holdings
of Government marketable bonds of $600 million
during the year. With treasury bill holdings up $700
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million, the increase in the Bank's overall portfolio of
Government of Canada securities was only $100
million in 1984, compared to $1.6 billion in 1983.13
Overall, however, the uncertainty created when
these situations occur means that the Bank rarely
enters into these transactions without some
explanation to bond and money market traders.
Technical intervention, especially in the bond market,
can be easily misinterpreted by "the street" as a more
fundamental move in policy by the Bank. Typically,
open market operations are basically guided by one
factor-interest rates.
The third type of technical debt management policy
is Bank activity, as agent for the government, to retire
government debt prior to its final maturity. There are
two methods it can use. The first does not affect the
Bank's balance sheet while the second approach does.
First, on behalf of the government, the Bank can
retire a small portion of debt prior to its final maturity
by buying bonds in the market for resale to the federal
government's Purchase Fund account. This fund was
first established in 1961 to buy long-term bonds when
the market was weak and so help support the price
(market stabilization). These purchases also increase
secondary market liquidity, aid the marketability of
new issues and generally improve market efficiency.
The Purchase Fund, applying to each issue as
specified by the federal government, is like a sinking
fund with one major difference: sinking fund
purchases are mandatory, while Purchase Fund
purchases are not. Generally speaking, in the case of
the Federal Purchase Fund the Bank, on behalf of the
government, undertakes on a "best efforts" basis to
purchase long-term bonds during each quarter of each
year to maturity (beginning soon after issue) when
they are available in the open market at prices at or
below the original issue price. 14 The amount purchased
each year ranges from 2 to 3 percent of the principal
amount of the bonds subject to the Purchase Fund.
However, the Bank will try to buy a pro-rated
amount each quarter (i.e., at least 112 or 3/4 percent
of the principal amount of the issue outstanding). A 2
percent Purchase Fund, if fully utilized, would retire

13

Annual Report, Bank of Canada, 1984, p.30.

To date, all long-term Canada issues offered since 1974
have had a Purchase Fund. However, there are no other
issues currently outstanding with a Purchase Fund.
In the case of long issues re-opened at various prices, the
relevant issue price for Purchase Fund consideration is the
original issue price.
14
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40 percent of a 20-year issue prior to final maturity,
while a 3 percent Purchase Fund would retire 60
percent. 15 Purchase fund bonds are actually retired
once a year usually in March.
Though not used extensively as an element of
policy, these purchases are usually timed to
complement the Bank's monetary policy. For
example, to help keep interest rates from rising in the
first quarter of 1983, the Bank came in relatively early
in Q1, rather than at the end of the quarter as is usually
the case, to buy bonds for the Purchase Fund. (These
purchases show up in the account of the Minister of
Finance and so cannot be calculated from the WFS.
Street estimates, however, placed the buying support
at about $34 million.)
On occasion, however, the Bank has felt it had to
buy bonds for the Purchase Fund when it did not want
to do so (e.g., in a strong market). In such cases,
purchases are usually balanced by offsetting sales of
bonds which are not subject to Purchase Fund
provisions. Also, the Bank makes a point of noting
when its market buying is as an agent, acting for an
account or for the Purchase Fund, so that the market is
not misled into thinking the Bank is buying for its own
account and using pure open market operations. In any
case, if activities for the Purchase Fund do have a
potential cash reserve impact, this will almost always
be offset by the Bank to eliminate any impact on
system cash.
An alternative method of "retiring" debt prior to its
final maturity is for the Bank to "pre-retire"
outstanding issues on behalf of the government. There
are two ways of doing this. First, as agent for the
federal government as borrower, the Bank can do an
exchange offering, as was done in 1971. Here it
announces an offer to buy up certain bonds which are
close to maturity (at a premium to the market), if the
lender will buy other bonds with a longer term from
the Bank.
Alternatively, the Bank need not make a formal
offer but, instead, may gradually buy short maturity
bonds (usually under one year in term) prior to
maturity. Against these purchases it sells out the same
amount of longer term bonds (typically one-three year
term). In either case, however, unlike bonds bought
for the Purchase Fund, these are not actually retired
when they are bought. Also, these purchases show up
on the Bank's balance sheet.
15 The government may, in any quarter, apply bonds
purchased in the previous year but not credited.
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These two types of pre-retirement are done in order
to lengthen the term of public holdings via a type of
"tap" issue and guard against the distorting impact of
large public maturities, which would be particularly
serious if a large issue were to show a big public
maturity during poor market conditions (i.e., preretiring gives the Bank more control over maturing
issues).
Under either method of pre-retirement there is a
bond swap involved. Since these swaps are usually
dollar for dollar, they do not affect the cash reserve
base of the banking system.

2. Amount of Foregoing (Government
Securities) Held Under Purchase and Resale
Agreements
When money market dealers are unable to finance
their inventories of Government of Canada securities
in the private money market at reasonable rates (see
day-to-day loans and call loans), they can enter into a
Purchase and Resale Agreement (PRA) with the Bank
of Canada up to their credit line with the Bank. These
PRAs use government securities three years and under
to maturity, including 1teasury Bills, as collateral.
Before 1985, a PRA was almost always initiated by
the dealer. Here, the dealer sells the eligible security
to the Bank at a fixed price with an agreement to
repurchase the security at a predetermined future date
and at a predetermined fixed price (i.e., a
simultaneous purchase and resale by the Bank). These
prices determine the cost of the PRA to the dealer.
This is commonly referred to as "rediscounting"
eligible government securities with the Bank. 16 These
16 When the Bank introduced PRAs in 1953, they could only
be done against Treasury Bills. The PRA facility was
designed to increase the liquidity of the dealer Bill
inventories by having the Bank stand ready to buy these
securities. This would also encourage banks to make loans
to dealers against Bills as collateral. Thus, establishing the
PRA facility encouraged dealers to take Treasury Bills into
inventory and trade as principals-a move which was
designed to increase the liquidity of Treasury Bills and
broaden the market for short-term debt securities. This
rediscount facility carried a lower interest rate than
chartered bank call loans and was successful in encouraging
dealers to make markets in short-term securities (i.e., to
take principal positions and deal from an inventory). In
tum, this greatly expanded the secondary market liquidity
of Treasury Bills. The "official" money market began to
develop quickly from this point.

PRAs provide same day cash to dealers, but their
impact on chartered bank cash can be offset by the
Bank of Canada drawing down the system. Securities
held by the Bank under PRA are always considered
temporary assets since they generally reflect
temporary tightness in the market-an inability by the
dealer community to obtain reasonable rates on
overnight private financing for its inventory of
Government of Canada securities. This forces dealers
to use the Bank's lender of last resort facility.

In 1954, chartered banks reacted to the PRA initiative by
introducing the day loan facility for dealers to finance
Treasury Bills in the private money market.
In 1956, the rediscount facility was expanded to include
direct and guaranteed Government of Canada bonds
maturing within three years, and in 1962 the Bank granted
investment dealers the right to do PRAs on Bankers'
Acceptances (BAs) as well as agreeing to deal in BAs for
cash with dealers. (Bankers' Acceptances are essentially
commercial paper with a chartered bank guarantee.) In
1969, the Bank introduced a limitation that BAs could only
be rediscounted up to 15 percent of a dealer's total line of
credit with the Bank. This limitation was imposed since
dealers had been financing all their BAs on the "day line"
at a large spread over Treasury Bills. As a result, banks
began to finance BAs in the call loan market.
Under the 1980 Bank of Canada Act revision, however,
BAs were totally eliminated (as of February 1981) as a
security class specifically eligible for PRAs with the Bank
and, hence, as collateral for day-to-day loans with chartered
banks. This was because the Bank concluded that the
money market no longer required central bank involvement
as a lender of last resort against BAs. That is, with the huge
growth in the BA market, the Bank's objective of using
policy to develop the breadth and depth of this security class
had been achieved. In any case, with BAs only previously
eligible for PRAs up to 15 percent of the total dealer line of
credit with the Bank of Canada, only about $50-75 million
out of the $7 billion in BAs outstanding in early 1980 could
actually be financed at the Bank-a small "nuisance"
amount. Finally, under the previous rules, certain BAs were
eligible for rediscounting, while others were not. Under the
1980 Bank of Canada Act, all BAs are treated equally, thus
eliminating unnecessary complications for people buying,
selling and financing two different classes of BAs.
It is also important to note that even with the changed
treatment of BAs, the Bank continues to have the power to
buy and sell them in pursuit of its open market operations,
should it consider this necessary or desirable. In 1981-87,
the Bank did not buy or sell any BAs either outright or
under a PRA.
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However, there are occasions when dealer initiated
PRAs are not evidence of true fundamental tightness.
For example, dealers may be positioning paper for a
very positive carry or capital gain potential, thereby
creating additional demand for callJday loan financing
which forces up the rates. Second, the banks may not
like the callJday loan rate and may choose instead to
put their funds into short-term paper. Third, at the end
of October each year, banks like to "window dress"
and hold extra cash, rather than callJday loans, to
guard against having to ask for a Bank advance which
would show up in the chartered banks' year end
financial statements and annual reports. This situation
can create "technical tightness" over the chartered
bank year end, although this is usually offset by the
Bank of Canada. Finally, on some occasions there
may be an uneven distribution of lendable cash in the
banking system. Here, one or two banks may end up
with all the surplus cash and may not want to lend it.
Since 1985, the traditional type PRA has been
supplemented with "Special PRAs" for which the
Bank of Canada (and not the dealer) initiates the
transactions and controls the timing, rate and amount
to be negotiated.
Special PRAs were introduced by the Bank to give
it more flexibility and direct control in targetting
market interest rates. With the ability to set any PRA
22

rate and to do any size transaction with any dealer, the
Bank has immediate and direct control over the call
and day loan rates and thus more direct control over
market interest rates in general. Specifically, the Bank
can achieve more direct interest rate control than it
could achive via cash reserve management policy
alone, and it has more targeted technical control over
the short end of the market than it could achieve via
the use of open market operations in Treasury Bills (a
blunter, broader technique).
These PRAs are over and above the normal dealer
lines of credit. There is neither a set amount for any
dealer nor any allocation formula. Special PRAs are
done at interest rates prevailing "in light of the
circumstances" and at the Bank of Canada's
discretion. They are usually done by the Bank of
Canada either to alleviate undue tightness in the
money market, and provide a signal to the market (like
open market operations), or to provide extra cash to
the system to offset some unusual development. For
example, special PRAs were used heavily near year
end 1986 when technical factors in the U.S. pushed
overnight rates sharply higher there and this spilled
over into Canada. When this occurred, special PRAs
were used to offset the U.S. tightness hitting Canadian
dealers.
In 1987, Special PRAs were outstanding on 63
days, averaging about $300 million. However,
Special PRAs were very aggressively used just before
and after the October 19, 1987, stock market crash,
with the Bank of Canada introducing peak amounts of
Special PRA credit of $3.5-4 billion.
Regular PRAs and special PRAs are combined for
statistical presentation.
In 1986, the Bank of Canada also formally
"Special
Sale
and
Repurchase
introduced
Agreements" -reverse PRAs. While Special PRAs
allow the Bank to inject credit and lower callJday loan
rates, reverse PRAs allow the Bank to withdraw funds
and push overnight rates higher. As with Special
PRAs, special Sale and Purchase Agreements are also
at the pleasure of the Bank and are usually used to
provide clear cut direction for interest rates. This
transaction was first done on August 29, 1986, when
the Bank of Canada negotiated $150 million of them
with the chartered banks. These reverse PRAs allowed
the Bank to offset a sharp decline in overnight interest
rates. They were apparently done on a small spread
over the call loan rate.
In 1987, two transactions were done in midDecember in amounts of $250 million and $275
million. 1988 saw more reverse PRAs. A notable
series of transactions occurred in late May 1988, when
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the Bank had little money on deposit with banks that
could be used for a system drawdown. Here, the Bank
did reverses on the last day of a bank averaging period
to push interest rates up (due to reports of very strong
domestic economic growth data).
Money market dealers and the Bank engage in
PRAs on two broad classes of government
securities-federal Treasury Bills and short-term
Government of Canada bonds-although virtually all
of these PRAs are actually done on Treasury Bills.
PRAs are usually more expensive than normal day
and call loan funds. As a result, PRAs are only done
by dealers when the "normal" channels of financing
are not readily available at reasonable interest rates.
PRAs can be for as long as 15 days but are usually
for a term of one day (except in 1985-87, when PRAs
had a much longer average term). The 15-day
maximum reflects the Bank's desire not to have PRAs
outstanding for more than one full chartered bank
Under
normal
reserve
averaging
period.
circumstances (excluding special PRAs) , the
maximum extent to which a dealer can borrow from
the Bank on a PRA is determined by the dealer's line
of credit with the Bank of Canada. It ~s estimated that
dealer lines of credit totalled about $800-$900 million
in late 1988. 17 This suggests that the major four or five
dealers would each have lines of credit in the range of
$50-$80 million. As noted above, the Bank has
offered dealers special PRA financing well above their
actual lines of credit, so the dealer lines of credit are
not nearly as meaningful as they were prior to 1985.
Turning to the cost of PRAs, the formula for normal
dealer initiated PRAs has undergone several changes
since it was originally set in 1953 at the 91-day Bill
tender average rate plus 114 percent. However, in
spite of all the changes over the years, the Bank
returned in March 1980 to that original formula.
The first change was introduced in 1962 when the
Bank abandoned the floating Bank rate because a
foreign exchange crisis forced Ottawa to pursue a

I7 From late 1969 to April 1984, dealers were not free to
draw their full line of credit. The rule was that two-thirds of
a dealer's line of credit would always be granted by the
Bank, at the PRA formula rate, up to 5 p.m., if a dealer
could not bank (finance) his short-term Government of
Canada inventory position in the day or call loan system at
reasonable rates. The remaining one-third of a dealer's line
had to be offered by the Bank of Canada, and this was only
done on rare occasions. Also, the rate on the remaining onethird of the line was negotiated and was usually above the
normal PRA formula rate.

policy of leading interest rates up. This was done by
moving to a fixed Bank rate and then raising this rate
significantly. The Bank then gave some additional
protection to money market dealers whom it had
previously encouraged to take liability positions in
short-term paper. When the Bank returned to a fixed
(and higher) Bank rate in 1962, it also announced that
dealers could do PRAs at the Treasury Bill linked rate
(91-day Bills at tender plus 114 percent) or the Bank
rate, whichever was lower. That is, dealer borrowing
costs were limited to a maximum of the Bank rate
regardless of what was happening in the market.
The next change occurred in late 1970 when the
Bank went one step further and set a minimum PRA
cost of Bank rate less 75 basis points.
Thus, it can be seen that dealer PRAs would not be
totally subject only to Treasury Bill auction yields.
Rather, dealer PRAs would be at a market-related
rate, subject to both a fixed Bank rate adjusted
minimum and maximum. 18
Another change as it affected the dealer PRA
18 The PRA formula which evolved under the fixed Bank
rate regime is one which clearly tended to stabilize the
market. Specifically, the fact that the PRA formula has
always been based on the previous week's Bill tender
average means that a change in the fixed Bank rate which
existed during the 1960s and 1970s had its major effect on
the dealer's last resort financing cost the following week.
Thus, dealers were temporarily cushioned against an
increase in the Bank rate on a Friday night in a given week,
because dealer borrowing costs at the Bank in the following
week (when interest rates would rise sharply) were
determined by the previous Thursday's Treasury Bill
tender. Also, dealers were not allowed to capture the full
benefits of a reduction in the Bank rate in the week
following a cut. As a result, the formula which emerged
under a fixed Bank rate tended to stabilize the market.
The minimum and maximum also tended to stabilize and
preserve orderly financial markets by ensuring that
distortions in the money market and, in particular,
distortions in the Treasury Bill sector did not provide
dealers with large windfall profits or losses in a short period
of time. For example, in 1972 a large build-up in federal
cash balances led Ottawa to cut back on the Bill tender. The
limited supply of Bills, combined with chartered bank
demand to meet the high secondary reserve requirement
which existed at that time, pushed Bill rates to an
abnormally low level relative to yields on other types of
securities. The minimum dealer borrowing cost, which then
became operative on PRAs, kept dealers from borrowing
artificially cheap funds in the call and day loan markets to
finance a sharp speCUlative build-up in inventories as
Treasury Bill rates fell.
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formula occurred in 1974 when the Bank announced
that the maximum PRA rate would no longer be the
fixed Bank rate but rather the Bank rate plus 50 basis
points!9 Thus, from 1974 through to March 1980,
19 This change permitted more flexibility in the relationship
between Treasury Bill rates and the fixed Bank rate. One
reason for the higher maximum was that the Bank did not
like the fact that some analysts, including the author,
effectively used the spread between Bills and the Bank rate
to forecast changes in the Bank rate (i.e., as Bill rates
approached the Bank rate, there was pressure for a Bank
rate increase). Because the spread relationship worked so
well in forecasting Bank rate changes, it developed into a
self-fulfilling prophesy.
Under these circumstances, the Bank's policy options
could be restricted when the differential closed. This was
not a problem when the Bank wanted to raise the Bank rate,
but could create difficulties if the Bank did not think a Bank
rate increase was warranted even though it might be called
for on a spread basis. In these instances, the Bank was
sometimes forced to buy Treasury Bills in order to hold Bill
yields below the Bank rate-an action which, on occasion,
introduced a rigidity which was inconsistent with the
Bank's policy to control interest rates and/or restrict money
supply growth.
In these circumstances, if the Bank did not buy Bills,
then market psychology might force Bill yields above the
Bank rate. In theory, this could encourage dealers and
possibly chartered banks to borrow from the Bank at the
Bank rate maximum and use these funds to "margin" a
much larger amount of higher yielding Bills-a
development which could lead some banks to aggressively
manage bank cash by playing a technical spread game.
Though eventually these purchases' and sharply higher
dealer inventories of Bills would bring rates back into
equilibrium, dealer and bank arbitraging using central bank
credit is not consistent with the Canadian concept that lines
of credit with the central bank should be mainly used as a
last resort. The new maximum technically prevented this
phenomenon from developing among dealers and banks
until Bill yields rose 50 basis points above the Bank rate-a
development which would be most unlikely.
Also, it is important to point out that even if these
borrowings were not undertaken directly from the Bank, it
was likely that if Bill rates went through the fixed Bank rate
(and therefore the PRA rate) the banks might call in their
call/day loans to money market dealers in order to purchase
the higher yielding Bills. This, in tum, would squeeze the
dealers,forcing them to either sell securities outright (which
would cause interest rates to rise further) or borrow from the
Bank. This phenomenon was not desirable either.
The new higher maximum PRA rate also offered another
advantage from the Bank's viewpoint in 1974. When
interest rates were rising, it would sometimes be relatively
more expensive than before for dealers to use their lines of
credit with the Bank (i.e., when Bills were within 25 basis
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dealers could do PRAs with the Bank at 1/4 percent
above the average 91-day weekly Bill tender, subject
to a minimum of Bank rate less 3/4 percent and a
maximum of Bank rate plus 112 percent.
The last change in the dealer PRA formula occurred
in March 1980, when the Bank moved to a floating
Bank rate. Here, the dealer borrowing cost on a PRA
was maintained at three-month Bills at tender plus 114
percent, but the maximum and minimum were
dropped (i.e., the same formula which applied
between 1953 and 1962 was reintroduced). Under this
formula, the dealer PRA rate is also equal to the Bank
rate whereas, under the formula prevailing prior to
March 1980, dealer borrowing costs could exceed the
Bank rate.
3. Other Bills (Purchased Directly or under a
PRA)

Under the 1980 Bank of Canada Act, the Bank is
specifically empowered under paragraph 48(3)(g) to
buy and sell bills of exchange and promissory notes
endorsed, accepted or issued by a chartered bank and
having a maturity not exceeding 180 days (excluding
days of grace) from the date of acquisition by the
Bank. The Bank of Canada is empowered not only to
buy Bankers' Acceptances in any amount outright or
under a PRA (only at the Bank of Canada's pleasure)
but is also allowed to buy Certificates of Deposit
(CDs) or bearer deposit notes (BDNs) issued by the
chartered banks out to 180 days in term either for cash
or under a PRA. The 1980 legislation thus allows the
Bank specific and wide scope to buy a broader range
of chartered bank or bank guaranteed short-term paper
than under the previous Act, either outright or under a
PRA.
These purchases, which are made at the initiative of
the Bank of Canada, are quite different from PRAs.
Specifically, all these purchases can be made in
conjunction with the Bank's open market operations.

points of the Bank rate or above the Bank rate). This
discouraged dealers from positioning paper as principal in
periods of rising interest rates. Looked at from this point of
view, the change in the PRA formula in 1974 reflected at
least a partial desire to limit dealer ability to position
securities as principal in bad markets, as well as a technical
tightening of monetary policy, and increased Bank control
over the financial system to maintain orderly markets.
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Prior to December 1980, dealers could do PRAs on
only one class of bank paper-eligible Bankers'
Acceptances.
Further, under the 1980 Bank of Canada Act, the
Bank was also given much broader powers to buy nonbank short-term securities, if necessary, to facilitate
its open market operations. Paragraph 48(4)(k) of the
1980 Bank of Canada Act states that the Bank of
Canada can, for the purpose of its open market
operations, buy from and sell to Canadians or nonresidents in the open market, bills of exchange or
promissory notes out to 180 days in term with or
without the endorsement of a chartered bank. (But this
dealing cannot apparently be done under the Bank's
lender of last resort facility where PRA purchases are
included in entry 2.) The securities which can be used
to facilitate open market operations include a wide
variety of bank paper, as well as bills of exchange and
eligible promissory notes issued by provincial and
municipal governments and corporations (e.g.,
commercial paper).

"Other Bills" can be bought outright for cash by
the Bank of Canada or purchased under an agreement
to resell the securities back to the original holder.
However, the Bank Statement does not allow the
reader to distinguish cash purchases from PRAs when
these are included in the "other Bills" category.

4. Advances to Members of the Canadian
Payments Association

a) The Canadian Payments Association
Before examining Bank of Canada advances to
members of the Canadian Payments Association
(CPA) as of Wednesday each week, it is worthwhile to
describe the CPA since it is a creation arising out of
changes to banking legislation in December 1980. The
CPA was established to do two things:
to take over the ten-centre clearing system from
the Canadian Bankers' Association (CBA) and
operate the national clearing and settlements
system for such things as cheques, travellers
cheques and money orders; and
to work with interested groups to plan the
evolution of the national payments system-a
system which is to be based more and more on
shared computer communications technology and
electronic funds transfer in the future, e.g., shared
ATMs. This involves the automation of daily
clearing and final settlement in a way that links all
bank and non-bank direct clearers together in a
reliable and cost efficient manner. The CPA is
also expected to playa key role in helping develop
a national point-of-sale electronic network and an
automated payments transfer system for large
value payments.
The CPA formally took over operation of the
clearing system from the Canadian Bankers'
Association on February 1, 1983, for three reasons.
The first was equity-to give recognition to the fact
that non-bank financial institutions, which accept
transferable deposits, have a big stake in the clearing
and settlement system and so should have an equal
opportunity to participate in the long-term
development of the system. The second reason was
cost-the new technology will require costly new
investments so it is desirable to spread these costs over
as many participants as possible. The third reason was
efficiency-competition between a wider range of
financial institutions would lead to the most efficient
payments system. And, even if non-banks did not see
themselves as direct participants in the clearing system
at the time, it was still felt that non-banks should have
the opportunity to participate in a forum which will
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become both very knowledgeable concerning
electronic funds transfer and a powerful force in
developing such transfer in Canada.
Under the banking legislation in force prior to
December 1980, the Bank of Canada and all Canadian
banks were required to be members of the CBA, but
no other members were permitted. The Canadian
chartered banks ran the clearing system by exchanging
their customers' cheques and other payment items
directly among themselves and settled the balances
daily through their accounts at the Bank of Canada.
All other institutions accepting chequable deposits
were effectively required to use one of the chartered
banks as their agent in clearing their customers'
cheques through the system.
Under the 1980 legislation, the Bank of Canada and
all Canadian banks (both domestic and foreign banks
chartered in Canada) are still required to be members
of the CPA. However, with the legislation setting up
the CPA a new class of membership-voluntary nonbank membership-is both allowed and encouraged.
Specifically, any institution or person is eligible to
become a member of the CPA if the institution or
person accepts deposits transferable by order to a
third party and if the institution or person is able to
meet the requirements set out in the CPA by-laws.
Section 84 of the CPA Act sets out the financial
stability requirements for CPA members which serve
to protect depositors against loss. These include:
being a member institution of the Canada
Deposit Insurance Corporation (CDIC); or
being a member of the Canadian Co-operative
Credit Society Limited, incorporated by Special
Act of Parliament and holding a valid certificate
granted under the Co-operative Credit Association
Act; or
being an institution having deposits made with it
insured or guaranteed under provincial legislation
which protects depositors and ensures adequate
inspection of the member.
Beyond the required membership (chartered banks
and the Bank of Canada), the following are
specifically eligible for membership in the CPA:
trust companies;
loan companies;
centrals of credit unions, including provincial or
regional groupings, and caisses populaires as well
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as the respective federations to which the centrals
themselves may belong;
provincial governments and their agenciesadvances can be made to the federal government
and provincial governments whether or not they
are CPA members; and
other eligible financial institutions.
In early 1988 the CPA had over one hundred
members including:
the Bank of Canada;
all domestic Canadian banks;
all foreign banks chartered in Canada;
23 federally and provincially incorporated trust
and mortgage loan companies;
25 credit union centrals and federations of cooperative credit institutions (e.g., caisses
populaires); and
seven other institutions (Province of Alberta
Treasury Branches, Ontario Government Savings
Offices and five other unaffiliated local credit
unions).

b) Bank of Canada Liquidity Advances to Direct
Clearing CPA Members
Under the banking legislation existing prior to
December 1980, the Bank of Canada was only
empowered to make cash advances to Canadian
chartered banks and Quebec savings banks, under
normal circumstances, although it also had power to
advance funds directly to the federal and provincial
governments. It will be noted that, unlike investment
dealers who could only borrow from the Bank at the
PRA rate by discounting eligible securities, members
of the CBA (only Canadian-owned chartered banks)
could borrow cash funds directly from the Bank, using
virtually any asset as collateral, under the Bank's
lender of last resort facility, up to their line of credit
with the Bank.
Under the 1980 Bank of Canada Act, the Bank is
empowered to both accept deposits from non-bank
members of the CPA and grant temporary loans or
cash advances to any member of the CPA. As under
the prior legislation, the Bank can advance funds to all
banks chartered in Canada and to any savings bank to
which the Quebec Savings Banks Act applies and, in
addition, can extend advances to a wide range of nonbanks.
There are, however, two distinctly different classes
of CPA members. Clearing members have direct

partIcIpation in the aSSOCIatIOn while non-clearing
members have a more ann's length participation.
Even though the Bank is empowered to advance to all
CPA members, in fact, it normally limits its advance
facility to those CPA members who are or become
clearing members (i.e., those members who both
participate directly in the daily clearing of payment
items and have established a deposit account with the
Bank to settle their daily clearing gains or losses). All
banks are already members, but contingency
borrowing facilities have been set up for non-bank
CPA clearing members to enable them to settle
unforeseen transactions which are larger than the
funds they may have on deposit at the Bank.

save money by clearing through eXIstmg direct
clearers. Thus, most of the non-bank CPA members
(e.g., small trust companies) will not participate
directly in the clearing process; rather, these smaller
members use another member to represent them in the
clearing and settlement process. Non bank members
of the CPA would only qualify for Bank of Canada
advances if they are direct clearers.
As of 1988, there were eight Schedule A clearing
banks plus five other members who began to clear and
settle on their own behalf in 1984-85. These included:
Laurentian Bank (which took over Montreal City and
District Savings Bank in September 1987), Canada
Trustco Mortgage Company, the Province of Alberta
Treasury Branches, La Caisse centrale Desjardins du
Quebec and the Canadian Co-operative Credit Society
Limited. The latter two institutions represent their
respective regional centrals in the clearings and thus
well over 3,000 individual credit unions and caisses
populaires. In 1987, Royal Trust also joined as a
direct clearer.

c)

Characteristics of Liquidity Type Cash Advances

Cash loans or advances are made when requested by
any direct clearing CPA member, although the Bank
wants CPA members first to use the money market to
adjust their cash reserves before asking for an
advance. Under the Bank of Canada Act, these loans
can be made for no longer than six months. Loans are
made against the borrowing member's own
promissory notes, secured by government obligations
or other satisfactory collatera1. 2o Each CPA member's
line of credit is set at 2 112 percent of the member's
chequable deposits.
From a technical point of view, the main advantage
CPA members derive as a result of borrowing from the
To be eligible to join as a direct clearer rather than
employ an agent, a CPA by-law (accepted in
December 1982) requires that a financial institution
must account for a minimum of 112 percent of the
total annual clearings of the system. As of the end of
1983, this required about 15 million items-a number
that tends to preclude non-bank members who are not
involved in retail business. This rule was adopted
because direct participants in the clearing system
require both staff and expensive automated cheque
sorting equipment, making participation expensive for
institutions with a small volume of clearing items.
For those not heavily into clearing, the CPA
welcomes the membership but encourages the firm to

The range of eligible collateral is much wider than for
dealers borrowing under the PRA facility. Indeed, the
eligible collateral has never really been spelled out in the
public record. Under the 1980 Bank Act, eligible collateral
is defined to be bills of exchange or promissory notes or any
other property that the CPA member is authorized to hold.
Thus, the CPA member may use virtually any legal asset it
holds as collateral, though the speed with which Bank of
Canada advances are arranged normally implies the use of
government securities.
Legally, CPA members can also do PRAs with the Bank
of Canada (and vice versa) at the same PRA rate as dealers.
This would be unusual, however, because the advance
facility is usually cheaper and administratively easier.
20
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Bank of Canada is that they get money for immediate
value (i.e., a Bank of Canada advance has an
immediate dollar-for-dollar impact on the system).
The main disadvantage of these advances is
psychological in nature, although cost can become a
factor because the cost of advances increases with the
number of advances. In Canada, it has traditionally
been considered "embarrassing" if the chartered
banks could not manage their cash to avoid using the
Bank's lender of last resort facility at the end of an
averaging period. That is, these borrowings have
historically been designed to serve as a safety valve
for chartered banks when there was an uneven
distribution of cash reserves at the end of an averaging
period, or when there was a sudden cash drain which
could not be handled by a sale of Treasury Bills or by
calling day loans, or when there was a sudden surge in
the demand for bank credit. 21
However, in the latter half of the 1970s, the banks
became much more aggressive and professional in
managing their cash in the U.S. style. This led to more
frequent use of the lender of last resort facility at the
end of averaging periods and especially on the last day
of an averaging period, when a bank could see it was
going to have trouble meeting its required reserves.
Prior to retroactive settlement procedures being
introduced in July 1986, a Bank advance would be
required for a chartered bank to meet its reserve
requirement on the last day of the period since an
advance was the only predictable source of same day
cash in the system. In fact, one banking source
indicates that one bank may now manage its cash so
aggressively that it may actually target to borrow at
the end of certain averaging periods.
Chartered bank borrowings take place at the Bank
rate. When the Bank of Canada follows a fixed Bank
rate policy, this rate is administered by the Bank and is
changed from time to time. Since March 1980, the
Bank rate has been allowed to float at the average
weekly auction yield for 91-day Treasury Bills plus

The various chartered banks have used liquidity advances
differently over the years. For example, until the late 1970s,
one of the big five Canadian banks was reported to have
taken great pride in never having asked for a cash advance
from the Bank of Canada. By contrast, another big five
bank was reported to have borrowed on occasion from the
Bank of Canada in the early 1960s and, in tum, reloaned
this money to money market dealers in the call1oan market
to earn a profit on the spread. At the time, this was seen to
be highly unusual.
21
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114 percent. These loans are normally for either two
or three days (at the option of the Bank), although a
one-day loan is permitted on the last day of an
averaging period as long as the borrowing bank had its
cumulative average cash reserves "on side" for the
period on the previous day.
Chartered banks would not normally borrow more
than once per averaging period (i.e., to meet the
required reserves on the last day of the period). If a
bank borrows more than twice during a bi-monthly
averaging period, the loan charge is negotiated and
would usually be above the Bank rate.
Liquidity type advances to non-bank direct clearers
tend to be for a longer term than the one- to two-day
term for banks.

d) "Extended Credit" Advances for Bailouts

The Bank of Canada advances discussed above are the
normal liquidity type advances which relate to day-today chartered bank and Bank of Canada cash
management. However, from time to time in the past
and especially in 1985-86, the Bank of Canada has
been called on to provide ongoing "liquidity" to
banks, which really meant "extended ongoing credit"
when these banks suffered a loss of investor
confidence leading to a large loss of private deposits.
In order to keep these banks in business, the Bank of
Canada was asked to replace these lost deposits with
temporary federal deposits under the advance facility.
For these types of loans, the Bank's policy is also to
provide support to banks only against full security.
However, as with normal liquidity advances, the Bank
also requires that banks experiencing difficulty be
both solvent and viable. In these cases, the Bank of
Canada's role is one of:
providing liquidity support to solvent banks that are
encountering withdrawals of funds they cannot
readily meet out of their own resources. It would be
foolish to force a bank to caIl its loans and seIl its
assets at fire-sale prices because of a temporary
withdrawal of funds. The duty of the Bank of Canada
is to advance funds to banks needing help on these
occasions in order to prevent a loss of confidence
from spreading and to give a sound institution time to
demonstrate that a loss of confidence by its depositors
was unjustified. 22

22 Department of Finance, Press Release on Canadian
Commercial Bank and Northland Bank, September 1, 1985.
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If restoring confidence is not possible, the liquidity
support gives the bank time to negotiate other
solutions-e.g., a sale to another bank.
Finally, such advances can prevent a loss of
confidence from spreading to the rest of the financial
system.
It is important to note here that the Bank of Canada
has to rely on others to define solvency and viability; it
does not make these assessments itself. Specifically,
the Bank of Canada's contact was with the Inspector
General of Banks (IG) prior to 1986 and with the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions (SFI) since
June 1986, and the Bank relied on the IG and now
relies on the SFI for judgements about the solvency of
any specific bank. The Bank can make liquidity
advances against security to viable banks, but it
cannot supply capital or attempt to regulate or manage
a bank's affairs. As Governor Bouey of the Bank of
Canada said in 1985:
The Bank of Canada is not involved in monitoring the
financial soundness of individual banks and
supervising their behaviour. Parliament has not given
us that responsibility or the powers that would enable
us to fulfill that function. The Bank of Canada has no
bank auditors, no bank examiners, no power to
require details of individual loans, deposits or any
other kind of private transaction. " In this country
the system of bank supervision, based on an
information network of external bank auditors,
internal bank inspection systems and bank
managements, was designed by Parliament to operate
separately from the Bank of Canada, and the Bank
must rely on the judgements that emerge from it. 23

Thus, as long as individual banks are judged to be
solvent and viable by this process, the Bank of Canada
would normally provide whatever liquidity support
was required.
The first such case in modern· times occurred in
1977 when the Bank of Canada was called on to
advance funds to the Unity Bank for a three-month
period early in the year. These Bank advances were
related to financial troubles at Unity Bank, which led
to a run on the bank by wholesale depositors when
loan problems emerged. These extraordinary advances
were to replace the withdrawal of private deposits and
were for a much longer term than the usual one-three
day advance and for an amount which was above the
23 Address by Gerald K. Bouey, Governor of the Bank of
Canada, to the Canadian Club, Toronto, September 23,
1985.

Unity Bank's actual line of credit with the Bank of
Canada. Also, the Bank accepted collateral for the
loans other than Government of Canada securities. As
indicated in footnote 20, the Bank is empowered to
accept collateral other than Government of Canada
securities, but this is highly unusual.
In early 1985, the most well-known cases in
Canadian history occurred when two small western
Canadian banks-Canadian Commercial Bank and
then Northland Bank-began to experience a
significant loss of depositor confidence leading to
large withdrawals of private funds from the two
banks. In March 1985, the Bank of Canada was
advised that the banks were both solvent and viable.
As a result, the Bank of Canada was called on, under
its lender of last resort facility, to replace the lost
deposits first at CCB and then at both banks. These
"extended credit" advances (the Bank misnamed
them in calling them "liquidity" advances) were
again larger than normal and made for a longer than
normal time period. In fact, these advances
subsequently mushroomed as high as $1.3 billion for
CCB and $510 million for Northland Bank on August
30, 1985.
On September 1, 1985, after weeks of speculation
about the banks failing even with Bank of Canada
support, the federal government announced that
curators would be appointed to run the two banks
while they were being wound up and liquidated. On
September 1 the Department of Finance issued the
following statement:
The Honourable Barbara McDougall, Minister of
State (Finance) announced today that the Inspector
General of Banks advised the Minister of Finance and
herself that the Canadian Commercial Bank and
Northland Bank were no longer viable and they could
not pay their liabilities as they came due. Earlier in
the day the Inspector General had reported to the
Governor of the Bank of Canada that these banks
were no longer viable. Consequently the Bank of
Canada has ceased to provide liquidity support to the
two banks. The Minister of Finance has therefore
taken action to appoint curators to both banks.
Minister McDougall said: "In accordance with
provisions of the Bank Act curators have been
appointed at 7 p.m. EDT, Sunday, September 1,
1985 to take over the management of the banks'
affairs. The curators and employees of the banks will
be completing preparations for opening on
Wednesday, September 4th. "
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"The problems encountered by the Canadian
Commercial Bank and Northland Bank each reflect
particular and unique circumstances", said the
Minister. "It is clearly not in the best interest of our
financial system as a whole to allow institutions to
continue to function after they have ceased to be
viable operations. The Canadian banking system
remains among the most stable in the world. These
two banks comprise less than 1% of the total assets of
the Canadian banking system. ,,24

When the Bank of Canada received notice from the
Inspector General on September 1, 1985, that the two
banks could no longer be considered viable operations
(i.e., could not maintain their own funding and thus
could not meet their liabilities as they came due), the
Bank of Canada ceased to provide further advances to
them.
The liquidators of these banks were also appointed
as agents of the Bank of Canada for the purposes of
realizing on the loan portfolios held by the Bank of
Canada as collateral against its advances. The
liquidation of these loans may be spread over several
years in order to ensure the maximum return on the
sale of the assets. The Bank of Canada expects its
advances to eventually be fully repaid from the
proceeds of the liquidations.
The government also commented on the specific
situation for each bank in its September press release,
as follows:
Canadian Commercial Bank
In March of this year, a joint private sector and
federal and provincial government support package
was provided to the Canadian Commercial Bank. In
light of the advice given to the Minister of Finance by
the Inspector General of Banks and the actions by the
Bank of Canada today, no further support to the
Canadian Commercial Bank is possible. A court order
will be sought under the Winding Up Act to liquidate
the Canadian Commercial Bank.
Northland Bank
As to Northland Bank, the Ministers are prepared
to accommodate the belief of the Board of Directors
of the bank that, given the circumstances, the
business of Northland might be preserved through a
reorganization or amalgamation. Consequently, it
was agreed that the Northland Bank will have a
limited time period to seek to reorganize its affairs or
24 Department of Finance, Press Release on Canadian
Commercial Bank and Northland Bank, September 1, 1985.
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amalgamate with another financial institution.
Northland has stated that it will work with the curator
and will initiate attempts to arrange such a
reorganization or amalgamation.
Mrs. McDougall indicated that the Government is
prepared to work with Northland to try to effect a
reorganization or amalgamation. This is consistent
with the Government's recognition of the useful role
played by regional financial institutions. 25

Subsequently, no reorganization or amalgamation
proved possible and Northland was also wound up on
January 20, 1986.
In the end, both banks failed because of problems
with their loan portfolios. This then led to a loss of
investor/depositor confidence which, in tum, led to a
run on their deposits.
In the September-October 1985 aftermath of the
CCB-Northland Bank debacle, depositors lost
confidence in some other banks (judged to be in
trouble) and, fearing their deposits could be lost,
began to withdraw funds from these banks. Most
attention focused on the Bank of British Columbia,
Continental Bank and the Mercantile Bank, although
both Mercantile and Continental were independently
judged to be sound. Here again, the Bank of Canada
acted as lender of last resort and stepped in to replace
part of the private deposits lost by these banks. As a
result, Bank of Canada advances again increased
dramatically from about $1.8 billion in AugustSeptember 1985 to a peak of almost $5 billion in April
1986.
In the case of Mercantile Bank, the support
provided was small, as Mercantile quickly sold out to
National Bank of Canada (in December 1985). In the
case of Bank of British Columbia, Bank of Canada
advances were as high as $975 million in April 1986
but were down to $430 million on November 26,
1986, just prior to Hongkong Bank's purchase of the
Bank of British Columbia. This takeover was effective
November 27, 1986, and the entire Bank of Canada
advance to Bank of British Columbia was repaid
within four days.
For Continental Bank, the situation was more
complex. On October 31, 1985, Continental Bank
arranged a $2.9 billion support package. This included
a $1.5 billion standby line of credit with the big six
banks and a $1.4 billion special fully secured advance
from the Bank of Canada at the Bank rate, for a sixmonth term (the maximum length of time permitted by

25

Ibid.
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law). This term advance was subsequently
renegotiated three times-in January 1986, April 1986
and July 1986-with the final term extended to the
end of January 1987.
In addition to th~ term advance, Continental Bank
made extensive use of daily advances from the Bank
of Canada beginning in November 1985. These
advances peaked at about $1.3 billion in April 1986.
Taken together, total advances at the end of April
1986 were $2.7 billion. These fell to about $2.4
billion on October 2, 1986, just prior to the takeover
by Lloyd's Bank, and fell further to $2 billion by the
end of October 1986.
As part of the arrangement in the Lloyd's Bank
takeover, Lloyd's assumed the Continental Bank
liabilities including Continental's indebtedness to the
Bank of Canada. Lloyd's agreed to repay this within
three months of the takeover. The takeover of
Continental closed on November 7, 1986, and Lloyd's
repaid all advances to Continental by mid-December.
Thus, by year end 1986 most Bank of Canada
advances had been repaid; outs tan dings at year end
1986 (covering CCB and Northland Bank) were down
to $868 million. These allowances were reduced
further, to $362 million, by year end 1987.
Unlike the CCB and Northland Bank situations,
where Bank of Canada advances for liquidity support
did not help solve their problems, Bank of Canada
advances were very helpful to both Continental Bank
and Bank of British Columbia in buying sufficient time
for these banks to work out orderly and satisfactory
solutions to their problems.
During the period October 1985-April 1986, both
Continental Bank and the Bank of British Columbia
tried to avoid the appearance of weakness by
downplaying government support and Bank of Canada
advances. This was done in two ways. First, one of
the banks asked its provincial government, a major
depositor, to purchase bank bearer deposit notes in
lieu of making additional deposits which would be
reflected in the official records as "government
deposits". The net effect was to give the appearance
of market acceptance of the bank paper and, at the
same time, to mask the reliance on government
support.
The second method used by both banks was to mask
the extent of central bank advances reported on the
Bank of Canada's balance sheet each Wednesday.
Here, the bank(s) would borrow aggressively from the
Bank of Canada for the period Thursday to Tuesday
each week, and then repay as much of the loans as

possible on the Wednesday reporting day, only to
redraw them again on Thursday to repeat the process.
A comparison between Bank of Canada Wednesday
advances on page 1 of the Weekly Financial Statistics
and the average of all the daily advances shown on
page 8 of the WFS allowed the author to reveal this
"trick" in a published report on March 21.
Specifically, it was noted that:
the Bank's figures show that average weekly
advances by the Bank of Canada to members of the
CPA (page 8 of the weekly statistics) are running well
above the Wednesday spot advances shown on the
Bank's balance sheet (page O.
This gap raises the issue of where "window
dressing" stops and "creative accounting" starts.
The Wednesday spot advances by the Bank of Canada
are official Bank of Canada balance sheet figures.
Also, the month end advances are official figures for
CPA members i.e. they have to report borrowings
from the central bank on Schedule 1. It is this "spot"
data that the market focusses on ... By contrast, the
weekly average for advances (an average of daily
advances) does not appear on any balance sheet and is
not an official figure. Thus, the market has never
really examined this data.
The important point here is that average advances
have systematically exceeded spot advances every
week since November 1985 by $300-800 million.
This indicates that at least one financial institution is
systematically borrowing aggressively from the Bank
of Canada, probably on a Thursday, and then
probably carrying the loans through the following
Tuesday. The data suggests that the organization then
repays part, or all, of its Bank of Canada advance,
probably with funds borrowed for one day from other
sources. Then, after the reduced borrowing data is
reflected on the "official" Wednesday report, the
CPA member reborrows for another six days from the
Bank of Canada. The key point is that there are
systematic actions being taken to downplay CPA
borrowings from the Bank of Canada and to make
"official" borrowings appear lower than they really
are. 26

Immediately after this report was released the two
banks quickly moved to eliminate this deception, and
Wednesday spot advances were brought into rough
balance with the average of daily advances for the
week.

26 McLeod Young Weir, "Bond and Money Market
Letter", March 21, 1986.
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e) The Impact of Bank of Canada Extended Credit
Advances on the Bank's Normal Asset
Transactions

In 1985, as Bank of Canada liabilities in the form of
banknotes and deposit liabilities rose, the room for
growth in the normal Bank of Canada asset categorygovernment securities discussed in section 1b-was
more than absorbed by the Bank of Canada bailout
type advances to chartered banks. At the end of 1985,
there were $3.5 billion of advances outstanding. As a
result, the Bank's holdings of government securities
were reduced by about $1.5 billion during the year.
Following the pattern in 1984, this reduction occurred
in holdings of Government of Canada bonds ($2
billion), while Bill holdings rose $500 million. Thus,
Bank of Canada advances had a marked impact on the
Bank's balance sheet.
In 1986, the reverse occurred. Here, after advances
increased from $3.5 billion to a peak of $5.2 billion at
the end of March, they then fell sharply to close 1986
at $868 million. As the repayments were made, the
Bank was again able to create notes for circulation in
the usual way-Le., by purchasing and monetizing
government securities. Thus, its security holdings rose
$2.6 billion in 1986. However, as in both 1984 and
1985, the Bank continued to restructure its balance
sheet by reducing its holdings of bonds (down $1.3
billion) while increasing its Treasury Bill holdings by
$3.9 billion. Also, to help offset the liquidity draining
impact of the repaid advances late in 1986, the Bank
did about $1 billion of Exchange Fund swaps with the
Exchange Fund account (see section 6 following).

5. Investments in the Industrial Development
Bank (IDB)
Prior to October 2, 1975, the Bank controlled the
Industrial Development Bank as a subsidiary, and its
investment in the IDB (capital stock-equity and sixyear serial debentures at a spread over Government of
Canada bonds) appeared on the Bank's balance sheet
to the end of 1981.
On October 2, 1975, the Federal Business
Development Bank (FBDB) was established. At the
same time, the IDB ceased operations and was
transferred to the FBDB. That is, its obligations were
assumed by the FBDB which is financing on its own.
Concurrent with this, the Government of Canada
began to purchase all capital stock of the IDB which
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was held by the Bank of Canada. These purchases
were at par as the IDB debt matured. As the old IDB
debt matured, it began to come off the Bank of
Canada's balance sheet (about $40 million per
quarter). By the end of October 1981, this asset item
reached zero. Even though the Bank no longer has an
investment in the IDB, the column still exists on the
WFS.

6. Other Investments
Other investments mainly include that part of
Canada's total foreign exchange reserve position
invested in foreign securities which is being carried on
the Bank of Canada's books rather than on the books
of the Exchange Fund account. These assets are
mainly U.S. dollar denominated short-term securities
held by the Bank. However, there is also a small entry
(about $2.6 million) for the Bank's investment in the
capital stock of the Bank for International Settlements
(BIS). Also, if the Bank ever carried Special Drawing
Rights (SDRs) on its books, it would be reflected in
this entry. Finally, if the Bank ever purchased
provincial government securities, provincially
guaranteed securities, municipal or corporate
securities (as opposed to Bills), they would be
included in this entry.
Even though this asset category is almost always
going to include mostly foreign securities, it has
nothing to do with activity by the Bank in the foreign
exchange market. It also has very little to do with the
total size of Canada's foreign exchange reserves
(which can be held in four different accounts-the
Exchange Fund account, an account of the Minister of
Finance, the Receiver General account and the
account noted here for the Bank of Canada). Rather,
movements in this asset category almost totally reflect
the Bank's swap dealing with the Exchange Fund
account-a technique which the Bank has used
extensively to monetize or demonetize foreign
securities as a technical complement to its domestic
cash reserve management policy. Increases in this
entry typically reflect a net cash injection into the
system by the Bank, while a decline reflects a system
drawdown via the unwinding of swaps.
Before turning to a discussion of Exchange Fund
swaps, which is the focus of entry 6, it is worthwhile
first to set out a summary discussion of cash reserve
management in general and follow this with a
discussion of the swaps since they are a specific tool
for managing chartered bank cash. (The disadvantage

o
of discussing cash reserve management here is that it
breaks the natural step-by-step progression through
the Bank Statement. Thus, it should be noted that the
discussion which follows could also be included in
entry 11 regarding government deposits at the Bank.)

a) The Bank of Canada's Cash Reserve
Management Policy
The Bank of Canada has a number of tools at its
disposal with which to influence chartered bank cash
and thus to influence short-term interest rates. (The
operational procedure for manipulating chartered bank
cash reserves is set out in chapter 4, dealing with
excess cash reserves, since it is cash reserves in excess
of the required minimum which is the key operating
variable for the Bank of Canada.)
The precise mechanism used by the Bank of Canada
to alter bank cash is called the drawdown and
redeposit technique (D/R technique). 27
27 Open market operations could also be used to increase or
decrease bank cash but, as noted earlier, the Bank does not
normally use open market operations for this purpose.

i)

Passive Offset Policy

There are two ways the Bank of Canada looks at
chartered bank cash reserve management policy. The
first approach, and always the Bank's starting point, is
its policy to offset swings in bank cash arising out of
cheques clearing for normal, ongoing government
banking transactions, foreign exchange market
activities, changes in the currency/deposit ratio and
special non-recurring factors which would affect bank
cash.
With respect to government banking transactions, it
can be seen that if government revenues do not exactly
equal disbursements on a given day, chartered bank
cash will increase or decrease. For example, if the
government spends more than it receives on a given
day, bank cash would increase by the amount of the
net disbursement (assuming none of the money leaks
out to currency in circulation). This would allow the
banks to make more credit available. The immediate
impact would be for overnight interest rates to fall and
for this impact to be transmitted to the rest of the yield
curve with a small lag. Then the deposit multiplier
would potentially come into play.
Since swings in government net revenues/
expenditures can be enormous on a given day (e.g.,
net cash injections or drains of $500 million or more
per day are not uncommon against cash balances
which now run $2 billion to $7 billion), the Bank will
almost always act to prevent these swings from having
a major expansionary or contractionary impact on the
banking system one day, followed by a possible
reversal the next day. That is, the Bank will try to
neutralize these acceleratorlbrake swings in chartered
bank cash which, if allowed to occur, would produce
sharp day-to-day and week-to-week swings in interest
rates. This maintains stability in the banking system
and allows it to function without the banks having to
maintain huge cash balances.
A second example of the Bank's offset policy
occurs when government balances and banking system
cash are affected by swings in the Canadian dollar and
foreign exchange (FX) reserves. For example, if the
Canadian dollar is weak and the Bank of Canada is
selling FX reserves, then as the chartered banks buy
the foreign currency their Canadian dollar cash
reserves fall, which implies that Ml or the other Ms
fall. At the same time, government Canadian dollar
cash balances increase, though this does not provide
for an immediate offsetting increase in M lIM2/M3
since government balances are not counted as part of
the money supply.
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Typically, what happens here is that the Bank will
seek to offset the banking system's private cash
reserve loss with an equal and offsetting government
redeposit in the government accounts held·at chartered
banks (and with other CPA members). This is because
the Bank has a separate policy for cash reserve
management and FX dealing, and it likes separate
tools to deal with them. Thus, the Bank does not
normally allow the cash reserves in the system to be
disturbed by fluctuations in the exchange rate. 28
Indeed, the Bank would try to offset the impact of
most exogenous foreign shocks to the Canadian
system.
A third major area for passive offset cash reserve
management is the Bank's policy to offset seasonal
swings in the demand for Bank of Canada paper notes
(currency in circulation) relative to bank deposits
(shifts in the currency/deposit ratio). The free
substitution between notes and deposits must be
maintained, since the Bank is the sole issuer of notes.
If the demand for note holdings rises relative to
deposits (as is usually the case during the summer and
in December each year), the Bank will almost always
act to supply additional cash to the banks, offsetting
the tendency for bank cash to fall. By contrast, when
the demand for note holdings falls relative to deposits,
as it does in January, the Bank will typically drain the
excess bank cash.
The Bank of Canada would also normally seek to
offset the seasonal pattern in the chartered bank
demand for excess reserves. For example, in the fall,
when loan demand tends to show a seasonal increase
(personal loans and CSB loans both rise), the
chartered banks will normally want more cash.
Typically, the Bank will act to supply this seasonal
cash. Further, it will often (but not always) supply
additional cash to the banks over the averaging period
that leads up to their fiscal year end (October 31). At
this time, the banks want to increase their excess cash
to avoid, at virtually all costs, showing a Bank of
While the impacts of foreign exchange operations on
chartered bank cash are invariably offset, this need not
always occur. Specifically, when the Bank sells foreign
exchange reserves from the EFA, the Currency and
Exchange Act requires that the Canadian dollar balances
acquired by the EFA be deposited in the Consolidated
Revenue Fund, i.e., in the government's account at the
Bank of Canada. At this point, the Bank would usually
redeposit these funds with the chartered banks to neutralize
the impact of its FX dealings, but it has the power to let the
FX dealings tighten the domestic financial market by
leaving these funds on deposit at the Bank of Canada.
28
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Canada advance. (If the additional cash demanded is
not supplied by the Bank, the system would
automatically tighten and interest rates would rise.)

ii) "Active" Cash Reserve Management PolicyThe Implementation of Monetary Policy
While the Bank of Canada will usually offset the cash
reserve impact of swings in government net cash
disbursements and other large non-recurring swings in
seasonal/technical type factors, it need not always do
so. In mid-May 1980, for example, a weakening of
the Canadian dollar in response to a major drop in
Canadian interest rates and foreign nervousness in
advance of the Quebec Referendum led the Bank to
very aggressively drain the system. 29 This action forced
chartered bank average and excess spot cash to be
negative right at the end of the first May reserve
averaging period. In other words, the Bank did not
willingly supply the reserves needed by chartered
banks to meet their reserve requirement. This, in turn,
forced very heavy chartered bank borrowing from the
Bank of Canada and slowed the decline in interest
rates.
Secondly, when a more permanent factor alters
chartered bank requirements for cash, the Bank may
not supply the needed reserves. This would occur if,
for example, strong growth in nominal GDI> leads to
accelerating demand for bank credit and, therefore,
increased cash needs by the banks. If the Bank sees
this demand emanating from real growth, it would be
inclined to supply the cash needed by the banks,
especially if there is substantial excess capacity in the
economy. On the other hand, if the nominal growth is
resulting mostly from inflation, the Bank would
probably not supply all the reserves needed and the
system would tighten. In this fatter case, active cash
reserve management also replaces a passive approach,
and in the process there is a shift from technical
control of the banking system to actual
implementation of monetary policy.
Overall, it can be seen that a passive cash reserve
approach will be taken when monetary policy is
accommodating, while an active approach will be
followed if monetary policy is designed to tighten or
loosen. Put another way, active cash reserve
management is used to influence credit conditions,
interest rates and money supply, although the very
This was a classic example of monetary policy at work,
and it is described more fully in chapter 9.
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nature of the technique, being internal, makes it
difficult to see precisely what the Bank is doing.

b) Transfer of Government Cash Balances Between
Chartered Banks and the Bank of Canada (The
Pure Drawdown and Redeposit Mechanism)
The
drawdown/redeposit technique
(including
Exchange Fund swaps) is the Bank's key instrument
for fine tuning the system. This technique is low
profile, impersonal, diffuse and can be used quickly
and in large or small size. Compared to other
techniques, it has a relatively slower impact on
interest rates and money supply because it impacts
these variables indirectly. However, this derives from
the fact that cash management initially affects mainly
the very short term to maturity (e.g., overnight cost of
financing). The transmission of this impact out along
the yield curve may take a few days. Nevertheless, the
interest rate adjustment does occur and this, in tum,
affects the demand for money and the money supply.
Typically, the Bank will want to make an
adjustment in bank cash reserves and at the same time
not be seen as a buyer or seller of securities (i.e.,
would not want to deal with a bank or money market
dealer in a personal, high profile and specific way
with someone at the end of a telephone). This reflects
the fact that the Bank will not usually want its action
to have a direct impact on interest rates, preferring to
use the market to transmit pressure to all the banks in
the system and allow the banks' response to filter out
into the open market-the "trickle down" approach
(see also the discussion of open market operations in
entry 1). Thus, the Bank's actions would not normally
impact on any balance sheet entry (pages 1-4 of the
WFS) in a detectable way. By contrast, open market
operations can usually be seen on the Bank's balance
sheet and very often can also be seen on the chartered
banks' balance sheets. 30
In addition, the Bank also needs techniques that
work quickly within the given institutional framework.
This is because it often wants to make precise
adjustments in bank cash reserves for the next day, for
example, to offset the cash reserve impact of a big
increase in government spending on a particular day.
30 When cash reserve management starts to call forth average
excess cash ratios at or below 0.02 percent or above 0.040.05 percent, then cash reserve management is aggressive
and becomes detectable in the market and on the summary
chartered bank balance sheet.

Once again, the most frequently used day-to-day
mechanism is the draw down and redeposit technique
(D/R technique), supplemented by Exchange Fund
swaps. As noted above, this technique is normally
used to smooth out the potentially disruptive impact
on banking system cash reserves of large swings in
government cash balances attributable to the uneven
flow of government revenues and expenditures.

i)

The Mechanics of the Drawdown and Redeposit
Technique

The draw down part of this technique means that the
Bank will withdraw funds from government accounts
held at the chartered banks (or with other direct
clearers in the CPA). This would occur ceteris paribus
whenever the government has net disbursements on a
particular day. It is important to note here that if these
funds are not withdrawn from the chartered banks,
then bank cash would increase by the amount of the
net disbursements, interest rates would tend to fall and
then the deposit multiplier would potentially come
into play.31
The redeposit aspect refers to net withdrawals from
the government's chequing account at the Bank of
Canada and the redeposit of these funds into
government deposit accounts at the chartered banks. 32
These net flows are calculated each day by the Bank
given the financial transactions between itself and
31 In the short run, if the government runs a budget deficit,
outlays exceed tax revenues. As a result, government
deposits at the Bank decline. When this money enters the
private spending stream and is deposited with chartered
banks, there would be a net increase in chartered bank cash.
Thus, there would be the potential for a multiplier
expansion in the money supply. However, the Bank can act
to prevent this by drawing down the government's deposit
account with chartered banks. As a result, chartered bank
deposits and bank cash can be reduced to the previous level
and the money supply, broadly defined to include
government deposits, is left unchanged.
32 If the government receives tax cheques from the public
drawn on the banks, the government deposits these funds in
its account with the Bank and deducts the amount of the
cheques from chartered bank deposits with the Bank. Once
the float impact is eliminated; chartered bank cash and
deposits fall. However, if the Bank, on behalf of the
government, then redeposits the funds deposited at the Bank
of Canada back to government accounts at the chartered
banks, bank cash and bank deposits are all restored to their
previous levels. All that changes is the distribution of
liabilities at banks.
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chartered banks. It also estimates the change in note
holdings?3 Then, between 5:00 and 6:00 p.m. each
day, the Bank decides the drawdown or redeposit for
the next day to achieve the cash reserve impact
desired. About 8: 15 a.m. the following morning, it
notifies each bank of its particular dollar portion of the
draw down or redeposit for that day. The actual
adjustment is made by a shift in the location of
government deposits between bank deposits and
government deposits with the Bank of Canada
following the 9:30 a.m. clearings the same day.34
Under back dated settlement, the D/R will be back
dated to take effect the previous day.
The daily drawdown and redeposit figures are not
published. However, the total can be fairly accurately
judged if just one bank will give its daily drawdown or
redeposit (since each bank's share can be estimated
from the latest Canada Gazette, which publishes the
individual bank's assets and liabilities at each month
end based on schedule J data). For example, if bank A
gets $50 million and the Gazette indicates it gets 10
percent of the total, then the total redeposit is $500
million.
Unfortunately, these figures are not very useful
because the D/R figure includes two components-a
purely technical!seasonal! special factor component
which is very large and extremely volatile (making it
impossible to assess without having the Bank of
Canada's data on clearings), and a policy-related
component, if any, which is often very small (e.g.,
$25-75 million). This latter component is of interest,
but the figure cannot be derived by the public given
information currently being released by the Bank. 35
ii) Advantages of the DrawdowniRedeposit
Technique
The D/R technique, including Exchange Fund swaps,
is a workhorse, fine tuning instrument. It offers the
following advantages.

33 The cash impact of transactions entered into by the Bank
is known at least one day in advance (except cash advances
by the Bank to chartered banks, which have same day
impact).
34 Part of the federal government deposits are allotted among
the banks and other financial institutions who become direct
clearers according to a formula which reflects their shares of
total Canadian deposits.
35 It is worthwhile noting here that the daily D/R, taken by
itself, is only a technical tool to provide system stability. It
is not necessarily an indicator of monetary policy.
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-speed-the technique is fast and can be used to have
an immediate impact on chartered bank cash. The
key here is that the Bank of Canada has all the
information it needs to do the next day's D/R by
around 4:00 p.m. The net D/R decided the previous
evening and implemented early the next morning
affects chartered bank cash immediately. However,
other techniques discussed in the following section
can take longer to affect bank cash and, in any case,
would usually be offset by the Bank of Canada.
Open market operations, for example, involve the
physical delivery of securities. Since one-three year
Canadas have two-day delivery and mid- and longCanadas have five-day delivery, the potential cash
effect of purchases and sales here do not show up
the same day-too late to affect bank cash
tomorrow or even the next day. 36 (This analysis
focuses only on the cash impact; it neglects
expectational effects.)
-size-the D/R technique can be used to move very
large amounts of money into or out of the banking
system (particularly when used in conjunction with
Exchange Fund swaps, discussed later). This
allows the Bank to hit its excess cash target for the
banking system on each day of the two-week
averaging period, as well as the Bank's trajectory
for excess cash over the averaging period.
-flexibility-given that the D/R technique is fast and
can be used in large or small size each day, the
technique is highly flexible. One key element of
this flexibility is that the technique is quickly
reversible. This makes it valuable in providing
temporary cash reserves to the banking system, say,
to stabilize the market in the days leading up to the
October 31 chartered bank year end.
These three aspects of the D/R technique
(supplemented by Exchange Fund swaps) make it the
workhorse for undertaking precise daily adjustments
in bank cash reserves. It offsets the potentially
disruptive impact on banking system cash reserves of
large swings in government cash balances attributable
Monetarists would likely argue here that this implies
taking the present institutional structure as given. In fact, if
securities could be settled and delivered in one day to create
same day cash, or if the physical delivery of securities were
replaced with electronic funds transfer on a same day basis,
open market operations could be just as effective as the D/R
technique for cash reserve management.
36
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to the uneven flow of government revenues and
expenditures. If the Bank did not have a technique
which is fast, flexible and available for use in large or
small size for smoothing bank cash, there would either
be far more borrowing from the Bank of Canada by
the chartered banks or much more need for open
market operations.
In addition, this technique offers the advantages of:

-equitability-beyond the mechanical advantages
outlined above, the technique is equitable, having a
greater impact on the cash managers of the large
direct clearing institutions and vice versa. The
bigger clearers absorb proportionately more of the
D/R impact than the small clearers (although the
technique is probably not more equitable than open
market operations where free market choice is
involved).
-low profile and diffuse-the technique is low profile
and diffuse, giving maximum scope for the
financial markets to operate independently of direct
central bank influences. The technique does not
have a direct impact on the securities market and
does not try to generate a specific level of interest
rates for term securities. Thus, the D/R technique
can be used to expand or contract bank cash. (and
potentially the money supply) on a day-to-day basis
without having a direct impact on interest rates
other than on the call loan rate. Also, by limiting
open market operations to occasional use, the Bank
obtains a bigger impact from open market
operations when they are used.
Compared to other techniques, (e.g., open market
operations), the D/R technique has a relatively slower
impact on interest rates and money supply, and
impacts these variables indirectly.

iii) Disadvantages
In spite of all the advantages of the D/R technique, it
has two associated disadvantages (although these
virtually disappear when the Bank's use of Exchange
Fund swaps is linked into the D/R technique). First,
government balances at the Bank (entry lla) cannot
go below zero. That is, the redeposit in the banking
system cannot be more than total federal cash
balances, assuming that the drawdown and redeposit
technique is viewed separately from Exchange Fund
swaps. (Although the Bank can always obtain cash for

redeposit by monetizing more federal debt, it may not
be totally free to do this.) By the same token, the Bank
does not like to have large government deposits on its
own books, since such deposits earn no interest
though they have been financed by the issuance of
securities to the public where interest is paid. As an
operational procedure, the Bank usually holds the
level of government deposits on its own books at a
fairly constant $10-25 million.
Secondly, with respect to system drawdowns, the
Bank is not always completely free to suddenly
withdraw large amounts of money from direct clearing
CPA members. This is true in the case where
government balances are low to begin with.
In light of these potential disadvantages, and
because the Bank always wants to have a number of
tools to use, it also uses a variant of the D/R technique
for day-to-day cash reserve management. This is
described below.

c) Bank of Canada Direct Securities Transactions

with Government of Canada Accounts (Including
Crown Corporations) for Cash Reserve
Management Purposes
As noted above, the Bank's ongoing day-to-day cash
reserve management and monetary policy is
implemented via the D/R technique. In theory, a
central bank is in a position to monetize virtually all
government assets and use the funds for domestic cash
reserve management. For example (neglecting the
legalities of the Bank of Canada Act), the Bank could
theoretically buy physical assets, such as post office
trucks, or paper assets, such as securities, from the
Securities and Investment account or CMHC
mortgages and, by writing Bank of Canada cheques
for these assets, convert them into Canadian dollar
cash to be redeposited in the financial system. In
practice, however, the Bank of Canada Act sets out
the assets which the Bank can buy and, therefore,
monetize. The monetizable assets generally fall into
two categories-Canadian dollar securities issued by
the government or held by government accounts or the
general public, and foreign securities which are
generally held by the Exchange Fund Account. (In
1985-86, the Bank also monetized its advances to
banks for bailouts.)
Looking first at domestic assets outstanding and
neglecting new issues, government accounts,
including the Securities and Investment account, held
some $4.8 billion in Canadian dollar securities in
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September 1988. One way the Bank could
conceivably flush the system if the redeposit of
ordinary government revenues is too low would be to
buy government securities from the appropriate
government account under a repurchase agreement
and credit the government's deposit account at the
Bank of Canada. (This bookkeeping transaction, per
se, has no impact on bank cash.) Then, the Bank could
transfer the increase in government deposits to
chartered banks using the normal redeposit technique.
This type of transaction, if it were undertaken,
would show up in two places on the weekly Bank of
Canada Statement. On the Bank of Canada's balance
sheet, holdings of government securities rise. This is
balanced on the liability side by an increase in
government deposits at the Bank. If and when these
funds are deposited in the banking system as part of a
government redeposit, chartered bank deposits at the
Bank of Canada or notes in circulation become the
offsetting Bank of Canada liabilities. Also, the
distribution of government securities, shown on page
10 of the WFS, shifts, with Bank holdings rising while
those of government accounts fall.
In practice, however, the Bank acts mainly to
provide a service to these accounts; it does not buy
securities from or sell to these government accounts as
part of its cash reserve management operations. And,
even if the Bank undertook such transactions, they
could not be done in size simply because there are
fewer and fewer Canadian government investment
accounts.
There is, however, a second major source of
monetizable securities-the several billion dollars of
foreign securities held by the Exchange Fund Account
(EFA) which is a separate accounting identity. The
Bank can use this account to implement its cash
management policy. (The Minister of Finance can also
hold foreign exchange reserves-Canada's position
with the IMF in the General Resources account-and
so can the Receiver General, though these holdings
are normally very small.) In fact, during the 1970s the
Bank of Canada relied heavily on alterations to its net
foreign asset position to provide temporary funds to
the domestic banking system. 37 Often, swaps and swap
37 The D/R technique is discussed separately from Exchange
Fund swaps in spite of the fact that Exchange Fund swaps
are really a technical complement to the general technique
(i.e., Exchange Fund swapping is simply an internal
mechanical extension of the D/R technique). It is not a
separate technique. The separation has been made here for
two reasons. First, it allows the detailed specifics of the
D/R and EFS to be discussed as thoroughly as possible.
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reversals are done in conjunction with the purchase or
sale of bonds or Bills. This reflects the Bank using the
D/R to neutralize the cash impact of the security sale
and so maintain its target cash setting for the system.

d) Bank of Canada Alterations to Its Net Foreign
Asset Position (Swaps with the Exchange Fund
Account) as a Technical Complement to and an
Extension of the DrawdownlRedeposit Technique
for Cash Management Purposes
Buying (and selling) foreign assets by the Bank for the
Exchange Fund account-Exchange Fund swaps for
a technical
cash management purposes-is
complement to the D/R technique. Thus, the D/R
technique has been discussed here (even though it is a
liability side concept) to provide the necessary
mechanism for transfering funds from the
government's account at the Bank of Canada to the
financial system. This is necessary because the EFS
technique creates the funds by monetizing FX reserves
and these funds are redeposited using the D/R
technique. Exchange Fund swaps were first mentioned
by the Bank of Canada in the mid-1960s (Annual
Report, 1965). Since that time, extensive use has been
made of these swaps as a technical complement to the
Bank's ongoing management of system cash.

i)

The Mechanics

The mechanics of altering the level of foreign assets
held by the Bank and the Exchange Fund account (a
separate accounting identity), via swaps, in order to be
able to inject or withdraw cash from the domestic
banking system, may be outlined in five steps.
First, the Bank buys foreign assets from the
Exchange Fund account (usually U.S. Treasury Bills
or short Treasury Notes held by the Exchange Fund
account at the Federal Reserve) under an agreement to
resell these back to the Exchange Fund at some future
Second, EFS will be shown to be a way of creating new
money by monetizing FX reserves, while the D/R is the
mechanism for transfering all funds (existing funds on
deposit plus new funds created by the EFS) into the
financial system. While it is true that a swap would not be
done without the following redeposit, the fact that D/Rs are
done daily for all cash, while swaps are only done on
occasion to create new cash means that the two concepts are
quite distinct.
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date at a specific exchange rate. 38
The Bank purchases U.S. dollar seCUrItIes at
today's "spot" price (closing rate) and then sells them
for forward delivery back to the Exchange Fund at the
same price; that is, at the spot exchange rate which
prevailed when the purchase was made. Thus, the
swap is eventually unwound at the same spot price
even though half the transaction is done forward.
Further, despite the Bank purchase and resale, there is
no terminal date for the resale so there is no automatic
unwinding of an EFS. (In foreign exchange jargon,
there is an "open" forward contract.)
Second, since the Bank then owns U.S.-pay
securities under a PRA, the "other investments"
figure on its balance sheet (entry 6) goes up by the
Canadian dollar equivalent and the assets of the
Exchange Fund account temporarily fall by the same
amount. 39 However, since the Bank did not take on a
corresponding foreign liability, the foreign currency
liability position remains unchanged and the net
foreign asset position (assets minus liabilities)
increases by the Canadian dollar equivalent of the
swap.
Third, the Bank pays the Exchange Fund account in
Canadian dollars for its U.S. securities by crediting
the Canadian dollars to the government's account with
the Bank of Canada (it prints the money). This results
in an offsetting increase in Bank liabilities (i.e.,
Government of Canada deposits at the Bank of
Canada-entry lla).
Fourth, the additional funds on deposit at the Bank
are then redeposited in the banking system, using the
D/R technique. The net impact of the swap is to
facilitate the provision of new cash to the domestic
financial system (i.e., cash that did not exist prior to
the swap), while maintaining government balances at
a nominal level on the Bank of Canada's books.
Fifth, since swaps are temporary in nature, a swap
is not fully completed until it is unwound. This is done
38 The Exchange Fund account already has these foreign
assets which it purchased using Canadian dollar government
balances. When the Fund sells these foreign assets, it
always obtains Canadian dollars which again become part
of government balances on deposit with the Bank.
The Exchange Fund account's securities are held
primarily at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. When
a swap is done, the Fed is asked to transfer the securities
from the Exchange Fund account at the Fed to the Bank of
Canada account, also at the Fed.
39 Exchange Fund account assets fall when the swap is done
but then rise to their former level when the swap is
unwound.

simply by reversing the process discussed above. The
reversal is usually associated with drawdowns
designed to drain reserves from the banks. However,
the Bank may reverse a swap when it obtains new
issue bonds to eliminate an underbought position.
Here it may simply do the reversal to offset the cash
reserve impact of the Bank of Canada taking down
(net) new issue Government of Canada bonds or
1feasury Bills. In fact, the Bank has on occasion
noted that its new issue takedowns of market bonds
are being applied toward a reduction in Exchange
Fund swaps.40
Finally, it should be noted that the amount of net
foreign asset swap activity is constrained by Canada's
level of foreign exchange reserves. In fact, the
constraint is more binding than this. Assuming that the
Bank would not use gold, SDRs or lines of credit with
commercial banks or foreign central banks for
domestic cash reserve management, the binding
constraint on Exchange Fund swaps becomes the level
ofJoreign currency securities held by the EFA. And,
since at least $1-1.5 billion would have to be held
"free" in case there is a run on the Canadian dollar, it
can be seen that the Bank's ability to do cash
management swaps is constrained when the Canadian
dollar weakens and/or when foreign exchange
reserves are low. Gold sales since 1979, however,
imply that gold can be monetized. In the future, the
SDRs may also be monetized if SDRs became a
convertible currency.

ii) Assessing the Degree of Foreign Asset Swap
Activity by the Bank of Canada on a Week-toWeek Basis
An approximate estimate of the Bank's total swaps
outstanding at any point in time is given by the "other
investments" entry on the Bank's balance sheet. 41 The
net swap activity (swaps and their unwinding), on a
week-to-week basis, can be assessed from page 1 of
the Statement by calculating the week-to-weekchange
in "other investments", entry 6.
40 Note that these transactions involving foreign securities
are handled in a closed system. There is no activity taking
place in the foreign exchange market and, in fact, it is
axiomatic that the Bank does not operate in the foreign
exchange market to manage chartered bank cash.
41 Excluding the $2.6 million investment in the BIS, the
"other investments" figure is usually an exact reflection of
the swap activity in foreign assets.
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Typically, the Exchange Fund swaps ("other
investments" entry) will show a large plus when
government cash balances at the Bank of Canada
would otherwise drop sharply (and vice versa) as the
Bank offsets the potential sharp swing in the cash
balance impact on the banks via the swap. However,
the shift in the government's deposit balance will not
actually show up on the weekly Bank Statement
because it has been offset internally by the Bank.

iii) Advantages of Exchange Fund Swaps
Swaps offer the same general advantages as the D/R
technique when they are viewed in their narrowest
sense (i.e., separate from the pure drawdown and
redeposit mechanism). Like the D/R, swap
transactions can be done quickly, in large or small
size, are flexible, equitable and do not have direct
interest rate or exchange rate effects. These
characteristics are often quite important in day-to-day
cash management of the banking system, particularly
when it is considered that the Bank would rather use
the D/R technique together with its technical
complement-Exchange Fund swaps-for day-to-day
cash reserve management.
There are, however, several other specific technical
advantages from the authority'S point of view. First,
and most important, the Bank sometimes needs to
create temporary assets and to do this quickly. This
could be to offset a temporary direct drain on bank
cash, via public currency demands on banks, the need
to provide for a seasonal increase in currency in
circulation, or when the banking system suddenly
needs more cash because of a jump in required
reserves resulting from the growth in bank deposits.
The cash drain situation has been particularly
noticeable each year in December when the public
withdraws paper currency from the banks. Thus, there
has been a tendency to do a large volume of FX swaps
in December (and under the old Bank Act to buy
Bankers' Acceptances) to cushion banks against the
potential seasonal drop in their deposits. These swaps
were then typically unwound in January when
currency in circulation drops and bank deposits rise.
Also, the banks usually need a cash injection in
December because they usually face a substantial
jump in required reserves at that time, reflecting the
CSB campaign. This is because CSB purchasers pull
money out of personal savings accounts against which
the banks only have to hold the lower 2 or 3 percent
reserve requirement; these funds are then initially
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deposited in the federal government demand deposit
account, against which the reserve requirement is 10
percent. 42
Second, the Bank will also use Exchange Fund
swaps when it does not want to either permanently
increase it s assets via monetizing new issue federal
debt or buy these assets in the secondary market and
thereby employ open market operations. Here, the
Bank may not want to buy secondary market securities
to directly lower interest rates and provide permanent
and direct cash reserves to the system. This is because
the market would view open market purchases as
having an intended direct and powerful impact toward
loosening policy and lowering interest rates at a time
when the Bank's policy may be acting to
accommodate the system or tighten it.
Third, the Bank uses swaps to provide flexibility for
new issue takedowns. It can use a swap reversal in
conjunction with the DIR technique to offset all or
part of the change in Government of Canada deposits
at the Bank of Canada resulting from its own
takedown of a new issue. This, in tum, allows the
Bank to smooth out the impact of a new issue
takedown on bank cash and money supply. The
smoothing facility is important because the need for
currency and the deposit liabilities of the banking
system grow continuously and so, therefore, do
required reserves each month. Since these reserves are
Bank liabilities, these also grow continuously. But,
the Bank can only obtain balancing new issue bond
and Bill assets on occasion-when there are new
issues (given that it does not want to affect interest
rates by secondary market purchases). Thus, there is a
tendency for the Bank of Canada to run behind on
funded assets on its balance sheet, i.e., to be
underbought. Swaps are used as the flexible asset to
fill in the asset gaps.
Over and above these three key advantages for
swaps, there are two other less important technical
advantages. First, particularly when government
balances are low, the Bank may not be able to
redeposit sufficient funds in the banking system to
implement its ongoing monetary policy. Additional
funds for deposit can be created quickly by the Bank
writing swaps with the Exchange Fund account.
Second, the Bank does not like to show large
government deposits on its books and does not like to
monetize FX assets and leave the money where the
government might spend it. Thus if the swap funds are
These are the reserve requirements under the 1980 Bank
Act.
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not needed for redeposit in the banking system the
Bank will quickly unwind them.

iv) Some Broader Implications of Bank of Canada
Swapping Foreign Assets as a Technical
Complement for Cash Reserve Management
Policy
The swapping procedure is a useful way of managing
bank cash on a short-run basis, assuming that swaps
will be reversed by the Bank upon acquiring new issue
securities. As discussed above, growth in chartered
bank liabilities leads to a certain growth in Bank of
Canada liabilities which, in tum, requires balancing
assets. Over the longer term, these assets should
normally be Government of Canada bonds or Bills if
the liabilities are considered permanent, although in
the short run virtually any assets, including those
obtained via Exchange Fund swaps, will suffice.
However, if these swaps are considered in the wider
context of debt management policy, then they become
equivalent to Bank of Canada new issue bond
takedowns. If they are not unwound, they have the
same impact as the government doing a private
placement bond issue with the Bank (although it is
also possible to view these swaps as taking the place
of a government "tap" issue, which is a common
financing technique used in other countries).
The interesting question to ask here is whether cash
management swaps can be employed as a means of
financing a government deficit. This technique was in
fact used to offset a chronic underbought position
during the first half of the 1970s and as such the swaps
did provide funds to help finance the government. FX
swaps outstanding grew from an annual average of
about $100 million in 1970-71 to a peak of about $1.1
billion in 1976. Since 1976, the annual average has
fallen steadily, and there have been more and more
weeks when there were no cash management swaps
outstanding. This indicates that FX swaps are no
longer being used as a temporary means of financing
the government.
Assuming all net new government cash will be
supported by Canadian or foreign funded obligations,
it is appropriate to think of cash management swaps
outstanding as a direct charge on the government's
cash balance since the cash balance includes the
impact of swaps. This is one reason why the
government has, on occasion, announced with some
new federal bond issues that it would run down swaps

by the same amount as the Bank bond takedown. The
Bank is simply funding the swaps.
The second reason for reversing swaps in
conjunction with new issue takedowns is that the Bank
does not want to give the impression of monetizing
debt, though the unwinding may not always take place
if swaps outstanding are already low.

v) The Implication of Bank of Canada Foreign
Asset Swaps with the Exchange Fund Account for
the Foreign Exchange Market
It is important to note that Exchange Fund swaps for
cash reserve management should not be confused with
inter-central bank asset or currency swaps which are
totally different and done for foreign exchange
considerations. However, some analysts may look at a
big increase or decrease in holdings of "other
investments" (foreign securities held by the Bank) as
reflecting intervention in the foreign exchange
markets by the Bank to buy or sell foreign securities.
In fact, WFS data tell us nothing directly about the
Bank's activity inforeign exchange markets. Although
the Bank intervenes in the exchange market, it does so
as agent on behalf of the Exchange Fund account.
Therefore, virtually all foreign exchange transactions
in the market are reflected in the accounts of the
Exchange Fund, not in the Bank of Canada accounts.
Swaps between the Bank and the FX Fund, being
bookkeeping entries only, have no direct impact on
the foreign exchange market or on the level of official
reserves. Canada's foreign exchange reserves are
defined to be all officially held assets of the
Government of Canada. These include four
components-Foreign Exchange Fund assets, foreign
assets held by the Minister of Finance and the
Receiver General, and foreign assets held by the Bank
of Canada. Bank of Canada swaps with the Exchange
Fund account only alters the mix of holdings between
the Bank and the Exchange Fund, not the total.
It is, however, important to note that this asset class
can also be affected by international currency
developments when they affect the Bank's holdings of
foreign securities. For example, in 1972 when the
Canadian dollar weakened, the Bank sold the Federal
Reserve $272 million of Canadian securities and
obtained $250 million in U.S. dollar securities. This
would lead to a decline in the Bank's Canadian dollar
security assets, an increase in general public holdings
of Canadas and an increase in the Bank's holdings of
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"other investments" with no effect on chartered bank
cash. Such transactions would be rare and always
publicly announced so that they can be separated from
Exchange Fund swaps.

7. Foreign Currency Deposits
In addition to holding foreign securities such as U.S.pay Treasury Bills, the Bank also holds foreign
currency deposits. These deposits increase when the
Bank, as fiscal agent for the government, receives FX
loan proceeds (which are immediately passed to the
government), and fall when the Bank makes interest
payments on outstanding foreign debt. These foreign
deposits are mostly held in U.S. funds. However, the
Friday morning balance sheet separates out the U.S.
dollar deposit assets from the other currencies. The
afternoon release does not provide this breakdown.
Under the 1967 Bank of Canada Act, the Bank only
had the power to carry foreign currency deposits with
foreign central banks. However, under the 1980 Act,
these deposits can now also be carried with both
Canadian and foreign commercial banks as well as
with foreign central banks. This was included in the
1980 Act to facilitate the Bank's foreign exchange
operations. Unlike the "other investments" entry
discussed above, which usually only includes dealings
in foreign currency assets where these are used for
domestic cash reserve management, the foreign
currency deposit entry does capture most Government
of Canada foreign borrowings and/or currency swap
agreements with foreign central banks when these are
handled by the Bank in such a way as to pass through
the balance sheet. 43 For example, during the period
1977-1986, with the weak Canadian dollar, the
federal government and the Bank as fiscal agent were
active in the foreign exchange market and borrowed
foreign currencies to replenish Canada's foreign
exchange reserves. These borrowings included
drawings on U.S. dollar lines of credit with Canadian
and foreign commercial banks as well as bond
borrowings in U.S. dollars, German marks, Swiss
francs, and Japanese yen.

One situation where a foreign borrowing which was
handled by the Bank would not show up in this entry is
where the Bank borrowed foreign securities directly, say,
from the Fed. As noted earlier, this transaction would be
reflected in the "other investments" entry.
43
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In addition to foreign currency borrowings via bank
loans and bond issues, there is a third international
borrowing technique that could be used by the Bank
which would also be reflected in the foreign currency
deposit entry, inter-central bank currency swaps
(since such swaps are reflected on the Bank of
Canada's books, not on the books of the Exchange
Fund). Thus, Government of Canada inter-central
bank swaps (e.g., a Federal Reserve deposit of U.S.
dollars with the Bank under an inter-central bank
swap) could also account for an increase in foreign
currency deposits on the Bank's books. Generally
speaking, however, these transactions are rare, and
they are always publicly announced.
Typicall y, all foreign currency obtained as proceeds
from foreign borrowings will show up in the foreign
currency deposits entry with a Canadian dollar value.
On both bank loans and foreign bond issues, for
example, the foreign currency proceeds from
borrowings, and the funds actually received are
initially credited to the Bank's foreign currency
deposit account. If the foreign currency deposits are
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kept on the Bank's books, they will continue to show
up in this entry as the Canadian dollar value of the
foreign funds borrowed.
However, the normal case is for the Bank to book
these deposits with the Exchange Fund account,
reflecting the fact that the Bank is acting as agent on
behalf of the government's Exchange Fund account.
As a result, there is typically no permanent impact of
these borrowings on the Bank's balance sheet. These
transactions would normally only show up on the
Bank's books for at most one day, and the impact
disappears once the foreign currency assets are booked
with the Exchange Fund account. As a result, the
Bank Statement would not normally show the
proceeds from foreign bank loans or securities issues
as foreign currency deposits unless they were brought
onto the Bank's books on a reporting day (i.e., settled
on a Wednesday). However, if there were a regular
flow of foreign borrowings by the Bank on behalf of
the Exchange Fund account (e.g., drawings,
repayments and redrawings of bank credit lines), then
this asset entry could show substantial changes on a
day-to-day and week-to-week basis.
It is also worthwhile to set out how these asset
transactions would affect the rest of the Bank's
balance sheet. First, paralleling the increase in foreign
currency assets, the foreign currency liabilities entry
would also rise by the Canadian dollar equivalent of
the foreign borrowing (ceteris paribus) to reflect the
fact that the loan proceeds have to be repaid in the
future. For example, if the Bank borrows u.S. dollars
from the Federal Reserve, its assets rise, but this is
matched on the liability side because the Bank would
give the Fed the equivalent amount of Canadian
dollars (assuming there are no other offsetting items).
Subsequently, both foreign currency deposit assets
and foreign currency deposit liabilities fall as the
foreign borrowings are transferred from the books of
the Bank of Canada to the Exchange Fund account.
If some or all of these foreign funds booked with the
Exchange Fund are then subsequently converted into
Canadian dollars to stabilize the exchange rate,
Canada's foreign currency assets held by the
Exchange Fund fall and Canadian dollars will be
pulled out of the system, reducing bank cash. The
Canadian dollar proceeds from this sale would then be
credited to the government's deposit account at the
Bank.
Once the Canadian dollars are on deposit at the
Bank, two things can be done. First, the Bank can
simply allow government cash balances on its books
to rise. Here the money is removed from the system

and the system will automatically tighten. Second, the
Bank could neutralize the FX activity by redepositing
the funds into the chartered banks to leave bank cash
unchanged (i.e., the Bank would not normally let its
foreign exchange activities affect cash reserve
management of the banking system).

8. All Other Assets
Prior to July 16, 1986, by far the biggest component
of the "all other assets" entry was the Bank of Canada
asset float. This mainly included cheques in the
process of being collected by the Bank which were
drawn on chartered banks and other CPA members for
credit to the Bank of Canada or Government of
Canada. Also included were government collections
and payments in process of settlement. This entry was
reflected on a "net" basis. When it was a net asset for
the Bank, as in most months, it was shown on the
asset side of the balance sheet; when it was a net
liability, it was shown on the liability side in entry 14.
On July 16, 1986, the Canadian financial system
shifted to "retroactive settlement" (discussed in more
detail in chapter 3). This had the effect of shifting to
same day settlement among direct clearers and
dramatically reduced float as a component of "all
other assets" for the Bank of Canada. Government of
Canada items in transit (net) were in fact essentially
eliminated while cheques on other banks were very
small.
Thus, since July 1986 the "all other assets" entry
has effectively included only two large components.
The first is the cost of Bank premises. This includes
land, buildings and equipment, less depreciation$141 million at year end 1987. (Depreciation is
calculated on the declining balance method using a
rate of 5 percent for buildings, 35 percent for
computer equipment and 20 percent for other
equipment. )
The second element is accrued interest on the
Bank's investment portfolio which has not yet been
transferred to the government's deposit account. This
latter item includes the coupon return on all securities
held by the Bank outright or on PRA, the interest
return on all advances to members of the CPA and the
premium or discount on all securities bought above or
below face value, amortized to maturity. These funds
are transferred in stages to the government each year.
The timing of the transfer is discussed later as an
element of the Bank's cash reserve management
policy.
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497
498
517
477
496
517
517
537

20,432
19,969
20,152
20,382

471
495
460
483

20,050
20,426
20,540
20,775

506
481
500

21,327
20,725
21,136

The Friday morning balance sheet separates the
value of Bank premises from the rest of the" all other
asset" data.

9. Total Assets
Total Bank of Canada assets is the total of lines 1
through 8.

ll. BANK OF CANADA LIABILITIES
There are five broad categories shown on the liability
side of the balance sheet. Entries 10 and 11 are
subdivided into two and four parts respectively.

10. Bank of Canada Notes in Circulation
a) Total Notes Issued
The Bank of Canada has the responsibility for
supplying banknotes in Canada. These notes (along
with the other components of "high powered"
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money), are created by the Bank buying securitIes
which are captured in entry 1 on the asset side of its
balance sheet. (As discussed previously, the Bank
buys securities from the government as assets at a pace
determined largely by the public's demand for
banknotes.)
Almost all of these notes have been issued by the
Bank of Canada. However, there are a small amount
of notes outstanding which were issued years ago by
chartered banks, the Dominion of Canada, the
provinces and defunct banks. These notes are being
retired, and liability for them has been taken over from
the original issuers by the Bank.
The actual notes are designed by the Bank, but they
are physically printed by two outside companies. The
Bank then distributes new notes to the chartered banks
in exchange for unfit notes, which are destroyed, and
to meet the demand for more notes in circulation. The
Bank also receives notes in deposit from institutions
with surplus holdings and recirculates them to
institutions whose stocks of notes have been run
down.
There are eight notes currently issued and/or
outstanding: $1, $2, $5, $10, $20, $50, $100 and
$1,000. 44 The life span for a note in circulation ranges
from about one year, for the lower denominations, to
five to eight years for higher denominations.
In March 1986 the Bank of Canada announced that
it would be phasing in a completely new series of
Canadian banknotes. The $2 note and $5 notes were
introduced in 1986 with other denominations to
follow. 45 The $1 bill was not redesigned because of the
introduction of the $1 coin in mid-1987 and the
44 The Bank of Canada's involvement with coinage is very
limited-this being handled mainly by the Mint. In March
1986 the federal government announced that it would mint a
$1 coin in 1987. This coin initially trades with the $1 note
but will gradually replace the $1 note, which is being
phased out. The phase-out of the $1 note will start on June
30, 1989 and be completed by the end of 1990. Although
the $1 coin costs about twice as much to produce as a $1 bill
(twelve cents per coin vs. six cents per bill in 1986), the
coins are expected to last 20 years, compared to an average
of only one year for $1 banknotes. Thus, coins are much
cheaper to produce over the longer term. The coin will also
help reduce bill sorting costs for public transit authorities,
make more products available via coin operated machines,
raise revenue from numismatic demand and assist nickel
producers, although this will be partly offset by job losses at
paper mills and printing plants.
45 Bank of Canada Press Releases, March 14, 1986, April
25, 1986, and August 18, 1986.
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phasing out of $1 biIls with no more $1 bills being
issued after June 30 1989. (However, all outstanding
biIls will remain as legal tender.) On Monday, April 28 ,
1986 the first of the new notes, the $5 bill, was made
available to the public. Following this, on Thesday,
September 2, 1986, the first of the new $2 notes was
made available to the public. The new notes will
circulate with the old as the old are being phased out.
The banknotes were redesigned to increase security
against counterfeiting in the light of prospective
advances in printing and photocopying technology
(especially colour copying), to assist the blind and
visually impaired in distinguishing the various
denominations and to improve the efficiency of
processing banknotes on high-speed note-sorting
equipment.
The security elements of the new notes include
several graphic features to deter counterfeiting,
including the larger size of the portrait as well as
numerals and words printed on the face in very small
characters which can be read with a magnifying glass.
Common to both sides of the note are multi-directional
fine line patterns and a range of pastel colours across
the note.
The visually impaired will be aided by much larger
and more distinct numerals and raised print on the note
and, to assist the blind, the new note will be readable
by a small handheld electronic device that will
"speak" the denominations.
On the back of the note are two serial numbers, and
a bar code appears across the bottom. The bar code is
used by the Bank of Canada in processing banknotes
on high-speed note-sorting equipment. By the end of
1986 this equipment had been installed at all Bank of
Canada agencies except one.
The designs on the back of the new notes are all
changed. Birds found across Canada are the focal
point, replacing a variety of Canadian scenes. The
dominant colours for each denomination are
unchanged. The new notes are the same size as the
existing notes and are printed on the same paper. This
paper contains small green disks, or planchettes,
randomly distributed throughout. The printing
processes employed remain the same. The face of the
new note is printed using the intaglio (steel engraved)
process combined with lithography; the back is printed
using lithography and letterpress.

b) Notes in Circulation
The Bank's balance sheet shows the breakdown of
notes in circulation. Currency in circulation is held in

two ways. First, notes are held by chartered banks
across the country (vault and till cash) to satisfy the
public's demand for notes. Once a month these notes
are counted and the Bank of Canada allows them to
satisfy a portion of the primary reserve requirement.
(Note: the funds captured in this entry are not
physically held at the Bank of Canada.) It is also
important to state that these primary reserves are held
by the banks as assets even though they show up on
the liability side of the Bank of Canada's balance sheet
(as do all primary reserves). Second, the largest
percentage of notes is circulating in the hands of the
public. (Notes held by the Bank of Canada are not in
circulation.) In September 1988, total notes in
circulation at about $18.8 billion accounted for about
86 percent of total Bank liabilities.
The chartered bank component of note holdings in
September 1988 totalled about $3.6 billion, while
non-bank public holdings were $15.3 billion. 46 The
split between chartered bank and public note holdings
can be important for the Bank's short-run cash
management policy, but the breakdown itself is
outside the central bank's control and depends on the
public preference for note holdings compared to bank
deposits at any point in time. This, in turn, depends on
nominal GDP growth, the day of the week (public and
chartered banknote holdings tend to be high early in
the week, while Bank of Canada note holdings tend to
rise on Fridays when the banks deposit their spare
cash) and the season of the year (public note holdings
rise in the spring and December vacation/shopping
periods).47 Also, institutional changes can affect the
demand for notes. For example, the increased use of
automatic banking machines has increased the demand
for notes by the banks.
46 A finer breakdown of public holdings between notes (and
coin) held by the business sector in tills and vaults and notes
(and coin) held by the consuming public is desirable, but
this data is not publicly available.
47 If the public demands to hold more notes (currency), they
obtain them by drawing down their deposits with the
chartered banks. This leads banks to purchase more notes
from the Bank of Canada and, in settlement, bank balances
at the Bank are reduced. At this point, there is no net impact
on money supply because the drop in publicly held bank
deposits is offset by the increase in publicly held currency.
However, bank balances at the Bank of Canada, and hence
bank cash, would be reduced-a situation which, through
the deposit multiplier, leads to a theoretical contraction in
the money supply. In practice, the Bank normally forecasts
and then offsets this effect to maintain bank cash
unaffected.
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13,736
13,681
13,717
13,863
,813
,066
,DOl
,164

14,124
13,990
14,113
14,229

11. Canadian Dollar Deposits (at the Bank of
Canada)

a) Government of Canada Deposits
The Bank of Canada, in performing its fiscal agency
functions for the Government of Canada, aids in the
operation of the federal government's deposit account
and manages the location of its cash balances on
behalf of the Receiver General for Canada.
As discussed earlier with respect to Exchange Fund
swaps in entry 6, the Bank's ability to shift federal
government cash balances back and forth between the
government's deposit account with the Bank (entry
lla) and the chartered banks is commonly referred to
as the drawdown and redeposit technique. This forms
the backbone of the Bank's active and passive cash
reserve management operations. The ability of the
Bank to shift government deposits in the banking
system allows it to undertake more efficient cash
reserve management operations. In concept, the D/R
technique should be discussed here because it relates
to Bank of Canada liabilities; however, it was
discussed with respect to asset entry 6 because the
D/R technique is central to explaining and
understanding Exchange Fund swaps-an important
Bank of Canada asset.
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Generally speaking, because changes in entry lla
reflect the Bank's D/R technique on a week-to-week
basis, it could be expected that this entry would show
wide swings from week to week. However, this is not
usually the case. As will be seen from the chapter 4
discussion of excess cash reserves, the Bank is able to
combine the pure D/R technique with Exchange Fund
swaps (entry 6) and profit transfers (included in entry
14) to produce a high degree of stability in this series.
In recent years, government balances held on
deposit with the Bank have normally been quite low
(about $10-25 million). The main reason is that no
interest is earned on this money. 48 Rather, most of the
government's cash balances have been deposited in
the banking system where the funds earn interest. Low
deposits at the Bank of Canada are also desirable for
political reasons.
There are, however, two occasions, one
fundamental and one technical, when this entry can
show a large increase. First, for policy purposes, the
Bank may decide to withdraw government cash from
the chartered banking system and sterilize it by
48 Under the Bank of Canada Act, paragraph 48(4), the Bank
is not allowed to pay interest on federal or federal agency
cash balances. Also, it is prohibited from paying interest on
deposits of all CPA members and provincial governments.

at
depositing it with the Bank of Canada. In this case,
entry lla would show a large increase.
A textbook example of this occurred in late 1981.
The story started in September 1981 when the federal
government announced, at the top of the interest rate
cycle, that the first year coupon on the new Canada
Savings Bonds would be 19 112 percent. Given that
market rates then subsequently fell, Ottawa was
flooded with almost $13 billion in CSB money-at
least $5 billion more than it wanted. The large
unwanted buildup in federal cash balances which
resulted led the Bank to substantially reduce the size
of the weekly Treasury Bill tender. (Bills outstanding
fell about $3.5 billion between November 1981 and
March 1982.) To prevent this from encouraging a
further decline in interest rates and the Canadian
dollar, the Bank cut the secondary reserve requirement
from 5 percent to 4 percent effective December 1,
1981, in order to reduce the chartered bank captive
demand for Treasury Bills by about $1.5 billion.
Following the cut in secondaries, the banks became
potential net sellers of up to $1.5 billion in 1teasury
Bills, and the Bank stood ready to absorb a good part
of these Bills to prevent a flood of them from hitting
the market all at once. In late November and
December, the banks sold or matured about $1.6
billion in Bills and the Bank of Canada purchased
about $1.2 billion of them. This created the potential
for a large cash injection into the system right at the
time short rates were already falling and the Bank
wanted to brake the decline, thus moderating the trend
to a narrower spread to U.S. interest rates for foreign
exchange reasons. To offset the potential cash
injection the Bank had to draw down funds from
government accounts at the chartered banks into the
government account at the Bank of Canada.
The combined effect of the open market bill
purchases and the drawdown of government funds put
the Bank in an overbought position. At the time, there
were no EFS outstanding to unwind to alleviate the
overbought position. As a result, the deposits, shown
here in entry 11 a, rose from a nominal and normal
$10-25 million in mid-November to a peak of almost
$1 billion as of December 9, 1981.
There is one potential disadvantage with this
technique. When the funds are taken out of the
chartered banks (where interest is paid at prime less
2.5 percentage points) and redeposited with the Bank
of Canada, no interest is earned. No one, and
especially the federal government with a large deficit,
likes to see a large amount of cash on deposit and
earning no interest. However, the loss of interest

income is only a potential impact. If the additional
liabilities on the Bank of Canada's balance sheet are
not balanced by a drop in another liability category
and are instead balanced by an increase in interest
earning assets purchased from the public, as happened
on this occasion, the loss of interest on the liability
side is offset by an increase in interest on the asset
side. Therefore, knowing the system tends to tighten
in the latter part of December, the Bank began to
redeposit these funds back into chartered banks, and
by December 30 government balances at the Bank of
Canada had fallen to $318 million. The average excess
cash setting for the December 16-30 period stood at
0.08 percent, and in the final week of the month the
call loan rate declined about 200 basis points. It was
this technical factor and low holiday call loan rates
plus the steady reduction in the size of the Bill tender
which caused the Bank rate to fall a sharp 34 basis
points in the last week of December 1981.
The second occasion when this entry can show a
large increase is technical. If a new Government of
Canada bond issue is delivered on a Wednesday, the
Bank's takedown can result in a large credit to the
government's deposit account (until the proceeds are
redeposited in the banking system).

b) Chartered Bank Deposits
The chartered bank deposit account at the Bank of
Canada is used for two purposes: to hold the major
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part of the chartered bank's required reserves and also
to act as a buffer against gains and losses of balances
at the Bank of Canada which occur as a result of
payment items such as cheques clearing through the
banking system. That is, the banks have to manage
their Bank of Canada deposit accounts to take care of
both their clearing operations and legal reserve
requirements. The clearing operations are discussed in
chapter 3, while the reserve requirements are
discussed here and in chapter 4.
In entry lOb it was noted that chartered bank
holdings of paper notes as vault notes (and coin)
satisfy part of the Bank of Canada's primary reserve
requirement and appear on the liability side of the
Bank's balance sheet. The second way the banks can
hold these primary reserves is as deposits in their
reserve accounts at the Bank of Canada. In late
September 1988, this item stood at about $1.8 billion
(accounting for 8 percent of total Bank of Canada
liabilities). These deposits grew quite strongly in the
1970s, reflecting rapid economic growth and hence a
fast expansion in bank deposits (against unchanged
reserve requirements). However, these deposits fell in
the early 1980s, reflecting reduced reserve
requirements in the 1980 Bank Act and a slower
growing economy. 49 The primary reserves held (entry
10a plus entry' 11 b) are normally only slightly above
the minimum required by the Bank, since cash held
and deposits at the Bank do not earn interest. Thus, if
their deposits rise, chartered banks will have to
increase their deposits with the Bank, though this is
subject to a lag because of the lagged reserve
requirements.

c)

Other Members of the Canadian Payments
Association

Under the 1980 Bank Act, non-bank members of the
CPA may also maintain a deposit account at the Bank
of Canada though, as noted in entry 4, these deposits
would only be held to facilitate clearing transactions.
Non-bank members of the CPA must hold some
deposits since they cannot be overdrawn in their
clearing accounts. However, they are not required to
Under the 1980 Bank Act, these requirements are 3
percent of Canadian dollar time deposits above $500 million
at any bank, 2 percent of time deposits below $500 million
at any bank, 10 percent of Canadian dollar demand deposits
and 3 percent of foreign currency deposits booked with
Canadian residents in Canada.
49
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hold a specific amount of these deposits since they are
not subject to the primary reserve requirement. Since
the new CPA became operative, six non-bank CPA
members have become clearing members (to date) and
are now making deposits at the Bank to facilitate
cheque clearing.

d) Other (Canadian Dollar Deposits)
The bulk of the "other" (Canadian dollar deposit
liability) entry is the Canadian dollar deposits of
foreign central banks and official institutions (e.g., the
IMF, UN and World Bank) with the Bank. Deposits of
Government of Canada enterprises are also included
(negligible). Prior to February 1983 this entry also
included deposits of the Quebec savings banks.

Other members of the Other
Canadian Payments
Associat ion
Autres membres de
1 J Association canadieDne des paiements

2
62

158
142
104
7
21
80

1
72
210

Finally, this item reflects private deposits which the
chartered banks and savings banks transfer to the Bank
of Canada when the accounts have been inactive and
unclaimed for ten years. As of early 1988, the Bank
held over 865,000 unclaimed accounts with a total
value of slightly over $55 million. The average
balance was only $56; however, there were some
40,000 accounts with $1,000-60,000 in them.
Dormant accounts earn interest of 1.5 percent per year
for 20 years. Accounts worth less than $50 are held for
20 years, at which time the balances are transferred to
the government (and the money can be spent).
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Accounts worth more than $50 are held indefinitely by
the Bank of Canada. (To facilitate the recovery of
unclaimed balances by their owners, copies of all
records have been placed in Bank of Canada Agencies
and can be directly accessed by the public.)

12. The Monetary Base (High Powered Money)
The monetary base, so-called high powered money,
can be calculated from either the asset or liability side
of the Bank of Canada's balance sheet, although the
liability side calculation is far easier.
The widest definition of the monetary base includes
all currency in circulation (held by chartered banks
and the general public) plus chartered bank deposits of
primary reserves with the Bank of Canada-entries
lOa, lOb and llb. A narrower definition for the
monetary base includes these entries but subtracts
Bank primary reserves held against federal
government deposits and private sector float. 50
Chartered bank holdings of primary reserves are
based on the total dollar deposits in the banking
system. Thus, the public's desire to hold currency
rather than time or demand deposits has a marked
impact on the monetary base. Also, the deposit mix
itself affects the monetary base. A shift from time
deposits to demand deposits increases the monetary
base because the banks have to increase their deposits
at the Bank of Canada (given the higher reserve
requirement on demand deposits) and vice versa. The
demand for currency and deposits, in turn, depends on
the general level of economic activity, prices and
interest rates as well as on seasonal factors.
In the U.S., the monetary base is adjusted and called the
"adjusted monetary base" to reflect a reserve adjustment
magnitude (RAM) which eliminates the impact on the
monetary base arising from changes in reserve requirements
or changes in the method of classifying deposits for reserve
requirements. For example, if reserve requirements are
reduced, as in Canada, the monetary base would decline.
However, this would increase the RAM by the same amount
so when the RAM is added to the monetary base the
adjusted base is unchanged.
In Canada the Bank does not publish either a monetary
base or adjusted monetary base series.
Under the 1980 Bank Act, chartered banks are allowed to
count coins as part of their vault and till cash and therefore
as part of their deemed deposit at the Bank of Canada.
Thus, total coins held by banks and non-banks are now
included in the monetary base. However, the Bank does not
publish the coin series separately.
50

In addition, the banks themselves demand that part
of the monetary base be directly held as excess
reserves, although the actual dollars involved are very
small ($40-50 million) compared to the size of the
total base. This demand depends on factors such as the
size of the economy (nominal GDP) , the trend in
economic activity, the size and composition of the
total deposit base, the level, structure and trend of
short-term interest rates, and the yield on chartered
bank assets.
The general public's demand for the monetary base
reflects the need for currency and the public's
holdings of both demand and time deposits. This
demand is positively related to economic activity (real
growth and inflation) and wealth, and negatively
related to interest rates.
Finally, the government has a claim on the
monetary base through maintenance of deposits at
chartered banks. However, since the major monetary
aggregates do not include government deposits, it is
theoretically necessary to net out from the monetary
base chartered bank required reserves held against
federal government deposits to preserve consistency.
The monetary base can also be calculated by using
Bank of Canada asset items. The main item would be
Bank of Canada credit created (i. e., the central bank's
holdings of securities). In addition, advances to
members of the CPA, the Bank of Canada net float,
and net foreign currency assets are all elements of the
Bank's credit creation process. These, too, are
included when calculating the monetary base from the
asset side.
It will be noted that the biggest element of the base,
Bank of Canada credit, is theoretically under direct
control of the Bank, as are net foreign assets. In fact,
virtually the entire base is under central bank control.
Thus, the Bank could, if it desired, theoretically
control the amount of high powered money in the
economy.
There is not, however, total control. First, the Bank
of Canada has to supply currency to the public on
demand; second, the reserve requirements on various
deposit classes are different such that a private sector
shift from one deposit class to another will alter the
monetary base; third, the banks can hold excess cash
or lend it out; and finally, with coins now being
counted as part of cash reserves, this part of the base is
outside Bank control.
In practice, however, the Bank does not use the
monetary base to control the system. Rather, it
responds to the fact that it is driven by the liability side
of its balance sheet.
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13. Foreign Currency Liabilities

The "foreign currency liabilities" entry includes
foreign currency balances maintained by the federal
government and balances of other foreign central
banks with deposits at the Bank, although virtually the
entire liability is federal foreign currency. (The Friday
morning release shows these two components of
foreign liabilities separately, while the afternoon
statement aggregates them.) This entry is normally
quite small since the Canadian and foreign
governments only deposit small amounts of foreign
currencies with the Bank.

14. All Other Liabilities

Prior to July 16, 1986, the major component of the
"all other liabilities" entry was Bank of Canada
cheques outstanding. This entry also included a
second component-collections and payments in the
process of being settled on behalf of the Government
of Canada (net) and others-net payment items in
transit. When this entry was a net liability, it was
shown here. When the entry was a net asset, it was
shown in entry 8.

All other
liabilities
Autres
elements
du passif
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Total

394
425
340
362

20,432
19,969
20,152
20,382

270
306
264
297

20,050
20,426
20,540
20,775

336
313
332

21,327
20,725
21,136

As with asset float, the shift to retroactive
settlement on July 16, 1986, essentially eliminated the
float component of this entry. At year end 1987, Bank
of Canada cheques outstanding totalled only $16
million versus $935.8 million at year end 1985, and
Government of Canada items in transit (net) were
eliminated.
Thus, since July 16, 1986, this entry effectively
only includes two other items: the first is the earned
surplus of the Bank net of expenses. The Bank will
normally earn a large amount of net income (profit)
each year from interest on its government securities. 51
This net income (which is classed as "all other
liabilities" on the balance sheet) increases on a dollarfor-dollar basis as interest income is earned on the
Bank's investment portfolio. As the interest is earned,
the Bank normally invests it in Treasury Bills. At
some point, however, this net income has to be
transferred to the government's deposit account at the
Bank of Canada. 52 When this transfer is made, "all
other liabilities" fall by the amount of the transfer and
another liability figure, government deposits, rises by
the amount of the transfer. The Bank can then
redeposit this amount of government balances in the
banking system. Thus, the transfer of net income to
the federal government followed by its redeposit in the
financial system is another way the Bank can use the
D/R technique to internally alter cash reserves in the
domestic banking system without changing interest
rates directly.
Viewed as a cash reserve management technique,
the transfer of net income is a complement to swaps.
Like swaps, which are flexible Bank of Canada assets,
net income transfers are flexible liabilities the Bank
can use when, for example, the level of foreign
exchange reserves is too low to permit the desired
level of swaps.
Until the mid-1960s, interest income was invested
in Bills which matured in December. Then, the entire
51 Net profit includes amortization of securities purchased at
a discount or at a premium to reflect the fact that at maturity
the Bank of Canada collects at par on all securities bought at
a discount or at a premium.
52 Part of the government's higher interest expense shown in
the budget accounts in recent years is being recaptured as
increased net income transferred from the Bank due to an
increase in securities held by the Bank. In fact, the Bank's
profit of about $1.8 billion in 1987 on total revenue of about
$2.0 billion (interest income) makes it Canada's most
profitable large operation, if one judges profitability in the
normal corporate sense.
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transfer took place at the end of the year (December)
to offset a large cash drain in the banks resulting from
a big seasonal increase in currency in circulation. In
recent years, however, the sheer size of the interest
income has led the Bank to make the transfer in
instalments to assist in cash management during the
year. While this method of altering cash reserves in
the banking system cannot be easily analysed because
the Bank does not publish its earned surplus or net
income information with its weekly figures, it is
possible to develop a "feel" for the transfer by
estimating the Treasury Bill income and how many
bonds the Bank holds of each specific maturity. This
is then combined with the interest rate and maturity
profile for Bills and bonds to arrive at an estimate of
gross income for each week. From the gross income,
an estimate of weekly expenses is subtracted to arrive
at estimated net weekly income.
The second component of "all other liabilities" is
the total paid in capital of the Bank. This includes $5
million held by the Minister of Finance since the Bank
was nationalized in 1938 (100,000 shares at $50 par
value) and the rest fund, which is five times the paidin capital (i.e., $25 million which was reached in
1955; these figures have remained unchanged since
the end of 1955). These data are also shown as a
separate entry on the balance sheet released Friday
morning.

15. Total Liabilities
Total Bank of Canada liabilities is the total of lines 10,
11, 13 and 14. This figure does not include contingent
liabilities.

III. FOOTNOTES
At the bottom of page 1 there are two footnotes. The
first sets out data on uncompleted Bank securities
transactions (transactions which are done but not
settled) with dealers and banks in Canada to the next
weekly Statement date (excluding PRAs). These are
transactions which would increase or decrease
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chartered bank cash unless offset by the Bank. (The
transactions are uncompleted because the Bank uses
settlement day accounting.) These data are set out in
an attachment to the Friday morning balance sheet.
The attachment to the balance sheet is shown at the
end of this chapter.

16. Net Amount of Uncompleted Securities
Transactions (Excluding PRAs) with Dealers
and Banks in Canada
This footnote relates to entry 1 and refers to
outstanding uncleared transactions in Government of
Canada securities-Treasury Bills and marketable
bonds. This entry will be positive when the Bank has
bought government securities from dealers and banks
which have not yet been settled. Bank purchases of a
new Canada issue directly from the government are
not included in uncompleted transactions unless these
bonds are traded out to the street prior to delivery.
The series will be negative if the Bank has sold
securities which have not been settled. Here, because
this series does not separate the activity in the federal
government security classes, it is impossible to tell,
for example, how many short bonds are sold but not
settled in a given week if the Bank also bought or sold
long bonds which are not settled.
Over long periods of time, this item is normally
blank for two reasons. First, it is virtually impossible
that the Bank would have uncompleted Bill
transactions under the retroactive settlement
procedures, since Bills are for same day settlement.
Second, it is unusual for the Bank to deal in longer
term securities in its open market operations.
Nevertheless, between September 1978 and April
1979, again in April and May 1980, and in 1984-86
the Bank did sell short, mid and long-term bonds to
dealers and banks. And, on several occasions, the
uncompleted entry showed negative clearing
transactions, indicating that some Bank sales of bonds
would not clear until the following Statement week
when, unless offset by the Bank, the transactions
would drain the system.

Net amount of uncompleted securities transactions (excluding PHA) with dealers and banks in Canada has a potent"jal cash reserve effect of

$~

millions

in the latest week.
Le montlJnt net des operations sur titres non encore liqu.idees (it 1 'exclusion des pensions) avec les courtiers en vflleurs mobil.ieres et ies bClnqlles au Canada
a une incideIJ(~e v.irtuel1e de
millions de dollars sur les niserves-encaisse de 1a derniere semaine.

2 Other investments comprise mainly holdings of U.S. dollar denominated securities.
Autres placements comprend principalement les titres libelltis en dollars E. -Y.
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17. Other Investments
Footnote 2, explaining "other investments" (mainly
holdings of U.S. dollar denominated securities), was
discussed in entry 6.

18. Central Bank Credit Outstanding
a) Securities Held Under Purchase and Resale
Agreements
A third important series, the following week cash
impact from PRAs (with money market dealers on
Government of Canada securities and theoretically on
"other Bills"), was also reported on the weekly Bank
Statement until the Bank started to publish its revised
Statement in July 1981. This figure is no longer
reported as an explicit number. However, since most
PRAs outstanding on a Wednesday are for less than
seven days, most will clear the following week. Thus,
the total PRAs outstanding on Wednesday of each
week and shown in entry 2 will be a close
approximation of the potential cash withdrawal in the
following Statement week, unless the Bank does
PRAs on "other Bills" (entry 3). Since the "other
Bills" entry does not distinguish between cash
purchases and PRAs, it is not possible to tell from the
Friday afternoon release how many "other Bills" are
held under PRA. In any case, this entry is usually
zero. The Friday morning balance sheet does show, at
the bottom of the statement, the securities held under
PRA for both government securities and "other
Bills", and the attachment to this balance sheet,
shown at the end of this chapter, shows the potential
impact of these PRAs on cash reserves in the following
week.
Overall, a negative figure on the attachment to the
morning balance sheet indicates that dealers have done
PRAs in the current week for settlement in the
following Statement week. This is a cash injection in
the week the PRAs are done. But, if these PRAs are
for resale to dealers in the following week, the PRA
figure reported on the attachment will be negative.
This represents a potential draining of system cash in
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the following week as dealers buy back the securities
from the central bank. Here again, the Bank will
normally seek to neutralize these impacts on the
system.
Large negative figures for PRAs indicate the system
is tight and are generally associated with rising interest
rates. In fact, purchase and resale agreements
outstanding for the week is one of the best series to
judge the degree of tightness or ease "on the street" in
a given week. These figures typically correlate well
with the excess cash ratios discussed in chapter 4 and
with the spread between the money market dealer
overnight financing rate and the 91-day Bill rate.

b) Advances to Members of the Canadian
Payments Association
Prior to July 1981 the Bank also showed the next week
potential impact on system cash arising out of its
advances to CPA members. This data is no longer
shown explicitly on the Bank Statement, nor is it
shown on the Friday balance sheet or the attachment to
the balance sheet.
Large liquidity advances by the Bank to chartered
banks and other members of the new Canadian
Payments Association (under its lender of last resort
facility) usually represent a temporary injection of
credit in the week in which they occur, unless offset
by the Bank, but represent a draining in the following
week when the advances have to be repaid. The one
major exception to this rule is Bank of Canada
"extended credit" type advances for bailouts. These
advances mayor may not be paid off in the next
Statement week.
In summary then, entries 2, 4 and 16 on page 1 of
the WFS, along with the morning balance sheet and its
attachment, will usually show the potential impact on
system cash arising from uncompleted transactions.
That is, these Statements will show whether liquidity
in the system will tend to rise or fall in the upcoming
Statement week as a result of clearing transactions,
dealer PRAs and liquidity type advances to CPA
members.

FOR ATTACHMENT TO THE STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
A JOINDRE A L'tTAT DE L'ACTIF ET DU PASSIF

As at/Au

July 15

19-1iZ.

Potential cash reserve effect of certain
uncompleted Bank of Canada transactions to
the next weekly statement date
(increasing cash +; decreasing cash -)
Effet d'encaisse potentiel, a la date
du prochain etat hebdomadaire de
l'actif et du passif, de certaines
transactions non denouees de la Banque
du Canada (augmentation de
l'encaisse: +, diminution de
l'encaisse: -)

1.

(millions of dollars)
(en millions de dollars)

Net Float.
Solde des effets en cours de compensation ••••••••.••••• +33.3

2.

Securities to be sold under Purchase and
Resale Agreements.
Titres

a des

3.

a vendre

con~ormement

-167.3

accords de pr1se .................................______

Net Amount of Other Uncompleted
Security Transactions with Dealers
and Banks in Canada.
Montant net d'autres transactions sur
titres non denouees concl.ues avec des
negociants en valeurs mobilieres et des
banque s au Canad a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NIL

COM852
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Column
Average of
Wednesdays

and
Wednesday
MO,venne

mensuelle
des
mercredis
au donnees
du mercredi

_0

B403
B1l3502
1987

B404
B1l3404

B405
B1l3401

B406
B1l3402

8408
B1l3503

B409
Bll3504

Call and short loans
PrBts a vue ou a
court terme
Special
Other call
and short
call
loans
loans
PrBts
Autres
a vue
prOts a
speciaux
vue ou a
court terJ11e

Total
Canadian
liquid
assets
Ensemble
des avoirs
canadiens
de preJ1Jiere
liquidite

B467
B1l3403

B466
B1l3252

B468
B1l3512

28,805
28,593
27,759
27,763

23,872
23,187
22,374
22,111

18,113
17,977
17,152
17,106

1,533
1,229
1,258
737

530
511
462
626

27,541
27,41BH
27,629R
27,490R

22,335
21,999R
22,571R
21,900R

16,598
16,679R
16,809R
16,84BH

l,151R
433

799R
562

27,039R
25,937

21,214R
20,399

16,150R
15,139

1,170
1,282
1,233
1,189

403
451
484
532

6
13
20
27

2.913
3,095
3,150
3,010

2,020
2,311
2,235
2,642

10
21
16
22

18,255
17,923
17,536
17,499

1,382
1,333
1,323
1,327

2,030
1,972
2,019
2,012

1,669
1,389
1,018
856

3

2,813
3,066
3,001
3,164

2,393
2,353
2,057
2,426

8

16,955
16,87lR
17,44BH
17,131R

1,334
1,526
1,546
1,516

1,984
1,853
1,857
1,875

3,056R
3,313

2,769
2,225

15,930R
16,162

l,524R
1,410

l,805R
1,833

1
8

15R
6

B1l3265

526
549
463
396

1,847
1,890
2,008
1,892

J

d~interBts

15,655
18,103
17,587
16,684

1,206
1,363
1,341
1,480

10
17
24

I!Freel!
liquid
assets
Avoirs
de premiere
liquidite
"libres"

26,251
28,687
28,230
27,519R

16,502
18,251
17,803
17,101

J

Earning
liquid
assets
Avoirs
de preJ11iere
liquidite
productifs

21,144
23,254
22,886
22,201

16
17
17
6R

J

G-

G

BCR Table Cl
RBC Tableau Ci

2,148
2,524
2,302
2,307

M

M

-.----0- -0

2,958
2,909
3,042
3,011

A
M

1987
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CHARTERED BANK ASSETS (Millions of dollars)
ACTIF DES BANQl!ES A CHARTE (En millions de dollars)
Canadian dollar assets
Avoirs en dollars canadiens
Liquid assets
Avoirs de premiere liQuidite
Bank of
Bank of
Day-tJ
Government of Canada direct
Canada
Canada
day
and guaranteed securities
notes
deposi ts
loans
Ti tres emis ou garantis
Billets
lJepots a
Pr~ts
par Ie gouvernemen t canadi en
de la
la Bangue
au Jour
Treasury
Other
Banque
du Canada
Ie jour
bills
"'A"'u"'tr""e"'s'---_----:-_ __
du Canada
(amortized)
3 years
Over
3 years
Bons du
and under
Tresor
De 3 ans
be plus
(val. BJIJortie) ou moins
de 3 ens

Changes from:

Variations par rapport ala:

1986

J

259

-646

-5

2,893

624

276

-403

125

3,121

3,508

2,937

1987

J

257

-544

-6

232

-114

28

-718

-237

-1,102

-815

-1,011

1,255

570

27,128

21,215

16,297

9

Chiffres provisoires:

Preliminary data:

1987

J 15

Column

Average of
Wednesdays

and
Wednesday
Moyenne

mensuelle
des

mercredis
au donnees
du mercredi

.'-3,240

2,673

16,234

-0.-8-- - 8 -

CHARTERED BANK ASSETS (Millions of dollars)
ACTIF OES BANQUES A CHARTE (En millions de dollars)
Canadian dollar assets
Avoirs en dollars canadiens
Liquid assets
Avoirs de premiere liQuidit6
As a ratio of total
Holdings of
Total
Canadian dollar
selected shortCanadian
major assets
liquid
term assets
Pourcentage des
Divers avoirs a
assets
principaux avoirs
plus shortcourt terme
en dollars canadiens
ShortChartered
term assets
Total
"Free"
term
Bank
Ensemble
liquid
liquid
paper(l) instruments(2)
des avoirs
assets
assets
Papier
Effets
canadiens
Ensemble
Avoirs de a
bancaires(2)
de premiere
des
premiere
court
liquidite
avoirs de
liquidite terme(J)
plus actifs
premi ere
"libres"
a court
liquidite
terJ11e

B470
B1l3263
1987

.M

A
M

J

1987

3,156

-e----"--f)-_ _ _ _ _ _

-o--econtinued
suite.

Less liquid assets
Avoirs de seconde liQuidittf
Loans
Prets
Provinces
General loans
Canada
Savings
and
Prets !tener-aux
municipal- Bonds
Business Personal
ObligaPrets
Personities
Provinces
tions
aux
nels
d'epargne
entreet
municipadu canada
prises
lites

B471
B1l3264

B426
B1l3501

B430
B1l3544

B431
B1l3545

Total
Total

B425
B1l3533

ResidenNonresitial
mortgages dential
PrBts
mortgages
hypo thePrBts
caires a bypothel'habita- caires
tion
sur
i1D1l1eubles
non-residentiels
B429
B1l3543

B432
B1l3546

11.8
12.6
12.4
12.0

7.1
8.0
7.7
7.3

3,868
4,491
4,604R
4,270R

6,107
6,446
6,048
6,071R

36,226
39,624
38,882R
37,861R

1,344
1,176
1,180
1,173

52
44
35
28

82,162
82,829
82,259
82,80BH

43,273
43,908
44,786
45,273R

125,435
126,737
127,044
128,079R

50,370
51,127
52,232
53,652R

4,067
4,154
4,217
4,294

M

6
13
20
27

12.6
12.6
12.1
12.1

7.9
7.9
7.5
7.5

4,832
4,225
4,796R
4,56lR

6,381
5,951
5,869
5,992

40,017
38,769
38,424R
38,316R

1,068
1,138
1,245
1,270

29
38
35
40

82,360
80,848
83,042
82,784

44,480
44,725
44,853
45,084

126,840
125,574
127,895
127,868

51,999
52,105
52,300
52,527

4,226
4,213
4,240
4,190

J

3
10
17
24

12.0
12.0
12.0
11.9

7.2
7.3
7.3
7.2

4,62BH
4,400R
4,16BH
3,885R

5,841R
6,173R
6,057R
6,215

38,010R
37,99lR
37,853R
37,589R

1,152
1,128
1,207
1,204

21
33
24
32

82,958
82,l84R
83,096R
82,986R

45,053
45,126R
45,354
45,561R

128,012R
127,309R
128,450R
128,547R

53,1l4R
53,425
53,831
54,237

4,239
4,280
4,319
4,339

1

11.6
11.2

6.9
6.5

4,856R
4,120

5,997R
5,649

37,891R
35,706

l,005R
980

35R
22

84,751R
84,242

45,87BH
45,798

130,629R
130,040

54,890R
55,169

4,352R
4,226

J

8
Changes from:

Variations par rapport ala:

1986

J

.5

.8

213

1,121

4,454

-37

-339

-249

4,995

4,746

10,627

497

1987

J

-.4

-.4

-736

-348

-2,185

-25

-13

-509

-81

-589

279

-126

9

Included in less liquid Canadian assets
COJDpris dans les avoirs canadiens de seconde liquidite.
Consists of bankers' acceptances and deposits with other banks and is not included in total Canadian dollar major assets.
Comprend les accept.Btions bancaires et les dep8ts dans d~autres banques. Non compris dans 1 'ensemble des principaux avoirs en dollars canadiens.
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Column

-e

.-

Wednesdays

and
Wednesday
Moyenne
IlJeDBue11e

des
mercredis
au donnees
du IlIercredi

Canadian dollar assets
Avoirs en dollBrs CLWBdiens
Less liquid assets
Avoirs de seconde lit.l!:!..idite
Loans
Securities
PrBts
Titres
Provincial
Leasing
Total
receivables
Total
and
CreBDces
municipal
litfes au
Provinces
crMitet llIUDici-

etrangeres

principtlux
I1voirs en
doll3rS

Total
Total

EDselllhle
des
priDCipaux
Bvoirs

cBDBdiens

Societes
BSBOCitfes
aux bBDques

1,685
1,880
1,872
1,731

10,495
10,476
10,635
lO,413R

171
167
172
173

12,350
12,524
12,679
12,317R

196,453
198,605
200,240
202,41OR

222,704
227,292
228,470
229,9298

-1,745
-2,186
-2,133
-2,073R

220,959
225,124
226,337
227,856R

187,004
185,1l23
188,584
188,757

1,872
1,869
1,899
1,850

10,598
10,552
10,835
10,554

170
172
172
173

12,639
12,593
12,906
12,576

199,843
198,516
201,470
201,333

228,448
227,109
229,229
229,096

-2,118
-2,072
-2,6Rl
-1,660

226,330
225,Q36
226,547
227,435

2,860
2,884
2,870
2,871

189,397
189,04OR
190,701R
191,232R

1,910
1,681
1,716
1,619

10,593
lO,426R
10,304
10,328

173
173
173
173

12,676
12,280R
12,193
12,120

202,073R
201,320R
202,895R
203,352R

229,614R
228,738R
230,523R
230,841R

-l,866R
-l,850R
-2,254R
-2,323R

227,748R
226,_
228,269R
228,519R

2,874R
2,688

193,785R
193,324

1,545
1,720

10,688R
10,262

172
172

12,505R
12,155

206,290R
205,479

233,329R
231,416

-l,805R
-2,253

231,525R
229,163

J

3
10
17
24

J

1
8

J

EnseJBbJ e des

B400
B1l3250

2,842
2,855
2,850
2,883

1987

en JIlOnnaies

Totel

B410
B1l3520

M 6
13
20
27

9

assets

B499
B1l3251

J

J

dollar Major
Total

B414
Bll3254

184,103
186,081
187,562
190,092R

Changes from:

tiona
associated
with banks

Buite

Total
.ajar
assets

B415
B113255

2,834
2,843
2,852
2,866

A

M

Corpora-

Societes

e-

continued
Net foreign
currency
assets
Avoirs nets

Total Canadian

Corporate

-ED

B434
Bll3548

B428
Bll3542

M

•

B418
B1l3507

B433
Bll3547

1986

_____-a-fa--

palittfs

bail

1987

-fBI

Cl!ARTEIlED BANK ASSETS (Millions of dollars)
ACTIF DES BANi'Jl!ES if. CIlAJlTE LEn l1Iillions de dollarst

IAverage of

1987
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VariBtions par repport 8 1B:

165

15,657

480

-551

14

--461

75

--426

4

-87

15,571

18,691

31

18,723

-350

-811

-1,913

--448

-2,362
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Understanding the Bank of Canada's balance sheet is
only part of what is needed for a technical assessment
of monetary policy and short-run interest rate trends.
A second key to analysing the debt markets is the
ability to assess emerging trends and conditions in the
chartered banking system and how these respond to,
or give rise to, policy actions by the Bank of Canada.
To do this, a knowledge of the balance sheet of the
chartered banking system is required. Before moving
to a page-by-page and column-by-column discussion
of this balance sheet, it is worthwhile to establish
some general background for the system. This is well
set out by the Bank of Canada.
Canada's commercial banking system is comprised of
privately owned banks which have been chartered by
Parliament or have received letters patent by Orderin-Council as provided for in the 1980 Bank Act. This
Act provided for Canadian financial institutions
affiliated with foreign banks to become incorporated
as Canadian banks and allowed the establishment of
new foreign banks in Canada. . . The banks operate
under the terms and provisions of this Act, which
defines their range of activities and regulates certain
internal aspects of their operations as well as their
relationship with the Government and the Bank of
Canada. Under this Act, the banks are required to
submit reports on their operations to the Minister of
Finance and the Bank of Canada. 1
The data discussed in chapters 2 and 3, covering
pages 2, 3 and 4 of the WFS, are based on these
reports which are commonly referred to as schedules J
and K (and their related schedules) in the Bank Act.
The Bank also notes that:
It has been the practice to revise the Bank Act at

approximately ten-year intervals. The most recent
revision was in 1980 ... Coincident with the 1980
Bank Act revision, the reporting system was
substantially revised and the new system was
implemented on 1 November 1981. The level of
consolidation and the treatment of accrued interest
were two of the most significant changes. 2
Specifically, the banking data now
consolidate all wholly and majority owned
subsidiaries of the chartered banks and accrued
interest is not included in the various asset and
1

"Notes to the tables," Bank of Canada Review, January

liability items but rather is included in "other assets"
and "other liabilities". Prior to this date, the data
consolidated only foreign wholly owned banking
subsidiaries and accrued interest was included on an
item-by-item basis. 3
Changes that have affected the data published in the
WFS are described in the various entries discussed in
the next two chapters.
Turning to the Weekly Financial Statistics, the asset
side (page 2 and the top half of page 3) is discussed in
this chapter, and the liability side (bottom half of page
3 and page 4) is discussed in the following chapter.
This information is keyed to table C 1 in the Bank of
Canada Review. Data is shown by week for the
current month and for the most recent two completed
months and a monthly average for the latest four
months is set out. The dollar change from the previous
week and from the same week a year ago is also
shown.

I.

CANADIAN CHARTERED BANKING
SYSTEM ASSETS

Total chartered bank assets are divided into three main
categories-Canadian dollar liquid assets, Canadian
dollar less liquid assets and net foreign currency
assets. Within the liquid asset section there are sixteen
entries.

1. Bank of Canada Notes
Bank of Canada notes are the so-called "vault cash"
and "till money" of the chartered banking system
(i.e., vault cash plus the cash held at the tellers'
wickets). These funds are held to meet operating
needs and can also be counted as part of the funds the
banks use to satisfy their reserve requirements.

2. Bank of Canada Deposits
Bank of Canada deposits represent the cash that
chartered banks actually have on deposit with the
Bank. These deposits are held mainly to meet the
chartered bank reserve requirements. These deposits
are included in entry 11 b on the Bank of Canada's
balance sheet.

1982, pp. 5-6 ..
2

Ibid., p. 6.
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3

Ibid.
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Government of Canada

deposits
Ihip8ts a
1 a Bangue
du Canada

and guaranteed securities
Titres t§mis au garantis
PrBts
au jour
1 e Jour

2,958
2,909
3,042
3,01l

2,148
2,524
2,302
2,307

16
17
17
6R

16,502
18,251
17,803
17,101

1,206
1,363
1,341
1,480

1,847
1,890
2,008
1,892

2,913
3,095
3,150
3,010

2,020
2,311
2,235
2,642

10
21
16
22

18,255
17,923
17,536
17,499

1,382
1,333
1,323
1,327

2,030
1,972
2,019
2,012

2,813
3,066
3,001
3,164

2,393
2,353
2,057
2,426

16,955
16,871R
17,448R
17,131R

1,334
1,526
1,546
1,516

1,984
1,853
1,857
1,875

3,056R
3,313

2,769
2,225

15, 930R
16,162

1,524R
1,410

1,805R
1,833

8
15R
6

3. Primary Reserves Held
Primary reserves do not appear as an entry on pages 2
and 3 of the weekly Bank Statement, but the total of
items 2 and 3 is the actual level of cash reserves (notes
and deposits at the Bank) held by the banking system.

up by 3:30 p.m., and the day loan continues in effect
(automatic rollover) at the same interest rate unless
terminated by the dealer or bank. Dealers can finance
more paper than their line of credit, but this must
usually be done at a higher rate-usually a rate greater
than the day loan rate but less than the call loan rate. 5
In 1982-1988, bank excess secondary reserves were so
high that the banks were putting out very little day
money; rather, they were focusing on call loans (entry
8) where their interest return was slightly higher.
The day loan rates are shown on page 8 of the
weekly Bank Statement. The day rate is negotiated
and moves by eighths of a percent. This rate is a
function of system liquidity and dealer inventories of
short-term government securities which determine the
demand for day loans. A restricted supply of day
loans, or heavy demand for day loans by dealers to
finance large inventory positions, pushes up the day
loan rate and vice versa. (At the end of the bank's
fiscal quarters they tend to reduce day and call loans to
raise cash, ensuring they will not have to show a Bank
of Canada advance. Thus there is usually upward
pressure on the overnight rate at these times of the
year.) When dealers cannot obtain sufficient
accommodation through the banking system to finance
their security holdings, dealers either have to resort to
call loans at a higher rate or purchase and resale
agreements with the Bank at the PRA rate. PRAs will
be heavily used if this rate is less than the overnight
rate in the private money market. The call loan rate is
normally higher than the day loan rate. 6

4. Day-to-Day Loans
Day loans are overnight loans (with a same day call if
they are completed before noon) made by the
chartered banks to investment dealers against certain
government securities as eligible collateral. The Bank
of Canada requires that at no time will the total
amount of day loans with chartered banks exceed the
unused portion of the dealer's PRA line of credit with
the Bank of Canada. Therefore, dealer lines of credit
can be estimated as the largest total of PRAs and day
loans outstanding in a given week.
On the "day line", dealers can finance Canada
Treasury Bills and direct and guaranteed Canada
bonds with
term up to three years, although on
occasion chartered banks may give the day loan rate
on other classes of securities, such as Bankers'
Acceptances. 4 The collateral for day loans must be put

a

The first day-to-day loans were made by the chartered
banks to money market dealers in June 1954. The day loan

4

programme was initiated in response to the federal
government's introduction of the PRA facility in 1953-a
move which Ottawa felt would improve the liquidity of the
money market. The banks introduced the day loan
programme because both the banks and the federal
government felt that, if dealers were to carry substantial
inventories of Treasury Bills and short Canada bonds, they
should be able to finance these high quality inventories
through the banking system at lower interest rates than those
prevailing in the ordinary call loan market. Moreover, the
creation of day loans provided the banks with a highly
liquid earning asset which allowed them to make the fullest
possible use of their other funds.
5 Day loans (and call loans discussed later) are increasingly
being supplied by non-bank lenders such as pension funds
and life insurance companies.
6 There are occasions when the day loan rate has been so
high that dealers financed as much as they could via PRAs,
and day loans outstanding fell to zero on the Bank
Statement.
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5. Treasury Bills
Chartered bank holdings of Treasury Bills are selfexplanatory. The banks buy Bills at the regular weekly
auctions and also purchase them in the secondary
market from dealers and other banks. All terms of
Bills are included in this entry. Since November 4,
1981, Bills have been shown at amortized value; prior
to November they were carried on the books at par.
These Bills form the core of chartered bank secondary
reserves.

6. Secondary Reserves Held
Secondary reserves, like primary reserves, do not
appear as a separate entry on the asset side of the
banking system's balance sheet. However, secondary
reserves are primary reserves over and above the
required minimum, plus day loans and Treasury Bills
(i.e., excess primaries plus items 4 and 5 above).7

7. Other (Government of Canada Direct and
Guaranteed Securities)
Other Government of Canada securities held
(including both federal and federally guaranteed
securities) are also shown at amortized value in entry
7. Since November 4, 1981, the figures reported for
these securities exclude accrued interest; prior to this
date the data included accrued interest.
These securities are broken down into two
categories-three years and less to maturity, and over
three years to maturity. The former holdings are
referred to as "money market bonds" which are
acceptable as day loan collateral.
Government of Canada securities are held as a
vehicle to make maximum capital gains from a decline
in interest rates (speculation). They are also used to
enhance the liquidity position of the banks, because
the securities can be sold fairly easily to create cash
for more profitable lending should the opportunity
arise. Government bonds-especially longer term
bonds-are not really liquid in the same sense that day
loans and Treasury Bills are liquid.

7 It will be noted that the existence of the secondary reserve
requirement implies a captive market for federal Treasury
Bills, given the constraint on day loans outstanding.
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8. Call and Short Loans
a) Special Call Loans
Call loans are divided into two classes on the Bank
Statement. "Special call loans" were first introduced
by the chartered banks in 1967 and subsequently
became the most important source of dealer financing
from the chartered banks replacing day loans. Such
loans are normally made to money market dealers for
a short period of time to finance their inventory of
money market securities. The main advantage of such
loans to the banks is their flexibility and thus their use
in cash management. These loans can be liquidated by
either the borrower or lender on the same day notice is
given (if called before noon) or in 24 hours after notice
is given. 8
Call loans are the same as day loans except that call
loans finance a much broader range of securities and
lesser quality securities. For this reason, call loans
from the banks normally carry a higher rate of interest
'than day loans, since they are secured by lesser quality
collateral which is not eligible either as bank
secondary reserves or for rediscounting with the Bank
of Canada.
Special call loans grew rapidly after 1967 for three
reasons. 9 First, the Bank of Canada introduced a rule
at the end of 1968 limiting dealer financing of BAs in
the day loan market to 15 percent of a dealer's line of
credit. Thus, the growth in BAs outstanding since that
time has had to be financed using special call loans.
Second, in January 1969 the Bank began to require
that the chartered banks meet the cash reserve

8 "Daylight overdrafts" are technically included in call
loans, but they would only actually appear if, under a
unique set of circumstances, the overdraft was left
outstanding at the close of business on a given day. These
overdrafts occur because a dealer often has to put up cash to
buy short-term securities before it receives payment when
selling to his customers. The procedure here is for the dealer
to overdraw his account at the bank, usually before noon on
a given day, with the consent of the bank, which certifies
the cheque for a fee (the overcertification charge) on the
understanding that the dealer will use the certified cheque to
pay for the securities bought. Then, these securities are
delivered to clients in exchange for the cheque which is
used to retire the daylight overdraft before the end of the day
(i.e., the overdraft is not left outstanding overnight).
9 "Overnight financing in Canada: Special call loans",
Bank of Canada Review, May 1983, pp. 3-13.
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requirement twice per month. This made special call
loans more valuable to the banks because of their
flexibility in helping to alter bank cash reserves.
Third, as the volume of short-term paper and dealer
inventories rose rapidly in the 1970s, the need for
special call loan financing by the dealers increased.

Call and short loans
Prets a vue ou a
court terme
Special
Other call
call
and short
loans

loans

Prets
a vue

prets

Autres

1,669
1,389
1,018
856

526
549
463
396

1,533
1,229
1,258
737

530
511
462
626

a

As of the end of 1982, it was estimated that special
call loans by the chartered banks were used to finance
about 40 percent of investment dealer short-term
inventories, while "other" bank call loans, day loans
and PRAs with the Bank of Canada accounted for
about 10 percent of dealer overnight financing. Call
loans are also made by trust companies, pension
funds, life insurance companies, corporations,
municipalities, provinces and foreigners-virtually
anyone who has a block of surplus funds available for
at least 24 hours. At the end of 1982, these "offstreet" sources of financing accounted for about 50
percent of total dealer inventory financing. These
sources do not show up on the Bank Statement.
Here again, reduced system liquidity, a tight
banking system or dealers building inventory (either to
earn a positive carry or a capital gain) will put upward
pressure on the level of call loans and the call loan
rate, and vice versa. The call loan rate is a key rate in
the money market.

Acceptability of collateral and the rate of interest on
call loans are negotiated by lenders and dealers. Terms
of the loan may vary from a demand basis (one day) to
specific terms ranging from a few days to several
months. Securities eligible for day loans have to be
financed in the call loan market when a dealer's
position exceeds his line of credit with the Bank of
Canada. These securities are often financed at a rate
between the day loan rate and the call loan rate.
Most of the call loans are negotiated between 8:30
a.m. and noon, with the majority of the transactions
taking place between 8:30 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. when
the chartered banks obtain their final yesterday
clearing results and get good updated estimates on
today's clearings (about 9:45 a.m.). It is after the
banks have yesterday'S clearing actuals plus a good
clearing estimate for today that they decide to supply
or withdraw funds from the special call loan market.
When a call loan is negotiated, a dealer physically
delivers collateral to the lender (or the lender's agent)
and the call loan funds are transferred to the
borrower's account with the bank. Transfer of
securities and cheques is normally completed between
noon and 4:00 p.m., although on occasion some
transactions may not be completed until 5:00 p.m. or
even later.

b) Other Call and Short Loans
"Other call and short loans" are usually smaller in
total than "special call loans" and are normally made
by banks to investment firms, enabling dealers to
finance new issue underwritings and long-term bond
and equity inventory positions. These loans are not
usually called on a day-to-day basis.

9. Total Canadian Liquid Assets
The total of items 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8 represents the
Canadian liquid assets subtotal: Bank of Canada notes
and deposits, day-to-day loans, Treasury Bills (at
amortized value since November 1981), Government
of Canada direct and guaranteed bonds, call and short
loans to stockbrokers and investment dealers.
However, not all these items are liquid in a market
sense. For example, long Canada bonds are not totally
liquid in large size, and short Canadas have also
developed illiquidity aspects from time to time. On the
other hand, there are some security classes which are
normally considered liquid (e.g., BAs, chartered bank
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bearer deposit notes, short-term commercial paper and
some short-term foreign assets) which are not
specifically included by the Bank in the Canadian
liquid asset series. The main reason for excluding
these securities from liquid assets is that they are not
eligible for rediscounting with the Bank. However,
these classes are broken out separately in the data
published by the Bank at the bottom of page 2 on the
weekly Statement (entries 14a and 14b) such that a
new series-total Canadian liquid assets plus shortterm assets-is included (entry 15) in the liquid asset
category.

Earning
liquid
assets

liquid
assets

Avoirs
de premiere
liquidite

Avoirs
de premi
liquidite

productifs

"libres'f

12. Liquid Assets as a Ratio of Total Canadian
Dollar Major Assets (Total Liquid Asset Ratio)
The Bank Statement also shows two liquid asset
ratios. The first series is total Canadian liquid assets
(entry 9) as a ratio of total Canadian dollar major
assets (entry 27 below).

d'interets

21,144
23,254
22,886
22,201

15,855
18,103
17,587
16,684

23,872
23,187
22,374
22,111

18,113
17,977
17,152
17,106

22,335
21,999R
22,571R
21,900R

16,598
16,679R
16, B09R
16,64BR

21,214R
20,399

16,150R
15,139

11.8
12.6
12.4
12.0

7.1
8.0
7.7
7.3

12.6
12.6
12.1
12.1

7.9
7.9
7.5
7.5

12.0
12.0
12.0
11. 9

7.2
7.3
7.3
7.2

11.6
11.2

6.9
6.5

10. Earning Liquid Assets
"Earning liquid assets" are those that earn interesttotal liquid assets less chartered bank non-interest
earning reserves (holdings of notes and deposits at the
Bank). The entry is calculated by subtracting entries 1
and 2 from entry 9.

11. Chartered Bank "Free" Canadian Liquid
Assets
The "free" Canadian liquid asset figure is an
important variable which the Bank began to use in the
early 1970s as an indicator of chartered bank liquidity.
Free liquid assets are total Canadian liquid assets
(entry 9) less required cash and secondary reserves
shown on page 5 of the weekly Statement.
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This ratio fell over time from about 30 percent in
the 1950s to about 9 percent in September 1988. There
are two reasons for this. First, banks found they could
run their operations on less liquidity. Second, banks
found they could show much better profit performance
if they aggressively put high yielding, less liquid
assets on their books. This trend has been reinforced
by the fact that a good deal of the banks' less liquid
assets (mortgages and general loans) produce a large
monthly cash flow. Thus, a certain amount of highly
liquid assets (cash) is produced from the less liquid
assets, especially when interest rates are high.
The long-run declining trend for this series makes
the ratio somewhat less useful for short-run interest
rate forecasting. Nevertheless, when the liquid asset
ratio rises, it reflects an increase in bank liquidity (and
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a tendency for lower short-term interest rates), while
the reverse holds if the ratio falls.

year or less) and provincial/municipal Treasury Bills.
These classes are also included in the security section
of the appropriate less liquid Canadian assets section.

13. Free Liquid Asset Ratio
The "free liquid asset ratio" is free liquid assets
(entry 11) expressed as a percentage of total Canadian
dollar major assets (entry 27). During the 1970s, the
free liquid asset ratio replaced the liquid asset ratio as
the main measure of chartered bank liquidity on the
asset side of the balance sheet. The reason for this is
that the free assets and the free ratio reflect changes in
secondary reserve requirements, while the broad
liquid asset ratio does not. That is, if the Bank of
Canada reduces the secondary reserve requirement,
the free liquid asset ratio rises, while the liquid asset
ratio does not change (implying that the Bank may
want to drain off this "free" liquidity).
As with the liquid asset ratio, the Bank's view of
the minimum level for this ratio has fallen over time.
Near the end of 1988 this ratio stood at 5.0 percent
versus 13.0 percent in the late 1960s.

14. Holdings of Selected Short-Term (Canadian
Dollar) Assets by Banks

In addition to the short-term paper held under
Canadian earning liquid assets (short Canadas,
Treasury Bills, call and day loans), the banks also
hold two other categories of short-term paper, payable
in Canadian dollars and issued for a term of one year
or less. These two asset classes, which are not
considered official liquid assets by the Bank, are
broken out separately on page 2 of the weekly Bank
Statement under the title "holdings of selected shortterm assets". Both of these asset classes are included
in the less liquid asset section. Since November 1981,
all such paper acquired by banks is classified as
securities. Prior to November 1981, only paper
purchased from third parties was classified as a
security. Paper purchased directly from a customer
(i.e., from the issuer) with an established line of credit
with the bank was classified as a loan.

a) Short-Term Paper (Included in Less Liquid
Canadian Assets)
The first entry is Canadian dollar commercial and
finance company short-term paper (with a term of one

term assets
Di vers avoirs

a

court terme
ShortChartered

Bank
instruments(2)
Effets

bancaires(2)

terme

36,226
39,624
38, 882R
37,861R
6,381
5,951
5,869
5,992

40,017
38,769
38,424R
38, 316R

5,841R
6,173R
6,057R
6,215

38,010R
37,991R
37,853R
37,589R

5,997R
5,649

37,891R
35,706

b) Chartered Bank Instruments (Not Included in
Total Canadian Dollar Major Assets)
The second category of paper held is chartered bank
instruments consisting of Bankers' Acceptances
issued by other banks and non-operating deposits
(inter-bank deposits) with other banks.1O Prior to
November 1981 this series included the BA series, but
the second element was restricted to bearer term
deposit notes (BDNs) issued by other banks. Entry
14b involving only bank instruments is not included in
total Canadian dollar major assets.
The Bank of Canada does not include either class of
10 When a bank purchases its own BAs for investment, these
are included in loans-see entry 20a.
In 1973, chartered banks initiated an inter-bank overnight
lending market to allow banks with excess reserves to lend
them for one day to banks which were short of funds.
Inter-bank deposits are discussed in more detail in
chapter 3, part II.
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securities in the total Canadian liquid asset series even
though the market defines them as liquid. However, it
does include these two series in a special liquid asset
section (entry 14), appearing after the normal
measures of Canadian liquid assets. Increases in the
entry 14a and 14b series reflect an increase in banking
system liquidity and generally signal lower interest
rates. Decreases reflect bank sales of paper (or failure
to replace paper as it matures) which usually signals
upward pressure on interest rates.

15. Total Canadian Liquid Assets Plus ShortTerm Assets
Total Canadian liquid assets plus short-term paper
gives a grand total which includes the "traditional"
liquid assets as well as the "special" liquid assets
(i.e., entry 9 plus entries 14a and 14b.) This is the
broadest published measure of liquid assets in the
banking system.

16. How Monetary Policy Impacts on Chartered
Bank Liquid Asset Holdings
When the Bank tightens or eases the banking system,
banks will normally react to this in the short run in one
of two ways (or a combination of both). Some will
focus the adjustment in their liquid asset positions. If,
for example, the Bank tightens the system,· a point
may be quickly reached when some banks will reduce
their day and call loan financing for dealers and/or
increase the interest rate. Also, banks may begin to
mature or sell off their Treasury Bills or bid less
aggressively for Treasury Bills at tender. These
classes of liquid assets relate closely to Bank of
Canada policy since they are controlled at the head
offices of the chartered banks. The less liquid assets
discussed below are more a function of the underlying
economy-wide demand for credit at the branch level.
Also, banks are reluctant to reduce their less liquid
asset holdings for two reasons. First, less liquid assets
normally have a higher yield than liquid assets.
Second, the illiquidity of certain less liquid assets
often means that these assets cannot be sold prior to
maturity without large losses being incurred.
Other banks will usually adjust their liabilities, and
especially their inter-bank deposit rates, Certificate of
Deposit (CD) rates and/or bearer term note (BDN)
rates.
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A Bank of Canada policy to tighten the banks
(through, for example, a reduction of excess cash) is
quickly transmitted via the banks to money market
dealers. If the banks respond to tightness by raising
their inter-bank, BDN and CD rates, for example,
dealers are forced to compete by raising rates on their
offerings of Treasury Bills, BAs, commercial and
finance company paper. On the other hand, if the
banks respond by reducing their holdings of lower
yielding liquid assets, then the outright sale of
securities and/or the probable drop in day and call
loan financing available, and the higher cost, will
force dealers to lower their offering prices on
securities and/or bid more aggressively for "offstreet" financing, and/or reduce their inventory of
securities. All of these developments also put upward
pressure on interest rates.

17. Less Liquid Canadian Assets
There are two main categories of less liquid Canadian
dollar assets-loans and security purchases. Generally
speaking, the chartered banks look on the loan
component as their raison d' etre and the key to their
total lending etfort. There are seven main classes of
loans included in the less liquid Canadian asset section
and three categories of securities.
Loan demand and securities purchased over time
are a function of the economic fundamentals such as
consumer and business spending, inventory
accumulation (which is heavily financed in the money
market and through bank loans), inflation, interest
rates and corporate cash flow. The demand for
mortgage money is related to the building cycle.

18. Loans to Provinces and Municipalities
The first loan category includes loans to provinces and
municipalities. Although the revised WFS no longer
shows a provincial-municipal split, the provincial loan
component is relatively small since provinces with
large short-term requirements can usually borrow at
lower rates in the money market through a provincial
Treasury Bill or note programme, and they prefer to
borrow longer term funds in the public bond market.
Municipal loans, by contrast, are much more
significant. This reflects the fact that most
municipalities are too small to bear the administrative
costs of an ongoing short-term money market
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programme. The series is normally quite seasonal.
Specifically, municipal loan demand usually rises
early in the year, before property tax revenues start
corning in, and then eases lower as tax collections are
used to pay down the loans.

19. Canada Savings Bond Loans
The second class of loans, Canada Savings Bond
loans, are made to individuals at a preferential rate to
finance newly issued CSBs in November, including
those CSBs purchased on the payroll savings plan.
Therefore, these loans show an even more pronounced
seasonal trend, rising sharply in late October-early
November of each year and then gradually running off
through to September/October of the following year
as CSBs bought outright are redeemed and payroll
savings plan instalment contract payments are made.
Effective November 5, 1986, CSB sales financed by
banks under the Monthly Savings Plan were
discontinued. As well, the banks sold to the
government a participation in the major portion of
loans advanced for payroll purchases of CSBs.

Provinces

et
municipa-

lites

20. General Loans ll
The general loans category is by far the largest, most
important and most closely watched loan series. This
category of loans is broken down each week into two
elements-business loans and personal loans. 12 These
loans can be either term loans or demand loans. Term
loans are considered to be loans written with a
specified date for retirement, whether or not there is a
commitment for making regular payments. All other
loans are demand loans. No breakdown of data is
presented for either non-performing loans or underperforming loans.

II The Bank Act spells out certain restrictions on the banks
regarding the size of loans that can be made without board
approval and the minimum security required on various
types of loans, including mortgages and securities. These
restrictions are not onerous and can, in any case, be
overridden in certain instances.
In 1981-82, recession, poor corporate profits, high
interest rates and the eroding state of corporate balance
sheets, all combined to substantially increase the number of
loan defaults and potential loan defaults in Canada. This,
along with the Canadian bank exposure to the forced
rescheduling of major loans for Eastern block and
developing countries, led the federal Department of Finance
to apply a degree of moral suasion on the Canadian
chartered banks in order to "encourage" prudent
management and reduced exposure to large loan losses.
Initially, this suasion was applied on the liability side of
the banking system's balance sheet when the Inspector
General of Banks (IG) told the chartered banks that certain
forms of financing would (temporarily) not qualify for the
definition of bank capital, and thus, could not be used to
build the capital base available for loan leverage. Later in
1981, the Minister of Finance increased the suasion when
he shifted to the asset side of the balance sheet and applied
suasion to reduce bank lending used to finance takeovers.
Finally, in 1982, the Inspector General of Banks also used
asset-related suasion to limit loan size for individual credits.
In 1983, the Inspector General set out precise definitions
of primary and secondary capital to loan leverage and also
set capital adequacy guidelines. These definitions were
further refined in 1985, particularly with respect to
"perpetual" debentures.
12 Under the new chartered bank reporting system
implemented in November 1981, an increased amount of
detail on the loan portfolios of the chartered banks is
available. This includes the important split of general loans
between business and personal loans on a weekly rather
than a month end basis.
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institutions such as banks, credit unions, caisses
popu/aires, trust companies and mortgage loan
companies, as well as insurance companies,
pension funds, sales finance and consumer loan
companies and financial leasing companies);
Personnels

Total
Total

-loans
to
non-financial
corporations
and
unincorporated businesses in the private sector (these
include all corporations, unincorporated businesses
and unincorporated branches of foreign corporations
operating in Canada except financial institutions and
government enterprises, and they are classified using
Statistics Canada Standard Industrial Classifications),
which include:

* agriculture,

44,480
44,725
44,853
45,084

126,840
125,574
127,895
127,868

45,053
45, 126H
45,354
45,561H

128,012H
127,309H
128, 450R
128,547H

a) Business Loans
The largest category included in general loans is
business loans, usually accounting for 60-75 percent
of total general loans. These are made by Canadian
banks and foreign banks chartered in Canada. General
loans and business loans rose about $2.8 billion when
foreign bank data was first incorporated into the Bank
Statement in November 1981.
This series covers a wide range of loans which are
detailed in table C8 of the monthly Bank of Canada
Review. 13 The detailed data include:
-loans to financial institutions broken down as
follows:

* loans

to government financial institutions
(these are typically commercial enterprises with
autonomous
management which
maintain
financial accounts separate from the government
that established them);

* loans
include

to private financial institutions (these
investment dealers, deposit taking

13 This section draws extensively on the publication, "Notes
to the tables", Bank of Canada Review.
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compnsmg agricultural industries
(such as grain dealers) and related service
industries (such as veterinary and harvesting);
* fishing and trapping;
* logging and forestry;
* mining and oil and gas (including firms
primarily engaged in exploration and production
of oil and gas);
* food, beverage and tobacco products;
* leather, textile and apparel products;
* metal products;
* transportation equipment products;
* petroleum products;
* construction industry, including builders and
developers (land developers and those engaged in
residential and non-residential building activity);
* transportation, communication and other
utilities;
* wholesale trade;
* retail trade;
* service industries; and
* multiproduct conglomerates.
-loans to non-financial government enterprises
(these include all Canadian corporations where the
government holds at least 50 percent of the voting
stock and any subsidiaries of those companies, as well
as all separately constituted boards and commissions
of government that carry on a business and have their
own borrowing authority);
-loans to institutions including private non-profit
institutions,
health,
education and religious
institutions;
-loans to governments and their agencies that do not
carry on a business or do not have their own
borrowing authority;

fJ
-loans against factored receivables; and
-Canadian dollar loans to non-residents (these
include loans to individuals, corporations or other
organizations not ordinarily resident in Canada).
Table 8C in the Bank of Canada Review also shows
a detailed breakdown of foreign currency loans to
individuals, business firms (by sector), governments
and their enterprises and loans to non-residents. These
data are not discussed extensively here because the
chartered bank asset statement mainly focuses on bank
activity in Canada.
Under the 1980 Bank Act, there were several new
types of loans banks could make, which are now
included in business loans. These include "factoring
receivables" . 14
Finally, when a bank purchases its own Bankers'
Acceptances for investment purposes, these are
included in business loans. However, when a bank
buys a competitor's BAs these are included in entry
14b.
14 Factoring receivables are created when a factor-in this
case a Canadian chartered bank subsidiary-undertakes a
firm's credit and collection activities. That is, the factor
assumes the management of a client's receivables or
guarantees a client's accounts receivable for a fee. Here, the
banks are providing trade credit through their subsidiaries
via loans to the client company against the receivables as
collateral. Factors also provide their clients with valuable
reports, including daily lists of cash received and sales
processed, weekly and monthly analysis of accounts
receivable including outstanding balances, the length of
time receivables have been outstanding, and the size and
utilization of credit lines.
The fee charged by a factor is usually a function of sales
volume adjusted to take into account the industry dealt with,
whether the firm sells to wholesalers or retailers, the
volume of business, terms of sale, average invoice size, and
the customer mix. The fee is usually 1-2 percent of sales
revenue.
From the company's point of view, factoring is attractive
because the firm's bad debts are eliminated. Funds that
normally would be tied up in accounts receivable are freed
up and operating and computer costs are reduced. All of
these costs savings should pay the factor's commission with
cost savings left over to increase the firm's cash flow.
The factoring receivables series is quite small, reflecting
a general withdrawal by the banks from this business in
1982-83 when aggressive competition and relatively poor
economic conditions held factoring fees at levels where it
was difficult for banks to make a profit and cover increased
loan losses.

The total of these loans shows several important
pronounced patterns. Loans rise sharply in almost any
week covering the 15th of the month and the month
end (especially the year end) and show much less
growth in the "off weeks". This is because tax dates,
interest and dividend payment dates and fiscal year
ends normally fall at mid-month or month end. There
is also a pronounced monthly seasonal trend which is
discussed in chapter 5.

b) Personal Loans
The personal loan series generally conforms to the
"loans to Canadian individuals for non-business
purposes" shown in table C8 of the Bank of Canada
Review. The personal loan category includes loans to
individuals to purchase or carry securities. These data
are shown separately in table C8 for marketable stocks
and bonds and securities purchased under a tax shelter
plan. The former category excludes loans to
investment dealers and brokers and loans to
individuals for the purchase of new issue CSBs. CSB
loans are reflected in entry 19. Tax shelters include
loans for the purchase of registered savings plans such
as RRSPs.
The personal loan category also includes loans to
individuals to purchase consumer goods and services.
This includes loans to purchase consumer goods and
services even if these loans are secured by marketable
stocks and bonds. Table C8 in the Bank of Canada
Review shows the loan data separately for the purchase
of private passenger vehicles (regardless of how the
loan is secured), mobile homes, and loans for the
renovation of residential property.
Table C8 shows a separate figure for consumer
loans which were made under a Personal Loan Plan.
These loans usually have a fixed interest rate
(calculated daily and charged monthly), a fixed term
and are fully repaid in instalments typically running
from six months to five years.
Finally, the table shows chartered bank credit card
loans (outstanding balances) to individuals for the
purchase of consumer goods and services.
In 1983, competition for consumer loans increased
when business loans fell sharply. This led the banks to
introduce several new innovations in the personal
lending field. The first was the mass marketing of
variable rate personal line of credit packages to the
upper scale segment of the consumer loan market. The
Bank of Montreal, for example, offered a personal
line of credit ranging from a low of $2,500 up to
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$50,000 and more in some cases. Once the line is
established, the individual receives a separate chequebook to draw on the line of credit. (In 1985-86 several
institutions allowed access via credit cards.) Monthly
statements are issued to the borrower by the bank, and
the borrower has to make a minimum monthly
payment at 3 percent of the outstanding balance or
$50, whichever is greater. Thus, the facility
approximates a three-year personal term loan but is
immediate, convenient and flexible, enabling a
borrower to match cash flow with cash needs and/or
to pay down more expensive credit card loans
outstanding. For unsecured loans, the rate was prime
plus about 1.5 percent although, when a customer put
up liquid security, the rate was significantly reduced
to prime plus 114-112 percent. Interest rates are set
each month and interest is calculated on the average
daily balance outstanding.
A second innovation in late 1983, again using the
variable rate approach for a personal line of credit
package, was the Royal Bank's introduction of a
variable rate option for consumer loans such that
consumers would have a choice between fixed rate
and variable rate loans. However, while the line of
credit packages initially introduced were aimed at a
small segment of the market, variable rate personal
loans were aimed at the whole market. Also, under the
Royal's programme, people are able to shift from one
to the other without penalty to take advantage of
swings in interest rates.
The interest rate charged on the variable rate option
is indexed to a personal loan base rate which moves as
market conditions change. Since the base rate for a
variable rate loan is almost always lower than the base
rate for a fixed rate loan, the net effect of introducing
the variable rate option was to lower consumer
borrowing costs in a world where interest rates remain
unchanged or fall. Overall, the variable rate was about
1.25 percent below the fixed rate. Variable rate loans
also offer other features, including provisions to allow
consumers to adjust their payments, the term of the
loan (which can run as long as 25 years) or the form of
the loan (fixed or variable rate) each year without
penalty. Thus, for example, in an environment of
rising rates, people with a variable rate loan could
increase their payments, hold their payments
unchanged and lengthen the amortization period or
convert the variable rate loan to a fixed rate.
Another Royal Bank innovation introduced in April
1984 was the "buy back" car loan plan. This was
targeted at two groups of people-those who cannot
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payoff a full car loan in three to four years and those
who lease.
Under this programme, instead of a borrower taking
out an $11 ,000 loan for three years to finance an
$11,000 car purchase, the Royal will do a "buy back"
loan. Here, the bank calculates the remaining value of
the car after three years (the purchase price less
depreciation). Then, while it charges interest on the
full $11 ,000 loan amount (the purchase price of the
car), it only requires the borrower to repay the loss of
the car's value over three years; it does not require the
borrower to repay what the car is worth after three
years-the buy back amount. (The borrower pays an
extra 114 of 1 percent on the interest rate as a premium
to an insurance company to guarantee the buy back
amount.) The fact that the buy back amount is not
included for principal repayment purposes means a
significant drop in the borrower's monthly payments.
However, while the car purchaser pays less on a
month-to-month basis, the buyer is not getting
something at. a discount. The car purchaser using a
buy back loail ends up with less than the buyer who
financed the full $11 ,000 in the usual way and then
paid off the loan three years later. Specifically, the
buy back purchaser does not own the car at the end of
the contract, whereas he would own the car and be
debt free had he repaid the full $11,000 loan.
At the end of the loan's term, the buy back car
buyer/borrower has four options. First, he can tum the
car over to a designated dealer (where the insurance
broker has already guaranteed the buy back value of
the vehicle) who will arrange for its sale at the end of
the term of the loan. (The car has to be in good
mechanical and physical condition, and there is an
extra charge if it is driven more than 24,000 km per
year.) The funds obtained from this sale are used to
retire the bank loan. If this option is chosen, the car
buyer is effectively leasing the car. Second, the
individual can pay the bank the amount still owing
(the buy back value) as a balloon payment and end up
owning the car. Third, he can sell it privately for more
than the buy back amount, repay the bank and pocket
the profit. Fourth, he can refinance the residual value
and keep the car.
The major disadvantage of buy back car loans for
the consumer is that the buyer ends up with no equity
in the car. Further, the borrower will end up paying
more interest on the loan. This occurs because interest
is paid on the full amount of the loan, but the buyer is
not paying off the full principal amount. The slower
principal is repaid, the higher the total amount of
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interest paid. (This is largely offset by the opportunity
value of the lower monthly payment.)
This concept is a neat "end run" around Bank Act
restrictions prohibiting the banks from engaging in car
leasing or trading in goods. The bank seems to be
effectively in the leasing business here, since the
interest paid and principal repaid to cover depreciation
is, in effect, a lease payment. However, this is not
done in a way that would violate the Bank Act. Also,
because the consumer has title to the vehicle, the Bank
is not directly involved in buying or selling cars.

c)

Total

Total general loans is the total of entries 20a and 20b.

21. Residential Mortgage Loans
The next major loan class is bank investments and
majority-owned bank subsidiaries' investments in
NHA and conventional mortgages. 15 These loans are
secured by real estate comprised of buildings where at
least 50 percent of the floor space is used or will be
used for permanent private accommodation.
This series tends to show fairly secular growth, and
also reflects both seasonal and cyclical trends in
residential construction.
For chartered banks, there is a 10 percent limit on
conventional mortgages as a percentage of Canadian
dollar deposits and outstanding debentures payable,
but there is no limitation on insured mortgages or bank
holdings of NHA mortgages. This, however, does not
restrict bank lending in the conventional mortgage
field since the banks have created mortgage loan
subsidiary companies where there is no such
restriction. Banks can sell off their conventional
mortgage loans to their subsidiaries or issue mortgages
directly through their subsidiaries with no restrictions.
Thus, when examining the growth in bank mortgage
lending, the total of bank mortgages plus the holdings
of their mortgage subsidiaries should be used.

15 With the new reporting system implemented in November
1981, the breakdown of residential mortgage loans into

NHA and conventional loans is no longer published.
The conventional mortgage asset category has size and
collateral restrictions which are set out in the Bank Act.

The more competitive personal loan environment in
1980-86 also led to innovations with respect to
residential mortgages. These occurred in three stages.
In the early part of the period, 1980-83, the focus was
on five developments. 16 The first of these was the
graduated-payment mortgage and its variants. Here,
the typical monthly payment was initially set lower
than the interest actually due, but it was then increased
by a set amount each year. Thus, the outstanding
principal actually rose in the early years of the
mortgage before declining later on. A variant of this
was the price-level-adjusted mortgage, where the
increase in monthly payments was based on the
inflation rate. And, at least one major bank did allow
mortgagors to cap the annual increase in their monthly
payments at the time of renewal by, in effect,
capitalizing a portion of the interest. Other borrowers
achieved an effect similar to graduated-payment
mortgages by increasing the amounts of their
mortgages at the time of renewal and using the
proceeds to offset part of the increase in their monthly
16 This section draws heavily on the article, "Developments
in the residential mortgage market" , published in the Bank
of Canada Review, October 1984, pp. 3-16.
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payments ansmg from the higher interest rate. 17
Further, some borrowers, with a large proportion of
equity in their homes, were able to achieve greater
flexibility of repayment by taking out ordinary
demand loans and paying off their mortgages.
However, borrowers for the most part were not greatly
attracted to these types of mortgage options as the net
impact was often to increase the size of their debt.
The second development occurred because
borrowers became increasingly reluctant to commit
themselves to the usual five-year term mortgages,
expecting that at some point within that period
mortgage interest rates would decline. In these
circumstances the renewable-term mortgage, but with
shorter terms than were common in the past, proved
popular. Thus, by 1980 a number of lenders had
introduced mortgages with terms as short as six
months.
In 1981 the third twist appeared: variable-rate
mortgages (allowing a rate change each month,
usually based on the prime lending rate). And, for a
small fee, borrowers could switch to a fixed rate
mortgage. Payments on variable-rate mortgages are
generally fixed for up to five years, with the amount of
principal repaid each month (if any) determined by the
prevailing level of interest rates.
Fourth, there was also a tendency on the part of
mortgage lenders towards shortening amortization
periods, especially following the large rate decline in
1982. This reflected both the higher proportion of
payments applied against principal in variable-rate
mortgages as rates declined and also the decision by
borrowers renewing mortgages at lower rates in 1983
and early 1984 to shorten amortization periods rather
than reduce monthly payments.
Finally, especially during 1981-82, another popular
market response to mitigate the impact of high interest
rates, particularly on new-home buyers, was the
increased use of vendor "buy downs". Here, home
sellers, usually real estate developers, offered
17 Typically, the additional mortgage principal would be
deposited in a savings account and withdrawn gradually to
meet part of the monthly mortgage payments until the next
renewal date. Since this additional loan would be
amortized, like the mortgage itself, over a longer period
than the term of the mortgage, the borrower would be able
to make periodic withdrawals from the savings account
greater than the incremental mortgage payment. The net
effect would be to temporarily lower the borrower's net
monthly outlay to service his debt, but the debt itself would
be greater than it would otherwise have been.
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mortgages at rates below market for the initial term.
Builders would then typically add the cost of the buy
down either wholly or in part to the price of the house.
The attraction of this type of financing for the buyer
was the lower monthly payment.
A second wave of innovation occurred in 1984.
Here, the major focus was on mortgage repayments
which offered the home-owner a significant
opportunity to save interest through shortening the
term of the mortgage.
The Bank of Montreal pioneered this round of
innovation when it introduced its "10 + 10" mortgage
in late January 1984. Under this programme, homeowners have two methods of paying off a mortgage
faster. First, although not new, individuals have the
option to prepay up to a maximum of 10 percent of the
original principal amount of the mortgage once a year
at any time. There are no fees or penalties for this, in
contrast to the three-month interest penalty which
existed at some lending institutions at the time the
programme was announced. Second, a person is
allowed to increase the monthly mortgage payment by
up to 10 percent (which all goes toward reducing the
principal) once a year at any time. But, a person is not
locked in. Once a year, at any time, the home-owner
can also reduce the monthly payment to a level that
would repay the mortgage within the original
amortization period. There is a reasonable $25
administration fee each time a home-owner increases
or decreases a payment.
Canada Trustco and then Canada Permanent
quickly copied the Bank of Montreal's mortgage
market initiative and enriched it with their" 15 + IS"
plan. Canada Trust also went further and began
allowing weekly and bi-weekly mortgage payments
which have the effect of increasing the payments for a
full year. Then, late in 1984 the Bank of Commerce
offered borrowers a weekly payment option and the
ability to increase monthly payments up to one
hundred percent. Again, these plans allow the
mortgage to be paid off sooner. However, the weekly
and bi-weekly payment options were not new; credit
unions and caisses populaires had been allowing
weekly mortgage payments for many years.
Canada Trustco did achieve a breakthrough in
March 1984, however, with its three-month pilot
"mortgage burning" contest. Here, the company
computer selected a residential mortgage at random
each month from those taken out or renewed during
the month. The person whose mortgage was selected
was then asked a skill testing question and, if the
person answered correctly, Canada Trust would

"burn" the mortgage up to $100,000.
Late in 1984, competition among lenders produced
two more wrinkles to increase the flexibility of
mortgages for consumers. First, several banks began
to give commitments to new home builders that the
mortgage rate on new houses would not change
significantly for the approximately six months a new
house was in pre-construction and under construction.
That is, the mortgage rate was capped. This feature
was then passed on from the builder to the home
buyer, thus encouraging the buyer to purchase the new
house at a low pre-construction price without fear that
the mortgage rate would be dramatically higher in six
months. And, if rates fell during the period, lenders
were allowing the buyers the lower rate.
A second feature was introduced by Toronto
Dominion Bank-Portability Plus. This was designed
to lower mortgage rates for people selling their
existing home and buying a new one. Under the
Portability Plus plan, home-owners can take their
existing mortgage rate with them and use it when they
buy a new home. For example, suppose a home-owner
has an existing mortgage at 10 percent with a principal
of $25,000 and a two-year term left to run. The person
wants to buy a new house requiring a $50,000
mortgage. Under Portability Plus, the consumer can
apply his existing mortgage at 10 percent to the new
home and obtain a new $25,000 mortgage at current
interest rates for the two years. If the two-year rate
was 11 percent, the blended cost of the new mortgage
would be about 10.5 percent.
The programme can also work another way. If a
home-owner wants to buy a new house but doesn't
have enough cash to payoff a mortgage with a high
rate, the buyer can apply the existing mortgage on his
current home to the new home and then borrow the
extra principal needed at a lower rate.
The TD programme also applies to people who may
want money for home additions or renovation. They
can increase their mortgage principal but retain the
rate on their existing mortgage, obtain the current
interest rate on the additional amount, and pay the
blended rate.
On balance, the programme increases home-owners
options when they consider the purchase of another
home, and it offers flexibility to existing owners
wishing to take advantage of the equity in their
existing home.
Finally, in 1984 the federal Parliament approved a
mortgage scheme to help mortgagors handle high
and/or volatile interest rates. The mortgage interest
insurance plan allows a home-owner to insure a
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mortgage of up to $70,000 against an interest rate
increase of more than two percentage points, up to a
maximum of 12 percentage points. The insurance fee
is 1.5 percent of the principal amount of the mortgage.
The premium is the same regardless of the term of the
loan, and it can be paid in a lump sum or added to the
mortgage. If mortgage rates increase by more than two
percentage points, the home-owner receives 75
percent of the additional mortgage payment from the
insurance plan. Any increase of up to two percentage
points is borne by the mortgagee. Since interest rates
fell from 1984-87, this plan has not proved popular to
date.
From 1985 through 1988, a third round of mortgage
innovations occurred which centred on the maturity
term of mortgages. The first of these, in 1985, was the
"multiple term mortgage". This vehicle eases the
client's decision on which mortgage term to choose.
Here, instead of having to pick one term for the
mortgage, the borrower spreads the risk of picking the
wrong term by dividing the loan into different
maturities. Each portion is charged the interest rate
applicable to its term. For example, a $100,000
mortgage could be divided into five different $20,000
maturities, running from one to five years. After five
years, the borrower would have paid a blend of
interest rates.
An obvious advantage to this type of loan is that
only part of it comes due each year. Thus, if interest
rates rise, the borrower is not hit immediately with
increased payments on the entire mortgage.
A disadvantage is that home-owners could face a
large increase in the number of decisions they have to
make depending on how the loan is structured. This
would be hard for people who find it difficult to make
this type of financial decision.
A more serious disadvantage stems from provisions
in the federal Interest Act. Here, the initial loans were
registered in such a way that the home-owner's
options diminish with each passing year. After the
first year, the borrower is able to renew the one-year
part of the loan for up to four years. The two-year
portion can be extended up to three years when it
comes due. And after four years, the total principal
still outstanding can only be renewed for one more
year. This restriction can pose problems for homeowners in future years. Because the loans can become
so restrictive, people with loans were generally given
the option to renew each portion for up to another five
years.
The second innovation was term extension by
lenders. In 1985, London Life Insurance Company
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began to offer lO-year mortgages,but at 12 percent
they attracted very little interest. However, late in
1986 Canada Trust moved to provide lO-year
mortgages at 11 112 percent, only 114 percent above
the five-year rate. This move was quickly followed by
Prudential Insurance Company of America at 11 3/8
percent. Then, in March 1988 one trust company
began to offer 20-year mortgages.
Term extension by banks and trust companies,
however, generally had to await the third
innovation-the long-awaited launch of the NHA
mortgage backed pass-through security into the
market, led by the Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce and Scotiabank in late 1986. There were
two features of this new security which favoured
mortgage term extension. First, the legal basis for this
security was tailored to encourage financial
institutions to issue longer term mortgages. 18
Specifically, Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation was empowered to give a "timely
payment guarantee" on lO-year securities issued in
the capital market by financial institutions and backed
by a pool of lO-year NHA-insured mortgages. The
timely payment guarantee by CMHC is, in effect, a
federal government guarantee on the securities and
ensures that the holders of such securities will receive
the regular interest payments in the event that a
mortgagor defaults on his mortgage.
The second key feature is the nature of the passthrough certificate. From the lender's perspective, the
key to the development of the market for longer term
mortgages is that the pass-through certificate offers
the issuer a mechanism to get the longer term
mortgages off its books and reduce its
borrowing/lending mismatch should interest rates rise
or the yield curve invert. More generally, the MBS
security can become a key instrument for financing
mortgages in Canada.
The first two issues, although they did not lengthen
term, proved to be highly popular with investors in
late 1986 and set the stage for more issues in 19871988. The key features of the Commerce and
Scotiabank mortgage backed issues were as follows:

* each

unit represents an interest in a pool of
NHA mortgages which have both monthly interest
and principal repayment guaranteed by CMHC;
* units were in minimum $5,000 denominations;
* the term was approximately four and one-half
years;
18
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See footnote 16.

* interest

is paid monthly at 9 114 percent-75
basis points over comparable term Government of
Canada bonds at the time of iss'~e;
* each certificate is assignable and transferable,
i.e., the pass-through certificates are tradeable and
thus have liquidity;
* the banks service the mortgages in the pool for
a fee, being the difference between the return on
the underlying mortgages (about 10 3/4 percent)
and the return on the certificate (9 114 percent);
and,
* these securities are qualified investments for
RRSPs, RRIFs and deferred profit sharing plans
The major imponderable for the purchaser of these
securities is the blended monthly payment of principal
and interest. Under normal circumstances, the regular
monthly payment over five years will repay about 6
percent of the principal, so when the certificate
matures buyers will get back only 94 percent of the
original $5,000 per unit investment. However, the
repayment prior to maturity could be substantially
higher thus posing lenders with the risk of reinvesting
at a lower rate. This reflects the fact that mortgagors
can increase their monthly instalment payments by up
to one hundred percent once in any year and can repay
up to 10 percent of the original mortgage without
penalty. Uncertain circumstances, further amounts
can also be paid off.
By the end of 1988 over 130 MBS pools had been
issued covering some $1 billion of MBS outstanding.

a) The Impact of Consolidating Chartered Bank
Mortgage Loan Subsidiaries into the Weekly
Financial Statistics 19
Until November 1981, the mortgage series shown in
entry 21 only reflected mortgages carried on the books
of chartered banks. Beginning in November 1981, the
assets and liabilities of all majority-owned
subsidiaries of the banks were consolidated with those
of the associated banks. 20 Since most bank subsidiaries
19 This section draws heavily on an article titled, "The new
chartered bank statistical reporting system", published in
the Bank afCanada Review, November 1981, pp. 35.
20 This consolidation included several different types of
subsidiaries: bank service corporations, mortgage loan and
investment corporations, venture capital corporations and
bank subsidiaries engaged primarily in leasing and
factoring.
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are small relative to the size of the parent banks, this
consolidation would not normally have a significant
impact on consolidated bank assets. However, there
was one major exception; the consolidation of the
mortgage loan subsidiaries did have a significant
effect on both bank assets and liabilities. The asset
side impact is discussed here because residential
mortgages, both conventional and those insured under
the National Housing Act, make up by far the largest
proportion of the assets of the bank subsidiaries. Asset
data for chartered bank mortgage loan subsidiaries is
shown in the WFS on page 13 and is discussed in
chapter 8.
Consolidation of these assets with the ordinary
chartered bank assets shown in the WFS prior to
November 1981 increased the chartered bank
mortgage series shown here in entry 21 by over 50
percent and the chartered bank "major assets" series
noted below in entry 27, by about 7 percent in
November 1981. Consistent historical data on these
new series were published by the Bank of Canada in
March 1983.
The rationale for the rapid growth in mortgages held
by the mortgage loan subsidiaries of the chartered
banks during the 1970s was explained by the Bank of
Canada in its November 1981 Review article, as
follows:
Through the 1970s the banks held about 25 per cent of
their mortgage portfolios on the books of their
respective mortgage loan subsidiaries. Over this
period, the assets of these subsidiaries grew at an
average annual rate of 31 per cent or about twice the
average rate of growth experienced by other financial
institutions. While asset growth of other financial
institutions has continued at a steady pace since late
1979, asset growth in the banks' mortgage loan
subsidiaries accelerated sharply. This acceleration
was connected with the substantial increase in the
volume of mortgages sold by the banks to their
respective subsidiaries. As a result, by mid-1981
approximately 40 per cent of the banking system's
mortgage portfolio was held on the books of the
subsidiaries ..
This more aggressive use by the banks of their
mortgage subsidiaries relates to the recognized need
to match more closely the term to maturity of assets
and liabilities to lock in operating spreads. While the
banks have generally practised a policy of matching
terms to maturity, their efforts in this direction were
hampered by the fact that personal term deposits have
typically been pre-encashable with a relatively small
interest rate penalty. (Through 1980, the penalties for
early withdrawal were increased significantly in an

effort to discourage this practice.) Consequently,
through the latter half of 1979 and into 1980, in the
face of rising and uncertain interest rates, personal
savers encashed their holdings of longer term
chartered bank fixed-term deposits and placed these
funds in higher yielding shorter term deposits. The
resultant pressure on bank earnings reinforced the
banks' awareness of the need to match maturities.
While there was some organizational advantage in
having a separate unit responsible for match-funding,
the decision to use the subsidiaries was in large part
related to the fact that the subsidiaries have
traditionally not permitted pre-encashment of their
liabilities. By offering non-encashment term deposits
through their subsidiaries, the banks had no need to
change the characteristics of their own fixed-term
deposit instruments. Furthermore, the liabilities of the
mortgage loan subsidiaries are not subject to reserve
requirements. The interest rates offered on the
mortgage subsidiaries' deposit liabilities can,
therefore, be more competitive with those offered by
other institutions than those on similar instruments
issued by the chartered banks in their own name. 21

2,842
2,855
2,850
2,863

187,004
185,923
188,564
188,757

2,860
2,864
2,870
2.871

2, 874R
2,888

21

"The new chartered bank ... ", op.cit.,pp.12-14.
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22. Non-Residential Mortgages
The non-residential mortgage series was a new entry
emerging out of the implementation of the new bank
reporting system in November 1981. This series
includes mortgages on hotels, stores, office buildings,
garages, theatres, warehouses, industrial plants,
institutional properties, farms and vacant land. Prior
to November, these mortgage loans were included in
general loans.

amortized value, although prior to November 1981
municipal and corporate securities could not be shown
with an amortized value in excess of the market value.
These security categories tend to be a residual-a
parking place for money not loaned out in one of the
seven main loan categories.

a) Provincial and Municipal Securities

The government security class, reflecting purchases of
provincial and municipal securities, is small.

23. Leasing Receivables
Entry 23 was also a new entry in November 1981 and
reflects the changes in the 1980 Bank Act to allow
banks into big ticket financial leasing through whollyowned subsidiaries. Here, a bank's leasing subsidiary
borrows money in the market, or from the parent
bank, and uses the funds to purchase fixed capital
equipment which the subsidiary leases to its corporate
and government clients. The lease charge reflects the
cost of the equipment, the cost to the bank subsidiary
of the funds borrowed to purchase the equipment, the
capital cost allowance it receives on the equipment,
administrative costs and a profit spread which varies
according to a number of factors including the
possibility that the lessee may default.
Bank subsidiaries are active in leasing in four main
areas-computer equipment, production machinery,
transportation equipment (motor vehicles, aircraft and
ships) and office equipment.
Unlike factoring receivables included in general
loans, leasing receivables are shown separately in
entry 23, given their relatively larger size and
anticipated growth.

Total
Corporations
associated
with banks

Total
Total

Societes
associees
aux hanques

1,685
1,880
1,872
1,731

10,495
10,476
10,635
10,413R

171
167
172
173

12,350
12,524
12,679
12,317R

196,453
198,605
200,240
202,410R

1,872
1,869
1,899
1,850

10,598
10,552
10,835
10,554

170
172
172
173

12,639
12,593
12,906
12,576

199,643
198,516
201,470
201,333

1,910
1,681
1,716
1,619

10,593
10,426R
10,304
10,328

173
173
173
173

12,676
12,280R
12,193
12,120

202,073R
201,320R
202,895R
203,352R

1,645
1,720

10,688R
10,262

172
172

12,505R
12,155

206,290R
205,479

24. Total Loans
b) Corporate Securities

The total loans series represents the summation of the
seven loan categories discussed above.

25. Securities (Held)
The second major less liquid asset category is bank
holdings of securities. Entry 25 includes provincial
and provincially guaranteed notes and bonds,
municipal bills and bonds and corporate securities
(debt and preferred and common equity).
All securities covered by entry 25 are carried at
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Holdings of corporate securities is, by far, the most
important securities category. With respect to debt
securities, there are very few restrictions on what the
banks can hold. Since November 1981, the three entry
25 items include all short-term securities issued by
corporate borrowers with an original term to maturity
of one year or less (including B~s issued by other
banks). Bank purchases of their own BAs are included
in business loans. Prior to November 1981, entry 25
excluded such securities if they were issued directly to
a bank by the borrower. Rather, securities issued

e-e
directly were included in the relevant sub-category
under general loans.
Under the 1980 Bank Act, banks are restricted to 10
percent of the equity in companies, although this
figure can temporarily be exceeded for up to two years
if the company is in financial difficulty. Extensions
can be granted by the Minister of Finance. This
legislation was amended in 1987 to allow banks into a
much wider range of businesses.
Chartered bank holdings of corporate securities
were up sharply in the second half of the 1970s,
reflecting huge takedowns of income debentures and
floating rate term preferred equity by the banks during
1977 and 1978. This heavy buying reflected slack loan
demand and the fact that the floating rate income
debentures and term preferreds had a natural appeal
for the banks (floating rate and tax free return). These
financing vehicles were largely eliminated by the
November 1978 federal budget. In 1982-84 corporate
security holdings rose again as banks bailed out
companies by converting business loans to equity and
convertible debentures.

26. Total (Less Liquid Assets)
The total of loan items 18-23 and security item 25
represents the Canadian less liquid asset subtotal.

27. Total Canadian Dollar Major Assets
The total of the liquid and less liquid loan and security
classes (entry 9 plus entry 26) is total Canadian dollar
major assets.
This series does not include net Canadian dollar
items in transit; customers' liabilities under
acceptances, guarantees and letters of credit granted;
Canadian dollar operating or other deposit balances
with other banks (e.g., inter-bank loans/deposits
discussed in entry 14b); and bank premises.

-G)-

-Gcontinue(
suib

c)

.~

Corporations Associated with Banks

The 1980 Bank Act also permitted the banks to own
all or any number of voting shares in a bank service
corporation, any export financing corporation, a
mortgage loan corporation as a subsidiary, a venture
capital corporation as a subsidiary, real estate
investment trusts, mortgage investment companies
and factoring or leasing corporations, if these are bank
subsidiaries. For example, a bank venture capital
investment is reflected as an equity investment in the
securities section. The government can, under the
Bank Act, make regulations restricting the power of a
bank to own shares. Here again, upcoming Bank Act
amendments will expand the bank's ability to enter
other business fields.
With the new bank reporting system, securities of
corporations associated with banks include all
common and preferred shares, debt securities and the
chartered banks' share of the earnings of these
companies. "Associated companies" are those in
which a bank owns at least 20 percent and not more
than 50 percent of the voting shares.

d) Total (Securities Held)
Entry 25d is the total of entries 25a-25c.

assets

en mannai es

Ense..mble des
principaux
avoirs en
dollars
canad.iens

etranlferes

major
assets
Ensemble
des
principal
avoirs

-2,ll8
-2,072
-2,681
-1,660

226,330
225,036
226,547
227,435

-l,866R
-l,850R
-2,254R
-2,323R

227,748R
226,888R
228,269R
228,519R

-l,805R
-2,253

231,525R
229,163

28. Net Foreign Currency Assets
In addition to Canadian dollar assets, the Canadian
banks and foreign banks chartered in Canada
(following the 1980 Bank Act revision) also make
loans denominated in foreign currencies (mainly U.S.
dollars) and purchase foreign-pay securities, both to
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facilitate their domestic operations and for profit. Page
3 of the Bank Statement does not set out the foreign
assets of the banking system, but it does set out "net
foreign currency assets". This series, expressed in
Canadian dollars on the Statement, includes all
foreign assets netted against all foreign liabilities
whether booked in Canada or abroad.
The foreign currency asset series is defined to
include; gold coin and bullion, foreign currency (notes
and coin), bank deposits in foreign currencies, foreign
securities, foreign-pay securities issued by Canadian
borrowers, day, call and short-term loans to
investment dealers and stockbrokers in foreign
currencies, other loans in foreign currencies,
investments in controlled corporations abroad (only
until November 1981) and net foreign currency items
in transit (i.e., float which can be a net liability).
Foreign assets do not include bank premises abroad.
On the foreign liability side, the Bank of Canada
includes bank deposits denominated in foreign
currencies and other deposits in foreign currencies.
These liabilities are subtracted from the assets to
obtain the net foreign asset series.
When foreign assets exceed foreign liabilities the
series will have a positive sign, while if foreign
liabilities exceed foreign assets it will be negative
(i.e., the banks have a net liability position in foreign
currencies). A negative net foreign asset position is
almost always observed for entry 28. This generally
reflects the extent to which the banking system is a net
buyer of Canadian assets with (cheaper) foreign funds.
Because the Bank only presents data showing assets
netted against liabilities, this series is difficult to use
on a week-to-week basis because the same change in
value can occur if foreign assets go up or if foreign
liabilities go down. On balance, only large week-toweek swings are important.
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In periods of tight credit and rising Canadian
interest rates relative to U.S. or Eurodollar rates, the
net foreign asset figure tends to show increasingly
large minus numbers, while in periods of Canadian
monetary ease relative to the· rest of the world, the
negative figure declines. Indeed, there have been short
periods when the net foreign asset figure has been
positive.
Both foreign assets and foreign liabilities have
historically been fairly liquid, being controlled at bank
head offices and responsive to policy changes. As a
result, the Bank of Canada considered net foreign
assets to be a liquid asset adjustment item during the
1960s. However, with the greater volume of
syndicated loans, and especially floating rate term
loans in the 1970s, the foreign asset series is no longer
defined as a liquid asset because term loans are not
liquid.
Foreign assets and liabilities are discussed in more
detail in a section dealing specifically with chartered
bank foreign currency items in chapter 3. The Bank of
Canada also publishes a detailed breakdown of total
foreign assets and liabilities (booked in Canada and
booked abroad) in the Bank of Canada Review, tables
Cll, C12 and C13.

29. Total Major Assets

The last entry on the summary balance sheet for the
chartered banks is total major assets. This entry is the
total for Canadian dollar major assets (entry 27) plus
net foreign currency assets (entry 28). This series,
however, is a misnomer since it does not add total
Canadian major assets to total foreign assets to arrive
at total major assets.

CHAPTER

3
AN EXPLANATION OF THE
CANADIAN CLEARING AND
SETTLEMENT SYSTEM;
AND
CHARTERED BANK
LIABILITIES

o
I.

THE CANADIAN CLEARING AND
SETTLEMENT SYSTEM

Before launching into a discussion of chartered bank
deposit liabilities, it is important to set out in summary
how individual payment items, such as cheques, clear
through the Canadian financial system. This will show
how the static bank deposit entries discussed in this
chapter are altered on a day-to-day basis.

1. The Automated Clearing and Settlement
System l
Each business day, Canadian banks usually process
and clear five to ten million cheques, worth $10-25
billion. Until November 1984 the CBA, and then the
CPA, held a morning meeting usually beginning at
9:00 a.m. at each ofthe ten clearing centres in Canada
to undertake the official calculation of gains and losses
associated with the cheques processed the previous
day.2 In this manner, a net debt or credit position for
each direct clearer (typically a schedule A bank) was
prepared.
By 9:30 a.m. the net balances were calculated for
each direct clearer and a report was made to each of
the participating direct clearers (schedule A banks up
to 1984) and, shortly thereafter, to the Bank of
Canada.
In November 1984 the daily sequence for cheque
clearing changed when the CPA implemented a new
Automated Clearing Settlement System (ACSS) to
replace both the old paper-based system and the need
for the morning clearing meetings at the regional
centres. In fact, this new system reduces the cost and
improves the efficiency of the settlement process and
also provides more accurate and timely information to
the direct clearers about their overnight clearing gains

1 This section draws on the article "The Detailed Schedule
of the Daily Clearing and Settlement System" by James
Dingle, Securities Advisor Bank of Canada, February 1988
in "Money and Electronic Banking-the Law of Payment
and Clearing, " Insight Educational Services, Toronto
Ontario, 1988.
2 Under the new banking legislation passed in 1980, the
CBA clearing system was absorbed by the Canadian
Payments Association on February 1, 1983. This allows
non-banks which become members of the CPA to
participate directly in the national payments system and to
help develop the clearing system in Canada during the
1980s-1990s.
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or losses. In the process, it was possible to eliminate
the need for regional clearing houses across the
country.
Under the new system, the direct clearers (currently
eight schedule A banks plus six large non-bank
deposit-taking institutions and the Bank of Canada)
process all cheques received during the day through
their own data centres as under the pre-1984 system. 3
Under normal operating circumstances, direct
clearers have until midnight local time to encode the
cheques received during the day with the dollar
amounts involved (using magnetic ink), capture the
information on computer, sort the items by institution
on which they were drawn and prepare a summary
clearing log for each physical delivery of cheques
going to the other direct clearers i.e. there is a
midnight cutoff for cheques received during the day
which also defines "final exchange before
settlement. "
Between 7:00 p.m. and midnight local time each
business day, bags of cheques and other payment
items are exchanged among the direct clearers via
physical shipments to the nearest data centre for each
direct clearer. Concurrent with each shipment, the
sending direct clearer records the corresponding
clearing gain with the other clearer and inputs this data
via ACSS to the central processing CPA computer
facility at the Toronto IBM data centre. This permits a
continuous on-line updating of the net clearing gain or
loss positions for each direct clearer in the system.
The physical and electronic exchanges of payment
items are generally complete by midnight local time.
Between midnight and 9:00 a.m., cash managers of
the chartered banks (and any other direct clearer) can
call up their overnight clearing data on a video display
terminal. At this point, the banks check the actuals
against their yesterday forecast for today.
By 8:00 a.m. the next morning local time, bank
accounting departments "complete" the debits for the
payor's account and the credits for the payee's
accounts and banks may start to release the physical
cheques cleared. It is at this point that each direct
clearer has sufficient data to accurately determine its
clearings. Most of the reported clearing results will be
expected by the banks and other direct clearers (e.g.,
the banks already know when their own security

3 The banks also forecast the next day's final clearing results
based on internal information available today, i.e., large
cheques that each bank knows have been written on it or
will clear in its favour the next day.
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transactions settle and they know most of the cheques
which are clearing in favour of the Bank of Canada or
government), although a part is not known because it
reflects the dollar amounts of the millions of cheques
exchanged in the evening. The banks and other direct
clearers learn of the Bank of Canada draw down or
redeposit at about 8:15 a.m. Ottawa time.
At 9:30 a.m. the ACSS system is closed to further
("the
initial
closing
time")
and
entries
"preliminary" net gains and losses are available
from ACSS, although adjustments can be made up to
11 :00 a.m. to handle corrections.
At 11:00 a.m. local time (10:00 a.m. in
Vancouver), "final" net gains and losses are available
on ACSS.
At about 1:30 p.m. Ottawa time, the Bank of
Canada obtains each direct clearer's net gain or loss in
hard copy. The Bank then posts each direct clearer's
account with its net gain or loss under yesterday's
date, i.e., retroactive settlement (see point 4 below).
(Note: At this point, it is too late for the direct clearers
to effect any trade in the market that would offset the
Bank of Canada's D/R.)
By 2:30 p.m. Ottawa time, chartered bank
applications for an advance are due (later applications
will be processed but the interest rate usually exceeds
the Bank Rate).
And 3:30 p.m. Ottawa time is the deadline for a
"final adjustment" to any settlement entry.
At 4:00 p.m. Ottawa time, the Bank of Canada
establishes the final closing balance for each direct
clearer for yesterday and, at this point, yesterday's
clearings are complete.
From this clearing schedule, it can be seen that the
chartered banks and other direct clearers will have
almost complete information for the prior day's
clearings between 8:30 a.m. and 10 a.m. and it is
during this period that they set their cash management
policy for the current day. 4 As noted in chapter 1, the
banks set this policy with an eye on both their
operating need for cash and their need to meet the
statutory reserve requirement at the end of each two-

4 The banks also start to tell their corporate customers what
cheques will hit their accounts that day and the corporate
treasurers begin to structure their accounts for the day. In
those cases where the firms have on-line real time computer
links to the banks, they can determine their daily results
between midnight and 8:30-9:00 a.m., since all items have
to be in by midnight and corporations are unaffected by the
Bank of Canada drawdown or redeposit.

week averaging period. Chartered banks react to the
clearing data via asset/liability adjustments.
Specifically, each bank looks at its cumulative reserve
amount and decides how to react so as to move the
cumulative reserve figure, and hence the average
excess cash position, to the desired level for the next
day. Given that the chartered bank knows where its
cumulative position has to come out to be on target for
its primary reserves, it will usually want to add or
subtract reserves in order to get its reserve position
closer to target.
The liquid asset elements which are used for the
adjustment include day and call loans, Treasury Bills
and Bankers' Acceptances as well as net foreign
assets, although the bulk of the asset side adjustment
usually falls on Bills, call loans and net foreign assets.
In addition, the cash manager may also advise a
liability adjustment (e.g., net runoff or increase in
inter-bank deposits, CDs or BDNs).
Until July 16, 1986, the transactions described
above did not produce same day cash (currency
deposits or advances from the Bank of Canada were
the only sources of same day cash). Thus, chartered
banks, wanting to meet their reserve requirements at
the end of the averaging period, faced a degree of
uncertainty about cash reserves at the close each day. 5
(Since July 16, 1986, retroactive settlement has
reduced these uncertainties.)
The Bank of Canada drawdown or redeposit is also
an unknown until the next morning (see section 3
following). As the end of the averaging period
approaches, most cash managers will try to go into the
final day of the period with sufficient reserves to
protect against the largest expected final day clearing
loss. However, as noted in chapter 1, there is now
much less concern about being offside and less stigma
associated with taking advances at the end of
averaging periods.
The Bank of Canada will also have to settle for its
own transactions with other direct clearers. Since the
Bank is itself a direct clearer, this settlement is
automatically taken care of in the clearing process.
For example, if the Bank credits more to some banks
than it debits from others in a day's clearings, it
automatically alters its own deposit liabilities owing to
the chartered banks and other direct clearers.

Prior to July 16, 1986, since advances and cash were the
only source of same day funds in the reserve system,
advances most often showed up on the last or second last
day of an averaging period.
5
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2. The Bank of Canada's Drawdown or
Redeposit
The other key element in the day-to-day sequence is
the Bank of Canada's daily drawdown or redeposit.
As noted above, the Bank knows the closing reserve
positions for each direct clearer by 4 p.m. each day. It
also knows the dollar impact of all federal government
and Bank of Canada transactions in the system to have
effect in the clearings the following morning. Given
this, and given an estimate of the demanded level of
excess reserves for the next day, the Bank decides on
the drawdown/redeposit to increase or decrease the
level of bank reserves for the next day in order to
achieve its immediate monetary policy objectives.
At about 6:00 p.m. each night, following the D/R
decision, the Bank informs the Department of Supply
and Services (DSS) of the total D/R. DSS then splits
the D/R into the amounts relevant for each direct
clearing institution. (As noted above, there were eight
schedule A banks as direct clearers in early 1988 plus
six large non-bank deposit-taking institutions and the
Bank of Canada.)6 This split is done according to a
formula which reflects each clearer's share of total
Canadian dollar deposits. (DSS does the relevant
accounting and paperwork around 7:00 a.m. the next
morning.)
At 8:00 a.m. DSS prepares individual cheques
drawn on the Bank of Canada in the case of a redeposit
and physically delivers them to the Bank (Ottawa)
between 8:00 and 8:30 a.m. In the case of a
drawdown, DSS prepares cheques drawn on each
direct clearer payable to the Bank. These items are
exchanged between direct clearers before the 9:30
a.m. cut-off time.
Between 8:00 and 8:30 a.m. the Bank of Canada
notifies each direct clearer by telephone or telex of its
particular dollar portion of the drawdown or redeposit
for the day.
This 24-hour cycle of market transactions-the
movement of payment items to direct clearers, the
evening physical exchange of the paid payment items
among direct clearers, the calculation of net clearing
gains and losses by the CPA and the consequent
adjustments in the direct clearers' accounts at the
Bank of Canada-occurs on every business day of the
year.

6 The criterion to become a direct clearer requires that the
institution clear 112 of 1 percent of the payment items in the
system.
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3. The Shift to Retroactive Settlement (Same
Day Settlement) of Cheques and Other .Payment Items Between CPA Direct Clearers7

a) The Mechanics

On July 10, 1986, the Bank of Canada and the CPA
jointly announced a very significant change in the
methodology for clearing cheques and other payment
items of CPA direct clearing members, following
recommendations of the CPA. Specifically, the Bank
of Canada would make the daily clearings coincide
with the underlying transactions by shifting to
retroactive settlement of the daily clearing of cheques
and other payment items. This, in effect, eliminates
most float between direct clearers by eliminating the
one-day lag in the settlement of the daily clearing of
cheques and other payment items among banks and
other deposit-taking direct clearing institutions.
The mechanism used to eliminate the effect of the
one-day lag (float) required a change in the dating of
clearing settlements recorded in the accounts at the
Bank of Canada for the financial institutions
participating directly in the clearing process. The new
accounting procedure, initiated on July 16, 1986,
provides settlement on a retroactive basis. That is to
say, it is designed to ensure that the dating of the
clearing results on the books of the Bank of Canada
will typically be the same as the dating of the
associated deposit or encashment transactions between
financial institutions and their clients.
Specifically, before July 16, 1986, the overnight
gains and losses for each clearer were recorded and
settled at the Bank of Canada in the afternoon of the
following day. Thus, there typically was a one-day lag
in settlement; during this one day the clearing items
were reflected as float. Under retroactive settlement,
this lag was eliminated by keeping the Bank of
Canada's books open into the following day until the
clearing is completed and settlement takes place. That
is, the effective date for the settlement of clearing
gains and losses is now the same day that most
payment items are deposited by customers and are
exchanged between financial institutions. This
substantially reduces float.

7 This section draws heavily on an article titled, "Technical
note: Introduction of retroactive settlement for the daily
clearing of cheques and other payment items", by IF.
Dingle, in Bank of Canada Review, August 1986, pp. 3-6.

o
Finally, retroactive settlement applies to Bank of
Canada advances. Under retroactive settlement, the
amount of an advance will not be reflected in the
clearings until the following morning (11:00 a.m.)
when the daily clearing process is completed;
advances made involve the provision of value that is
also dated back to the preceding business day.

The new procedure will also remove an existing
distortion in the use of various means of making
payments (i.e. between electronic payments and
paper transactions). Millions of payments a year are
already being made in electronic form on magnetic
tape. The settlement process relating to exchanges of
magnetic tapes between financial institutions has been
structured in such a way that the receiving institution
gains in the clearings exactly on the date the payments
are due, in contrast to the settlement for cheques. The
announced change will standardize the speed of
settlement for both paper and electronic payments,
and set the scene for the more rational development of
various means of making payment. 9

b) Advantages of Same Day Settlement
The advantages of shifting to same day settlement
among direct clearers are enormous. This was pointed
out by the CPA in its July 10, 1986, release as
follows:
One of the main and most immediate benefits of this
change in the settlement procedure will be the
simplification of banking arrangements between
deposit-taking institutions and their large customers,
namely corporations and certain governments. These
arrangements have typically involved charges levied
by financial institutions in order to offset the fact that
they credit such a customer's account on the day that
a deposit of cheques is made, and may begin to pay
interest on it, yet do not receive the corresponding
increases in their settlement balances at the Bank of
Canada until the clearing process is completed on the
subsequent business day. In order to calculate the
charges, financial institutions have had to monitor the
typical patterns of receipts and disbursements for each
major client, patterns which would vary over time and
were costly to measure. The large customers, on the
other hand, came to devote significant resources to
the management of their payments so as to reduce the
charges as much as possible. The sophisticated
techniques which were developed often had the effect
of passing the burden along to other participants in the
payments system. It was therefore a situation in
which the resources being applied seemed likely to
grow further, without any resulting increase in
efficiency in the Canadian economy as a whole. The
announced change in the settlement procedure will
largely eliminate this misallocation of resources and
therefore make the payments system more efficient. 8
8 Under the new system, items in the clearings do not earn
or pay interest. Thus, fewer resources need to be devoted to
cash management for the same degree of efficiency. For
example, it is no longer necessary for financial institutions
to monitor and analyse the patterns of receipts and
disbursement of clients in an effort to estimate the average
cost associated with payment items in transit before they are
settled. It is also no longer necessary for major clients of the
financial institutions to devote resources to adjusting the
timing or routing of payments.

Other advantages include more accurate balance
sheet data for the direct clearers and the Bank of
Canada, and probably tighter Bank of Canada control
over interest rates because of a lower and more stable
level of float.
Finally, the shift to same day settlement eliminated
a major problem introduced into the Canadian money
market in April 1986 when the Department of Finance
moved to implement an ill-conceived policy of
charging and paying interest on float. 10
Press Release, Canadian Payments Association, July 10,
1986.
10 On April 1, 1986, the federal Finance Department
implemented a new policy to charge one day's interest (at
prime less 2.5 percent) on cheques clearing in its favour
from banks-the length of time the cheque existed as float.
Similarly, Ottawa would pay the same interest for one day
on its cheques being deposited with banks.
The key to this proposal's devastating impact on the
money market was that Finance specifically hit the banks
for one day's interest on bank and dealer cheques for
payment to the Receiver General regarding the purchase of
new issue Treasury Bills and new bond issues. And in midApril 1986, in a move that surprised Finance and the
dealers, the chartered banks began to pass Finance's new
charges on to bond and money market dealers on the basis
that the banks were not prepared to absorb costs which were
dealer generated.
At this point, an understanding of the asymmetry of
dealer new issue purchases and maturities is critical.
Dealers buy far more new issues than they have securities
maturing, since the raison d' etre for a successful dealer is to
buy and sell as many Bills and marketable bonds as
possible. In the 1986 market, major dealers were buying
$400-600 million in Bills at tender each week and maturing
only about 10 percent of their purchases. As a result, the
float charge would potentially add about $235 per million to
the dealer cost of buying new issue Bills alone. Thus, for
taking on, say, $500 million net new Bills each week,
dealers would have had to pay· a net float charge of about
9
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$117 ,000 per tender, or $6.1 million per year. This
potentially added about 10 basis points to the average dealer
cost of Bills. Given that dealers make less than 5 basis
points in commission on Bill trades, the net float charge
potentially put dealers into an immediate loss position,
which could only be made up by shifting the incidence to
security buyers. In determining the ultimate incidence,
market power is important. The banks clearly had the power
to pass all their dealer generated costs on to dealers, but
dealers did not have the power to pass their full cost on to
their customers in the form of lower yields.
The float interest charge potentially had very negative
implications for money market dealers and for the efficient
functioning of capital markets in Canada. First, and of
immediate importance, was the fact that no dealer makes
enough money in its money market operation to pay a $3-10
million per year float charge.
Second, because dealers are limited in their ability to
shift the charge to securities buyers, dealers would have to
dramatically cut back both their bidding for new issue
Treasury Bills, when the amounts bid for exceed expected
maturities, and their soliciting of pre-tender orders. The
"When Issued" market would also be less active as no
dealer would short outstanding Bills to clients if they had to
cover the short at tender. This would mean less market
liquidity, cost Ottawa placing power, and increase their cost
of T-Bill financing.
Third, dealers would have been encouraged to buy and
sell aggressively in the secondary market (where there is no
float charge) and end up the week with a profitable net
maturity position. It was not in Ottawa's interest to have
dealers and banks playing arbitrage games in the Bill
market.
Fourth, there would be a distorted money market yield
curve. In particular, dealer/bank reaction would be to bid
aggressively for one- to two-week secondary Bills in order
to match their desired Bill tender win with their maturities.
In the first week of intended implementation, for example,
maturing Bills were bid as low as 2.5 percent with an
offering of only 1 percent as of late Wednesday and early
Thursday. These same Bills the previous week were
yielding normal rates of 10.5 percent. Distortion was also
evident at the tender with the three-month and six-month
Bills averaging 9.02 percent and 9.29 percent, but tailing to
a wide 9.21 percent and 9.50 percent respectively, even
with major Bank of Canada buying.
Fifth, the Bank of Canada may have been forced to run an
easier cash management policy (as it had to do the first
week) to provide a positive dealer carry sufficient to offset
the float interest impact. Alternatively, the Bank of Canada
may have had to buy more Bills and either monetize more
debt than it wanted or feed the Bills out into the market over
the week (with no float charge). In either case, Finance's
move seemed to reduce the Bank of Canada's flexibility in
managing bank cash and interest rates.
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The Disadvantage of Retroactive Settlement

The biggest problem with retroactive settlement is that
the Bank of Canada no longer can close its books for
the Statement week on Wednesday at 5:00 p.m., since
the Wednesday data cannot be finalized until
Thursday afternoon. This means that the Bank of
Canada can no longer produce either its balance sheet
or the balance sheets for the other direct clearers on
Thursdays. Under same day settlement, these data can
only be produced on Friday.
As a result, market participants do not have timely
information on the banking system to assess current
market conditions prior to the Thursday Treasury Bill
tender and before trading commences on Friday
morning. The lack of timely information early Friday
is particularly significant given the prospect of more
volatile money markets on Friday. This occurs
because under back-dating the previous "three times"
weighting for bank reserve holdings for Mondays
shifts to Friday (although it is much more logical to
have Friday reserves count for Saturday and Sunday).
And, with the final day of reserve averaging periods
frequently occurring on a Friday, the Canadian money
market is often more unsettled on this day. Thus,
major market participants asked the Bank for the
following:

* that

the Bank provide all market participants
with the spot and cumulative reserve position of
the banking system on a daily basis. This would
provide dealers and chartered banks with some
timely information on the banking system prior to
the Bill auction.

* that

the Bank continue to publish the Weekly
Financial Statistics package on Thursday but with

a Friday supplement. This is because there is
important data in the WFS not affected by the
back-dating procedure. This includes chartered
bank balance sheet data and monetary aggregate
data for the previous week, and data for the
current week on exchange markets and interest
rates.

In conclusion, the move to implement float interest
proved to be ill conceived. But the end result was that it
provided immediate impetus for adopting retroactive
settlement to eliminate this element of float and thus float
interest.
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the event the Bank continued to opt for a
Friday release date, market participants asked that
the Bank provide selected indicators of current
market conditions on the Telerate system as early
as possible on Friday mornings. Dealers asked for
the major components of the Bank of Canada
balance sheet, including Bank of Canada purchase
and resale agreements, chartered bank cash
reserves, the spot and cumulative excess cash
figures, secondary reserve asset holdings,
chartered bank liquid asset holdings and the
overnight money market financing rate for the
current week.

The Bank of Canada responded to these requests by
providing a small amount of data Friday morning on
Telerate. The information currently provided is
inadequate for timely market evaluations.

4. Future Trends in the Canadian Clearing and
Settlement System
The ACSS system, discussed in part 1, will eventually
form the core of a national payments system involving
electronic funds transfer, a national electronic point of
sale network and a national network of shared
automated teller machines. To deal with these
developments, a CPA Technical Committee has been
established. It has a three-part mandate:
(i) to determine which eXlstmg standards are
applicable to shared ATM networks; (ii) to determine
in what way the standards currently in use for
telecommunications interconnection and security, for
example, coule! be made stronger, and (iii) to make
recommendations to the Senior Planning Committee
about the development of necessary new standards in,
for example, the area of settlement procedures.

The CPA's Board of Directors has received
preliminary reports by this Technical Committee. In
the first report
the Technical Committee recommended, first, that
existing international standards for the physical
characteristics of plastic cards and the data contents of
the magnetic stripe on the back of the cards be
adopted by the CPA as standards for the Canadian
deposit-taking industry, and that these standards be
widely publicized by the CPA. Second, the Technical
Committee recommended, and the Board has agreed,
that the responsibility for acting as the Canadian

Registrar for Card Issuer Identification Numbers be
transferred from The Canadian Bankers' Association
to the Canadian Payments Association. Given
expectations of the increasingly wide use of payment
cards in the years to come, this registry function is an
integral part of the CPA's second objective. Initial
steps to implement this recommendation have already
been put in train.
Third, the report also examined certain legal and
operational problems that might arise from the use of
pre-authorized payments to facilitate transactions
moving through either shared ATM networks or
networks of terminals at the point of sale. The Board
has agreed that pre-authorized payments are, in fact,
an inappropriate means of facilitating variableamount transactions on shared ATM or POS
networks, and in March issued a one-page policy
statement to this effect ...
Fourth, the report identified a number of technical
requirements for shared ATM networks and the Board
has asked the Technical Committee to refine these
requirements and recommend standards for ultimate
adoption by the CPA. Finally, the Technical
Committee's report made an attempt to describe the
flow of messages and the calculations necessary for
the settlement of transactions in shared ATM
networks, that is, the daily process of acknowledging
and settling debt. II

II. BANKING SYSTEM DEPOSIT
LIABILITIES

A fairly complete liability statement for the banking
system is presented at the bottom of page 3 and on
page 4 of the weekly Bank Statement. 12 This is
II "The Canadian Payments Association", Excerpt from
remarks by Serge Vachon, Chairman of the Canadian
Payments Association, Montreal, April 15, 1985.

12 Pages 3 and 4 do not show all chartered bank liabilities,
just as pages 2 and 3 do not show all assets. The principal
exclusions are advances from the Bank of Canada, bank
guarantees and letters of credit (excluding BAs which are
shown explicitly), the shareholders' equity component of
bank capital (debentures outstanding are shown), a large
amount of foreign currency liabilities, and accumulated
appropriations for losses (since 1967). Also the liability
data do not show accumulated profits which, since 1970,
have been included each month under "other liabilities",
an entry not shown on the weekly balance sheet. These last
two items have become increasingly important in recent
years and should be shown separately on the Bank
Statement covering each month end.
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CHARTERED BANK LIABILITIES (Millions of dollars)
PASSIF DES BANQUES A CHARTE (En millions de dollars)
Gross Canadian dollar Demand Deposits
Dee6ts a vue en dollars canadiens (pJontant brut)
Personal
Other
Total
chequing
Total
Autres
Compte
de cheques
personnels

B486
B113537

1987

M

J

J

B487
B113538

B457
B113640

continued
suite

CHARTERED BANK FOREIGN CURRENCY ITEMS (Millions of dollars)
EFFETS EN MONNAIES ETRANGERES DES BANQUES A CHARTE LEn millions de dollars}
Foreign currency bus iness wi th
Canadian residents
(booked at chartered banks in Canada)
Operations en monnaies tftrangeres
Avoirs
avec des residents canadiens
nets en
(sieges et succursa1es canadiennes seult;>J11ent)
monnaies
Securities
Deposits
Loans
etranTitres
Pr~ts
Dee.8ts
geres
Deposits
Other
Total
Autres
of banks
Total
Dep6ts
des banques

Net
foreign
currency
assets

B410
B113520

B483
B113508

B498

B113527

2,790
3,025
3,118
3,128

15,321
16,393
16,969
17,090R

18,111
19,418
20,087
20,219R

-1,745
-2,168
-2,133
-2,073R

2,441
2,460
2,503
2,390

26,801
25,303

6
13
20
27

3,325
3,061
3,050
3,036

17,487
16,816
17,292
16,283

20,812
19,877
20,342
19,319

-2,118

2,364

-2,072

2,509
2,561

25,722
25,847

3
10
17
24

3,179
3,007
3,183

20,388

-1,866R
-1,850R

3,144

17,209
16,660
17,294R
17,198R

3,681R
3,144

18,44lR
17,236

M
A
M

1
8

1,992

206,010R
205,631R
206,830R
207,084R

J

1987

payable in
Canadi.an dollars
Debentures
libellEes en
do.zZars
canadi ens en
circulation

B462

1986

Average of
Wednesdays
and
Wednesday
Moyenne
mensue1le
des
mercredis
ou donnees
du mercredi

and outst.anding

-2,681
-1,660

25,983
26,995R

26,142

2,576

26,222

8481
B113525

B482
B113526

2,764
3,147
3,555
3,911

8,196
8,501
8,477

3,607
3,413
3,277
3,925

8,330
8,297
8,689
8,592

11,936
!I ,710

8,576
8,630
8,803
8,935R

12,529
12,738
12,646
12,672R

9,081R

12,854R

8,801

12,252

2,416
2,388
2,336

26,648

20,343R

-2,254R
-2,323R

2,422

26,847R

3,953
4,108
3,843
.3,738

22,122R
20,381

-l,805R
-2,253

2,470R
2,341

26,602R
25,944

3,773R
3,452

19,667

20,477

a

26,923
27,561

8,736R

8496

B113528
10,960
11,649

12,032
12,647R

11,960
12,517

Changes from:

Var.lstions par rapport

1986

J

9

184

2,500

2,684

18:

31

-969

-2,596

-662

685

23

1987

J

1

-537

-1,205

-1,741

-448

-129

-658

-322

-280

-602
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virtually identical to table C2 in the Bank of Canada
Review.
There are four broad deposit liability classes as
follows: personal savings deposits, non-personal
(corporate and institutional) term and notice deposits,
demand deposits and Government of Canada deposits.
Under the Canadian Bank Act, a bank may pay
interest at any rate on any deposit, in contrast to the
U.S. where there are restrictions (which are being
phased out) on the rates banks can pay.
The Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation
(CDIC)-a federal government Crown corporation
established in 1967 -guarantees Canadian dollar
deposits for all individuals with member institutions
(all Canadian banks and foreign banks with Canadian
charters are members, and there are about 100
federally and provincially incorporated trust and
mortgage firms which are members) up to $60,000 per
depositor. This was increased from $20,000 per
individual depositor effective January 4, 1983. The
CDIC is also empowered to borrow up to $3.0 billion
from the federal Consolidated Revenue Fund to make
the guarantee effective. Until the CCB and Northland
Bank failures, no bank depositor ever needed to make
a claim, although there had been thousands of claims
from depositors at trust companies and mortgage loan
companies. Deposit insurance is very valuable
because it deals with the root cause of banking
crises-the loss of depositor confidence; the Bank of
Canada, via its advances can only deal with the effect
of a bank in trouble.
Up to 1985, legislation governing the CDIC set
members' premiums at 1I30th of 1 percent of total
insured deposits. However, when the CDIC thought
the fund was large enough, it could reduce the
premiums and did so each year from 1972 to 1982. At
the end of 1981 the CDIC deposit insurance fund
stood at $167.3 million with another $58.4 million
available for drawing from net income which accrued
over the years from the excess of interest income over
expenses.
In 1982-86 the situation changed dramatically.
Huge payments from the fund shifted the surplus to a
deficit of over $1 billion by the end of 1986. A special
private sector report recommended that the deficit be
covered by a $1 billion preferred share issue and by
raising the membership fee from 1I30th of 1 percent
of insured deposits to I!lOth of 1 percent (in two
stages). The preferred share issue was never done, but
the membership fee was raised to 11 10th of 1 percent
effective February 1, 1986.
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More changes were also proposed for the CDIC in
early 1987. In a bill tabled in early March 1987,
Ottawa proposed to increase the fees for deposit
insurance further-to $5,000 per financial institution
(PI) plus 1I6th of 1 percent of each insurable deposit.
Further, to keep insured institutions in line, the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions and the CDIC
can intervene in any PIs affairs if the FI is following
unsound practices. If the PI does not come into line,
CDIC could terminate its deposit insurance on 30days' notice. CDICs borrowing facility to back up the
guarantee for insured deposits was also increased from
$1.5 billion to $3 billion.
Since the CDIC legislation was passed raising the
insured deposit ceiling to $60,000 (effective January
4, 1983), non-insured instruments of CDIC members
must include words on the face of the instrument to
indicate they are not insured. Generally, deposit
insurance covers all demand and time deposits,
(savings and chequing accounts,) money orders and
GICs and term deposits with a term of five years or
less. Funds in RRSPs and invested in eligible
instruments are covered separately. Thus, a person
could be covered for up to $120,000 at the same
institution if he has $60,000 in eligible deposits and
another $60,000 in eligible deposits in an RRSP.
Foreign currency deposits and deposits in pooled
funds, mortgage and real estate investments, and
stocks and bonds are not covered.
As with the Bank of Canada's balance sheet and the
asset statement for chartered banks, the discussion
here is keyed to the actual statement of liabilities. Data
are shown by week for the current month and for the
latest two completed months, and a monthly average
for the latest four months is also shown. The most
recent data are generally one week out of date, and the
change is shown from the previous week and from the
same week a year earlier.
As with the asset side of the balance sheet, bank
liabilities were also affected by the passage of the
1980 Bank Act. Specifically, certain Canadian bank
deposit categories have been increased both by the
inclusion of deposits of foreign banks becoming
Canadian banks and by the implementation of a
revised chartered bank reporting system in November
1981.
Three changes are worth noting as they affect pages
3 and 4 of the WFS. First, all deposit categories now
exclude accrued interest. Since November 1981,
accrued interest is included in the "other liabilities"
entry, which is not shown in the WFS. In most cases,
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the impact of this accounting change is small.
However, for non-chequable savings deposits, the
impact is more significant. Prior to November 1981,
most banks actually paid interest to the depositor only
at the end of April and end of October but accrued the
interest on these deposits each month. Now, the banks
accrue the interest in "other liabilities" and only
actually add the interest to their deposit liabilities on
the date when the interest is payable. This reflects the
fact that interest only becomes a deposit component
when the depositor can actually claim it.
Second, the consolidation of majority-owned bank
subsidiaries with the parent banks in the WFS
increases chartered bank liabilities by the same
amount as the increase in assets. In particular, the
lending activities of these subsidiaries are funded
largely by the sale of deposit receipts to the public,
typically for a term of one year or more, through the
branches of the associated bank. Because the
liabilities used to fund the asset side were classified as
deposits in the consolidation, deposit liabilities and
especially personal fixed term deposits were increased
by the consolidation.
Finally, the incorporation of foreign banks as
Canadian banks under the 1980 Bank Act also
increases deposit liabilities for the Canadian banking
system, especially non-personal term deposits.

1. Personal Savings Deposits

a) Daily Interest Chequable Deposits

In the early 1980s, computerization and aggressive
banking competition led several banks and trust
companies to revitalize the traditional chequable
savings account by offering a new super "all in one"
universal type account-the daily interest chequingsavings account (DICA). These accounts, which
typically substitute a monthly statement of
transactions for a passbook (although some do offer
the passbook) and the return of cheques, are included
here in entry 1a. These accounts combine the
advantages of chequing privileges with the daily
interest feature and monthly payment of interest first
introduced for non-chequable daily interest savings
accounts discussed as entry 1c below.
At the present time there is no completely uniform
daily interest chequing account. The banks and trust
companies are all offering slightly different
combinations of interest rates and service charges on
cheques/withdrawals depending on the minimum
deposit balance.

Personal savings . . . '='
Depots d'tipargne des particuliers
Chequablp.
Non-chequable
Transferab.les
Non transferables
Daily
interest

The banks were even more innovative on the deposit
side than on the loan side during the late 1970s and
early 1980s. By the end of 1983 banks offered almost
an unlimited number of different types of personal
savings accounts, ranging from U.S. dollar accounts
to special accounts for senior citizens.
Personal savings deposits have five subcomponents:
chequable deposits, which can be either daily interest
or ordinary chequable deposits; non-chequable
deposits, which also have these daily interest accounts
and ordinary non-chequable accounts; and fixed term
deposits. Under the 1980 Bank Act, each of these five
deposit categories carries the low 2 and 3 percent
reserve requirements (2 percent for banks with
deposits up to $500 million, plus an additional 1
percent on deposits over $500 million). The banks
theoretically can require several days notice for
savings deposit withdrawals, although this is rarely
enforced. Each deposit class pays interest differently.

e.ar cheques

ear cheQues

Other
Autres

Daily
interest

interet

A interl3t

quotidien

quotidien

A

Fixed
term

Total
Total

A terme

Other
Autres

fixe

28,596
29,436
29,705
29,524H

4,178
4,291
4,335
4,399

18,160
18,515
19,722
21,729

25,466
25,342
25,502
25,117

54,539
54,627
54,021
53,408H

130,939
132,211
133,286
134·,177

30,253
29,648
29,546
29,374

4,421
4,301
4,285
4,334

19,077
19,481
19,962
20,369

25,636
25,490
25,454
25,427

54,243
54,091
53,962
53,789

133,631
133,010
133,209
133,292

29,752
29,372
29,634H
29,336

4,426
4,337
4,424
4,411

21,189
21,478H
21,935
22,314

25,358
25,137H
25,076
24,896

53,584
53,443H
53,358
53,247H

134,310H
133,768
134,427
134,204R

29,529R
28,665

4,572
4,351

22,962H
23,625

24,884H
24,574

53, 058H
53,156

135,005H
134,371

Trust companies led the way with DICAs in 1983.
For this institutional class a "standard" daily interest
chequing account typically paid interest at a relatively
low savings-type rate on the first $3,000 in the
account and at a higher rate on the amount over
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$3,000. This higher rate approximated the going rate
on 30-day term deposits. The chartered banks also
established DICAs, depending on the size of deposit.
However, they were often only paying a low 3 percent
fixed rate when the deposit was below a specific
minimum level (e.g., $2,000). This stepped up to a
competitive savings rate (e.g., 3/4 percent below the
non-chequable savings account rate) when the deposit
exceeded the minimum.
In 1984 most institutions went to three and four tier
DICAs, with some paying the higher savings rates on
the total balance rather than on just the balance above
the minimum amount for the particular tier.
In 1986 deposit accounts began to broaden to
include a much wider range of services than simply
traditional banking services. Canada Trust's
"Financial Commander" account was the best
example. For banking, the account is similar to a
DICA, with a higher interest rate on the total balance
if it is over a certain level ($3,000). However, the
account also offers depositors a much wider range of
services including:

*A

pre-authorized personal line of credit which
can be accessed by cheque or via Mastercard at
any of Mastercard's 60,000 affiliated financial
institutions world-wide. The interest rate varies
depending on collateral.

* Individual

portfolio
management.
Active
portfolio management can be incorporated into the
account and the account provides for both
discretionary and non-discretionary investment
options. Segregated reporting for separate
portfolios is available. This includes, for example,
reporting for RRSPs and U.S. investments.

* Collection

of interest and dividends and
administration of mortgage investments, e.g.,
collect both interest and principal, collect arrears,
take care of renewals and discharges.

* Execution

of stock trades
reduced brokerage fees.

at

b) Other Chequable Savings Accounts
Until
1980-81, "other"
chequable deposits
represented passbook type chequing savings accounts.
These accounts historically paid 3 percent interest
semi-annually based on the lowest six-month balance
and were subject to a per cheque service charge. Over
time these accounts will likely be replaced by daily
interest chequing or savings accounts.

substantially

* Specialists

to provide tax advice and to handle
most aspects of a person's financial matters,
including the preparation of income tax returns.

All services are provided on a fee basis.
Banks and other financial institutions calculate the
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deposit rate on the daily closing :,alance and pay the
interest at each month end. A passbook or monthly
statement is usually available. Typically, there are
service charges for writing cheques or withdrawing
funds. Generally speaking, these service charges are
waived as long as a minimum balance is maintained in
the account. These minimums were initially set in the
$500-$2,000 range.
Daily interest chequing accounts offer the saver
several advantages over the two other types of
"traditional" personal savings deposits discussed
below in entries 1d and Ie. First, the quoted interest
rate is reasonably competitive with ordinary nonchequing savings accounts. Second, the calculation of
this interest on the daily balance ensures that the
depositor is not nearly as heavily penalized by a midmonth deposit or a temporary drop in his balance as he
would be if the interest were calculated on the
minimum monthly balance. Third, the crediting and
compounding of this interest each month instead of
semi-annually
increases
the
interest return
substantially. The higher the level of interest rates, the
more this spread widens. Finally, the account offers
the chequing feature of an ordinary non-interest
bearing chequing account, and the chequing is usually
free if the minimum deposit is maintained.
On balance, it can be seen that the mCA is best for
those who tend to have volatile savings balances or
who tend to carry too much money in their regular
non-interest earning chequing accounts.

c) Non-Chequable Daily Interest Deposits

There are two types of non-chequing savings
accounts. The first is a recent innovation. In 1979-80
the banks introduced new daily interest savings
accounts (interest calculated on the average daily
closing balance). Though the posted rate is slightly
more than the rate on daily interest chequing accounts,

it is about 112 percent below the rate on ordinary nonchequing savings accounts. Moreover, some banks
have service charges for money withdrawn, although
these charges do not normally apply to the first two
withdrawals in the month. This account offers the
same advantages discussed above for daily interest
chequing accounts, except there is no chequing
privilege (the quid pro quo is a higher interest rate).
In December 1985, Canada Trust introduced
another deposit wrinkle, the T-Bill passbook daily
interest savings account. This account was a
refinement of the tiered savings/chequing account but
it directly and specifically takes account of the
public's focus on high yielding Treasury Bills.
Specifically, the T-Bill passbook rate fluctuates
weekly with the 91-day Treasury Bill auction, is
calculated on the minimum daily balance and is paid
monthly on the total savings balance if it is over
$10,000 (to a maximum of $1 million). No interest is
paid on days when balances are under $10,000.
If depositors maintain a monthly balance of
$10,000 or more, there is no charge for withdrawals
(cheques cannot be written). In months where the
minimum balance is less than $10,000, there is no
charge for the first two withdrawals; for additional
withdrawals, the charge is $1.25 for each.
In total, daily interest savings and chequing
accounts grew from zero in 1979 to about $65 billion
in September 1988.

d) Other (Non-Chequable Savings Accounts)

Even though daily interest savings and chequing
accounts are showing tremendous growth in the
1980s, the ordinary non-chequable savings account
still accounts for a large volume of personal non-fixed
term savings deposits. Typically, these accounts pay
the highest quoted interest rate. However, this interest
is calculated on the minimum monthly balance and is
only paid twice a year.
Overall, because the new daily interest accounts
typically offer a better deal to the small saver than the
traditional non-chequing savings accounts, these latter
accounts are likely to shrink in size as more people
shift toward the daily interest accounts. (The flow of
funds itself could lead banks to widen the interest rate
differential between daily interest and ordinary
savings accounts to the point where the flow could be
sharply reduced or eliminated.)

e) Personal Fixed Term Deposits

-

Finally, personal fixed term deposits, unlike savings
deposits, pay interest for a fixed period, allowing
savers to lock in a rate for the term. These deposits
normally have a 30-180 day term but can be for as
long as five years. For deposits with a term of less
than one year, interest is usually paid at a set rate upon
maturity, and the deposit certificate can usually be
liquidated prior to maturity. In most cases there will
be a penalty.
In the early 1980s some banks also started to offer
floating rate term deposits for a longer term (e.g.,
deposits with a five-year term where the rate is
automatically moved to the current rate each year).
These longer term securities offer a variety of interest
payment features-monthly, quarterly, semi-annually
and annually.
With the implementation of the new chartered bank
statistical reporting system in November 1981, this
series was increased by about $7 billion in the first
week of November 1981. The main reason for this
was consolidation of liabilities for majority-owned
bank subsidiaries with those of their parent banks.
While most of this consolidation had little impact on
bank liabilities, the major exception was the
consolidation of the bank's mortgage loan
subsidiaries. Data for bank mortgage loan subsidiaries
are set out on page 13 of the WFS and are discussed in
chapter 8.
In March 1983, the Bank of Canada provided end of
month estimates for personal fixed term deposits at the
mortgage loan subsidiaries over the period 1968-82,
thus creating a consistent data series for this period.

f)

Total (Personal Savings Deposits)

Total personal savings deposits shown in entry If is
the summation of entries 1a-I e. These deposits reflect
the general growth of the economy, individual's
income, wealth, collective savings habits and the level
of interest rates. Savings deposit funds are generally
the cheapest and most stable source of deposits for
banks and their subsidiaries. 13
13 This mainly results from the very low bank servicing costs
on non-chequing savings deposits compared to the much
higher cost of servicing a chequing account. Also, savings
and fixed term deposits are a much more stable and longer
term source of funds for the banks and this, along with their
lower reserve requirements, means that these deposits are
especially attractive to banks.
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2. Non-Personal Term and Notice Deposits:
Corporate, Non-Federal Government,
Institutional and Inter-Bank Deposits
Non-personal term and notice deposits include the
term deposits of provincial and municipal
governments, corporations, institutions and inter-bank
deposits. This deposit class is divided into four
subcomponents.

a) Chequable and Non-Chequable Notice Deposits

The two smallest categories are chequable and nonchequable deposits. Typically, these are the deposits
of small business firms and are comparable to personal
chequable and non-chequable deposits.
In March 1983 the series was revised back to 1972
to include a small amount of "other fixed term
deposits" (see 2c below) which were reclassified into
these deposit categories when the new Bank of Canada
reporting system was implemented in November
1981.

~----'m

O-fl.

on-personal term and notice deposits
!f!.8ts
terme au a ereavis 8utres que ceux des l2articuliers
Chequable
Non-chequab le
Bearer term
Total
Other
Transfera- Non transferables
notes
Total
fixed term
bles par
par cheques
Billets a
Autres dep8ts
cheques
terme au
a terme fixe
porteur

a

B472
B113607
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B473
B1l3608

B474
B113609

B475
B113610

B455
B11325

11,273
11,641
12,089
12,277R

2,693
2,716
2,780
2,754

4,432
4,539
4,805
4,812R

28,394
29,111
28,886
29,654R

46,792
48,007
48,560
49,497

11,908
12,043
12,376
12,030

2,740
2,806
2,795
2,778

4,811
4,734
4,848
4,827

28,658
28,754
28,861
29,274

48,116
48,336
48,879
48,909

12,344R
12,219R
12,380R
12,165

2,762
2,763
2,764
2,729

4,863
4,920
4,725
4,740R

29,063R
29,531R
30,072
29,948R

49,032
49,434
49,940
49,582

13,186R

2,759R

5,257R

30,479R

b) Bearer Term Notes

The third component of nL "-personal deposits, bearer
term deposit notes (BDNs), was introduced in 1964
for dealers to buy and resell to clients. This is one of
the more important security classes for the money
market. BDNs are issued in large denominations
(multiples of $100,000) and in bearer form (requiring
no official registration when ownership changes).
Like federal Treasury Bills, they do not carry a stated
coupon rate of interest but rather are issued at a
discount and mature at par with the extent of the
discount determining the interest yield. BDNs are not
redeemable and are the only negotiable form of shortterm new issue direct bank debt which trades in the
secondary market.

c)

Other Fixed Term (Deposits)

The last and, by far, the largest item in the nonpersonal term and notice deposit category is "other
fixed term deposits". This series increased sharply in
the first week of November 1981 to reflect the
inclusion of non-personal fixed term deposits,
resulting from both the consolidation of the banks'
majority-owned subsidiaries and, especially, the
inclusion of notes payable issued by the new foreign
bank affiliates when they received their letters patent
to become Canadian banks. Slightly offsetting this
impact was a reduction in this series when a small
amount of "other fixed term deposits" were
reclassified into "non-personal chequable and nonchequable deposits" with the November 1981 changes
in the bank reporting system. In March 1983 the Bank
of Canada provided consistent data for the complete
"other fixed term deposit" series on a monthly basis
back to January 1970.
"Other fixed term deposits" are often referred to as
certificates of deposit (CDs) and are normally taken in
blocks of $100,000 or more, although they can be
done in smaller size. CDs are corporate or
provinciaVmunicipal deposits registered in the name
of the original purchaser. They bear interest at a
specified rate and mature on a specific day. They are
usually issued for terms of a few days out to one year;
that is, they are issued for a shorter term than BDNs
since, unlike in the U.S., Canadian CDs are usually
interest-bearing, non-marketable (non-transferable)
and non-negotiable. They have very little liquidity.
They may carry a provision for prepayment after
notice at the option of the registered owner, subject to
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an interest penalty, and some may have a 24-hour call.
Most CDs are placed directly by the banks with large
corporations and government accounts.
This deposit category also competes directly with
money market securities (including the bank's own
BDNs) and thus is very sensitive to changes in interest
rates. Because of the large size of the individual
deposits and the potential for large losses of funds
from maturities, the banks can require notice of
withdrawal to be given. This enables the banks to be
prepared to meet a large CD maturity on a particular
day.
Large CDs and BDNs are referred to as chartered
bank "purchase money". These two deposit
categories reflect direct chartered bank activity to
compete for large blocks of funds at different rates in
the money market. For all other deposit categories the
banks act somewhat passively in the sense that they all
basically set the same interest rate and wait for
depositors to approach them. 14 Put another way, the
banks mainly compete among themselves in the
domestic CD and BDN markets.
BDNs and CDs outstanding showed rapid secular
growth from 1967 to 1981. This reflected changes in
the Bank Act allowing banks full access to the
residential mortgage market (with no ceiling on
lending rates) and the abolition of interest rate ceilings
on deposits. This led to much more competition for
large blocks of funds among the banks. It is the
volatility of these two "purchase money" series over
the interest rate cycle which makes them important for
forecasting interest rates.
Finally, an increasingly key component of the
"other fixed term" series is inter-bank deposits. 15 This
market was first established in 1973 to provide banks
with added flexibility in managing their primary cash
reserves. Volume was light in the 1970s for several
reasons. First, banks already had well-established and
efficient reserve adjustment procedures involving the
use of liquid assets (e.g., call loans, Treasury Bills

14 This changed somewhat in the 1970s. Banks began to
compete for personal deposits via monthly service plans
introduced in the mid-1970s (i.e., non-price competition).
However, this gave way to price competition in the late
1970s and early 1980s via flexible rates on personal term
deposits, deposits taken by their mortgage loan affiliates
and, finally, via daily interest savings and chequing
accounts.
15 This section draws extensively on an article titled, "The
interbank deposit market in Canada" , by Thomas Hossfeld,
in Bank of Canada Review, February 1986, pp. 3-12.

and Bankers' Acceptances) as well as CDs and BDNs
on the liability side. Second, there were several
conventions which limited the use of the market.
These included the facts that

* deposits

were

non-transferable

and

non-

negotiable;

* they

were only available in a minimum
denomination of $500,000 and in $500,000
mUltiples;

* they were only available in Canadian dollars;
* they were only available for one day at a time;
* they could only be purchased or sold up to the
bank's line of credit with the Bank of Canada; and
finally,

* they

had to be negotiated directly between
institutions.

The latter point proved especially bothersome to
several big banks. These banks did not like to use the
direct placement of deposits because the transactions
revealed more competitive secrets about their cash
management than their impersonal transactions in the
call loan or Treasury Bill markets.
Finally, inter-bank deposits were not useful to
adjust reserves when the Bank of Canada put pressure
on all banks to make reserve adjustments in the same
direction at the same time.
Following the 1980 Bank Act revisions, there were
several key developments which encouraged growth
of the inter-bank deposit market. First, the 1980 Bank
Act eliminated reserve requirements on these deposits.
Second, there were important changes in the interbank deposit conventions to encourage both smaller
banks and foreign banks to use this market. These
were put in place on July 1, 1982, as follows:

* the C$ only convention was dropped;
* the one-day term convention was dropped;
* the minimum denomination was reduced

from
$500,000 to $100,000, and the $500,000 multiple
was reduced to $100,000; and,

* inter-bank deposit brokers were allowed.
Inter-bank C$ deposits subsequently expanded from
about $500 million outstanding in early 1981 to about
$2.5 billion at the end of 1985. (And, foreign currency
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inter-bank deposits booked in Canada expanded from
about $1.5 billion to $4 billion.)
Inter-bank C$ deposits now exceed special call loan
and other short loans, and the value of turnover is high
relative to call loans and Bills. There is active use of
these deposits for cash reserve management, as well as
for smoothing the gap between large blocks of
deposits and the loans they fund. The interest rate on
inter-bank deposits also closely parallels the call loan
rate because banks have a choice of lending overnight
funds in either the inter-bank or call loan markets.

d) Total
The four categories of non-personal term and notice
deposits are totalled and shown in entry 2d.

3. Bank Interest Bearing Private Deposits and
Implications for Monetary Policy
The individual deposit categories discussed above all
bear interest and, excluding inter-bank deposits which
are reserve free, are all subject to the low reserve
requirement (see chapter 4 for a description of reserve
requirements). It is these deposits for which the
. individual banks aggressively compete during periods
of rapidly expanding loans.
For example, during the period 1972-74, as the
Bank of Canada tightened the system, sharply rising
demands for bank credit continued to exist. In turn,
this led banks to bid very aggressively for large term
deposits (to finance these loans), and this was one
important factor leading to big increases in M2 (as
then defined) at the same time as interest rates were
rising sharply. This circular process went against the
intent of monetary policy which was to curb both
sharply rising interest rates (for foreign exchange
reasons) and domestic loan growth. Therefore, the
Bank of Canada used moral suasion and obtained
chartered bank agreement to impose interest rate
ceilings on domestic deposits. The principal focus of
this Winnipeg Agreement (which existed from June
1972 to December 1974) was not just domestic in
nature. The Bank was also trying to alleviate upward
pressure on the Canadian dollar resulting from high
CD rates. However, this policy also fitted into the
domestic scene where it was inappropriate for CD
rates to exceed prime.
The Winnipeg Agreement turned out to be a mixed
blessing. On the one hand it curbed competitive
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bidding for domestic deposits. This, in turn, kept
domestic interest rates and the Canadian dollar from
going higher. On the other hand, because the
Winnipeg Agreement was not designed to control or
reduce the underlying demand for bank credit, and
because longer term Canadian deposits, foreign
deposits and swap deposits were exempt from the
agreement, it can be argued that financing pressure
was simply transferred from one deposit class
(domestic deposits out to one year in term) to others
(domestic deposits and BDNs over one year in term
and foreign deposits). This implies that the
transmission mechanism for the upward pressure on
Canadian interest rates and the exchange rate was
simply transferred from short-term domestic deposits
to longer term domestic deposits arid foreign deposits.
4. Demand Deposits (Less Private Sector Float)
Held by the General Public (Includes NonFederal Government and Inter-Bank Demand
Deposits)
The third major deposit category is general public
holdings of demand deposits-personal and nonpersonal demand deposits. This includes the demand
deposits of provincial and municipal governments and
other banks. These accounts are straight chequing
accounts (less private float) which do not require any
notice of withdrawal. Personal chequing accounts are
subject to a per cheque charge. Demand deposits are
fully liquid (chequable) and can be interest bearing or
non-interest bearing. On all chequing accounts, banks
have to hold the higher 10 percent reserve
requirement.
In 1983 a key innovation for the personal chequing
account component of demand deposits was the mass
marketing of automatic overdraft protection on
personal chequing accounts. The Bank of Montreal, in
particular, popularized this vehicle, offering eligible
customers overdraft protection up to $2,500 and
automatic protection up to $50. Under this programme
no cash can be withdrawn, and the overdraft must be
cleared within 45 days. The rate charged is highapproximately the rate on outstanding credit card
balances-so many people prefer the personal line of
credit approach.
5. Total Deposits Held by the General Public
Entry 5 is a subtotal entry representing total private
sector deposits less private float. It includes entries,
la, 1b, 1c, 1d, Ie, 2a, 2b, 2c and 4.

1'-0
Canada via the allocation formula earns interest at
prime minus 2.5 percentage points after deducting the
reserves that have to be held against these deposits
(presently 10 percent on demand deposits but to be
eliminated in 1990). The reserves deducted are based
on the average Wednesday balances during the month.
Interest is earned on the daily balance and is payable
on the first day of the month following the month in
which it was earned.

21,151
20,543
21,200
20,178
20,971
20,669R
21,234R
21,562R

6. Government of Canada Deposits
The fourth major deposit category is Government of
Canada deposits, the location of which is managed by
the Bank of Canada as fiscal agent for the Government
of Canada. This series is total government cash
balances less balances held at non-bank financial
institutions and at the Bank of Canada. This latter
figure is normally quite small at $10-25 million.
Government deposits with the chartered banks usually
track in the $2-7 billion range.
On April 1, 1986, a new agreement was put in place
covering banking arrangements and settlement
procedures between the federal government and CPA
direct clearing members (of which the banks are by far
the most important). The arrangements cover a threeyear period and are summarized in the report
"Description of Settlement". The following
summarizes the new banking procedures.

a) Total (Including Demand and Notice Deposits)

i)

Demand Tranche

The demand deposit portion of balances allocated to
the banks and other direct clearers by the Bank of

2,473
2,054
2,435
4,244

1,726
1,362
1,182
3,190

1,696
1,762
1,228
1,735

227
100
750

345
1,113

141

The allocation to each direct clearer is the ratio of
its total Canadian dollar deposits to the Canadian
dollar deposits of all direct clearers. The Canadian
dollar deposits of indirect clearers are included with
the deposits of the direct clearing institutions which
act as their agents in the clearing process. The
allocation ratios are updated by the CPA each year,
before the end of May for implementation in July, to
reflect the level of Canadian dollar deposits at each
financial institution at December 31 of the previous
year. Where an institution has failed to publish the
previous year's December 31 data by March 31 of the
year of computation, the CPA relies on that
institution's latest available data. Allocation ratios are
also recalculated by the CPA to reflect the impact of
an institution becoming a direct clearer, ceasing to be
a direct clearer or changing its clearing agent.
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ii) Fees

for Regular Services
Charges on Demand Deposits

and

Processing

As part of the new settlement procedures, the direct
clearing institutions were able to unbundle the services
provided to the federal government and price them
separately. (Previously, the banks provided many free
services to Ottawa on cheque handling, the most
important being free cheque cashing.) The following
summarizes the payment for individual services.

* Processing Government Payments
The fee charged the government for processing
paper items (e.g., cheques and money orders) is
ten cents per item. The fee charged for processing
electronic payments (e.g., direct fund transfers
and magnetic tape transfers) is one cent per
payment. A blended fee (weighted average) is
calculated each month and paid the following
month by Ottawa.

* Deposits
Large deposit facilities are tendered. (These
include deposit facilities needed by income tax
offices involving extensive day-to-day paperwork
by the financial institution-FI.) A deposit facility
may involve handling and processing cash,
cheques, credit card slips negotiable at the
appropriate card-issuing institution or other
negotiable instruments. Compensation for direct
clearers who process these deposits through an
approved Receiver General facility, which is not
tendered and which is not "exceptional", is at the
rate of $3.00. The rate for processing exceptional
deposits which meet agreed criteria for identifying
such accounts is negotiated with individual
financial institutions (PI) after each presents
documentation and an analysis on volumes.
Compensation respecting exceptional deposit
processing is retroactive to the date on which the
settlement takes effect or the date on which the PI
advises the Receiver General, whichever is later.
A list of specific deposits that any PI wishes to be
defined as exceptional is supplied by that PI. This
list is updated from time to time.

* Departmental Bank Accounts
All such accounts are tendered.
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* Bank-Remitted Taxes
Individuals can make their income tax payments at
direct clearing institutions the same way they can
pay some of their regular utility bills. However, as
of this writing PIs are not allowed to charge
individuals for this service. Thus, Ottawa agreed
to pay compensation for the processing of
individual tax remittances to PIs at the rate of
eighty cents per item until legislation comes into
force which will permit all PIs to charge tax
remitters. After legislation comes into force, no
compensation will be paid by the government.

* Annual Adjustment of Service Charges
Service charges are indexed to wage increases.
Specifically, the PIs can raise fees in line with any
annual increase above 3 percent in financial
industry labour costs. The series used is published
by Statistics Canada in "Employment, Earnings
and Hours" table 2.1 ("Estimated Weekly
Earnings, Firms of All Sizes, By Industry,
Canada"), line 701-703 ("Savings & credit
institutions"), column "Average weekly earnings
(excluding overtime): Salaried employees".
Annual adjustments are made on the first and
second anniversaries of the agreement (April 1,
1987, and April 1, 1988), based on the latest 13
months of available data, with compensation
arrangements being subject to renegotiation on the
third anniversary. In the event that there is a delay
beyond the third anniversary, the annual
adjustment procedure will apply until the
renegotiation process is completed.

* New Services
Compensation for handling and processing new
services is negotiated prior to the new service
being implemented.

iii) Non-Customer Cashing of Federal Government
Payment Instruments
The "Description of Settlement" also sets out a list
of criteria allowing people to cash government
payment instruments at financial institutions where
they do not have an account. However, the direct
clearers have asked the government not to publicize

o
the ease with which non-customers of financial
institutions could cash federal payment instruments.
This is to ensure that a shift in non-customer cheque
encashment patterns does not materialize (such a shift
would precipitate a renegotiation of the blended
cheque processing-Direct Funds Transfer fee), and to
hold down the inevitable increase in fraudulent
cashing of stolen cheques. The criteria, which allow
universal cashing of federal cheques, are summarized
below:

*

At least two pieces of corrroborating alternative
non-positive forms of identification are required
if positive identification cannot be supplied (e.g.
credit card bearing cardholder's signature,
driver's licence with no photograph, Old Age
Security Card, etc.). Non-positive identification
must bear a specimen signature of the holder in
order for such identification to be accepted.

*

Particulars of all identification presented at the
time of presentation of the item for encashment
are to be recorded on the reverse side of the item
by an officer of the financial institution cashing
the item.

*

Identification will not be accepted if there
evidence of any form of alteration.

*

Payment instruments are cashed only for the payee
when endorsed by that payee; no second
endorsements are accepted.

*

The payee must be an individual and not a
business enterprise (either incorporated or
unincorporated) .

-Non-Customer Definition:

*

A non-customer is an individual who does not
have an account with any branch of the
encashing financial institution or does not hold a
credit card issued by it.

-Payment items included:

*

All federal government payment instruments
including payroll cheques, social welfare
cheques,
family
allowance
cheques,
Unemployment Insurance Warrants, and interest
payments.

*

The government reserves the right to restrict items
included, with appropriate notice.

*

No item which is altered should be accepted for
encashment.

-Fraud Losses:

*

-Amount Limitation:

*

Items in excess of $750 need not be accepted by
the bank or other financial institution. However,
if they are accepted, compensation and fraudloss reimbursement will be paid as if their value
was $750.

-Service Charges:

*

No charge to the person cashing.

- Identification Requirement:

*

One piece of identification is required if it is a
positive,
unalterable
identification
item
containing a photograph and specimen signature
of the holder (e.g. passport, civil service ID
card, Ontario driver's licence with photograph,
etc.).

IS

Fraudulent instruments, for which identification
criteria have been met and which have been
processed in accordance with agreed procedures,
will be compensated in full by Ottawa up to a
maximum of $750 per instrument.

-Other:

*

Each financial institution may apply its own
internal authorization procedures prior to cashing
any government payment item.

*

Stale-dated government payment instruments may
be cashed regardless of the age of the item. At
the discretion of the encashing branch, a staledated item may be sent on collection to the
Receiver General.

b) Term Deposit (Notice Tranche)
Entry 8b sets out the federal government's notice
tranche deposit. Before setting out the mechanics,
some background on this deposit, which was new in
1986, is worthwhile.
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The government position up to 1985 was that it
should be receiving a better interest return than the old
formula provided, i.e., better than 90 percent of the
three-month Treasury Bill tender rate on deposits
above $100 million, calculated on the minimum
weekly balance and paid quarterly. This reflected
Ottawa's view that a large part of its deposits are not
like ordinary demand accounts; rather, federal
deposits embody characteristics of fixed term deposits
especially when they exceed 4-5 billion.
By contrast, the direct clearing members of the
CPA (mainly the banks) took the position that federal
deposits are not as valuable as the government thinks
since the banks had excess liquidity in the mid-1980s
and simply did not need these funds. Second, federal
deposits were viewed as potentially highly volatile and
hard to predict (given that the banks do not have
complete information on the timing of government
cheque clearing). A key problem here is that
drawdowns and redeposits come too late for banks to
offset their impact in the money market. Finally, the
banks have to hold a 10 percent reserve requirement
against federal demand deposits versus only 3 percent
for regular term deposits.
With divergent views on the value of Ottawa's
balances, it was decided to solve the impasse by
moving to a system whereby the government auctions
some part of its cash balances not needed to pay the
bills for ongoing government spending in a given 1-2
week period, and not needed to manage the daily
drawdown/redeposit (about $2 billion). This new
system is similar in concept to the Treasury Bill tender
and is also managed by the Bank of Canada as fiscal
agent. The key features of the tendering system for
term deposits with direct clearing banks and other
CPA direct clearers are set out below:

* Only

direct clearing CPA members can bid for
the deposits. Initially, tenders were held weekly.
However, there may be occasions when an auction
is not held (e.g., if government balances are very
low) or where more than one auction is held in a
week (e.g., balances are very high).

* The

amount of deposits to be offered for tender
along with the issue date and the maturity date are
transmitted via an electronic message service to
eligible bidders between 4:30 and 5:00 p.m. on
the day before the tender. Also provided is the
date of the next tender and the date of advice about
its size.
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* Tenders

were initially held on Tuesdays for
settlement Tuesday (under retroactive settlement),
although in 1987 auctions were usually held twice
a week. Bids must be in by 9:15 a.m. Most tender
results are available by 9:30-10:00 a.m. This
includes the successful bidder's results plus the
overall high, low and average rates at the auction,
the percent allotted at the lowest yield, the
anticipated date of the next auction and the
maturing amount at the next auction.

* The

deposits are non-callable and initially
were normally for a fixed seven-day term.
However, auctions with terms as short as two days
and as long as 28 days were done in 1986 and
1987 and auctions for terms other than seven days
are fairly regular now.

* Each

partICIpant is limited to four bids. Each
bid must be for a minimum of $5 million with
multiples of $1 million. Bids must be to two
decimal places. Tenders are accepted in declining
order of accepted yields.

* For

tenders equal to or above $2 billion, each
participant is required to limit its bid value to the
total tender amount multiplied by two and onehalf times the participant's predetermined ratio of
Receiver General balances. Thus, if Ottawa
tenders $5 billion and a bank normally gets 15
percent of a redeposit, it should not bid for more
than 37.5 percent of the tender ($1.876 billion).
For tenders less than $2 billion, the total value
limit assumes a tender size of $2 billion. In 1986
the tenders ranged from a low of $200 miIlion to a
high of $2.4 billion.
As with the BiIl tender, the Minister reserves
the right to accept or reject any or all bids in whole
or in part, including the right to accept less than
the total amount of the offering. Funds offered but
not bid for or offered and withdrawn are
redeposited with each direct clearer as per the
formula for allocating demand deposits.

* Interest

is paid by bidders to Ottawa on the
maturity date.

* Settlement

is made at the Bank of Canada via
the regular daily drawdown or redeposit of
government balances on the day of issue and the
day of maturity. On the issue day, each successful

0-0
bidder receives a redeposit equal to the amount of
the funds won at tender. This deposit is blended
with the regular daily drawdown or redeposit so
there is only one net transaction. On the day of
maturity, the reverse occurs; here, each
participant credits the amount of the maturing
deposit plus interest to the government's demand
account with that institution. On that day, the
participant receives a draw down as per the usual
procedure and blended, as above, equal to the
maturing principal amount plus interest.
The first tender was for $700 million in the first
week of April 1986. This proved to be good timing for
Ottawa because of the inverted yield curve which
existed at that time. Thus, instead of Ottawa receiving
90 percent of the previous week's three-month Bill
tender average (which would have been 9.17 percent),
the first auction saw chartered bank tenders average
11.63 percent for one-week deposits (high bid 11.90
percent; low 11.50 percent). In 1987 tender amounts
ranged from $100 million to $4.9 billion and the
amount of outstanding term deposits peaked at $12.3
billion following the CSB campaign.

7. Total Deposits Less Private Float (Net
Deposits)
Total deposits less private sector float is the sum of
entries 5 and 6 above.

8. Net Float (Total Float, Federal Government
Float and Private Float)16

a) General

The next entry in the banking system liability
statement is the "estimated net private sector float" in
the system. This was a new Bank of Canada entry in
1978 when the Bank undertook to publish a float
figure which excluded federal public sector float (i.e.,
float related to Government of Canada and Bank of

16 The discussion of both private and public sector float
which follows relies heavily on the article, "A note on
revised estimates of float and the effects on monetary
aggregates", in Bank of Canada Review, February 1978,
pp. 19-31.

Canada transactions). Prior to 1978, the Bank made
no distinction between the two types of float; it just
estimated the total float, both public and private
(shown in entry 8e). This total was deducted from
gross deposits (entry 9) to obtain net deposits (entry
7). The private float figure, which is shown on the
Bank Statement (as entry 8e) reflects the Bank's desire
to obtain a more usable and precise definition of float
float for calculating the monetary aggregates. 17 Before
proceeding to a discussion of private versus federal
public sector float, it is worthwhile discussing float
from a more general perspective.
Each business day, approximately 5-10 million
cheques worth $10-25 billion are cleared in Canada.
Float refers to the total value of cheques and other
banking system items being transferred from one
account to another-items in the process of being
settled and cleared within the financial system. 18 Float
has to be deducted from total banking system gross
deposits to eliminate double counting. This is
because, when the proceeds of a cheque are credited to
one account, total bank deposits will be double
counted until the cheque has been "cleared" (i.e.,
returned to the issuer's bank and debited from the
issuer's account). Thus, the demand deposit and total
deposit entries are shown with private float subtracted
out.
There are, however, two types of float. "Debit
float" is the float referred to above where an account
initially receives a credit and the final clearing

17 If the monetary aggregates are defined to include private
deposits and not federal government deposits, then only
private float should be subtracted from gross private
deposits. If the monetary aggregates were defined to include
federal government deposits as well as private deposits,
then both public and private float would be deducted from
gross deposits to obtain net deposits.
18 Conceptually, from the point of view of a bank customer,
float can be subdivided into five categories. Invoicing float
represents funds tied up in billing for goods and services
sold. Mail float represents funds tied up from the time a bill
is mailed to a customer and the return cheque is received.
Processing float refers to funds tied up in the usual sorting
and recording process which takes place prior to the cheque
being deposited in a bank. Availability float represents
funds tied up between the time a cheque is deposited to an
account and the funds are credited to become "good
funds" .
For the writer of a cheque, there is also disbursing float.
This refers to funds available in an account until the cheque
clears.
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transaction involved is to debit an account. "Credit
float" involves the opposite transaction. It is created
when an issuer's account is debited first, before the
receiver's account is credited. For example, when a
certified cheque is issued, the account on which it is
drawn is immediately debited and total deposits
decline until the transaction is completed by the
depositing of the certified cheque.
It can be seen that the existence of debit float means
total bank demand deposits are overstated and have to
be reduced by the amount of the float. Here a cheque
is credited in one account but not debited from
another. 19 Credit float means they are understated. If
debit float exceeds credit float, uncleared items will
on balance lead to total deposits being overstated by
the amount of the net debit float. Here, total net float
would be a positive entry to be subtracted from gross
deposits to obtain net deposits. If credit float exceeds
debit float, the reverse holds-i.e., net float would be
negative and would be added to gross deposits to
obtain net deposits.
Until 1978, the Bank of Canada subtracted total net
float (debit float less credit float, entry 8c) from gross
private demand deposits (entry 5) each week in order
to eliminate double counting and so arrive at net
deposits and the various monetary aggregates to be
discussed in chapter 5. This was justified on the
grounds that the federal float was likely to be small
and, in any case, was hard to identify. However, this
total float adjustment is misleading in principle
because it includes two separate and distinct elements
of float-private float and federal government floatthe latter including items in transit to/from the
Government of Canada and Bank of Canada. The
Bank argues that to preserve consistency, only private
sector float should be deducted from private demand
deposits because only private sector deposits are
included as part of the major monetary aggregates.
This becomes especially important if federal
government float is volatile, since its inclusion in float
would then cause distortions in the major monetary
aggregates. Also, the monetary aggregates would be
more stable if net demand deposits were more stable.
These distortions became quite large in the 1970s, so
it became desirable to eliminate them. Since 1978,
this has been done on a weekly basis by the Bank of
Canada.

19 Once this debiting occurs, gross deposits decline to their
original level and the float element is reduced by the same
amount.
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b) Retroactive (Same Day) Settlement
Before setting out the method of arriving at public and
private sector float in subsections d and e below, it is
important to reiterate that Canada shifted to retroactive
settlement among direct clearers on July 16, 1986.
This dramatically reduced the level and volatility of
float, both public and private. However, neither float
component has been completely eliminated. This
could only be achieved in a world with complete
electronic funds transfer. Also, while there may not be
Bank of Canada float on page 1 of the balance sheet,
there may be federal float elsewhere in the system, so
government float in total may not be zero.
The reason for this is that even with retroactive
settlement, not all cheques can be delivered to other
direct clearers and also charged against client accounts
within 24 hours; i.e., there is not one hundred percent
processing efficiency. Second, there is internal
processing float.

c)

Total Canadian Dollar Float

Total float is a figure which is reported at each month
end by the banks. However, it is not possible to obtain
a direct measure of all cheques in transit each week.
The Bank of Canada has to use its available data to
obtain a weekly estimated float figure-a figure which
is calculated as a residual from both weekly and
monthly data. The weekly float estimate is set out in
entry 8c. It is estimated by the Bank, based on the
difference between total Canadian dollar major
liabilities reported by the chartered banks (deposit
liabilities and advances from the Bank of Canada) and
their total major assets (including net foreign currency
assets), which are reported subject to revision as of
Wednesday each week.
Secondly, the estimate includes the net balance of
other liabilities and asset items on the basis of the most
recent month end data. In simple terms, if the
chartered banks report that their total assets rose $500
million in a given week, the Bank knows total
liabilities must increase $500 million. If the reported
deposits and other liabilities rose $700 million, the
Bank estimates that net debit float increased $200
million from last week's level. When this is subtracted
from gross deposits, the balance sheet balances.
It can be seen that any measurement error on the
asset or liability side of the chartered bank balance
sheet will affect float. Thus, the weekly float figure is

o
subject to revision. Indeed, even monthly float figures
have to be revised when bank assets or liabilities are
revised for a month.

Estimated

Gross

Total

net private
sector float

Canadian
dollar

Canadian

Solde des
effets du
secteur
prive en

deposits

Ensemble

Montant brut
des depots en
dollars

cours de
compensation

canadiens

des effets
en dollars
canadiens en
cours de
compensation

dollar float

{estimations}

-339
-666
-858
-859

205,032
203,278
204,865
205,764

-143
-711
-823
-280

-583
-1,002R
-757R
-1,220R

205, 426R
204,630
206,073R
205, 864R

-538
-870R
-717R
-1,094R

-227R
-413

209,153R
206,254

-782R
-345

There were particularly large problems with float in
the three or four months surrounding November 1981,
which led to very substantial float revisions for the
period July 1981 to March 1982. These problems
occurred because, in addition to a record November
CSB campaign and the usual chartered bank balance
sheet adjustments in October-November, the Bank of
Canada began to reflect the operations of foreign
banks in the WFS in stages beginning in July 1981.
Further, and of much more consequence, was the
Bank's introduction of its new statistical reporting
system effective November 1, 1981. While
accounting adjustments necessitated by the new
system did not affect the methodology for calculating
total float, the changes did provide more information
which the Bank also used to improve its already
recorded estimate of float. Unfortunately, some of the
banks, and especially the new foreign banks, did not
fully understand the new reporting system, so a further

source of float distortion was evident in the period
November 1981 to March 1982.
The problems with float in late 1981 and early
1982, and the problems this created for defining net
demand deposits and thus Ml, led the Bank of Canada
to send out several "Note to Users" reports with the
Weekly Financial Statistics. These notes cautioned the
analyst on the interpretation of the figures and advised
that float, net demand deposits and Ml would all be
revised. In the statement week ended March 18, 1982,
the Bank advised the public via a "Note to Users"
that total float and private float would be revised for
the period July 1981 to March 1982 to correct
statistical measurement problems. It also indicated
that these revisions would reduce net float by $300600 million, leading to an increase in net demand
deposits and all the monetary aggregates by the
amount of the float reduction.
Finally, in March 1983, in a special technical note,
the Bank corrected a systematic reporting error in the
net foreign currency asset series. This led to reduction
in private sector float covering each month from
February 1968 to October 1982. 20

d) Public Sector Float

Using techniques originally developed in the mid1970s and updated in April 1985, the Bank of Canada
estimates federal government float which is associated
with any federal government or Bank of Canada
clearing transaction. 21 This figure is not set out
20 "Technical note: New and revised monetary and credit
aggregates", in Bank of Canada Review, March 1983, p.
29.
21 Federal float was sharply reduced by the July 16, 1986,
shift to retroactive settlement. Over time it will be reduced
further through electronic funds transfer. For example, on
the collections side EFf is being used for certain tax
collections and post office receipts. On the payments side,
CSB interest and some civil servant salaries are now paid
directly into individual savings accounts. Within a few
years, unemployment insurance payments, family
allowances and old age pensions will be paid directly into
savings accounts, further reducing government float.
The banks have been trying to persuade the federal
government to make more use of electronic funds transfer
for payments. This is because the banks have to process
federal cheques at ten cents per cheque, while they argue
that the cost of cheque processing is higher. Also, this cost
is significantly higher than the estimated cost of processing
via EFf. Further, the banks would benefit by having the
deposits faster. An electronic system would also benefit
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explicitly in the Bank Statement. However, it can be
calculated by subtracting entry 8e from entry 8c.
To arrive at federal government float, the Bank
estimates the debit and credit components of
government float separately. Debit float includes all
cheques and other payments which, upon completion,
clear against the Government of Canada (Receiver
General) or Bank of Canada. These cheques include:
all government disbursal cheques, such as payments to
civil servants and government suppliers; programme
payments, such as family allowances and old age
security; income tax refund cheques issued but not
debited from the government account; and cheques
issued by the Bank of Canada to purchase securities
from the private sector or to repay the government's
maturing debt.
On the other side, public sector "credit float"
includes transactions which, upon completion, will
clear in favour of the Government of Canada or Bank
of Canada, e.g., uncleared items reSUlting from such
factors as corporate and individual tax payments. Also
included will be cheques issued to the
government/Bank of Canada by the private sector in
payment for new issues of government debt or
secondary market purchases of securities by the
private sector from the Bank of Canada.
The elements of government debit and credit float
are estimated directly as of Wednesday each week by
the Bank of Canada using its knowledge of
government cheque clearing procedures. In cases
where it is difficult to tell if some government
transactions are being cleared on a Wednesday, the
Bank also uses econometric techniques to estimate
what percentage of certain items are being cleared on a
Wednesday.
In the "Description of Settlement" agreement
between the federal government and CPA members,
which initially covers the three-year period from April
1, 1986, to April 1, 1989, the procedure for
calculating float and paying/collecting interest on
float was set out as follows:
The Receiver General is to provide the data on the
government's gross receipts and payments flows to
each of the direct clearers. The data will show the

both government and the public. In the former case,
government would save via reduced paper, printing and
postal system costs. In the case of the public, line-ups at
tellers' wickets to deposit cheques would be reduced or
eliminated, and recipients of government cheques would be
protected against mail disruptions and thefts.
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total clearing for each monthly period along with the
particular institution's share of the total.
The calculation of float and the interest to be paid
on float balances will be made by the Receiver
General each month and will provide the amount of
interest owing to or by each of the institutions which
are party to the agreement. Interest will be due and
payable in the month following the month for which
float is being calculated.
The calculation of float will be based upon each
institution's daily cash flows multiplied by the
average transit time for the industry for each payment
instrument. For the purpose of determining average
transit times for the industry, a payment item will be
said to be in transit from the day on which value is
given or received by the institution, until the day on
which value is given or received by the Bank of
Canada.
In the case of both departmental bank accounts and
deposit facilities which are to be tendered, other than
Revenue Canada Taxation and Revenue Canada
Customs & Excise taxation deposits, float will be
attributed to each institution in accordance with the
allocation percentages applied to the demand tranche.
It is the intent that any accounts or deposits with a
large dollar volume of activity will be subject to the
specific analysis procedures applied to the taxation
deposits ...
If the Description of Settlement is implemented
prior to the taxation deposits being awarded by
tender, the float will be calculated with respect to
Revenue Canada Taxation and Revenue Canada
Customs & Excise taxation deposits on the basis of a
survey of actual volumes during the first month of the
agreement.
After the aforementioned taxation deposits have
been tendered, the winning tenderer will measure the
actual daily cheque volumes of each direct clearing
institution and provide this data to the Receiver
General which will in tum take this data into account
in determining the net float position of each
institution for purposes of compensation.
The Receiver General will make detailed payment
arrangements with the direct clearers.
The interest compensation on float will be
calculated at the rate of prime minus 2.50 per cent.
Float transit times will be revised at least annually
or as new procedures are implemented or as more
complete information becomes available. The
industry and the government will agree to all float
transit times prior to their inclusion in the float
model. 22

22 "Description of Settlement" (mimeo), Department of
Finance, April 1, 1986.
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e) Estimated Net Private Sector Float (Includes
Provincial and Municipal Float)
Given the calculation for total float (entry 8c), until
December 1985 the Bank estimated government float
separately and subtracted government float from total
float to arrive at private float, which was estimated as
a residual. This private float figure (entry 8e) was
then deducted from gross private demand deposits to
obtain the net private demand deposit component of
the monetary aggregates. Since December 1985, the
banks have been asked to report their estimated private
float directly each week so private float and total float
are both estimated independently; they are not
calculated as residuals.
In a 1978 study, the Bank of Canada found that
exclusion of government float from total float for the
prior decade produced a private float figure which
was, on average, about $133 million less than total
float on a weekly basis (up to 1978). However, the
reduction on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis
was only $91 million, $80 million and $77 million
respectively (see footnote 15). Thus, all private
demand deposits net of float were increased by these
amounts as were all the monetary aggregates. Despite
the fact that these levels were higher with the revised
calculation procedure, their trend rates of growth were
only marginally affected, though the net effect was to
increase the growth of the monetary aggregates
slightly.
Private float is volatile, although there are
predictable patterns. For example, private float often
rises in the first week of each month and sometimes
over month ends, reflecting the fact that these are
heavy cheque writing periods in the private sector. On
the other hand, private float usually falls in late
November following the clearing of CSB purchase
cheques.
Distortions such as mail strikes and storms (which
cause power blackouts affecting data centres) also
upset private float.
The somewhat predictable behaviour of private
sector float can be an important technical factor in
forecasting tightness or ease in the system on a very
short-term basis. The banks can usually predict when
float will be high. 23 For example, as noted above, float
23 In deciding to drain or flush the system, the Bank of
Canada looks first at net demand deposits. If, for example,
gross demand deposits increase $100 miliion while float is
up $90 miliion, then the Bank will act as though net
deposits are up $10 million.

tends to rise in the first week of each month, and
banks can make allowances for this in their cash
management. On the other hand, when large
unanticipated clearings occur, some banks can be left
tight, forcing short-term interest rates to rise unless
offset by the Bank of Canada.

9. Gross Canadian Dollar Deposits
The gross Canadian dollar deposit entry is the total of
all private and government deposits plus net private
float-entry 7 plus entry 8e.

III. OTHER SELECTED LIABILITIES OF
THE BANKING SYSTEM
Beyond the Canadian dollar deposit liability items
discussed above, page 4 of the Bank Statement sets
out two other chartered bank liability series.

10. Bankers' Acceptances Outstanding24
The first series shown under "other liabilities" is
Bankers' Acceptances (BAs) outstanding. Bankers'
24 Bankers' Acceptances were first introduced into the
Canadian money market in June 1962 in order to help
develop the Canadian money market. At that time, they
could only be issued in Canadian dollars and only used by
Canadian borrowers to finance a limited range of activities
as set out in the Bank Act of 1954. The term was also
limited to 30 to 90 days. Originally, the minimum
acceptance fee charged by the banks was 1 114 percent per
annum. Finally, the Bank of Canada allowed money market
dealers to do PRAs on BAs (see entry 2 on page 1 of the
Weekly Financial Statistics), although this was restricted in
1968 to encourage the BAs to trade more actively. A limited
market developed in the first two years ($9-10 million
outstanding) because of the high cost and because the banks
restricted the BAs to only top credits.
In 1965, the stamping fee was reduced and BAs
outstanding increased to almost $200 million. BAs
outstanding began to increase sharply in the second half of
the 1970s, with outs tan dings rising from about $400 miliion
in 1970-73 to about $3 billion in 1979 as the banks cut the
stamping fee to 112 or 3/4 percent and allowed lesser
quality credits to use the facility. Also, the Bank of
Montreal introduced several new innovations to the BA
market in February 1978 and in the process created the socalled First Bank Acceptance (FBA) which, when copied by
other banks, helped increase the volume of BAs
outstanding. First, the Bank of Montreal announced that it
would stamp BAs with no restrictions on the use of the
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Acceptances are commercial drafts usually drawn by a
corporate borrower on a BAline of credit with a big
funds by the borrower, thus leading to a substantial increase
in activities that could be financed by BAs. (These
expanded activity BAs were referred to as lEAs since they
were ineligible for rediscounting with the Bank of Canada.)
Second, the BMO indicated it would stamp BAs for terms
longer than 90 days. Third, it reduced the stamping fee to
3/8 percent, although the reduced fee initially was only
available to its most credit-worthy clients, including those
clients who could normally access the commercial paper
market. Finally, while a typical Bankers' Acceptance could
only be issued "at the pleasure of the bank", with its
pioneering FBA programme the Bank of Montreal proposed
a new guaranteed term option, which guaranteed the client
short-term borrowings either through a committed direct
credit line for a specific term or by using Acceptances.
When the borrower required funds on a direct loan basis,
the cost of the funds was set equal to the First Bank Rate,
plus a set charge for the borrowing (about 1/4 percent). The
First Bank Rate was the Bank of Montreal's bid rate each
business day at 9:30 .a.m. for prime 30-day BAs multiplied
by one plus the current required minimum average primary
reserve ratio for all banks and rounded up to the next highest
1/8 percent.
In 1980-82, BAs outstanding increased sharply as the
cost of issuing commercial paper and borrowing from the
banks at prime rose relative to the "all-in" cost of
borrowing using BAs. This surge in BAs outstanding led
the chartered banks to again make a number of changes to
their BA programmes. First, they raised the minimum
stamping fee from 3/8 percent to 1/2 percent in 1981. In
1982, the banks raised it again, initially to 3/4 percent and
then to 1 percent, although some foreign banks began to
stamp BAs for 112 to 3/4 percent in 1983 to generate more
revenue when business loans sagged. Second, the minimum
term for BAs was lengthened. While one bank was still
prepared to issue BAs for terms under 30 days, most banks
set 30 days as the minimum term. Third, most banks started
to require three to ten days' notice when the borrower
wanted to switch from BA financing to bank loans, or vice
versa. Such notice was not required prior to 1981. Fourth,
the banks started to impose more aggressive limits on the
amount of BAs to be issued. Some banks, for example,
would not stamp client BAs for more than 50 percent of a
client's line of credit with the bank. These changes were
made because of the huge increase in BAs outstanding in
1980-82. To a large extent, the banks felt this reflected a
stamping fee which had fallen over the years to an
abnormally low level, as well as the fact that BA rates in the
market tended to trade at an increased spread below
commercial paper rates and the prime lending rate
(reflecting the general lender desire for both high quality
and liquidity). Further, with the passage of the Bank Act
leading many foreign bank affiliates to become Canadian
banks, the new foreign banks had to hold primary reserves.
This increased their cost of deposits and led to less price
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six bank and "accepted" , in effect guaranteed, by the
borrower's bank. This series represents BAs issued by
a bank but not purchased by the same bank. If a bank
buys its own Acceptances, they are included in
business loans and netted from BAs outstanding on
both the asset and liability side of the balance sheet.
When accepted or stamped (agreed to be paid) by a
Canadian chartered bank, BAs constitute a direct and
unconditional legal obligation not only of the issuer
but also of the accepting chartered bank. They rank
equally with the bank's deposit liabilities, although
.the banks do not have to hold reserve requirements
.against these contingent liabilities. Two names on the
Acceptance (the issuer and the accepting bank)
enhance its credit quality. Excluding Government of
Canada Treasury Bills, prime acceptances trade at the
lowest yield in the short-term money market.
When a borrower's draft is accepted by the bank,
the borrower then usually arranges the sale of the
accepted draft to a money market dealer, who may
hold it himself or resell it to an investor. In any case,
the borrower obtains money from the dealer, not from
the bank. BAs do not carry a specific coupon rate of
interest. Rather, the dealer will bid for BAs on a
discounted basis from par (similar to Treasury Bills).
In competitive cases, the highest bid (lowest yield
cost) wins the acceptance.
Acceptances are issued in bearer form, and the
minimum denomination is normally $100,000. Higher
amounts are usually in $100,000 multiples. They are
usually drawn for a term of 30 to 90 days, although the
normal term could be as short as ten days or as long as
one year. Some banks may offer "roly poly" BAs

competition by the foreign banks for large corporate loans.
Moving beyond the cost of providing the BA facility and the
opportunities to improve profits from this source, banks
were also concerned that outstanding BAs could be
converted into direct loan demand. This did not pose
problems when the amount of BAs outstanding was small.
But, with so many BAs outstanding and with a very short
average term in 1981 (about 30 days), the banks became
worried that a large volume of BAs maturing in a few days
could be converted into heavy loan demand on very short
notice. This would make it difficult to match bank deposit
liabilities to the increased loan demand and also to manage
bank cash. Finally, the banks became concerned that more
and more lower quality borrowers were asking for or
increasing their BA facilities, leading the banks to fear
additional exposure to defaults. In spite of all these
changes, BAs outstanding continued to soar, hitting $37
billion in September 1988.

G-G
which, when rolled over several times, could have a
term as long as five years.

expensive and/or difficult to raise money in their own
names via commercial paper, or by large and/or high
quality borrowers when the bank prime rate is above
BA rates net of the stamping fee by 25 basis points or
more. Indeed, BAs are very popular with large
corporations that can usually raise up to $1 billion in
just five or six business days using this vehicle. The
same large, high quality borrower would be lucky to
raise half this much money in five or six days in the
commercial paper market.
In addition to cost and size advantages, BAs offer
administrative advantages to the small and/or
infrequent borrower because the borrower does not
have to incur either the start-up costs normally
associated with a commercial paper programme
($50,000-$60,000 to prepare an information
memorandum and obtain a rating) or the ongoing costs
inherent in keeping a programme running.

11. Debentures Issued and Outstanding Payable
in Canadian Dollars

When an Acceptance matures, the holder presents it
to the "accepting bank". The borrower then redeems
the BA with funds on deposit at the bank although,
failing this, the accepting bank is required to redeem
it. (Dealers can also mature BAs held in safekeeping
for their clients.)
BAs can be issued in different currencies, although
most BAs outstanding are denominated in Canadian
dollars.
Under the 1980 Bank Act, borrowers are no longer
limited to the issuance of BAs against goods in the
process of being manufactured or warehoused
awaiting sale; BAs can now be issued by virtually any
borrower, including finance companies, utilities and
municipal governments.
From the point of view of a borrower, BAs are an
alternative to commercial paper and are a close
substitute for bank business loans. In fact, they are a
form of loan. (When a bank buys its own BAs for
investment purposes, these are included in general
loans and netted from the BAs outstanding shown on
page 4 of the Bank Statement.)
Bankers' Acceptances are often used by small
borrowers, by lesser quality borrowers, who find it

Debentures issued and outstanding payable in
Canadian dollars constitute the only item in the
banking system's capital account to be included in the
section dealing with Canadian dollar chartered bank
liabilities?5 (Shareholders' equity, which includes
paid-up capital, rest account and undivided profits at
the latest fiscal year end, is excluded from the WFS.)
Under the Bank Act, debentures outstanding for each
bank are limited to half the paid-in capital stock and
contributed surplus, retained earnings and general
reserve of the bank (equity). They may carry a sinking
fund or purchase fund but may not be redeemed or
repaid by the bank for at least five years (unless the
bank winds up). They may be convertible into shares.
In the case of default, debentures rank behind
depositor liabilities and all other liabilities of the bank
except those that, by their terms, rank equally with or
subordinate to such debentures.
Under the Bank Act passed in December 1980, banks are
able to issue foreign pay securities, preferred shares with or
without voting rights, convertible preferred shares and
common shares. This gives them greater flexibility in
raising new capital at the lowest possible cost and without
necessarily diluting the equity of the common shareholder.
In 1981, the Department of Finance, concerned about
bank leverage, exercised moral suasion to discourage banks
from issuing debentures and counting the proceeds as longterm capital available for leverage.
25
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Under the 1980 Bank Act, these debentures can be
issued in foreign currencies as well as in Canadian
dollars and must be at least five years in term. 26
Unlike deposits, this liability class is not subject to
reserve requirements.

Secondary (supplementary) capital includes all nonpermanent capital, such as retractable preferred
shares, subordinated debentures (unless they are
perpetual, i.e., 99 years or more) and convertible
debentures. When these securities are within five
years of maturity, the amount counted in secondary
(supplementary) capital will be amortized over five
years (e.g., a $100 million bond issue with five years
to maturity will lead to a reduction in secondary
(supplementary) capital of $20 million each year for
five years).
Because bank capital was so extensively defined in
1983, section 12 below discusses this area in more
detail.

12. Bank Capital 27
a) Components of Base CapitaPS
1,994
1,993

1,992
1,984

1,916
1,916
1,915
1,915
1,915
1,915

In 1983, the Inspector General of Banks (IG)
released a directive setting out new rules for defining a
bank's capital base. Under the new rules, banks were
required to split their capital into two parts-primary
(permanent) capital (redefined as "base" capital in
February 1985), which counts fully in the capital base,
and secondary capital (redefined as "supplementary"
capital in February 1985), which was given some
unspecified capital value by the Inspector General.
Primary (base) capital was defined to include retained
earnings, contributed surplus, reserves and securities
considered a permanent part of a bank's balance sheet.
Common and straight preferred shares, as well as
preferred shares convertible to common shares and
perpetual debentures, are included here.

In calculating the maximum amount of debentures that can
be issued, foreign pay debentures are valued in Canadian
dollars on the day prior to the bank's authorization of
additional debentures.
26
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Base capital for a chartered bank is defined to have
three key properties. It is permanent; it should be free
of mandatory fixed charges against earnings; and it
should be subordinated to the legal position of
depositors and other creditors of the bank. Given these
criteria, base capital clearly includes common
shareholders' equity-paid-up common shares,
contributed surplus, general reserve and retained
earnings.
However, other forms of capital, though lacking
27 This section draws upon a detailed 15-page letter to the
chartered banks by the Inspector General of Banks titled,
"Definition of Capital For Purposes of Measuring The
Capital Adequacy of Canadian Banks", March 3, 1983.
28 Primary capital was redefined as base capital and
secondary capital was redefined as supplementary capital in
a February 25, 1985 letter to the chartered banks by the then
Inspector General of banks. The terms "base capital" and
"supplementary capital" clarified the distinct Canadian
character of the definition of capital and the measurement of
its adequacy as per the March 1983 guidelines. Under the
1983 terminology, primary and secondary capital (using the
1983 terminology) could mistakenly be equated with
primary and secondary capital as defined by bank
supervisors in the United States. But, any such comparison
would be invalid because of the different treatment that
U.S. capital definitions give, for example, to allowances for
loan losses, investments in shares or associated corporations
and contingent liabilities.
Thus, the change from "primary" to "base" and from
"secondary" to "supplementary" was one of form only.

G
complete satisfaction of all three criteria, possess
enough of the criteria to be considered permanent.
These include:
appropnations for contingencies which are
considered a form of equity (however, specific
provisions are netted against assets and excluded
from the definition of base capital);
minority interest common shareholders' equity
attributable to consolidated subsidiaries;
permanent preferred shares (which, if the
dividend is cut or eliminated, do not constitute
grounds for bankruptcy) are defined as: perpetual
preferred shares where aggregate redemption
obligations do not, under any circumstances,
exceed 15 percent of the issue; and compulsory
convertible preferred shares, where conversion to
securities otherwise qualified as base capital
represents the holders only redemption option.

equity components of base capital remain predominant
and at a prudent level."
It is worthwhile noting here that, by the above
guidelines, virtually all subordinated debentures
would only qualify as supplementary capital. This is
because such securities usually do not provide
permanent capital, and they are subject to mandatory
interest payments which constitute a fixed charge
against bank earnings (i.e., they only satisfy one of
the three key criteria).
However, as noted above, there are specific
situations where bank debentures could have a
minimal obligation to meet a cash commitment and, in
these cases, they could be included in base capital.
Debentures that would qualify as base capital came up
for active discussion in 1983 through early 1985.
Thus, in June 1985 the IG wrote to the banks setting
out the terms and conditions under which perpetual
debentures would qualify as base capital. 29 The criteria
are as follows:

* the

long-term convertible preferred shares which
meet three criteria: an original term to maturity of
20 years or more; no redemptions occur in the first
10 years; and the maximum redemption obligation
in any single year is 5 percent or less of the
original issue amount. (A call feature in the bank's
favour would not disqualify these shares from
being considered base capital, since exercising the
call is subject to approval by the Inspector General
of Banks.)
permanent subordinated debentures, defined as:
mandatory conversion of convertible debentures
into securities qualifying as base capital where
there are no sinking fund, purchase fund or other
redemption obligations; or, where in the event of a
reduction in the common dividend, the debenture
interest obligation would be adjusted to reflect a
pro rata reduction, down to a maximum of 1
percent of the debenture face amount if the
common dividend has been omitted; or, where in
the event of a reduction in the common dividend,
accelerated conversion of the debentures into
securities that would qualify as base capital would
be mandatory.
All components of base capital count equally, and
there are no limits on the specific source of base
capital, although the Inspector General of Banks asked
banks to ensure that "the common shareholders'

debentures shall have a minimum term to
maturity of 99 years;
* there shall be no sinking fund, purchase fund
or similar provisions for retirement of the
debentures prior to maturity;
* the terms and conditions attached to the
debentures may provide that the debentures are
redeemable at the option of the issuer at any time
after five years of the date of issue but only with
the prior written approval of the Inspector General
of Banks;
* any provlSlon for the repurchase of the
debentures and any such repurchase by the issuer
or an affiliate of the issuer at any time prior to
maturity shall be subject to the prior written
approval of the Inspector General of Banks;
* in the event of insolvency or winding up of the
issuer, no payments with respect to the debentures
may be made until all deposit liabilities and other
liabilities, other than those that by their terms rank
equally with the debentures, have been paid in
full;
* the terms and conditions of the debentures
shall provide that in the event of a reduction in the
dividends on common shares from a reference
level the interest rate payable on the debentures
shall be reduced pro rata;

29 Letter from the Inspector General of Banks to chartered
banks, June 21, 1985.
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terms and conditions of the debentures
shall provide for simple interest only on
outstanding principal;
* the terms and conditions of the debentures
shall not provide for any form of compensation
with respect to any unpaid payments;
* notwithstanding the above, subject to the prior
approval of the Inspector General of Banks, the
terms and conditions of the debentures may
provide that the issuer will issue to the holder
common shares in compensation for any payment
not made on a "best effort" basis;
* other than for interest due and payable, there
shall be no term or condition attached to the
debentures that is an obligation of the bank which
could, during the term of the debentures, be
actionable by the debenture holders or any of
them;
* any amendment, revocation or addition to the
terms and conditions attached to the debentures
shall be subject to the prior written approval of the
Inspector General of Banks, except those
modifications which are required for correcting
ambiguity or defective or inconsistent provisions;
* bank debentures will be considered as
supplementary capital during the 20-year period
preceding their maturity;
* banks are asked to limit to 20 percent the
proportion of their base capital which is
represented by preferred shares and debentures.
Preferred shares or debentures already issued or
approved by the IG as being base capital prior to
June 21, 1985, were grandfathered.

b) Components of Supplementary CapitaPO

Supplementary capital is composed of residual
financial instruments that possess some of the features
of base capital but which substantially fail to meet at
least one of the three key elements of base capital.
Supplementary capital is defined below.
Bank only components which include redeemable
preferred shares defined as:

* preference

shares that have no redemption
obligations (sinking funds or purchase funds)
operative during the first five years of the issue,
and

30 Secondary capital was redefined as supplementary capital
in February 1985.
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* preference

shares which have no mandatory
retirement covenants in the event of missing a
dividend.

It is worth noting here that preferred shares with

shareholders' retraction privileges occurring within
five years of the issue date or shares with restrictive
covenants mandating accelerated redemptions in the
event of a dividend omission would automatically be
excluded from supplementary capital.
Subordinated debentures eligible as supplementary
capital are defined as:

* debentures

that are subordinate to the deposit
obligations of the bank;
* debentures that have a term at issue of five
years or more; and
* debentures that have no redemption feature
during the first five years.
From this, it will be noted that it is possible
debentures may not qualify for either base or
supplementary capital. Specifically, performance
covenants on such securities that could potentially
interfere with a bank's ability to conduct normal
banking operations could preclude such debentures
from inclusion in supplementary capital; for instance,
covenants mandating accelerated redemptions in the
event of failure to meet particular earnings coverage
tests.
Notwithstanding their separate legal status, the
senior securities of subsidiaries will generally qualify
for inclusion in consolidated supplementary capital
(add-on consolidation components) for measuring
capital adequacy for regulatory purposes, providing
there are no parent guarantees or other contractual
features governing the issue that could in effect rank
the investor's claims equal with or ahead of the claims
of bank depositors, and that such subsidiary issues
otherwise meet the minimum standards established for
the equivalent class of bank security.
On this basis, minority preferred shares of
subsidiaries will be regarded as an appropriate
component of consolidated supplementary capital
where the shares may not rank equally or ahead of the
deposits of the bank due to a parent bank guarantee or
by any other contractual means, and they meet the
minimum preferred share tests, i.e., the shares must
have no redemption obligations in the first five years
and no mandatory retirement covenants in the event of
missing a dividend.
Likewise, subsidiary debentures will qualify for

e
inclusion in consolidated supplementary capital where
they may not rank equally or ahead of the deposits of
the bank due to a parent bank guarantee or by any
other contractual means; they are fully subordinated to
the other liabilities of the subsidiary; and they meet the
minimum criteria for qualifying bank debentures,
namely, the requirement for a minimum five-year
term with no redemptions in the first five years and the
absence of special restrictive covenants.
For regulatory purposes, there are three general
of
limitations
governing
the
components
supplementary capital. First, the aggregate amount of
such capital may not exceed 1.0 times base capital. (In
deriving capital leverage ratios for regulatory
purposes, however, a bank's share investments in
Associated Corporations are to be deducted in full
from base capital.) This provision does not preclude a
bank from issuing more supplementary capital once it
has reached the ceiling for regulatory purposes.
However, where there is an excess it can subsequently
only be used when the ratio would otherwise drop.
Second, the minimum original maturity of financial
instruments included in supplementary capital must
exceed five years and must be free of any redemption
option or retraction obligation that could take effect in
the first five years. (For redeemable preferred shares
this limitation only applied to issues after March 3,
1983; it did not exclude issues already outstanding at
the time the new guidelines were issued.)
Third, supplementary capital components with a
remaining life of five years or less are subject to
straight-line amortization over the final five years. 3 1

c)

Capital Adequacy Guidelines

In 1983, the Inspector General set out capital
adequacy guidelines as follows:
As previously indicated, the Inspector General of
Banks has relied on the "own funds" concept for
conveying guidelines that relate to capital adequacy.
Accordingly, in the course of fiscal year 1982, the
Inspector General notified the industry that an
31 Specifically, supplementary capital over five years is
counted for 100 percent of value; capital with 4-5 years to
maturity is counted at 80 percent of value; capital with 3-4
years to maturity is counted at 60 percent of value; capital
with 2-3 years to maturity is counted at 40 percent of value;
capital with 1-2 years to maturity is counted at 20 percent of
value; and capital with under one year to maturity is not
counted for any value.

appropriate optimum leverage ratio for the largest,
well diversified Canadian banks should not exceed a
multiple of "own funds" to total assets of 30 times.
Small, less established banks were simultaneously
advised to limit leverage to 20 times, thereby
indicating the range for the leverage ratio considered
appropriate for capital planning in fiscal 1982.
The Inspector General of Banks intends future
capital adequacy guidelines will be consistent with
and produce approximately the same results as the
previous "own funds" concept of capital adequacy.
As per past practice, capital adequacy standards
will continue to be implemented on a bank-by-bank
basis, in accordance with the size of the institution, its
diversification of assets and liabilities, degree of risk
exposures, level of profitability and general
management
strengths,
including
liquidity
management. Accordingly, capital leverage ratios for
each bank will be established in consultation with the
Office of the Inspector General of Banks, whereby
the multiplier of leverage permitted on base capital
will vary by bank and in all cases will exceed the
multiplier of leverage attributed to supplementary
capital. 32

In other words, both base and supplementary capital
would count in the calculation, but a dollar of
supplementary capital would not count equally with a
dollar of base capital. In fact, the IG had various ratios
which it used internally including assets as a ratio of
base capital and a "base capital equivalent". The base
capital equivalent included net base capital plus onethird of adjusted supplementary capital net of
amortization.
In 1984 banks were active in guaranteeing about $1
billion of new preferred share equity financings
(dividends and the ultimate repayment of the shares).
(The bank's fee typically was 3/4 of 1 percent of the
value of the deal.) In many cases, these deals were to
help a corporate client pay down its bank loan to save
interest expense and/or obtain a large volume of funds
at the lowest cost (the equity issues of even low rated
firms received the same credit rating as the
guaranteeing bank). However, the sheer volume of the
financing and the riskiness of some of the firms being
accorded the guarantee led the IG to become
concerned about the riskiness of the financings to the
banks themselves; specifically, the IG was concerned
about the impact of such transactions on the bank's
own ability to issue equity. Thus, in late 1984 the IG
32 "Definition of Capital For Purposes of Measuring the
Capital Adequacy of Canadian Banks", Inspector General
of Banks, March 3, 1983.
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brought moral suasion to bear by saying he would
penalize institutions offering their guarantee by
deducting the dollar amount of future share issues so
guaranteed from the bank's capital base.
One exception is, however, permitted. In cases
where a company is in financial difficulty and is
seeking preferred share financing as part of a loan
workout, bank guarantees are allowed with no
reduction in the bank's capital base.
In late 1986 and through 1987, a key new
development was the British-U.S. joint znztzative
through the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
to introduce uniform minimum capital requirements
based on the risk profile of bank assets. In July 1988,
the BIS finally set out capital adequacy guidelines for
the G 10 countries. These guidelines were designed to
achieve two key objectives. The first objective is to
strengthen the soundness and stability of the
international banking system. Second, the guidelines
are determined in a way that was designed to be fair
and consistent in application to international banks in
different countries, i.e., to provide more uniform
world wide standards for banks operating in global
financial markets.
To achieve these two objectives, the BIS had to
establish minimum capital standards and, thus, had to
obtain general agreement on the definition of bank
capital. It also had to establish specific risk factors for
different bank assets to allow the weighting of bank
assets for credit and country transfer risk (but not for
interest rate or exchange rate risk).
From an operational perspective, there are two key
issues associated with the capital adequacy guidelines.
The first relates to the nature of bank assets. Here, the
BIS risk weighting approach sets up five categories for
risk weighting of balance sheet and off balance sheet
items. On the balance sheet, assets with very low risk
were given a risk weighting factor of 0, 10 percent or
20 percent. Moderate risk assets were given a risk
weighting of 50 percent. And, finally, higher risk
assets were assigned risk weightings of 100 percent.
The off balance sheet items are divided into eight
categories and converted to credit risk equivalents by
first mUltiplying the nominal principal amounts by a
credit conversion factor (0 percent, 20 percent, 50
percent or 100 percent); the resulting amounts are then
weighted as per the five risk weighting categories for
the balance sheet assets. Thus, when the weights are
applied to the various asset categories, both on and off
the balance sheet, a risk weighted asset value is
obtained for each bank in each country.
The second aspect is the capital required to support
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the risk adjusted asset base. Here, the BIS set a twotier requirement. The tier 1 requirement is that banks
have to have "core capital" equal to at least 4 percent
of adjusted assets by the end of 1992. Core capital is
defined to be common equity (common shares and
retained
earnings),
plus
disclosed
reserves
(appropriations for contingencies), non-cumulative
perpetual preferred shares, eligible 99-year debentures
and minority interests in the equity of subsidiaries.
The tier 2 requirement is that banks must have
"total capital" equal to 8 percent of risk adjusted
assets by the end of 1992. Tier 2 capital is defined to
be tier 1 core capital plus supplementary capital.
Supplementary capital includes: undisclosed reserves
and general loan loss reserves (i.e., where the loss
provisions are not set against specific loans with
specific losses), hybrid debt/equity capital (e.g., term
preferred shares), cumulative preferred shares, term
subordinated debt, hidden gains above book value for
bank premises, and up to 45 percent of unrealized
capital gains on securities. During the last five years to
maturity, term securities will be reduced in the capital
calculation by 20 percent per year and, in any event,
are limited to a maximum of 50 percent of tier I
capital.
Deductions from capital include "goodwill",
investments in subsidiaries engaged in banking and
finance which are not consolidated in national systems
(i.e., consolidation is assumed), and some unspecified
holdings of other banks' capital (at the discretion of
national authorities).
There are transition arrangements to the end of 1992
and an interim standard for 1990.
Within this broad framework of what could be
done, each country has some leeway to set risk
weighting groups and risk factors so they can interpret
the risk weighting guidelines conservatively or
liberally. In Canada, the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions (SF!) adopted a conservative approach,
partly to ensure the continued strong international
reputation of the Canadian banking system and partly
because, even with a strict interpretation, Canadian
banks generally now already meet the 1992 4 percent
core capital guideline and almost meet the 8 percent
total capital guideline. Specifically, the SF! does not
allow the banks to count general country risk
provisions as part of tier 2 capital, even though U.S.
banks can count a formula determined amount and
Japan can count it all. There are two reasons for this
policy; the SF! does not want to define capital in such
a way as to discourage Canadian banks from selling
off these assets, and LDC loan loss provisions, being
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specific and earrnearked, should be viewed as a
reduction in the value of bank loans and not as capital.
Second, the SF! does not allow the banks to include as
capital the unrealized capital gains on their real estate
holdings above book value (revaluation reserves). By
contrast, the U.K. allows this. Finally, the SF! does
not allow unrealized capital gains on securities to be
counted as part of revaluation reserves, while Japan
allows the full 45 percent of gains to be counted.
However, partly offsetting these three conservative
guidelines is the SFI rule that federal and provincial
government bonds and OECD country national bonds
would be assigned a zero risk weighting versus 10
percent or 20 percent being assigned in some other
countries.
One other short-term concession is that the SF! will
allow banks to count "existing goodwill" as part of
their core capital during the phase-in period to 1992.
Since this component arises when a bank has an asset
purchased above its book value, the main goodwill
component for Canadian banks arises from their
purchase of securities firms (these purchases are
recent, large, and for more than book value). But, this
existing goodwill will be phased out during the
transition phase (1990-1992). New "goodwill" paid
after November 1, 1988, will not be counted at all.
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In 1982 the Bank of Canada began to include
additional data on gross demand deposits in the
Weekly Financial Statistics. The Bank now provides a
weekly breakdown of demand deposits into personal
demand deposits and non-personal (other) deposits.
These data allow the analyst to track these two series
separately and to examine the relative speed with
which individuals and corporations are reducing their
reliance on demand deposits.

IV. CHARTERED BANK FOREIGN

CURRENCY ITEMS
Page 4 of the Bank of Canada WFS concludes by
presenting six asset and liability series in a category
called "chartered bank foreign currency items". The
six entries are net foreign assets, which include all
foreign currency assets netted against all foreign
currency liabilities, and five selected data series on
foreign currency business with Canadian residents
booked at chartered banks in Canada. This includes
foreign currency securities and loans and two classes
of foreign currency deposits.

14. Net Foreign Currency Assets
13. Gross Canadian Dollar Demand Deposits
The net foreign currency asset data shown in entry 14
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on page 4 is a repetition of the same data shown on
page 3, entry 28. The series is a product of all foreign
assets netted against all foreign liabilities (about 95
percent are denominated in U.S. dollars).
Foreign currency assets and liabilities of the:
Canadian banks expanded rapidly during the 1970s. In
fact, the rates of growth substantially exceeded those
of Canadian dollar operations. These trends were most
apparent during the last half of the 1970s when foreign
currency assets and liabilities grew at an annual rate of
over 25 percent compared with about 16.5 percent for
Canadian dollar counterparts. With this rapid growth,
the foreign currency business of the banks has come to
play an increasingly important role in the functioning
of the Canadian financial system and as part of the
complex linkages between Canada and international
financial markets.
The foreign currency assets of the Canadian banks
include three basic components. About 40-60 percent
of all foreign currency assets consist of standard Eurocurrency commercial loans (either in syndication with
a group of banks or involving only one bank) to both
Canadians and non-residents. This business probably
accounts for 80-90 percent of all Canadian banks'
foreign profits. The typical loan has a term of fiveeight years and an interest rate tied to the London
three- or six-month inter-bank offered rate (LIBOR).
Normally, the loans are made in U.S. dollars.
Another 25-40 percent of the Canadian banks'
foreign currency assets consist of deposits with other
banks (inter-bank deposits). These deposits, which are
short term in nature, serve as working balances to
accommodate foreign transactions and as a liquidity
safety valve for the banks' U.S. and Eurodollar
commercial loan activity (e.g., to match the term of
deposit inflows or to take positions on interest rate
changes). Because the gross spreads seldom exceed
114 percent, this business generates very little profit.
The remaining 5-20 percent of "other" foreign
currency assets consist of foreign securities which are
mainly issued by Canadian corporations. A small part
of this component is call loans (e.g., short-term U.S.
dollar loans to investment dealers and bond
dealers/stockbrokers), and a third element is gold coin
and bullion. "Other" foreign assets also include
accrued interest and items in transit.
On the foreign liability side, there are two main
components. The first is deposits of "other banks",
inter-bank liabilities which accounted for the majority
of total foreign currency deposit liabilities. The
second element, "other deposits", or non-bank
deposits, includes deposits of bank customers, multi-
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national companies and official international
institutions including central banks. Foreign liabilities
also include accrued interest and the foreign currency
debentures of the banks.
As noted in the discussion of net foreign assets on
page 3 of the Bank Statement, foreign liabilities
typically exceed foreign assets so that net foreign
assets are usually negative. This generally reflects the
extent to which Canadian banks are net buyers of
Canadian assets with foreign funds.
Foreign currency assets and liabilities can be
booked in Canada or booked abroad. The business
with Canadian residents booked in Canada is
discussed further in entries 15-16 below. However,
before discussing foreign business of Canadian
residents, it is worthwhile noting that foreign asset and
liability business with non-residents rose considerably
faster than the business with Canadian residents in the
latter half of the 1970s and in the early 1980s. After
1980, the relatively large drop in foreign liabilities
booked in Canada can be attributed in part to the 1980
Bank Act which established a 3 percent reserve
requirement against foreign deposits of residents
booked in Canada. Since there is no formal reserve
requirement on foreign deposits if they are raised
abroad, the Bank Act encourages chartered banks to
reduce foreign deposits booked in Canada and replace
them with foreign deposits booked abroad. From
December 1980 to early 1983, foreign currency
deposits were exempt from reserve requirements only
if they were issued to non-residents in registered form.
However, this regulation was relaxed in early 1983
when bearer term deposit notes were allowed to be
issued abroad free of reserve requirements so long as
they were designated as not for sale to Canadian
residents. This led to increased use of non-resident
foreign currency deposits.
Many of the foreign banks licensed in Canada since
1980 are especially active in borrowing foreign funds
outside Canada from non-residents, in both the
deposit and commercial paper markets (reserve free),
to help fund their foreign currency lending
programme at a more profitable spread. Foreign
buyers especially like the paper of foreign banks in
Canada, since they can buy it at a relatively high yield
with a parent bank guarantee and free of withholding
tax. This became so widespread in the early 1980s
that it had to be discouraged by moral suasion from the
Inspector General of Banks (now the Superintendant
of Financial Institutions). This was done by the IG
setting a guideline limiting foreign currency sources of
dollar assets. (However, this guideline still leaves the
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banks free to fund all foreign currency loans with
reserve free foreign deposits.)
In the end, however, the fact that a large volume of
foreign deposits are reserve free encourages banks to
run net foreign assets negative. However, if the NFA
series is negative (foreign currell,cy deposits are taken
to finance Canadian dollar loans), the foreign
exchange exposure would normally be covered by a
forward contract to reconvert the Canadian dollars
back to the foreign currency at a fixed exchange rate
when the deposit matures.
One final point is worth noting. The banks can
somewhat reduce the impact of Bank of Canada
tightening by increasing foreign liabilities (e.g., U.S.
Eurodollar CDs) by more than foreign assets.
However, foreign currency deposits are not looked on
as a large net source of money to finance Canadian
dollar operations. 33 In a given week, if the negative
figure increases or if a positive figure declines by, say,
$100 million, then this is a rough measure of the
extent of the net inflow.

15. Foreign Currency Business with Canadian
Residents (Booked at Chartered Banks in
Canada)
The comments above deal mainly with global foreign
asset and liability business of Canadian chartered
banks. However, the Bank of Canada also provides
five specific data series in the WFS covering "foreign
currency business with Canadian residents" (which is
also booked in Canada). These data, which are 95
percent U.S. dollars, are discussed below.

This series for securities was virtually zero in 197576, but it jumped to $4.5 billion at the end of 1978.
The substantial increase in 1977 and 1978 mainly
reflected the banks buying U.S. dollar term preferred
shares issued by Canadian companies, which gave
banks a tax free dividend return under the tax law
which existed at that time. However, the Federal
Budget of 1978 eliminated this tax advantage. This is
the main reason the entry 15a security class has fallen
since 1978.

b) Foreign Currency Loans (Booked in Canada)
The foreign currency loans entry represents loans
made in foreign currencies to Canadian residents
(booked in Canada). Thus, if a Canadian company
borrows $50 million U. S. from a Canadian bank in
Canada (including foreign banks chartered in
Canada), it shows up in this category, although if the
same company borrowed the money from a Canadian
branch outside Canada, it would not be recorded in
this data series. Also, this series does not include
foreign currency loans to Canadians from nonCanadian banks. If a Canadian company borrows $50
million U. S. from Citibank in the U. S. , this
transaction does not show up anywhere on the
Canadian Bank Statement. Finally, if a foreign
subsidiary of a Canadian company borrows in Canada,
it would also not be reported.

--e-

a) Securities
On the asset side, the WFS shows two series-the
value of foreign currency securities purchased from
Canadian residents and booked at chartered banks in
Canada as well as foreign currency loans granted to
Canadian residents and booked in Canada.

Although thf1 banking system may be able to escape Bank
of Canada tightening by resorting to foreign funds to
finance domestic loan demand, the economy as a whole
does not escape. For example, the inflow of funds would
put upward pressure on the exchange rate, and the cutting
edge of policy eventually becomes a higher valued
Canadian dollar rather than higher interest rates.
33
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As noted earlier, these loans are usually made in
U.S. dollars for a fixed term (five-eight years).
Typically, the loan rate floats on a spread above
LIBOR, the spread being recalculated at three- or sixmonth intervals. This series includes the U.S. dollar
loans to the Government of Canada on its standby
credit facility with Canadian banks.
The series rose very strongly (an annual rate of 30
percent over the period 1975-80), and in the first eight
months of 1981 it nearly doubled, from $10 billion to
$20 billion. The main reason for the jump in these
loans in 1981 (about $4 billion of the increase) was to
finance Canadian takeovers of foreign-owned
companies, especially in the energy field.
Before leaving the asset section, it is worthwhile
noting one other class of foreign asset booked in
Canada which is not shown on the Bank Statementdeposits with other banks.

16. Deposits
On the liability side, the WFS shows two deposit
series which, like foreign assets, are about 95 percent
in U.S. dollars. These two series represent foreign
deposit liabilities booked in Canada and fall far short
of foreign assets booked in Canada. This mainly
reflects two developments-the replacement of
foreign deposits booked in Canada with foreign
deposits booked abroad following the introduction of
the 1980 Bank Act, and a large increase in foreign
currency loans in 1981 which were funded abroad.

a) Deposits of Banks

The first deposit entry is foreign deposits of banks
with Canadian banks in Canada. This weekly entry
dates from November 1981.

b) Other Deposits

Prior to November 1981, the Bank of Canada reported
two series-"swapped deposits" and "other
deposits". Now these two are lumped together and
called "other deposits", mainly because swapped
deposits are no longer an important source of foreign
funds to the banks. In any case, the discussion which
follows will split "other deposits" into swapped
deposits and non-swapped deposits in order to provide
a format for discussing the mechanics of doing a
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swap. This is worthwhile because, although swaps
have become much less important to the banks since
the 1980 Bank Act changes, "split swaps" are quite
important in the money market.

i)

Other Deposits-Non-Swapped

Other foreign deposits (non-swapped) booked with
in
Canada
are
quite
Canadian
residents
straightforward and represent outright deposits of
foreign currencies by Canadian residents with
Canadian banks. (This includes chartered bank U.S.
dollar daily interest savings accounts-retail
deposits-introduced in late 1981.) On these deposits,
the depositor mayor may not cover the foreign
exchange risk in the foreign exchange market,
depending on whether or not depositors need foreign
currency to make future payments or whether or not
they want to speculate against currency changes.
These deposits showed substantial fluctuations in
the second half of the 1970s and 1980-81. In 1976, for
example, non-swapped deposits rose sharply,
reflecting heavy borrowing of foreign currencies by
Canadian credits. For example, the foreign currency
proceeds from new bond issues were often temporarily
deposited with Canadian banks prior to conversion,
and this boosted non-swapped deposits significantly.
(Both provincial governments and corporations issued
foreign pay securities heavily during 1976, in
response to the wide interest rate differential between
Canada, the U.S. and the Eurodollar market and, also,
in the case of corporations, the elimination of
withholding tax on new issue debt securities issued for
more than a five-year term.)
In 1977 and 1978 these deposits again rose
substantially from $5.8 billion to $10 billion as
depositors began to aggressively speculate about a
substantial fall in the Canadian dollar by selling
Canadian balances and converting these into u.S.
dollar deposits. These deposits continued to rise in
1979 and 1980 and, just prior to the new Bank Act in
November 1980, they totalled about $14 billion.
Since the 1980 Bank Act was passed, requiring
banks to hold reserves on these deposits effective
February 1, 1981, the banks have quoted less
attractive rates to reflect the reserve requirement. 34 As
a result, this deposit class showed a decline from 1981
34 On a 10 percent deposit, the 3 percent reserve requirement
adds 30 basis points to the bank's cost of a foreign deposit
booked in Canada.
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through early 1987. However, these deposits were
more than replaced with non-Canadian foreign
deposits which are reserve free.

ii) Other Deposits-Swapped
Since November 1981, swapped deposits are no
longer reported as a separate entry in the WFS. This
deletion was made because swaps outstanding fell
from about $1.5 billion, over the period 1975-1979, to
almost zero. As above, this mainly reflects the 3
percent reserve requirement on foreign deposits
booked in Canada with Canadian residents which also
applies to swapped deposits. However, swaps are
discussed here in a brief digression because banks are
doing them as split swaps and because swaps are still
very important to money market dealers.
Until the 1980 Bank Act revisions, swapped
deposits were, on occasion, an important source of
chartered bank deposits (another form of "purchase
money"), especially when Canadian monetary
conditions were tight and Canadian interest rates high
or rising relative to fully hedged U.S. domestic or
Eurodollar rates.
A money market dealer or bank "swap" is simply a
Canadian corporate's or individual resident's
Canadian dollar funds converted into a foreign
currency, usually U.S. dollars, which are placed on
fixed term deposit in a foreign currency bank CD and
which the bank has undertaken to reconvert to
Canadian dollars for the client through a foreign
exchange forward contract to the maturity date of the
deposit. Thus, the depositor starts out with Canadian
dollars and is repaid in Canadian funds when the
deposit and foreign exchange contract mature.
In foreign exchange jargon, the chartered bank or
money market dealer sells U.S. dollars at the spot
price to the client in exchange for Canadian dollars.
Simultaneously, the bank agrees to repurchase the
U.S. dollars from the customer for forward delivery
(in exchange for delivering the client Canadian
dollars) on a specific future date. Thus, bank swaps
outstanding represent the amounts of forward u.s.
dollars the banks are committed to purchase from
clients in the future.
The difference in rate between the spot purchase of
U.S. dollars for delivery to the client and their forward
sale by the client to the bank is taken into account by
the bank or dealer in the interest rate calculation.
Thus, the yield on the swap deposit is a function of the
fixed interest rate being paid for U.S. dollar term

deposits, plus or minus the spread between the spot
and forward rate for U.S. dollars, i.e., the yield effect
of the forward exchange transaction.
Since the spot purchase and forward sale of the
U.S. dollars and the interest rate on U.S. dollar term
deposits are negotiated simultaneously, swap rates are
quoted to customers on a net yield or "all-in" basis.
It is also important to note that the buyer of the swap
does not have any foreign exchange exposure because
of the simultaneous purchase and sale of U. S. dollars
(or other foreign currency) back to the individual
bank. However, the bank doing the swap does have an
exposure, which will usually be covered in the foreign
exchange market. 35
Prior to 1981, banks looked upon client swaps as a
deposit instrument to attract funds (at a certain cost)
which could then be loaned out, either in U.S. or
Canadian dollars.
The mechanics of putting a swap together are
outlined below using a set of interest rates and foreign
exchange rates for Canada and the U.S. which
prevailed in late 1976. This example was chosen
because it clearly illustrates how a lender can use the
forward foreign exchange market to achieve an
attractive return in a security class (swap), even
though the foreign security being purchased has a low
nominal rate of interest relative to the same Canadian
dollar security.
Specifically, on November 30, 1976, Canadian 62day bank deposit rates (e.g., BDNs) and Bankers'
Acceptances were quoted as 8 3/4 percent (per annum
basis), while the equivalent 62-day U.S. dollar bank
deposit was quoted in London at 4.9375 percent. The
spot value of the U.S. dollar in Canada was $1.0290
(Canadian dollar in New York at US$ 0.97181), while
the 62-day forward rate for the U.S. dollar in Canada
was $1.0363 (i.e., a 73-point premium to spot).
Assume a Canadian client walked into a Canadian
bank with $10 million Canadian. The bank would then
arrange a swap as follows: first, convert the $10
million Canadian to U.S. funds at the spot price;
C$ 10,000,000
1.0290

US$ 9,718,173

Second, invest the US$ 9,718,173 in the Eurodollar
deposit at 4.9375 percent for 62 days. This will

35 If the bank keeps the Canadian dollars obtained on a swap
and does not do a forward to offset the swap, then the bank
is likely using the money in Canada.
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generate US$ 82,638.21 of interest for 62 days on the
basis of the 360-day year for Euro-CDs.
Third, take the total U.S. dollar proceeds that will
be received at maturity (US$ 9,718,173 of principal
plus US$ 82,638.21 of interest, i.e., US$
9,800,811. 21) and convert these proceeds back to
Canadian dollars at the 62-day forward rate of
$1,0363: US$ 9,800,811.21 x 1.0363
C$
10,156,580.66.
The next step is to calculate the net "all-in" yield to
the Canadian investor. This is equal to the total
interest and foreign exchange pick up, C$
156,580.66, divided by the original amount invested,
multiplied by the term of the investment, which now
has to be based on a Canadian 365-day year, and
expressed as a percent, i.e.,
C$ 156,580.66

x

C$ 10,000,000

365

9.218%

62

Finally, the all-in yield on the swap (9.218 percent)
is compared with the return of 8 3/4 percent on the
straight Canadian dollar 62-day deposit. 36 Here it can
be seen that the investment in a swap deposit produced
a 46.8 basis point pick up over the straight Canadian
dollar yield. As a result, the lending client should
theoretically purchase the swapped deposit. 37
Nevertheless, attractive swap rates need not always
attract a lot of business. Swap deposits are generally
more illiquid than other deposits because they are
registered in the name of the holder and not done in
bearer form. Thus, they require a relatively higher
interest rate to attract lenders. 38
36 The formula for calculating the all-in yield on a swap is as
follows:

All in Yield

[~
S

(l

+ ~) -1] x 365
360

N

where S = Spot Value of US$ in Canadian dollars
F = Forward Value of US$ in Canadian dollars
i = The annual rate of interest on the Eurodollar
deposit
N = Number of days funds are invested
37 Generally speaking, lenders require at least a 10-20 basis
point pick-up on a swap compared to a straight deposit to
offset administrative and flexibility costs associated with
swapped deposits.
38 It is sometimes difficult to unwind both the foreign
security contract and the currency hedge contract at a profit
prior to the swap maturity.
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This actual numerical example demonstrates how
important the forward premium or discount is in
eliminating nominal interest rate differentials between
pairs of countries. In this actual case, the forward
premium on the U.S. dollar in Canada was so large
that it more than offset a 380 basis point interest rate
differential in favour of Canada.
This type of situation need not always prevail
however. There will be many occasions when the
lender will only pick up marginal yield (less than 10
basis points), and in other instances the swap may
actually produce a lower all-in yield than is available
on a domestic deposit. Indeed, over time, given the
existence of interest arbitrage, we would expect that
significant differences between domestic interest rates
and foreign rates, adjusted for the cost of forward
cover, would not last very long. Put differently, the
fully hedged yield differential between two countries
should be close to zero.
Chartered bank swaps now account for a very small
percentage of the total swaps outstanding. Dealer
arranged swaps, known as "split swaps," make up
the bulk of total swaps, although the banks are also
now active in the "split swap" market. Even without
the reserve requirement, the rate offered by a dealer on
a split swap was almost always better than a one bank
swap, since the dealer would always take the highest
yielding foreign CD at one bank and combine it with
the best foreign currency hedge which was usually
offered by a different bank. This allows the dealer to
offer a lender a swap which combines the best interest
rate and the best currency hedge available in the
market at a given point in time.
Swap deposits are a close substitute for Canadian
dollar deposits because, as far as the lender is
concerned, the swap is a Canadian dollar deposit since
there is no foreign exchange risk. 39 Thus, the banks can
theoretically use this vehicle to build liabilities and
assets and a bigger banking system.
Second, swaps traditionally have been done in
"block" size-generally $5 million or more. The
sheer size of the activity ensures that swaps are an
important factor in the money market.
Swap and split swap rates compete directly with the
rates money market dealers and banks quote on
various money market instruments, so an increase in
swaps outstanding generally means upward pressure
on interest rates. For example, the big jump in bank
swaps outstanding through 1974, from $900 million

39

There is credit risk, however.
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early in the year to a peak of almost $3 billion in
September 1974, was one of the major factors driving
short-term rates up in 1974.
On occasion, up to 1980, banks would offer a very
attractive swap rate, 50-60 basis points above money
market rates, to money market investors. When
money market dealers could not come close to
matching the chartered bank rate by doing a split swap
(where the dealer takes the highest yielding bank CD
and combines it with the best forward exchange rate),
money market participants would sometimes refer to
the attractive bank swaps as being "fabricated." This
term was used since it would appear that the all-in rate
quoted by the bank to the lender was not strictly built
up from actual Eurodollar CD rates adjusted for actual
currency hedges quoted and contracted in the market.
Rather, some money market participants felt that
when banks needed money both quickly and in large
size, they would sometimes start by quoting an
attractive all-in rate on swaps to their clients to obtain
the money and then simply work backwards to create
on their books a mix of Eurodollar CDs and CD rates
and foreign exchange forward rates to produce the allin rate.
This then raised the question as to where the bank
was "paying up": was it on the U.S. dollar deposit or
was it on the forward contract part of the swap?
Generally speaking, if a bank paid up on a swap, it
was on the deposit contract rather than the foreign
exchange portion of the transaction. There were two
reasons for this. First, the banks usually indicated that
if there was a "pay up" decision, it was normally a
deposit liability decision taken because the liability
side of the bank had been caught with not enough
funds to satisfy the given loan demand (and thus had
to "pay up" to get the money). On occasion,
however, the lending area may have made a large loan
and not adequately informed the people responsible
for funding it, thus putting the liability managers into
an offside position through no fault of their own.
Secondly, banks like to run a clean and businesslike
forward book. The foreign exchange departments of
most banks are not usually prepared to subsidize other
bank departments by offering more attractive rates
than they are quoting in the market. Generally
speaking, a bank department negotiating client swaps
has to take the bank's foreign exchange forwards as
given, thus implying that any "pay up" on a swap is
really a "pay up" on the Eurodollar deposit.
By the same token, however, there were occasions
when an attractive all-in swap rate would partly result
from an attractive forward hedge. In these instances,

the bank would be assuming some minor foreign
exchange risk since the foreign exchange hedge rates,
quoted as part of the all-in swap rate to the lending
client, would not represent the actual cost to the bank
of its covering hedge in the inter-bank market. In tum,
this situation might emerge, for example, if a bank
were to write forward foreign exchange contracts for
clients at rates which were off the market to cover or
finance an offside position in spot.
Even where the client's foreign exchange swap was
covered at market rates, it is also worthwhile noting
that there could be occasions when the entire term is
not hedged. For example, a 90-day client swap may
only be hedged by the bank in the inter-bank market
for 60 days. This means that the bank would be
assuming a foreign exchange risk on the "tail" of the
U.S. dollar CD.
In summary then, it is important to note that the
banks can have a small open foreign exchange
exposure on their swapped deposits from several
different sources.
The foreign exchange implications of swap
transactions will be discussed again in chapter 6.
However, it is worthwhile reiterating here that swap
deposits involve a spot sale of U.S. dollars to the
lender in exchange for his Canadian dollars, and these
create a potential demand for spot U.S. dollars by the
banks. At the same time, the bank has a commitment
to repurchase the U. S. dollars from the customer for
forward delivery. Thus, the lending client does not
have any foreign exchange exposure on a swapped
deposit.
Although the lending client is hedged with respect
to his foreign exchange risk, the chartered bank does
have an initial outright foreign exchange exposure
because of its commitment to deliver U.S. dollars to
the depositing client at spot and to repurchase the
client's U.S. dollars forward at a price set today. The
bank has two exposed positions-short U. S. dollars in
its spot book and long U.S. dollars in its forward
book.
In tum, the bank mayor may not react to this by
"covering" the forward exposure. A decision to cover
or not cover depends on many factors, including
expectations for the spot price and how the bank
wanted to use funds obtained on the swap.
Normally, however, a bank's foreign exchange
department would not want to take an exposed spot or
forward position for any extended period of time as a
result of expectations for the spot or forward price
arising out of client swap activity. This is because the
foreign exchange (FX) department usually has no need
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for the Canadian dollars obtained on the swap.
Instead, the FX department, with an exposure in both
the U.S. dollar spot and forward books, would
typically cover both positions by entering the FX
market to buy the spot U.S. dollar and sell it forward.
This offsets the FX exposure taken as a result of the
client swap.
The mechanics of this transaction involve the bank
converting Canadian funds obtained on the swap to
foreign currency and then investing the proceeds in a
foreign asset, usually a Eurodollar CD, to the same
date the swap matures. This covers the foreign
exchange exposure.
However, there is still a time or interest rate risk
here, because the future buy back of u.S. dollars has
not been done at a fixed price. The bank still has to
cover the forward exposure. This is done in the interbank market for foreign exchange by the bank selling
U.S. dollars forward for Canadian dollars to be
delivered to it on the day the client swap matures.
Here, a net capital outflow results when the chartered
bank buys U.S. dollars at spot and sells Canadian
dollars. However, this loss is offset when the forward
U.S. dollar sale contract matures and U.S. dollars are
converted back to Canadian.
Alternatively, the bank may decide not to cover all
the foreign exchange exposure. This might occur if the
bank's foreign exchange books were already
unbalanced (e.g., if the bank is already long in the
spot U.S. dollar and short the U.S. dollar for forward
delivery).
Secondly, the bank may not cover the exposed
position if it felt that the Canadian dollar would
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undergo a major revaluation before the swap matures.
In this case, the bank may act as a speculator (though
this is rare) and keep its short U.S. dollar spot position
and its long U.S. dollar forward position with the
expectation that the U.S. dollars it has to buy back in
the future from the client could be bought back at a
lower spot price on the day, or closer to the day, the
swap matures.
Here, net foreign assets would go negative (or more
negative) because of the foreign liability on the swap
with no offsetting foreign asset, and the bank will
have an open foreign exchange exposure. It is long the
Canadian dollar and short the foreign currency in the
spot market. Usually, however, the decision to do this
is made by the bank as a whole. The result is that the
bank's foreign exchange department would usually do
the same offsetting swap discussed above, only with
the bank's head office instead of in the market. As
above, the foreign exchange department itself ends up
flat.
One final point is important to note. The WFS, in
fact, tells us nothing about the overall foreign
exchange exposure of the banking system on these
client swaps, although the maximum potential
exposure is the total value of swapped deposits
outstanding.

17. Total (Foreign Currency Deposits Booked
with Canadian Residents)

Total foreign currency deposits booked with Canadian
residents is entry 16a plus entry 16b.
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I.

CHARTERED BANK CASH RESERVES

the two other components discussed below in entries
Ib and lc, are also calculated in a precise way as
specified in the Regulations to the Bank Act. Prior to
the 1980 Bank Act revision, banks were required to
calculate the deposit base subject to reserves by
averaging their reservable deposits on four
consecutive Wednesdays, ending with the second last
Wednesday of the previous month.
This lagged reserve requirement concept was
maintained under the Bank Act passed in late 1980.
Therefore, the exact deposit categories and the deposit
base subject to reserves are still predetermined at the
beginning of each month. However, the formula as
spelled out in Regulations to the Bank Act, which
became effective in February 1981, shows a small
technical alteration. The four consecutive Wednesday
average ends with the second Wednesday of the
previous month, not the second last Wednesday. 1 The
new formula produces the same results as the old one
in months where there are four Wednesdays, but the
formula period can differ by one week in months with
five Wednesdays.

Page 5 of the weekly Bank Statement presents the key
chartered bank cash and secondary reserve data. These
data cover both domestic Canadian banks and foreign
banks which received Canadian bank charters under
the 1980 Bank Act. This page is keyed to and presents
all the reserve data in table C 10 of the monthly Bank
of Canada Review, as well as four additional series
relevant to the reserve calculation which are not
included in table C 10. The top half of the page sets out
cash reserve calculations, while the second half of the
page elaborates on the secondary reserves. For cash
reserves, historical data are included to cover two
averaging periods each month for a six-month time
period, and the required reserves are also set out for
the upcoming month. Until September 1, 1983,
reservable days were the nine to twelve "business
days" for each two-week period, but since then a
weighted averaging procedure has been adopted to, in
effect, give recognition to bank reserve holdings on
Saturday and Sunday.
The cash reserves data divides into three parts. The
first set of data, covering entries la, Ib, lc, Id, 2a and
2c, includes information relevant to the calculation of
required reserves. The second set of data covers
entries 3a, 3b and 3c and sets out how the required
reserves are being held by the chartered banks. The
last three entries, 6a, 6b and 6c, deal with excess cash
reserves (i.e., actual reserves held less the required
minimum).

The second, and by far the largest, category subject to
reserves is Canadian currency time and/or notice
deposits. The method of averaging these deposits to
arrive at the statutory deposit base is the same as set
out above in la.

1. Statutory Deposits

c)

There are three deposit categories against which banks
have to hold reserves as set out in section 208 of the
Bank Act. These categories are shown separately on
the Statement. All the deposit categories are
predetermined at the beginning of each month.

The last deposit category subject to reserves is foreign
currency deposits booked at Canadian bank branches
with Canadian residents. Here again, the statutory
deposit base is predetermined at the beginning of each
month and calculated using the four Wednesday
average noted above. For purposes of the reserve
calculation, foreign deposits against which reserves
have to be held are translated into a Canadian dollar
figure at the close of business each Wednesday.
Non-resident deposits and Canadian resident
deposits booked outside Canada are not included in
the statutory deposit base and thus are not subject to

a) Canadian Dollar Demand Deposits
The first deposit category against which reserves must
be held is Canadian currency demand deposits. This
category is defined in Regulations to the Bank Act to
include deposits for Wednesdays which are payable on
demand. The federal government demand deposit
tranche is included in this category.
This component of the reservable deposit base, and

b) Canadian Dollar Notice Deposits

Foreign Currency Deposits

1 If a Wednesday is not a reservable day (e.g., a holiday),
the calculation is done on the reservable day immediately
preceding.
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reserves. Over the period 1981 to early 1983, foreign
currency deposits were exempt from reserve
requirements only if they were issued in registered
form to non-residents or Canadian residents booking
deposits abroad. In cases where the residency of the
foreign-pay paper holder was not known, e.g., in the
case of any bearer term note or deposit instrument, the
holder was assumed to be Canadian. Thus, the deposit
was automatically subject to reserves. In early 1983
this regulation was relaxed to permit bearer deposit
notes to be issued abroad, reserve free, as long as they
were clearly designated as not for sale to Canadian
residents.

d) Adjustments for Previous Periods
The entry "adjustments for previous periods"
incorporates revisions to data already reported and
used in determining a previous month's required
primary reserves. The appropriate cash reserve ratios
are applied to these revised data. Then, the required
primary reserves for the month in which the revisions
are reported are increased or decreased accordingly.

e) Deposits Not Subject to Reserve Requirements
Under the 1980 Bank Act, certain important deposits
which formerly had to have reserves held against them
were made reserve free. 2
First, deposits that are properly held under RRSPs
and retirement income plans are now reserve free.
There are two reasons for this. Such deposits are
unlike ordinary deposits in that they are normally for a
longer term, and these plans should not leave banks at
a competitive disadvantage to other institutions
offering these plans that are not subject to reserves.
Second, deposits from other banks (inter-bank

2 The 1980 Bank Act continues to impose reserve
requirements on both non-cashable Canadian notice
deposits with a term to maturity of one year or more and
cashable notice deposits, which are over one year in term,
even if they are not cashable until after one year from issue
date. Originally, this requirement was removed in Bank Act
draft bills, but successful trust company lobbying has
deferred this until the new trust and loan legislation is out of
the way. When the new trust and loan legislation is passed,
an amendment is likely to be included to the Bank Act to
drop this reserve requirement on over one year CDs.
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deposits) no longer carry a reserve requirement on the
grounds that these funds are already subject to
reserves in one bank. This avoids requiring reserves to
be held twice against the same deposits.
Third, non-interest bearing demand deposits with
banks by non-bank members of the Canadian
Payments Association are now exempt from reserve
requirements. This change was made to encourage
chartered banks to handle the clearing accounts of
smaller near banks, thus facilitating the operations of
the Canadian Payments Association.
Fourth, Canadian currency deposits of nonresidents (including all bearer term notes or bearer
deposit instruments) booked with bank branch offices
outside Canada are no longer subject to reserve
requirements. This enables Canadian banks to
compete in the Euro-Canadian dollar market on an
equal footing with other foreign institutions.

2. Cash Reserves

a) Required Minimum
While entries 1a, 1band 1c set out the deposit base
subject to reserves, entry 2a sets out the dollar value of
the minimum level of reserves which the banks are
required by law to hold. This figure is calculated by
applying the relevant required reserve ratio discussed
below to the statutory deposit base noted above. There
are three key reserve ratios which go into this reserve
calculation.

b) The Required Reserve Ratios
The required cash reserve ratios are prescribed by the
Bank Act. From February 1968 to January 1981, the
required ratios were 12 percent for Canadian dollar
demand deposits and 4 percent for Canadian dollar
notice deposits. The 1980 Act established new reserve
requirements as follows: as of September 1984 the
required ratios are 10 percent for reservable Canadian
dollar demand deposits, 2 percent for reservable
Canadian dollar notice deposits up to $500 million at
each bank, plus 1 percent for the amount by which a
bank's reservable Canadian dollar notice deposits
exceed $500 million, and 3 percent for reservab1e
foreign currency deposits (deposits of Canadian

e
residents on the books of banks in Canada). 3
Knowing the reserve requirement ratios for the
three classes of deposits and the precise deposit base
calculated above in entries 1a, 1band 1c, a required
minimum dollar cash reserve figure is calculated for
each component of the deposit base. The three
components are then summed, and the total is set out
in entry 2a. These deposits do not earn interest.
Effective January 1969, the chartered banks were
required to maintain the minimum cash reserve ratio
on a half-monthly rather than on a monthly basis. The
two averaging periods shown on the Bank Statement
are the reservable days up to and including the
fifteenth of the month and all the other remaining days
of the month. Until September 1, 1983, reservable
days were business days only. Since September 1, a
weighted averaging system has been used for reserve
calculation purposes. This is discussed separately in
entry 3c.
This two-week averaging period gives the Bank of
Canada tighter control over bank reserves since
chartered banks have less scope to depart from the

required minimum at any point in time, given that they
have fewer days to make up any shortfall in reserves
actually held (i.e., banks must hold more
stable/predictable reserves). Also, any move by the
Bank to tighten or loosen encourages or forces
chartered banks to respond faster. Thus, the two-week
averaging period increases effective control over the
system by the Bank.

-fl-e-

des dep8ts
sujets

reserves

3.918

The reductions in reserve requirements were phased in at
six-month intervals over a three and a half year period to
avoid distortions in the market which would require
substantial Bank of Canada activities to offset the cash
injections.
It is worth noting here that because of differential reserve
requirements a shift in the deposit mix at any bank, or in the
system as a whole, produces a shift in primary reserve
requirements. A shift of funds from time deposits to
demand deposits, for example, will force banks to hold
more cash reserves one month later. This is why banks have
usually held more reserves in December when, for example,
a CSB campaign has been under way in November (e.g., if
people take $10 billion out of their savings accounts where
the reserve requirement is 3 percent, to buy CSBs in
November, and the government takes this money and
redeposits it in its demand accounts where the reserve
requirement is 10 percent, chartered banks would have to
begin holding $700 million more of reserves one month
later) .
Prior to 1954, central bank control was exerted through a
cash reserve requirement of 5 percent against both demand
and notice deposits. Here, shifts among the various deposit
classes did not affect potential money supply. When the
Bank Act was revised in 1954, the Bank of Canada was
given the power to increase the cash reserve requirement to
8 percent (which it did) and was also given the authority to
vary the cash reserve requirements between 8 and 12
percent. The Bank did not have the power to vary the
reserve requirement under either the 1967 Bank Act
revision or the 1980 revision.
3

5,329

3.841

5,417

3.863

5,499

3.900

5,632

3.912

5,613

3.934

Banks that are not direct clearers only have to meet
the reserve requirement monthly.

c)

Required (Cash Reserves) as a Ratio of Total
Statutory Deposits

Entry 2c is the weighted average reserve
requirement-total required reserves divided by the
statutory deposit base. Decreases in this ratio can
reflect either a reduction in the individual reserve
ratios themselves (only when the Bank Act is
changed) or a shift of funds from deposit classes with
relatively high required reserve ratios to classes with
lower required ratios. Increases in the ratio generally
reflect a shift of funds from time deposits to demand
deposits. Given fixed reserve ratios, the average
requirement can only change when the deposit mix
changes.
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3. Cash Reserves Actually Held (Eligible
Reserve Components)
Having calculated the required reserve holdings,
banks then have to meet this reserve requirement on a
twice monthly basis.
Within this framework, sound management of cash
and reserves within the month is critical since the
potential claim on bank cash is the total of all deposits.
Thus, bank cash acts as the buffer between deposits
and withdrawals each day.
When there is a net shortage of cash (actual cash
reserves fall below the required reserves), banks will
usually rais~ cash by calling day or call loans, selling
liquid securities, issuing CDs or BDNs or borrowing
via the inter-bank market. If this is not done, the bank
will have to sell less liquid assets or borrow from the
Bank of Canada.
Typically, banks will run their actual reserve
holdings so that they are onside on the last day or the
second last day of each two-week averaging period.
This means that they may be offside on some days
within the period, as long as this is made up by higher
reserve holdings on other days.
Data on the actual reserves held by the chartered
banks are shown in entries 3a, 3b and 3c. There are
three ways the banks can hold their reserves.
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B818/

3,512
3,512

2,204
2,177

5,716
5,690

3,057
3,057

2,319
2,342

5,376
5,398

3,043
3,043

2,438
2,457

5,481
5,500

3,000
3,000

2,572
2,629

5.572
5,628

3,118
3,118

2,547
2,612

5,665
5,730

3,106

2,563

5,669

a) Statutory Coin and Bank of Canada Notes
Entry 3a incorporates two forms of reserve holdingsvault or till coins (excluding gold coins) with a face
value of $2 or less, and vault or till Bank of Canada
paper notes. 4 Coin and paper note holdings now
account for over 50 percent of total reserves held. The
chartered banknote and coin component of reserves
held is predetermined for each month by applying the
same four Wednesdays' formula used to calculate the
statutory deposit base. That is, to calculate the vault
and till money note and coin component (entry 3a),
banks are required to average their vault and till
holdings at the close of business on Wednesday in
each of the four consecutive weeks, ending with the
second Wednesday of the previous month.
b) Bank of Canada Deposits
The third way chartered banks can hold reserves is as
Canadian dollar deposits at the Bank of Canada. 5 This
Under the Bank Act in force from 1968 to 1980, banks
were not allowed to count Canadian coin as part of their
reserves. This caused problems because banks are required,
in practice, to accept coin on deposit. But, since banks do
not earn interest on coin and could not count it for reserves,
they had a natural aversion to holding coin which
manifested itself in coin shortages at certain times of the
year. This was solved with the Bank Act passed in
December 1980 under which banks, since February 1981,
are allowed to count Canadian coins (excluding gold coins)
as part of their reserves.
5 Since 1980 there has been a fourth way for banks to hold
primary reserves. Two banks may, with the (written)
approval of the Bank of Canada, enter into a written
agreement whereby one bank maintains a Canadian
currency deposit in a special "reserve account" with the
other bank in lieu of deposits at the Bank of Canada. These
special reserve account deposits will be deemed to have
been deposited at the Bank of Canada. The depositing bank,
however, will have to advise the other bank before the last
reservable day of each month of the minimum average daily
balance that it will maintain in the reserve account during
the following month. The bank accepting these special
reserve account deposits in tum has to hold the total amount
of these deposits in its deposit account at the Bank of
Canada, over and above its own reserves. These accounts
can be terminated by either of the two chartered banks or by
the Bank of Canada withdrawing its approval.
It would appear that this special facility will only be
granted to foreign banks which do not have to hold enough
reserves to make it worthwhile to have a reserve account at
the Bank of Canada. (Regardless of how a foreign bank
holds its reserve, it will have access to a line of credit at the
Bank of Canada.)
4

8-0
component of the reserve holdings is calculated
differently from the eligible note and coin holdings.
Here, deposits with the Bank of Canada are averaged
for each reservable day of the current period.

c)

Total Reserves Held

Entry 3c is the total of entries 3a and 3b.

4. Weighted Averaging for Chartered Bank
Reserves

a) Seven-Day versus Five-Day Averaging
Chartered bank deposits at the Bank of Canada is the
one element in the reserve calculation which is not
predetermined at the beginning of each month. Until
September 1, 1983, this reserve amount was an
average of the reserves held for each business day of
each two-week averaging period. However, as of
September 1, 1983, reserves are calculated on a
weighted average basis.
This shift in the calculation procedure was initiated
in late 1981 when several of the bigger banks began to
question the five-day averaging formula. They felt the
system was being abused, especially by new foreign
banks aggressively playing the "weekend game", and
that this would also force the big banks to play the
weekend game more aggressively and destabilize the
call loan market further.
The weekend game came about because, at that
time, the chartered bank deposit at the Bank of Canada
was calculated on the basis of a five-day week, with
each business day equal to one averaging day in the
two bi-monthly averaging periods. Saturday and
Sunday (and any legal weekday holiday) were not
reservable days, thus banks received no credit for
reserves held on those days. However, because bank
investments earn interest for all seven days of the
week, the banks preferred to aggressively lower their
reserves on Thursday and Friday, using these funds
either to make interest earning call loans or to
purchase short-term interest earning securities to be
held over the weekend. These assets were then
liquidated on Monday or Tuesday and the reserve
balances restored. When banks acted in this way, they
earned three days' interest (Friday, Saturday and
Sunday) but only lost one day's reserve credit with the
Bank of Canada over the weekend i. e., Monday,

when the cheque cleared to pay for the secuntIes
purchased on Friday. Put another way, as long as the
Friday interest rate was more than 113 of the expected
Monday interest rate, there was a strong incentive for
banks to "over-invest" or "under-borrow" for
weekends and holidays (because those periods did not
count as reservable days but were included in the
calculation of interest on assets held). This caused
what was commonly referred to as "the weekend
problem" .
Specifically, the activity typically pushed both the
call loan rate and short Treasury Bill rates sharply
lower on Friday and resulted in a general interest rate
backup on Monday and Tuesday. In the case of call
loans, the Friday/Monday call loan spread could
average 250 basis points, although overnight rates
sometimes varied as much as 700 basis points from
"normal" mid-week levels. For three-month Treasury
Bills, the yield variation could be 5-15 basis points. In
1982, the problem caused by five-day averaging led to
suggestions that the primary reserve averaging
formula be changed in a way that would actually or
effectively amount to a move from five to seven
reservable days per week. Chartered banks proposed a
back-dating approach whereby the reserve level on the
first day following a non-reservable day (e.g.,
weekends) would apply to the immediately preceding
days (i.e., Monday reserve levels would count for
Saturdays and Sundays).
The Bank of Canada set out a positive response to
the bank plan when it stated:
The essential idea is that a system of averaging that
actually or effectively included all seven days of the
week would smooth out the intra-week pattern in
short-term interest rates and thereby make the
functioning of the reserve system more predictable. In
other words, the daily level of short-term interest
rates would no longer be affected by a major
technicality and would be more indicative of
fundamental money market conditions. 6

Thus, the Bank of Canada saw two main
advantages for the seven-day reserve averaging
system. First, there would be less distortion and
volatility in the market since there would be less
incentive for banks to play the weekend game.
Second, and a by-product of this, market efficiency
would be improved since movements in interest rates
6 Letter from G.K. Bouey, Governor of the Bank of
Canada, to R.M. MacIntosh, President, Canadian Bankers'
Association, dated December 2, 1982.
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would reflect more closely the supply and demand for
funds for various terms to maturity. Also, there would
be a more even pattern of maturity dates for short-term
paper. With five-day averaging, although short-term
borrowers would love to issue paper on Friday when
five-day averaging artificially lowered rates, no lender
would buy the paper. Consequently, very few BAs or
other short paper matured on Fridays prior to sevenday averaging.
There would appear to be one other relatively small
technical advantage. Specifically, foreign buyers of
Canadian dollar securities may be willing to hold more
Canadian securities. This is because some investors
avoided short-term Canadian investments on a
Thursday-Friday because of the low weekend rate.
There is one negative, though, from the
government's viewpoint. Cheaper financing over the
weekend did contribute to some artificial interest in
three-month Treasury Bills at the Thursday tender,
especially when dealers saw a flush banking system
and a sharp break in the overnight rate. As a result, the
government was able to obtain a lower overall cost of
funds. Under seven-day averaging, with less chance
of a reduction in short rates over the weekend, dealers
bid less aggressively at the Thursday tender. This may
cause the tender average and, therefore, the Bank rate
to generally track slightly higher than would otherwise
be the case.
In a letter to the chartered banks in December 1982,
the Bank of Canada noted:
further study identified certain problems with that
approach, particularly in instances where such backdating would involve two different reserve averaging
periods ... On the other hand, a system of weighted
averaging based on the present reservable days would
seem to avoid these difficulties while achieving the
same basic result. (Author's note: the Bank's point is
that Saturday and Sunday must be included in the
same averaging period as the Monday even if, for
example, the Monday was the first day of a new
averaging period.)
Specifically, this could be achieved by revising
section 4( 1)(g) of the existing Reserves Regulations
so as to articulate the arithmetic of weighted
averaging, and to define the weight for any reservable
day as the sum of 1 plus the number of days since the
immediately preceding reservable day ... For
example, the typical weight for Monday would be 3,
and the weight for the day after a single mid-week
holiday would be 2. In this way the reserve impact of
lending and borrowing by banks over weekends and
holidays would be magnified to be proportionate to
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the number of days for which interest would be
earned or paid. The calculation of secondary reserves
would also be altered, in that excess primary reserves
would be included on a weighted, as opposed to an
actual, basis (emphasis supplied). However, the day
loan and treasury bill components of secondary
reserves would not be weighted since, unlike cash
reserves, they do earn interest. 7
The text of the proposed new regulation was
published in the Canada Gazette on June 11, 1983.
On August 24, 1983, an Order in Council was passed
to revise the Regulations under the Bank Act. This
was done by replacing the simple averaging system set
out in paragraph 4(1 )(g) of the Reserves Regulations
with a weighted average system, as follows:
(g) the amount determined to be the amount of
deposits in Canadian currency of the bank with the
Bank of Canada in respect of the period shall be an
amount equal to the quotient obtained by dividing.
(i) the sum of the products obtained by multiplying
the amount of deposits in Canadian currency of the
bank with the Bank of Canada at the close of business
on each reservable day of the period by a number
equal to the factor for that reservable day
by
(ii) a number equal to the sum of the factor for each
reservable day of the period where the factor for a
reservable day equals one plus the number of nonreservable days, if any, elapsed since the immediately
preceding reservable day. 8
The Bank of Canada set out the arithmetic for
seven-day reserve averaging in the Review, September
1983.
For the first reserve averaging period 10
September, which ran from 1 September to 15
September, the schedule of weights was as
follows:

Monday

holiday
3

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

4

1

1
1

1
1
1

Ibid.
Canada Gazette, p. 5367, June 11,1983, and Order in
Council, August24, 1983.
7

8
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The weight for Tuesday, 6 September,
immediately following the Labour Day holiday
is worth noting. On that occasion the definition
"one plus the number of immediately preceding
non-reservable days", gave a weight of 4. The
sum of the weights for the period was 15. 9
The new regulations became effective September 1,
1983. This was immediately followed by a much more
stable call loan rate.

b) Seven-Day Averaging with Retroactive (Same
Day) Settlement
The move to retroactive settlement for daily clearings
on July 16, 1986, discussed in chapter 3, part I, also
necessitated a small change in the way weighted
average daily reserve positions of chartered banks
were calculated. Under seven-day reserve averaging
prior to July 16, 1986, a weight of three was applied to
Monday reserve balances in calculating the average
reserve position, while other weekdays were typically
given a weight of one (see point 4a). This reflected the
fact that the Friday clearings were not settled until
after the weekend on Monday. However, with
retroactive settlement, a bank that invests funds on a
Friday for three days over the weekend has the reserve
effect of this transaction dated on the books of the
Bank of Canada as at the same day. Thus, under
retroactive settlement, reserve balances held on
Fridays also count for Saturday and Sunday.
Therefore, an Order in Council was passed on June
26, 1986, to take effect July 16, revising the
regulations under the Bank Act respecting primary
reserves. The new regulation set the weight applied to
Friday balances before a regular weekend at three and
the weight for balances held on other days at one.
These weights are adjusted for days preceding a
holiday.
The change in reserve regulations are as follows:
All that portion of paragraph 4( 1)(g) of the Reserves
Regulations following subparagraph (ii) thereof is
revoked and the following substituted therefore:

"Revision to the reserves regulations: Introducing
weighted averaging", Bank of Canada Review, September
1983, pp. 17-20.

9

Where the factor for a reservable day equals one plus
the number of non-reservable days, if any,
immediately following the reservable day. 10

5. The Concept of Lagged Reserve Accounting
At the beginning of each month, both the chartered
banks and the Bank of Canada know the exact deposit
base and the exact amount of reserves the banks have
to hold for the upcoming month (the level of required
reserves is predetermined and set out in entry 2a).
Against this, the banks and the Bank of Canada also
know exactly how much of the required reserve can be
met by the previous month's vault and till notes and
coin, and this figure is set out in entry 3a. Thus, the
only variable that the chartered banks and the Bank of
Canada have to be concerned with for "in-month"
operating decisions is the chartered bank deposit at
the Bank of Canada, entry 3b. This one variable bears
all the current month's reserve adjustments by both the
chartered banks and the Bank of Canada. Chartered
banks can and do adjust their deposits at the Bank each
day within the month to keep reserves actually held
close to the required predetermined target for the
month. However, they are unable to influence the
average cash reserve ratio for the current month or the
reserves actually needed to be held against deposits,
since these have already been predetermined. Thus,
the actual observable excess cash reserve ratio,
discussed below in entry 6a, reflects Bank of Canada
policy, not chartered bank policy.
Lagged reserve accounting offers a number of
advantages which improve the Bank of Canada's
control over the supply of reserves and enables
chartered banks to manage their reserves more
efficiently. From the Bank of Canada's point of view,
lagged reserve accounting simplifies cash reserve
management and monetary policy, since the Bank
knows in advance the exact reserves required and how
much of this can be met with vault and till cash.
Therefore, all it has to be concerned with for in-month
monetary control are actual reserves (total and excess)
held each day by the banks at the Bank of Canada.
These data are readily available.
By contrast, under contemporaneous reserve

10 Technical note: "Introduction of retroactive settlement for
the daily clearing of cheques and other payment items",
J.F. Dingle, Bank of Canada Review, August 1986, pp. 56.
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accounting (CRA) , where reserves would have to be
held against the current level of deposits, the Bank of
Canada would not know precisely what reserves were
going to be required. This would hold because the
Bank would not know the precise deposit base against
which reserves have to be held. Additionally, it would
not know what reserves the banks actually held, since
the current vault cash component of reserves would
have to be estimated, given the lags in obtaining the
actual data from all the branches of a chartered bank.
Thus, there would be elements of uncertainty in
calculating both the supply and demand for reserves.
Furthermore, if the situation in the financial market
were unstable and the Bank of Canada wanted to
adjust it, the Bank might find this difficult to do. This
would occur because the Bank would not know, for
example, if a loose system resulted from a drop in
required reserves or an increase in total reserves held
by the banks. Given contemporaneous reserve
accounting, the Bank of Canada probably would have
to make more daily adjustments to the system than it
would under the more fixed and predetermined
system.
Lagged reserve accounting also helps chartered
banks manage their cash and reserve positions more
efficiently. That is, it focuses bank attention on only
one thing (meeting the reserve requirement) rather
than on two things (deriving the reserve requirement
and then meeting it). It is difficult and expensive for a
bank with many branches to always be up to date in
knowing its deposit liabilities and vault cash for all
branches across the country on a day-by-day basis.
Overall then, because both the Bank of Canada and
the chartered banks know the required reserves in
advance and how much of this can be met using vault
and till cash, the adjustments each day are less than
they would have to be under contemporaneous reserve
requirements. II
II It is interesting to note that some studies in the U.S. show
that lagged reserve accounting (LRA) led to increased
volatility in interest rates. (See "Lagged reserve
requirements: Implications for monetary control and bank
reserve management", Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
Review, May 1980, pp. 7-20.) This mainly results because
under LRA there is no mechanism which automatically
eliminates reserve excesses or deficiencies during the
current week, since required reserves are fixed and based on
last month's deposits. For example, if total reserves
increase in a given week, excess reserves will automatically
rise. If these excess reserves are then loaned out and
subsequently lead to a rise in banking system deposits, the
excess reserves will still remain in the system in the short
run regardless of the actions taken by the banks. On the
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6. Excess Cash Reserves
Three entries on excess cash reserves complete the
cash reserves table shown on the top of page 5 of the
weekly Statement. These three entries are probably
the most important pieces of data shown on the entire
Bank Statement.

aJ Dollar Amount of Excess Cash Reserves

The dollar amount of excess cash reserves is total
reserves held less required reserves, entry 3c less entry
2a. Banks generally try to keep a low level of excess
cash reserves (and may even run their excess cash
negative for part of an averaging period), because cash
reserves do not earn any interest. Typically, this
means that while excess cash reserves will be kept
close to zero they will normally be above zero, since
banks do not want to run too close to the required
minimum, especially late in the period. The higher the
level of excess reserves, the more liquidity is in the
banking system. This figure will normally range from
a low of $10-25 million, when the Bank of Canada has
a tight cash setting, to a high of $150 million when the
Bank of Canada has a loose cash setting. A roughly
neutral figure is about $50-75 million at the present
time. 12

other hand, under contemporaneous reserve requirements,
as soon as the banks loan out their excess reserves and end
up with increased deposits, bank required reserves would
also rise to reflect the higher deposit base, thus using up the
excess reserves. That is, under contemporaneous reserve
accounting, there is an automatic mechanism which serves
to eliminate the excess reserves in the short run.
Against the background of LRA, the Bank of Canada has
to act to absorb or increase the excess reserves each day in
response to the deposit liabilities of the banking system in
the previous month. Because chartered banks are not able
to influence their required reserves in the short term, this
tends to force the Bank of Canada to supply the reserves
needed by chartered banks to meet their required reserves.
Therefore, lagged reserve accounting may tend to
encourage the Bank of Canada to passively accommodate
growth in bank credit instead of pursuing an active and
independent monetary policy.
12 These figures include Bank advances to the chartered
banks, shown on page 1 of the WFS. They have to be netted
out of the excess cash figures to obtain a true picture of the
liquidity position of the system.
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At this point, It IS important to note that these
excess cash figures taken by themselves do not provide
sufficient information to judge the degree of monetary
ease or tightness in the system in the short run.
Beyond these data, it is the variation effected in bank
assets or liabilities which the banks have to undertake
to meet their minimum reserve positions which is
important. Thus, it is possible in the short run to have
low excess cash associated with an easing in credit
conditions and vice versa.

roughly neutral figure would be about 0.03-0.04
percent for an averaging period as a whole, while 0.01
percent is tight and 0.05 percent or higher is usually
loose.
However, during 1987 and 1988, the banking
system tended to demand more excess cash (increased
liquidity preference) and the Bank of Canada
accordingly tended to supply it in order to keep the
system from automatically tightening. This increased
the neutral cash setting from about + 0.03 percent to
0.04-0.06 percent. The reasons for this included:
-increased float uncertainty;
-banks needing more cash to stock ATMs; and
-higher penalties for bank advances .
The actual dollar amount of excess cash and the
excess cash ratio for each two-week averaging period
are presented in the Bank Statement for the latest five
complete months. In addition, data for the current
uncompleted averaging period is included as is the
spot cash position for the latest day-Wednesday of
each reporting week .
Of all the data on the weekly Bank Statement, the
excess cash ratio is probably the single most
important in assessing monetary policy. 13 The Bank
has a daily and averaging period target for the excess
cash ratio and, therefore, excess cash reserves in order
to implement its monetary policy. (This excess cash
ratio is set by the Bank each day at about 5:30 p.m.)
While the Bank is obviously concerned with the
spot excess cash ratio each day, its operating targets
for the excess cash ratio are set for the half-monthly
averaging periods. It is the averaging period figures,
and their impact on the call and day loan rates, which
are the keys to judging Bank of Canada policy in the
very short run.

c)

b) Excess Cash Reserves as a Ratio of Total Statutory Deposits
Although the actual dollar figures are important,
excess cash is usually looked on as a percentage of
statutory deposits. Since 1974 this figure, which is
quoted to three decimal places, has usually ranged
from + 0.01 percent to + 0.08 percent for a full
averaging period. On occasion, it has been negative
on a spot basis and even negative for part or most of an
averaging period (when the system has been very
tight. On the other hand, the ratio has also been as
high as about 0.40 percent for part of an averaging
period when the system has been very loose. A

Cumulative Excess Reserves for the Period

Cumulative excess reserves for the period, entry 6c, is
the sum of the daily excess cash reserves for each
completed or partially completed averaging period.
13 This is not to say that excess cash is the only key operating
variable, since chartered banks can, in tum, react to a
certain level of excess reserves in several ways depending
on, for example, individual bank's perceptions of central
bank policy, interest rate expectations and expectations of
large or small cash drains.
Nevertheless, the excess cash reserve figures are key to
judging the degree of tightness or looseness in the system
and for short-run interest rate forecasting.
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7. Chartered Bank Cash Reserve Management
and Excess Cash Reserves as the Bank of
Canada's Control Variable for Interest Rates
and Monetary Policy Implementation
a) Excess Cash and the Chartered Banks
In order to show the central role played by the excess
cash data in entries 6a, 6b and 6c, it is important to
understand how chartered banks manage their cash
reserves to achieve two objectives. First, they want to
have enough liquidity to handle all net outgoing
payments each day (e.g., to meet net loan extensions,
net securities purchases and net deposit withdrawals
each day). Second, as noted earlier, the banks must
also keep sufficient non-interest earning reserves at
the Bank of Canada to meet their reserve requirement
every two weeks. The job of the bank's cash manager
is to meet both the bank's own operating needs and the
legally required primary reserve requirement at the
lowest possible cost.
From a mechanical point of view, this means each
bank will try to adjust both its liquid assets and
liabilities each day to achieve its target level of excess
cash. Each day, a chartered bank's decision to
increase or decrease excess cash for the next day,
through buying or selling a wide range of liquid assets
or encouraging an increase or decrease in deposits,
will essentially reflect each bank's view of three
things-the actual reserve level at the close of
business today, the expectation of net clearing gains or
losses tomorrow and the desired reserve level at the
Bank of Canada the following day. In turn, these
factors are influenced by such things as loan and
deposit growth (e.g., if loan growth is fast, more
excess cash will be targeted), market interest rates (not
usually very important), the bank's perception of
monetary policy and by daily and seasonal factors. If
the banks believe monetary policy is tight, as
evidenced by recent Bank of Canada cash settings or
PRA activity, et cetera, they will tend to target more
excess cash.
Finally, depending on its clearings for the day, cash
inflows and outflows with its private customers during
the day and its transactions with the Bank and the
government, each bank will adjust its reserve account
with the Bank of Canada as the day wears on. Thus, at
the close of business banks may have collectively
deposited, say, $6.40 billion against a predetermined
requirement for the averaging period of, say, $6.30
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billion, leading to excess cash reserves of $100
million.
At this point, it is important to reiterate that
chartered banks do not have to meet their required
reserves every day. Rather, the reserve has to be met
on average over a two-week averaging period. From
this it can be seen that the banks will tend to react
slower and less vigorously to increases or decreases in
excess cash reserves early in the period, since they
have the remaining days in the averaging period to
offset the discrepancy between actual reserves and
required reserves. Further, as the banks close in on the
end of each averaging period, they have a clearer view
of their actual reserve holdings relative to required
holdings. However, their manoeuvring room is
reduced as the averaging period wears on, since any
given daily reserve adjustment carries less weight
because it has to be averaged over more and more days
in the period. Thus, toward the end of each averaging
period the banks begin to move more aggressively to
bring actual reserves closer into line with required
reserves. The banks all like to follow one basic rule of
thumb-to have accumulated sufficient excess cash
reserves up to and including the last day of the
averaging period to offset the largest expected clearing
loss on the last day of the period. In those cases where
the last day clearing loss is larger than the biggest
expected loss, the bank will hold insufficient reserves.
As a result, it would have to ask for a Bank of Canada
advance to meet its reserve requirement.

b) Excess Cash as the Bank of Canada's Operating
Variable for Monetary Policy Implementation
Chartered bank cash management is only the
beginning of the story and not the important element
from the point of view of monetary policy. Each night
at 5:00 p.m. the Bank of Canada observes the closing
deposit level for each bank, the excess cash figure for
each bank and the excess cash for the system as a
whole. At this point, the Bank of Canada makes
its decision on whether the collective excess cash
figure independently aimed for by the chartered banks
is appropriate for its monetary policy (i.e., is in
tune with the Bank's short-run target for interest
rates, the exchange rate and money supply). If, for
example, the Bank observes $50 million of excess
cash and believes a $10 million figure is needed to
encourage higher interest rates and stabilize a weak
exchange rate, it will decide on a $40 million system
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drawdown between 5:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.
At about 8:15 a.m. the next morning, the Bank
informs each bank's cash manager that it will
withdraw these funds from the system. The Bank then
tells each bank how much it will lose from the
drawdown. Given that the chartered banks all know
their own reserve positions, the system's excess cash
position at the close and the size of the total drawdown
or redeposit, the banks can figure out where the Bank
of Canada wants the excess cash setting.
The Bank of Canada would then actually draw
down $40 million from the system at 9:30 a.m. Thus,
the system for the new day would start out with only
$10 million in excess cash, even though the banks
collectively deposited $50 million in excess cash the
night before. The cash manager at each bank would
start out the new day against this background of a tight
system.
One point is critical here. Even though the chartered
banks individually and collectively achieve a certain
excess cash figure at the end of each day, the fact that
the Bank of Canada can then increase or decrease this
figure at the end of each day through its drawdown
and redeposit technique means that excess cash and
the excess cash ratio always ends up where the Bank
of Canada wants it. It is the fact that the Bank of
Canada makes the last transactions of the day, with
full knowledge of where the banks already stand, that
makes the excess cash data a Bank of Canada policy
determined series rather than a chartered bank
determined series.
It can be seen that the cash reserve adjustment
techniques are, in fact, the backbone of the Bank's
day-to-day smoothing of the system, smoothing which
is achieved by a focus on one single control or
operating variable-the excess cash reserve ratio.
As Governor Bouey stated:
The fact that the Bank of Canada is able to control the
total quantity of its deposit liabilities available to meet
this demand for cash reserves, gives it the leverage it
needs over the behaviour of the chartered banking
system. It is the amount of cash supplied by the
central bank in excess of the banking system's
minimum requirements that is at the heart of the
control mechanism. If the central bank is relatively
generous in providing excess cash reserves, this will
induce the chartered banks to invest more actively in
money market instruments, compete less aggressively
for deposit inflows, and in due course, lend more
freely. These responses of the chartered banks will
tend to put downward pressure on the whole structure
of Canadian interest rates radiating out from the short-

term money market. Conversely, if the central bank
makes excess cash relatively scarce, the banks will
have to scramble for the cash they need by liquidating
investments and bidding aggressively for deposits,
thereby exerting upward pressure directly on shortterm interest rates and indirectly on longer term
rates ....
In short, monetary policy operates mainly by
changing the amount of excess cash available to the
banking system beyond the minimum requirements
(emphasis supplied). 14

It can be seen here that if the Bank follows a policy
of fixing cash reserves, it must offset changes in the
cash reserves arising from all non-permanent events.
The techniques for managing excess cash are
discussed in more detail in The Mechanics of
Monetary and Debt Management Policy in CanadaA View from the Street (forthcoming).
In summary, excess cash is the key to the Bank of
14 "Opening statement by Gerald K. Bouey, Governor of the
Bank of Canada", before the House of Commons Standing
Committee on Finance, Trade and Economics Affairs,
November 28, 1978, in Bank of Canada Review, December
1978, p.4.
In a January 16, 1981, "Memorandum on Monetary
Policy Prepared for the House of Commons Treasury and
Civil Service Committee of the United Kingdom" (in the
Review, January 1981, p. 19), the Bank updated its analysis
of the mechanics as follows:
The Bank of Canada's note and deposit liabilities
serve as the ultimate form of cash in the Canadian
monetary system. This circumstance gives rise to a
demand on the part of the chartered banks for claims
on the Bank of Canada as banking reserves and this
demand is reinforced by the fact that the banks are
required by law to hold minimum average cash
reserves against their outstanding deposit liabilities.
By varying the amount of reserves in the system the
Bank of Canada can affect the desire of the banks to
bid for assets or deposits. Thus, for example, by
reducing the supply of cash reserves relative to the
quantity needed by the system to meet the legal
requirement, the Bank of Canada can quickly force at
least some of the banks into a position of having to
sell off liquid assets or to bid more aggressively for
blocks of short-term deposit funds. These portfolio
responses by banks will put pressure on the level of
short-term interest rates in the domestic money
market generally with indirect effects in the same
direction spilling over into other areas of Canada's
interest rate structure.
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Canada's whole control procedure and in its day-today operations the Bank controls this excess cash
reserve figure in a very close and precise way. Since
the Bank has real control over excess cash, this
variable becomes the true operating variable to
implement monetary policy. Specifically, the Bank
sets a two-week target for the cumulative excess cash
ratio (referred to in the financial community as the
estimated "cash setting") and has a very close handle
on this figure because of the mechanics of calculating
cash reserves. 15 This variable is manipulated to induce
banks to invest more or less actively in money market
securities or compete more or less aggressively for
deposits. These actions induce changes in short-term
interest rates which lead to changes in Ml which, in
turn, lead to changes in nominal national income.
(This says nothing about the magnitude of the
impacts.)
It can be seen that the Bank of Canada considers
interest rates as an instrument of control which is one
step removed from its day-to-day operating variablethe excess cash ratio and the dollar value of excess
cash. For the Bank, interest rates are determined in the
market as a second round effect. This means interest
rates are controlled indirectly. In turn, this suggests
that excess cash may be a day-to-day policy variable,
while interest rates are a weekly or monthly variable.
(This view is supported by history which shows that a
sharp change in the cash setting need not impact on
interest rates immediately but may take up to one to
three weeks to be fully felt.)
When a more aggressive approach to interest rates
is desired, the central bank may opt to move interest
rates directly via other techniques, such as open

15 Although the Bank controls excess cash in the very short
run, a new setting is necessary for each new averaging
period. This can often force the Bank to essentially ratify
everything that occurred in the past.
It is also worth noting here that excess cash reserves are,
in fact, a very small part of the monetary base. Since the
base is key to the monetarist control mechanism, it can be
argued that excess cash reserves is a policy entry point into
the system for both Keynesians and monetarists. Where the
two schools would diverge in their view of excess cash
centres on how a change in excess cash reserves impinges
on the system. Keynesians would argue the impact would
be on interest rates then on money supply, while
monetarists would argue the impact would be on the money
supply directly via the monetary base. (Of course,
Keynesians and monetarists would also differ on far more
fundamental grounds as well.)
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market operations and Bank rate changes. The interest
rate changes, in turn, set up a whole series·of interest
rate adjustments and asset substitutions which,
through the demand for money equation, then
influence Ml, M2 and M3.
In Canada, the most important objective data which
the market can follow to see if the operating target
(excess cash) is being met on a day-to-day basis is the
call/day loan rate-although these rates can also be
heavily influenced by technical distortions (e.g.,
money market dealers buying or selling inventory).
These rates are generally used as a loose guide to
whether the Bank of Canada thinks there is too much
or too little cash in the system. The Bank also relies on
other money market rates, including the rates for bank
paper and Treasury Bills. On a daily basis, the best
data to follow to judge the impact of the excess cash
setting on the market is the spread between call loan
rates and Treasury Bill rates shown in chart form on
page 16 of the WFS.

8. The Linkage Between Excess Cash Reserves
and The Expansion/Contraction of Banking
System Assets and Deposit Liabilities

a) How the Process Works in the Long Run--,--The
Textbook Deposit Multiplier
If, for example, the Bank should decide on a more
expansionary policy, it would provide more cash to
the banking system and excess cash reserves would
rise. Individual chartered banks, in turn, would
respond to this by purchasing more securities (usually
liquid assets) which lower interest rates and, through
the demand for money function, increase money
supply. Alternatively, if a chartered bank responds to
its increase in excess cash by lending it out then,
although this lending might have no effect on the
deposits of the bank doing the lending (if the funds are
transferred elsewhere in the banking system), the
system as a whole will eventually show an expansion
in deposits to eliminate the exogenous cash injection
by the central bank. Since money supply is made up of
bank deposits, the money stock (broadly defined) will,
over the longer term, rise in line with the standard
textbook money mUltiplier. In the end, it is the
substitution of earning assets for excess cash that
drives the system, and it is the reserve leakage that
eventually stops the system from expanding.

G
b) How the Process Works in the Short Run
Notwithstanding the above theoretical discussion, the
Bank of Canada would maintain that the deposit
multiplier concept, though theoretically nice, does not
work in the short run and that using the money
multiplier approach is bound to lead us astray in the
short run. 16 This is because the total reserves that the
chartered banks have to hold are not based on their
current deposits but rather on last month's deposits.
Therefore, in the short run, chartered bank demand for
total required reserves is largely fixed and
predetermined by last month's deposit base, although
other factors for the current month (e.g., expectations
of clearing losses) will affect bank demand for excess
cash this month. Thus, because of the lagged reserve
requirement, a cash injection and an expansion in the
banking system this month does not bring about an
immediate increase in required reserves.
It is against this background that the Bank of
Canada injects a particular (fixed and predetermined)
amount of reserves. But, with the supply of reserves
exogenous and the chartered banks' demand for
reserves largely predetermined, there is no automatic

mechanism for the banking system to immediately use
up the cash injected by the Bank of Canada. Both the
supply and demand for reserves are largely
predetermined, and the system as a whole is overdetermined. Here, there is no definite limit on the
expansion of the system resulting from a given
increase in excess reserves. There is not really a
textbook mUltiplier in the short run, since as long as
the excess cash stays in the system and the banks do
not want to hold it, the banks will expand by acquiring
earning assets. But, the minute the banks demand the
cash injected by the Bank of Canada (want to hold the
excess cash) or shrink in size by allowing CDs, BDN s
or net foreign assets to decline, the expansion process
stops. When the banks have the excess cash desired
(neither more nor less), the cash setting will be
neutral.
In fact, the process of expansion never starts if the
chartered banks initially want to hold all the excess
cash injected by the Bank. Thus, the key for
loan/deposit creation is not solely dependent on the

amount of excess cash in the system but whether or not
the banks want to hold any given amount supplied by
the Bank of Canada.
16 Clinton and Lynch, Monetary Base and Money Stock in
Canada, Bank of Canada Technical Report 16, July 1979,
pp. 36-40.

Second, over and above the lagged reserve
requirement problem, there is also no precise linkage
mechanism between the level of excess cash reserves
supplied by the Bank of Canada and the growth of the
banking system or of a particular monetary aggregate.
This is because the immediate response of the banks to
a certain amount of excess cash, and a change in
excess cash, may vary substantially. Some banks may
react by adjusting their Canadian assets (e.g., buy/sell
Bills, paper, reduce call and day loans, et cetera),
while others may respond by adjusting their Canadian
liabilities (e.g., bid for or run down bank CDs or
BDNs). Still others may buy/sell foreign assets or
foreign liabilities.
Third, there is a time element as well which means
the banks may adjust quickly or slowly within an
averaging period, depending on how the Bank of
Canada sets the trajectory for achieving its excess cash
target over the averaging period. This is because,
although there is a reserve requirement, the banks only
have to meet the requirement on a cumulative basisfor each two-week averaging period-and not on each
day of the period. Therefore, to fully understand

monetary policy, the analyst needs to know the excess
cash setting each day, and the Bank of Canada does
not publish this data even in its new and greatly
expanded Weekly Financial Statistics.
The degree of ease or tightness during a reserve
averaging period associated with any level of excess
cash at the end of the period will vary depending on
the "track" followed by the Bank, that is, whether a
higher percentage of reserves is provided early or late
in the period. For example, the Bank may set an
average excess cash figure for each day which is equal
to its target for the averaging period. If the Bank were
to set this at, say, 0.03 percent or $50 million per day
while the banks want to hold $55 million, there is a
daily average gap of $5 million. If there are 11
business days in the averaging period (15 weighted
average days) then this cash setting would encourage
the banks to mature or liquidate $75 million in
securities for the period ($5 million multiplied by 15
days).
Chartered banks may adjust their reserve holdings
early or late in the period. If, for example, a bank falls
behind early in the period, it will have to show a larger
and larger daily adjustment to get onside as the end of
the averaging period approaches.
The end result is that there exist a wide variety of
daily average excess cash levels which can be chosen
to hit the cumulative average wanted. Therefore, there
are practically an infinite number of time path
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trajectories, although a typical trajectory is for excess
cash to start out high-a flush system-then tighten
and finally ease right at the end of the averaging
period.
These trajectories, though set by the Bank of
Canada to achieve its interest rate, exchange rate and
money supply objectives, are also influenced by the
chartered banks. Factors taken into account by the
banks include a view of interest rates during the
averaging period, a view of risk, the maximum
adjustment a bank can make on a given day, an
estimate of the upcoming cheque clearings, expected
gains/losses in deposits and how they expect the Bank
of Canada to react to the excess cash that appears in
the system each day.
The end result is that it is impossible to tell in the
short run whether a particular change in the reserve
base itself will produce an increase or decrease in bank
deposits and money supply. However, the inflexibility
and unpredictability of the adjustment mechanism
only exists in the short run. If the Bank of Canada acts
to provide reserves or withdraw them over a period of
time, the textbook type multiplier adjustment process
will begin as the banks collectively adjust their assets
or liabilities. However, the textbook process really
says very little about how banks adjust their liabilities
in response to a Bank of Canada cash injection or
withdrawal.
In practice then, the process starts and ends
typically when the Bank of Canada sees that the
excess cash injected has produced the desired change
in interest rates. At this point, the Bank will withdraw
any excess cash which it has injected into the system
and return to a neutral cash setting.
It is also true, by inference, that if the Bank injects
cash in the last two weeks of a month, then the higher
end-of-month level of bank reserves and excess
reserves actually observed may only indicate
expansionary policy in a technical sense. This is
because, as noted above, the chartered banks' required
level of reserves is predetermined and fixed. Any cash
injected by the Bank will, ceteris paribus, increase
excess cash in the system and appear expansionary in
the very short run. It is only after the banks move to
fully adjust their demand for excess reserves that the
true impact of monetary policy can be judged. This
may not show up until the next averaging period. This
is why it is always important to look at both excess
cash reserves and interest rates in judging policy.
In conclusion, the level of excess cash does not
necessarily signal monetary policy in the short run.
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Excess cash may rise simply because the banks want
to hold it for precautionary reasons, and the Bank of
Canada, accordingly, supplies it in order to hold
interest rates unchanged. Also, if the banks thought
interest rates were going to fall, excess cash may fall
as they buy short-term assets, and the system will only
appear tight. Finally, some banks may be tight and
others loose on given days and the distribution of
excess cash may be just as important as the level.
Over the longer term, the system does in fact adjust
roughly according to the textbook model, although the
Bank would maintain that money expansion occurs
because interest rates are affected.

9. The Likely Elimination of Reserve
Requirements Beginning in 1990
At this point, it is important to note that parts of this
chapter will have to be rewritten in future editions to
reflect the federal government's late 1986
announcement that formal reserve requirements would
be phased out. Subsequent announcements have
specified that the phase-out would begin in 1990. This
phase-out results from deregulation of financial
institutions and markets in Canada (and around the
world), and the internationalization of capital markets
which has blurred the distinction between banks and
non-bank financial institutions. Thus, to require nonincome-earning reserves from banks and not from
other financial institutions doing much of the same
banking type business would be inequitable. And,
elimination of reserves is clearly preferable to the
other two alternatives-paying interest on required
reserves or subjecting all financial institutions to
reserve requirements.
The key question that arises when reserve
requirements are eliminated is the impact on the Bank
of Canada's ability to manage bank cash in such a way
as to effectively implement monetary policy.
Preliminary work by the Bank indicates this change
will not have a major impact. specifically, the Bank
noted that:
"there is no reason to believe that the elimination of
reserve requirements will undermine our ability to
exercise that influence over short-term interest rates
through which we can influence the demand for
money and hence, the pace of monetary expansion.
Indeed, monetary policy will work in much the same
way in the new framework as it does now because the

0-0
key elements giving the Bank of Canada an influence
over yields in financial markets will remain
essentially unchanged:
the settlement of the daily clearing of payment
items by major deposit-taking institutions will
continue to be undertaken of necessity on the
books of the Bank of Canada;
2

so even in the absence of statutory reserve requirements, these direct clearers will still need
balances at the Bank of Canada in order to
settle; and

3

the Bank of Canada will continue to be able to
determine the availability of such balances, and
thereby influence very short-term interest rates
directly. In this way, it will maintain its
leverage over monetary conditions in
general. " 17

Putting this another way, once the phase-in is
completed, a new level of "required" reserves will
emerge which is established by the banks due to
market forces (i.e., clearings) and the need to avoid
Bank of Canada advances. Once the new level of
balances needed to handle only each day's clearings is
established, the reserve level will at least be a
guideline although not a fulcrum to use for monetary
control.
However, although the Bank's broad control
mechanism will not be affected since all direct clearers
will still have to hold balances at the Bank for clearing
purposes, it is still true that there will be some
secondary and indirect impacts because these balances
will be reduced in the absence of reserve requirements
and, being solely determined for business reasons by
the banks, they will be more variable and difficult to
predict. Thus, although the Bank will still be able to
add or subtract liquidity to achieve its policy
objectives, as it does today, there will be more
uncertainty as to the impact of any given drawdown or
redeposit since a known and predetermined fulcrumthe required reserve-would no longer exist. That is,

Some Responsibilities and Concerns of the Bank of
Canada. Notes for a luncheon address by John W. Crow,
Governor of the Bank of Canada at the annual meeting of
the Canadian Economics Association, University of
Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, June 4, 1988.
17

there would be no predetermined mechanism to force
banks toward a certain known level of reserves. This
may lead the Bank toward more active use of other
tools to offset any loss of control, e.g., more use of
special PRAs and reverse PRAs, open market
operations, and a more penalty-oriented Bank Rate
formula for loan advances (if direct clearers
continually run clearing reserves low, requiring too
much ongoing central bank credit).

II. SECONDARY RESERVES
In addition to the mandatory cash reserve requirement
set out in the Bank Act, under section 18(2) of the
Bank of Canada Act the Bank has the power to require
chartered banks to hold a secondary reserve
requirement (SRR) in the range of zero to 12 percent,
against the same deposit base as applies for primary
reserves, i.e., total Canadian dollar deposits plus
foreign currency deposits of Canadian residents at
Canadian branches. 18 The table at the bottom of page 5
sets out relevant data on chartered bank secondary
reserves.
Here again, secondary reserve requirements may be
affected by the planned phase out of primary reserves
in 1990.

10. Required Minimum
Once the deposit base against which secondary
reserves have to be held is calculated, the required
percentage secondary reserve, discussed in entry 11,
is applied to arrive at the dollar value of required
secondary reserves shown in entry 10. The banks are
required to hold these reserves on a monthly basis
(unlike cash reserves which have to be held twice a
month by direct clearing banks).
The calculation procedure used by the banks is
almost identical to that outlined above for the primary
reserve requirement. Specifically, the statutory
deposit base, against which the secondaries are held,
18 Unlike the primary reserve requirements which are spelled
out in the Bank Act, the secondary reserve requirement is
spelled out in the Bank of Canada Act. The secondary
reserve requirement is thus applied at the discretion of the
Bank of Canada and is not required under the Bank Act
itself.
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is calculated in exactly the same way using the four
Wednesday averaging procedure. Therefore, required
secondary reserves are also predetermined at the
beginning of each month.

The secondary reserve requirement was first
formally established at 6 percent by the Bank in March
1968 and was subsequently increased in three one
point steps to a peak of 9 percent in July 1970. Since
that time, it has been steadily reduced in seven steps to
reach a December 1981 low of 4 percent.

11. Required as a Ratio of Total Statutory
Deposits
Currently, the required reserve ratio is 4 percent of
statutory deposits as shown in entry 11.
The secondary reserve requirement first came into
informal existence in late 1955 when the Bank of
Canada strongly urged banks to voluntarily adopt a
new policy of maintaining cash and secondary
reserves to a combined total of 15 percent of Canadian
dollar deposits (to be achieved by May 31, 1956).
Through moral suasion, the Bank of Canada
effectively imposed a secondary reserve requirement
of 7 percent, given that the cash ratio at that time was
8 percent. In the 1967 revision to the Bank of Canada
Act, the Bank was empowered to establish a specific
secondary reserve requirement within the range of
zero to 12 percent to replace the voluntary 7 percent
requirement. However, the ratio could not be
increased by more than one percentage point per
month under the 1967 legislation (which became
effective in March 1968), although no notice was
required for a reduction. These requirements continue
unchanged with the 1980 Bank of Canada Act
revision.

requis
statutory

deposits (%)
En .%- du

total des
depots sujets
aux reserves
8811

5,706

4.00

5,549

4.00

5,609

4.00

5,640

4.00

5,759

4.00

5,707

4.00
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a) Rationale for the Secondary Reserve
Requirement

i)

Monetary Policy Aspects

The secondary reserve requirement offers several
small advantages to the Bank in its conduct of
monetary policy. First, and in a general sense, it is an
extra tool that can be used. This will be particularly
important when the Bank sees a change in interest
rates as being insufficient to attain its desired
objectives, or where a change in interest rates alone
would have to be so large as to be destabilizing.
Second, the reserve requirement locks up bank
liquidity and, as a result, turns chartered bank liquid
assets into non-liquid assets. This tool is particularly
useful when the banks are very liquid at a time when
the Bank of Canada wants to tighten policy. Then, it
can increase the secondary reserve ratio to cut off the
ability of the banking system to escape this tightening
and maintain lending by selling off liquid assets.
Alternatively, the ratio can be reduced when the Bank
wants to encourage the banks to convert liquid assets
into loanable cash.
Third, this tool will cut down the lag between shifts
in monetary policy and the impact on the economy. Its
existence encourages banks to respond earlier to a
tightening of credit, initially by selling securities or
raising deposit rates, and later by reducing the rate of
loan growth. For example, as their liquid assets fall
toward a required level, banks will begin to change
their lending policy earlier in the cycle, although these
changes are usually marginal since the raison d' etre
for banks is to lend money. Thus, this tool can reflect
the belief that the banking system might be slow to
reflect monetary policy, particularly with respect to
restricting lending activity.
Fourth, the secondary reserve requirement enables
the Bank to make the chartered banks' reaction to its
policy smoother and more predictable, since banks are
not able to go for long periods of time holding up
loans by running down liquid assets. In any case,
banks will not normally wait to the very last minute
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and then sell a lot of securities or suddenly change
their lending policy.

ii) The Secondary Reserve Requirement as a
Technical Complement to Debt Management
Operations
In addition to being a monetary policy tool, the
secondary reserve requirement plays a more important
role as a technical complement to debt management
policy. Specifically, by creating a captive chartered
bank demand for Treasury Bills (assuming banks are
forced to hold more Bills than they would in the
absence of the reserve requirement), there are direct
implications for government debt.
The debt management aspects of the SRR first
became evident with its increase from 8 to 9 percent in
May 1970. This marked the first time the tool was
used for reasons essentially unrelated to the
management of chartered bank liquidity. The rationale
for the May increase stemmed from the move to a
large current account surplus in the balance of
payments which put substantial upward pressure on
the pegged C$ in the first five months of 1970. This
led the government to make substantial purchases of
U.S. dollars on the foreign exchange market to hold
the C$ down-actions which ate heavily into federal
Canadian dollar cash balances. In turn, this led the
government to raise additional cash via a special $250
million issue of Treasury Bills in May 1970. To
encourage the banks to buy these Bills at lower
interest rates (to reduce the pressure on the C$) and to
offset the increase in bank liquidity that would result
from their Bill purchases, the Bank of Canada raised
the SRR. Thus, the increase was directly related to
debt management policy (the special Treasury Bill
issue) and indirectly related to exchange rate policy.
During the decade of the 1970s, the SRR was
steadily reduced, largely to complement domestic debt
management policy. In December 1971, the Bank of
Canada cut the SRR from 9 percent to 8.5 percent and
then further reduced it to 8 percent in January 1972.
These reductions were again directly related to debt
management policy and were not intended to release
bank liquidity or encourage lending. Specifically, a
record CSB sale in late 1971 (subsequently new
records were set) reduced the government's need to
borrow through marketable issues and the Bill tender
was reduced. However, the supply of Bills was
reduced at a time when the chartered banks were
required to hold more Bills because of fast growth in

bank deposits. To provide a better balance between
the supply and demand for Bills, the Bank cut the
secondary reserve requirement.
In late November 1974, the SRR was cut again
from 8 percent to 7 percent and then in December it
was reduced to 6 percent. As in 1971-72, these
reductions were in response to domestic debt
management
operations-another
large
CSB
campaign which led to a big increase in government
cash balances and another reduction in the size of the
Treasury Bill tender. In fact, the Bank of Canada
noted in its November 29, 1974, press release that this
action should not be interpreted as a move toward
easier monetary policy. The Bank said that the
resulting increase in bank liquidity would be
"substantially offset through the Bank of Canada's
cash reserve management and open market
operations". This was reiterated in the December
1974 press release.
Two months later, the Bank again cut the SRR.
This reduction, though partly related to the
November/December reductions and to debt
management policy, appeared to be mostly related to
an easing in monetary policy since the Bank of Canada
did not specifically say that the impact on bank
liquidity would be offset. In fact, only part of the
impact was subsequently offset.
The reduction in the SRR from 5.5 percent to 5
percent in January 1977 was also directly ,associated
with an easing of monetary policy and specifically to
increasing M1 growth. However, the late 1981
reduction from 5 percent to 4 percent (the current
level) was again directly related to debt management
operations and the huge $12.8 billion CSB campaign.
Given this large CSB take in November 1981,
government cash balances threatened to hit an
enormous $15 billion. The government, wanting to
lower these balances, reacted by significantly
reducing its market borrowing, and especially by
reducing the Treasury Bill tender to lower its
percentage of short-term marketable debt outstanding
after mid-October. However, barring any other
offsetting action, a significant reduction in the Bill
tender (over $2 billion in late 1981) would have led to
highly undesired additional downward pressure on the
Bank rate, on money market rates generally and on the
Canadian dollar at a time when the Bank of Canada
was leaning against a U.S. led decline in interest rates
and trying to prop up a weak exchange rate. In
lowering the secondary reserve requirement on
November 20, 1981 (to be effective December 1,
1981), the Bank was able to maintain interest rates and
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the C$ at higher levels than otherwise would have
been the case.
Fortunately, while the 1981 reduction in
secondaries was mainly motivated by debt
management policy, it was also consistent with
monetary policy. The potential freeing up of $1.5
billion in funds for lending was consistent with the
fact that M 1 growth had fallen well below the Bank of
Canada's minimum target band during the period
August-November 1981, mainly reflecting high
interest rates, the sudden emergence of a recession and
other special factors.

iii) General Debt Market Objectives
In addition to the specific debt management objectives
associated with most of the changes in the secondary
reserve requirement during the 1970s, there was one
other specific reason and two general reasons for
reductions in the SRR after 1975. First, with the
emergence of a large federal government cash
requirement in the mid- and late-1970s and a
government desire to reduce its relative dependence
on Canada Savings Bonds, the government (and the
Bank of Canada) also wanted to develop a bigger nonbank market (public demand) for Treasury Bills. In
order to obtain this, the Bank saw reductions in the
SRR as achieving a narrowing of the yield spread
between Bills and other short-term paper, thus
encouraging a broader range of Bill buying. 19 This
objective was clearly met. In the process of reducing
the captive demand for Bills while increasing their
supply, Bill yields closed to within 10-25 basis points
of other money market rates by 1979 compared to a
spread of 150-200 basis points in 1974-75. Therefore,
the interest penalty on the general public and others
from holding Bills as opposed to other short-term
securities virtually disappeared in the late 1970s. At
the end of 1983, the banks held about 35 percent of the
Bills outstanding, while the public held 57 percent.
This compared to 75 percent for the banks and only 10
percent for the public in 1970-71 when the secondary
reserve requirement was at its peak.
Turning to a more general view, the Bank also saw

19 This shift in basic debt management policy also appeared
to have been well-timed, since the fast growing deposit base
in the banking system automatically required the banks to
hold more Bills even as the secondary reserve requirement
was being cut.
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the reduced SRR and the resulting narrower yield
spreads as increasing the breadth, depth and resiliency
of the short-term money market. In "'- broad sense, the
Bank does not want to rely on a tool which is arbitrary
and which overrides the market by denying banks the
freedom to buy their desired assets. The Bank is a firm
believer in efficient capital markets and in using tools
that give maximum scope for the market mechanism to
work. Indeed, during the latter half of the 1970s and
into the 1980s, it appeared that the Bank wanted to
reduce the SRR as a matter of policy and may want to
phase it out altogether. This clearly suggests that the
"official" and private money markets will tend to
merge over time, and the distinction between call
loans and day loans will narrow down to differences in
the quality of the collateral instruments only.
Lastly, a more responsive money market with
narrower yield spreads gives the Bank of Canada more
control over the market and should improve the
implementation of monetary policy. This is because
when Bill rates are close to other money market rates,
Bill yields become the domestic norm for determining
all short-term rates (excluding the U.S. influence).
This gives the Bank more control over money market
rates since, when spreads are narrow, there is much
more immediate pressure on market participants to
take advantage of a widening/narrowing of spread
between security classes. For example, if the spread
between Bills and commercial paper is 20 basis
points, a 10 basis point increase in the Bill rate puts
immediate upward pressure on all commercial paper
rates. By contrast, when the spread is very wide to
other instruments, a small increase in Bill yields is not
necessarily felt throughout the entire market.

12. Actual Secondary Reserves Held
Entry 12 sets out how the banks meet the secondary
reserve requirement each month. There are three ways
they can hold their secondaries, and all three are
highly liquid.

a) Excess Cash Reserves
The first and almost always the smallest component of
secondary reserves is cash reserves in excess of the
minimum requirement for the month (i.e., the
monthly average for the data shown in entry 6a).

8-G)
b) Day Loans
Second, the banks are allowed to count day loans to
investment dealers as secondary reserves, up to the
dealer lines of credit with the Bank of Canada. Day
loans are made against Government of Canada shortterm bonds and Treasury Bills as collateral (the
security classes eligible for dealer PRAs with the Bank
of Canada).

c)

Treasury Bills

The third and by far the most important component of
secondary reserves (accounting for over 90 percent of
reserves) is Government of Canada Treasury Bills.
Eligible Bills must be issued in Canadian dollars. Bills
held for secondary reserves are valued at par.
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hold non-interest earning excess cash reserves as low
as possible, the main decision for chartered banks
concerning distribution of their secondary reserves
involves how to break down their secondaries between
day loans and Treasury Bills. However, banks can
only make this decision on the margin because, as
noted in chapter 2, the day loan component is
determined by dealer demand and, in any case, is
normally limited to a maximum of about $800-$900
million by the dealer lines of credit with the Bank of
Canada. This is a very small amount given that the
secondary reserve requirement was about $5.5 billion
at the end of 1988. Thus, the existence of the SRR
effectively creates a formal legislated minimum
chartered bank demand for Treasury Bills (i.e., a
captive market).
Against a background where day loans will vary in
a range up to $900 million, the breakdown of bank
holdings between day loans and Treasury Bills is
dependent on several factors. For example, day loans
are more liquid than Bills so, if the day loan rate is
close to the Bill rate, banks may prefer to put more
day money out. On the other hand, if banks expect
short-term rates to fall, they would prefer to hold more
Bills and make fewer day loans (because of the longer
term for the Bills) and vice versa.
There have been occasions when the Bank of
Canada tightened the system very significantly. This
caused the day loan market to become very tight and
money market dealers could not obtain all the day and
call loans needed to finance their inventories at
reasonable rates. This forced dealers to sell inventory
and/or borrow from the Bank under a PRA. Also,
there have been occasions when the Bank of Canada
has asked banks to accommodate dealers. This is
normally done when there is cash in the system but
banks may be sitting on it in anticipation of a large
cash drain the next day. In these cases, the Bank of
Canada may indicate that a less serious cash drain is in
store, thereby encouraging banks to accommodate the
dealers.

d) Total Secondary Reserves Held
Total chartered bank holdings of secondary reserves
shown in entry 12d is the total of entries 12a, 12b and
12c.

13. Excess Secondary Reserves

e) Distribution of Secondary Reserve Holdings

a) Dollar Amount

Given that the Bank of Canada determines the excess
cash figure and that the banking system will want to

The dollar amount of excess secondaries is shown in
entry 13a. Excess secondary reserves held by the

Two series on excess secondary reserves complete the
data shown on page 5 of the weekly Statement.
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G)
banks (entry 12d minus entry 10) are generally much
larger than excess cash reserves because secondary
reserve assets, except excess cash, earn interest.
Therefore, swings here are less useful for analytical
purposes than changes in the excess cash reserve ratio.
Normally, however, and other things being equal,
excess secondary reserves below $500 million-$1
billion indicate tightness, while a position above $5
billion reflects excess liquidity and looseness. 20
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b) Excess Secondary Reserves as a Ratio of Total
Statutory Deposits

The last entry shows the ratio of excess secondary
reserves held to total statutory deposits. As with
excess cash, this ratio is more important than the
dollar amount of reserves. Here again, increases in
this ratio reflect increased bank liquidity and vice
versa.

Excess secondaries for the averaging periods since the
beginning of 1974 have been as high as about $16 billion
and as low as $100 million.

20
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J
J
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16,794
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16,805
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31,483
32,007
32,331
32,878
33,081

170,893
172,281
173,907

18,593
19,279
19,061
20,163
20,552
20,654
20,358
20,363
20,323
20,736
20,356
19,742

33,479
34,:300
34,105
35,354

179,752
181,962
183,342
185,489
185,907
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20,090
19,989
19,773
20,245
20,441
20,651
20,662R

36,336
36,3:39
36,308
36,195

17,502

17,707
18,183
18,267

35,867

36,104
35,865
35,971

36,061
36,557

36,268
35,708

36,748

37,038
37,445
37,467R

177,388

178,507
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187,886
188,808
190,387
191,088
188,334
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190,850
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198,797
200,126
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deposits at trust and
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and deposits and shares
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and credit unions)
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208,499
210,210
212,341
216,160
219,156

200,591
202,034
204,134
207,684
210,354

283,355
285,442
288,366
294,043

218,127
220,056
221,539
225,304
226,949
229,051
229,898
230,209
231,702
231,739
229,522
232,504

209,635
211,615
213,308

298,858
302,190
304,641
307,769
309,370
312,379
314,456

232,019
233,016
236,482

223,574

238,227

240,184
244,4:35
246,216
250,950R

216,772

218,388
220,471
221,283
221,630
222,973
223,135
220,884
22:3,524

224,938

228,357
229,816
231,837
236,254
238,460
242,766R

296,686

316,297

318,725
320,316

318,302
320,217

322,618
325,895
330,725
331,327E,R
332,993E,R
337,794E,R
341,027E,R
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I. THE MONETARY AGGREGATES
Page 6 of the WFS duplicates information shown in
the first part of table El in the Bank of Canada
Review. In addition, it shows demand deposits on an
unadjusted and seasonally adjusted basis-data which
is not shown in table El. This page displays
information on the major monetary aggregates Ml,
M2 and M3 as well as a series sometimes referred to
as M2-B. (These money definitions are simply
specific groupings of bank deposit liabilities combined
with one non-deposit series-currency and coin in
circulation outside banks.) Since February 1988, the
Bank has also been reporting a new series-M2 + .
There are two sections of data on this page. At the
top of the page, data is presented on a non-seasonally
adjusted basis by week for the current month and the
latest two completed months (typically 11 to 13
weeks) and on a monthly average basis for the latest
four months. The dollar change from last week and the
dollar change from a year ago are also shown.
The bottom part of the page shows the same
monetary aggregates but on a seasonally adjusted
basis. These data are not published on a weekly basis.
Instead, the Bank presents them monthly, but
covering a much longer time frame (i.e., 25 months of
information compared to only four months of nonseasonally adjusted data).
The information on this page has been an important
focus of Bank of Canada monetary policy when
interest rates and exchange rate considerations have
not dominated monetary policy.
The major money supply definitions shown on the
Bank Statement are described and discussed below.
The non-seasonally adjusted data is discussed as
entries 1-6. The seasonally adjusted entries, being the
same definitions as the non-seasonally adjusted entries
except for the seasonal adjustment, are covered
concurrently as entries la-6a; i.e., the two sets of data
are discussed as one and M2 + is discussed in entry 7.
Some comments on the mechanics of the seasonal
adjustment process are presented in part III.
All definitions of money exclude private and federal
government float and Government of Canada
deposits. Until late 1986, the monetary aggregates
discussed in this chapter included inter-bank deposits,
i.e., deposits between reporting Canadian banks.
However, in late October 1986, the Bank of Canada
published a technical "Note to Users" of its Weekly
Financial Statistics setting out a revision to all the
monetary aggregates to exclude inter-bank deposits.
This adjustment was made because rapid growth in the

inter-bank market since 1982 meant that growth in the
monetary aggregates could, on occasion, be
significantly affected by chartered bank deposit
activity (an institutional factor) instead of economic
activity and interest rate trends. Thus, the Bank
decided that a more accurate measure of the monetary
aggregate was deposits held by the non-bank public,
and this could be measured by excluding inter-bank
deposits in both Canadian dollars and foreign
currencies from the previously published measures of
the monetary aggregates. In October 1986, the Bank
began to present the monetary aggregates excluding
inter-bank deposits. Data for all relevant series were
revised back to 1968. I
All data relate to Wednesdays or Wednesday
averages except for the series on coin held outside the
banking system. Up to year end 1976, this was the
previous month end figure. Since 1976, the month end
figure is calculated using a four-week weighted
average technique.
One final point is worth noting here. In chapters 2
and 3 the new Bank of Canada statistical reporting
system, implemented in November 1981, was
discussed. This had the effect of increasing chartered
bank assets and liabilities to reflect the consolidation
of chartered bank majority-owned subsidiaries with
the parent banks and also the inclusion of foreign
banks in the Weekly Financial Statistics following
their incorporation as Canadian banks. There were
also accounting changes which altered the reporting of
accrued interest on both the asset and liability side of
the balance sheet. To the extent that these changes
affected the various chartered bank deposit liability
series used to calculate the monetary aggregates
discussed in this chapter, the aggregates are also
affected by the new reporting system.
Initially, the Bank of Canada did not restate the
chartered bank deposit liabilities prior to November
1981 to reflect the November 1981 changes. This
meant that data on deposits and the aggregates after
November 1981 were not comparable with the same
data before that date. In March 1983 this problem was
eliminated when the Bank of Canada released a
special report presenting adjustments to the monetary
aggregates such that each time series became
statistically
consistent
(i.e.,
the
statistical
discontinuities associated with both the 1980 Bank
Act revision and the subsequent introduction of a new
bank statistical reporting system were eliminated). 2
I "Technical note: Revisions to the monetary aggregates" ,
Bank a/Canada Review, October 1986, pp. 15-17.
2 "Technical note: New and revised monetary and credit
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The specific impacts of the new reporting system
are discussed for each monetary aggregate in the
sections below.
The trends over time in all monetary aggregates,
being related to monetary policy, are not discussed in
this book. However, the aggregates are discussed in a
policy context in the author's forthcoming book,
Monetary and Debt Management Policy in CanadaA View from the Street.

II. MONETARY AGGREGATES-NOT
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED AND
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
1.,la Currency Outside Banks (Including Coin)
The entry "currency outside banks" includes Bank of
Canada paper notes and coin actually in circulation
outside the banking system. 3 This series shows a longrun tendency to rise relative to demand deposits, even
though the existence of credit cards and daily interest
accounts suggest this series should grow slowly. For
example, in 1960, currency in circulation outside
banks totalled about $105 per capita, but by 1980 this
had more than tripled to about $365. Over the same
time period, demand deposits per capita increased at a
lesser rate, from $237 to $606. The relative increase in
currency outstanding is mainly attributed to the sharp
increase in unreported work and income and financing
of illegal activity (cash, being anonymous, cannot be
traced). Studies suggest that 10-15 percent of nominal
GDP can be attributed to unreported or illegal activity.
Beyond the secular trend, there is also a strong
seasonal pattern for currency in circulation.

2. ,2a Demand Deposits
Demand deposits include current account and personal
chequing accounts at chartered banks denominated in
Canadian dollars, net of private sector float (i.e., entry
4 on page 4 of the weekly Statement).

aggregates", Bank of Canada Review, March 1983, pp. 333.
3 Currency outside banks is calculated by subtracting
chartered bank holdings of notes from the total amount of
notes outstanding. Coin in circulation outside banks is
calculated by subtracting coin held by the chartered banks
and Bank of Canada from the total amount of coin reported
outstanding by the Mint.
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3.,3a Ml (Currency and Demand Deposits)
The entry "currency and demand deposits" is the
narrowest commonly used definition of the money
supply. 4 This series is referred to as M 1, and it
includes currency in circulation outside banks (entry 1
or 1a above) and private sector demand deposits in the
banking system (less private sector float, i.e., entry 2
above). It does not include savings accounts which
have chequing features, e.g., the new and highly
important daily interest chequing accounts. This series
is available weekly from January 1953.
With the changes in the Bank's statistical reporting
system in November 1981, this series remained
unaffected. This is because neither the subsidiaries
that are now consolidated with the banking data nor
the foreign banks which are included offer demand
deposits. Further, the definitional and accounting
changes do not impinge on demand deposits. As a
result, the narrowly defined monetary aggregate, M1,
remained unaltered with the changed reporting
methodology in 1981. 5
Over the period 1975-1982, the Bank of Canada
used MIas a formal intermediate target for monetary
policy on the basis that this aggregate had the most
reliable and stable link to nominal GDP and was most
affected by Bank of Canada engineered changes in
interest rates.
However, extensive financial
innovation during this period led to a very substantial
weakening of the link between interest rates, M1 and
the nominal economy and this, in tum, led the Bank to
drop MIas an intermediate target and guide to policy
in 1982.
The problem is that growth in the M 1 monetary
aggregate is not only a function of macro variables
(e.g., real economic growth, inflation and interest
rates), but also depends on credit demand facing banks
relative to other financial channels (e.g., if BAs
replace bank loans money supply will fall),
The monetary base is a narrower definition of the money
supply, but it is not set out in the Bank Statement as a
specific aggregate. The calculation procedure for this series
was described in chapter 1.
5 It is worth noting here that in shifting to a new reporting
system in late 1981, the Bank of Canada eventually was
able to uncover a chartered bank data reporting problem in
net foreign assets which existed over the whole period
January 1968 to October 1981. Correcting this error
resulted in a systematic reduction in private sector float
starting at $1 million in February 1968 and rising to $250
million in October 1981. In tum, this float reduction led to
the same increase in Ml in each month for this period.
4

.,
competItIve pressures between groups of financial
institutions (e.g., trust company high yield Treasury
Bill accounts can reduce Ml, M2 and M3), and
saver/investor portfolio shifts among different deposit
categories.
Thus, since 1982, the Bank has been examining
other definitions of money that might replace Ml as an
intermediate guide to policy. But, as yet, the Bank has
not found any aggregate that has a strong enough and
stable enough link to nominal GDP, and that the Bank
could manage over the short term, to take over the role
of being a formal intermediate target for policy.
However, M2 and M2 +, discussed below, do show
some promise as future guides to policy.
In March 1983 (in its Annual Report, 1982) the
Bank of Canada first alluded to a new monetary
aggregate, MI-A.6 As of April 7,1983, publication of
MI-B in the WFS was discontinued to be replaced by
MI-A. (The revised MI-B series is stiII available on
the CANSIM data base.) A monthly time series for
MI-A was then subsequently published in the March
1983 Bank of Canada Review in an article entitled,
"Technical note: New and revised monetary and
credit aggregates".
MI-A is defined to be Ml plus personal daily
interest chequable savings deposits (but not personal
daily interest non-chequable accounts), non-personal
(corporate) chequable deposits and non-personal nonchequable notice deposits. These latter two categories
include, for example, automatic transfer accounts
where a corporate cash concentration account
(chequable or non-chequable) generates a surplus at
the end of the day such that the surplus is
automatically invested overnight in an interest earning
account. Also, the new components of MI-A capture
situations where the corporate funds remain in a
chequable account, and thus in Ml, but earn a
negotiated interest rate (corporate daily interest
chequing accounts). The three new elements in MI-A
include large elements of transactions balances.
The Bank of Canada developed MI-A as a
monetary aggregate for two basic reasons. First,
financial
innovations
and
new
institutional
arrangements after 1975 tended to reduce the
transactions balances included in Ml, making Ml
difficult to use as an intermediate target for monetary
policy. In its research, the Bank examined several
monetary aggregates designed to effectively capture
those liquid balances not included in regular demand
deposits which individuals and firms use for
6
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non-personal notice
Hi (MonnlJie
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17,04·1
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19,891
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20,979
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37,713R
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37,859
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201,752
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16,818
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20,689
20,459
19,942
20,210
21,830R

38,052
37,516
36,842
37,028
39,I24R

204,024
203,019
202,490
202,654
206,840R

17,346
17,006R
16,849

21,013R
20,917R
20,907

38,358R
37,924R
37,756

206,063R
205,I83R
205,550
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17,000
17,502
17,707
18,183
18,267

31,483
32,007
32,331
32,878
33,081

170,893
172,281
173,907
177,388
178,507

18,593
19,279
19,061
20,163
20,552
20,654
20,358
20,363
20,323
20,736
20,356
19,742

33,479
34,300
34,105
35,354
35,867
36,104
35,865
35,971
36,061
36,557
36,268
35,708

179,752
181,962
183,342
185,489
185,907
IB7,228
187,886
188,808
190,387
191,088
188,334
189,342

20,189
20,090
19,989
19,773
20,245
20,441
20,651
20, 662R

36,336
36,339
36,308
36,195
36,748
37,038
37,445
37,467R

190,850
192,437
195,135
195,152
196,095
198,797
200,126
202,868R

Bank of Canada, Annual Report, 1983, pp. 27-29.
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transactions purposes. Ml-A appeared to be the best
aggregate at the time.
Second, the Bank also found that these new interest
bearing personal and corporate deposits were the
deposit classes to which most of the balances
previously included in Ml shifted following the
financial innovations and changed institutional
arrangements.
The end result was that MI-A became a technically
better aggregate than Ml as a guide for total spending,
interest rates and monetary expansion. However, the
Bank of Canada noted that MI-A also had key
deficiencies. These were described by the Bank in its
1982 Annual Report as follows:

In February 1984, however, the Bank changed its
method of seasonally adjusting MI-A. Specifically, it
started to seasonally adjust the aggregate itself rather
than adjusting the components.
Strong growth in daily interest chequing accounts
during the mid 1980s subsequently made the MI-A
aggregate irrelevant for monetary policy. And, as of
February 1988, The Bank of Canada dropped
publication of the MI-A, although the data can still be
obtained from the Bank or via Cansim.

One is that it does not, and no monetary aggregate
can, take account of the effect of a reduction, rather
than a shift, in the money balances held for
transactions purposes consequent upon financial
innovation. Another is that it has not been possible to
find a way of including within it all transactions
balances that have shifted out of Ml to other financial
instruments. Yet another is that in order to take
account of the significant quantity of transactions
balances that have been moved from Ml to dualpurpose accounts, it has been necessary to include as
well the appreciable savings balances held in these
accounts.
Because of these shortcomings there is a
considerable amount of variability in MI-A which
cannot be explained in terms of movements in total
spending and interest rates. With financial
innovations continuing to affect holdings of
transactions balances, movements in MI-A will likely
continue to require a good deal of interpretation, and
thus it would be premature to use it for target
purposes at present (emphasis supplied). Such use of
an aggregate like MI-A depends on a return to more
stability in the deposit arrangements used by holders
of transactions balances. 7

The Bank of Canada redefined M2 in 1977. Under the
pre-I977 definition, M2 included Mias well as all
time deposits. With the 1977 redefinition, this series
became "currency and all chequable, notice and
personal term deposits". Therefore, M2 is Ml plus
personal savings deposits (other than daily interest
chequable savings accounts) and personal fixed term
deposits at chartered banks (entries 1b-l e on the
chartered bank statement of liabilities) and non
personal notice deposits.
The major change from the old definition was to
exclude both bearer term notes issued by the banks and
non-personal "other fixed term deposits" (i.e.,
purchase money). BDNs and CDs were both excluded
from M2 because, being either large or negotiable,
they are considered to be akin to a short-term
investment (like owning a Treasury Bill) rather than a
money balance. 9
Since these two "purchase money" series showed
rapid growth during the 1970s, their exclusion from
the revised M2 data meant that the revised series
showed a generally slower rate of growth than the old
M2 series. Also, since the new series excluded large
corporate type deposits, M2 tended to show much
more stability during currency speculation periods
since it is the corporate treasurer and not the small
retail type saver who moves deposits around either to
protect himself against changes in the Canadian dollar
or to speculate on currency swings. For this reason, it
is felt that the move to redefine M2 was at least partly
affected by the foreign exchange situation in 1977.
The new chartered bank reporting system

With respect to the seasonally adjusted MI-A data,
the Bank also noted:
The last three components do not exhibit a stable
pattern of seasonality; consequently, the seasonally
adjusted series for MI-A is calculated as the sum of
seasonally adjusted currency, seasonally adjusted net
demand deposits and unadjusted daily interest
chequable savings deposits and non-personal
chequable and non-chequable notice deposits. 8

4.,4a M2 (M! Plus Personal Savings Deposits
and Non Personal Notice Deposits

Canadian M2 bears very little resemblance to U.S. M2
because U.S. M2 includes savings type deposits outside the
commercial banking system.

9

7
8

7 Ibid., p.29.
8 "Technical note ... ", op. cit., p. 5.
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introduced in November 1981 led to a quantum
increase in M2 due to three new developments. First,
the personal savings deposit liabilities of the bank
subsidiaries added into the calculation increase M2.
Also, to the extent that foreign banks had a small
amount of personal and small corporate deposits, the
inclusion of the new banks also increased M2,
although this impact was very small. These increases
were partly offset for most of the year by a third
factor, the reduction in M2, because accrued interest
on non-chequable and personal fixed term deposits is
no longer included in these deposit categories and,
thus, is excluded from M2. However, M2 does reflect
this interest when it is actually paid into the accounts.
Overall, the changes noted here increased M2 by
about $6 billion in the first week of November 1981an increase of about 5 percent. Finally, exclusion of
accrued interest from all the deposit components also
affects the seasonal factors for M2 because the monthto-month change in interest earning deposits is
affected.
In 1987 and 1988, Bank studies and other studies
indicated that M2 and a new aggregate M2 +
(discussed below in point 7) did show the most
promise as guides to policy. IO Specifically, Bank of
Canada Technical Reports 48 and 49 published in July
1988 found that:
- the best leading indicator of prices is M2;
- the best leading indicator of nominal spending and
real output are, respectively, M1 and real Ml.
- the best contemporaneous indicator of total
spending is M2 + .
The increased relevance of M2 and M2 + is mainly
because the M2 and M2 + definitions, being broader
than M1, internalize more shifts among deposit
classes than Ml. Thus, they are less prone than M1 to
deposit shifts resulting from financial innovation.
However, neither M2 nor M2 + have reached the stage
where they could be designated as formal intermediate
targets. Since 1982, two particular shifts have kept
these series from reaching intermediate target status.
The first shift, and one that may perhaps be adjusted
for, is the uncertainty of the size of shift of funds from
deposits included in M2 and M2 + to Canada Savings
Bonds in November each year. This shift was small in
1986, but large in 1987, and these distorted the link
IO Technical Report 48: An analysis of the information
content of alternative monetary aggregates by Doug
Hostland, Steven Poloz and Paul Storer; and, Technical
Report 49: An analysis of the information content of
alternative credit measures by Leslie Milton.
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CD-a
between M2/M2 + and the broad economy. The
second shift occurred in 1982-1984, when a
combination of high interest rates, poor economic
performance and high unemployment led individuals
to reduce savings deposits, included in M2, and other
liquid assets, to finance short-run living standards and
pay down high cost mortgages. Here again, this led to
an unstable relationship between M2/M2 + and
nominal economic growth. However, since 1985, the
relationships have become much more stable and
predictable.
A third negative factor is that M2 and M2 + do not
respond as quickly to interest rate changes as M 1. This
makes these variables less useful for short-run
monetary policy because policy changes take longer to
impact the variable being targetted.

5.,5a M3 (M2 Plus Other Non-personal Fixed
Term Deposits Plus Foreign Currency
Deposits of Residents Booked in Canada
In 1977, the Bank of Canada also defined, for the first
time, an M3 series which is available weekly since
January 1970. This series incorporates the old M2
series, which included currency, demand deposits and
all time and notice deposits in the private sector. It
includes three classes of wholesale deposits: nonpersonal Canadian dollar fixed term deposits (large
CDs) and bearer term notes (BDNs), which are
excluded from the current M2 definition, to which the
Bank added a new component, foreign currency
deposits of Canadian residents booked with chartered
banks in Canada. 11 These wholesale deposits are used
to fund surges in loan demand and are paid down
significantly when loan demand falls. The deposits are
also used to adjust the impact on the chartered bank
balance sheet resulting from their corporate borrowers
switching back and forth between bank loans and
commercial paper/Bankers' Acceptances.
Foreign currency deposits-which include both
outright deposits of foreign currencies by Canadians in
Canada and also swapped deposits-were never used
as a deposit component in any monetary aggregate
prior to 1977, and, their inclusion in M3 is worth
commenting on for ~everal reasons.
First, from a micro point of view, foreign currency
deposits (either hedged or unhedged) can be
considered a good substitute for Canadian dollar
11 Foreign deposits booked outside Canada with either
Canadian residents or non-residents are excluded from M3.
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deposits by Canadian lenders, depending on relative
interest rate differentials,
foreign
exchange
expectations and whether or not these deposits are
offset by other flows of funds for lenders. From the
chartered bank's point of view, foreign deposits can
be an important ongoing source of funds to finance
loans.
Secondly, these deposits (or other foreign deposits
not subject to reserve requirements) are conceptually
important in a macro sense since they can be used by
banks to circumvent Bank of Canada monetary policy.
For example, under the Winnipeg Agreement, which
set interest rate ceilings on domestic deposit rates out
to one year in term for the period June 1972December 1974, longer term Canadian deposits and
all foreign deposits whether booked in Canada or
abroad were exempt from the ceilings. Thus, when
market interest rates hit the Winnipeg Agreement
rates, the banks were not necessarily forced to curtail
lending since they simply bid more aggressively for
longer term domestic deposits and foreign depositsboth outright and swapped. (Prior to 1981, all foreign
deposits were reserve free.)
There were, however, two further specific reasons
why it became important to include foreign deposits in
the broadest definition of money between 1975 and
1980. First, with the huge amount of foreign
borrowing by Canadian credits in 1975-77 (partly
reflecting the 1975 elimination of the 15 percent
withholding tax for interest payments to foreigners on
corporate debt longer than five years in term), these
borrowers automatically had need for a temporary, or
even semi-permanent parking place for foreign funds.
For example, when Quebec Hydro did its $1 billion
private placement in 1976, these funds were not all
immediately converted to Canadian dollars. Rather,
borrowers often leave a major part of their funds as
foreign deposits (with or without forward cover) at a
Canadian bank, either in Canada or abroad, and then
convert some of these funds to Canadian dollars each
month (and unwind the forward contracts) in line with
month-to-month Canadian dollar needs. Further, even
if the borrower could spend the Canadian dollar
equivalent of all the foreign funds on the day it
received them, borrowers do not normally convert
entire large bond issues in one step. Such a conversion
strategy would actually move the Canadian dollar up
and cost the borrower money.
Additionally, some foreign funds are never
converted to Canadian dollars. This is because the
major Canadian credits borrowing abroad usually need
foreign funds to service their already outstanding

_-CD
foreign debt and to buy foreign raw materials and
equipment.
Overall, foreign deposits by Canadians, when these
are redeposited in Canadian branches, are
automatically more important when foreign
borrowings by Canadian entities are very large.
The second major reason foreign currency deposits
in Canada became more important during the period
197 5-80 is that these deposits could be used for
exchange rate protection or speculation. This is not
particularly significant when currencies are stable, but
in 1976 it was widely believed that the Canadian
dollar had become overvalued. As a result, many
corporate treasurers, and lenders generally, shifted out
of Canadian dollars into U.S. dollar denominated
deposits, either for defensive reasons or as an outright
speculation on a drop in the Canadian dollar. These
trends also prevailed through most of 1977-8l.
M3, as currently defined to include only Canadian
resident deposits of foreign currency booked in
Canada, became much less useful as a monetary
aggregate beginning in 1981. This is because, in
1981, the application of the new 3 percent reserve
requirement on foreign deposits booked in Canada led
the banks to sharply run down this component of M3
and replace these deposits with reserve free offshore
foreign deposits which are not included in M3. The
reserve requirement on deposits booked in Canada has
created an institutional impediment to the growth of
foreign deposits in Canada such that the reduction in
M3 growth is unrelated to monetary policy.
The new chartered bank statistical reporting system
introduced in November 1981 also impacted the M3
series, introducing a discontinuity in this data as well.
Specifically, since M2 is included in M3, all the
impacts of the new reporting system discussed with
respect to M2 in entry 5 are also reflected in M3.
Finally, there are two further changes with respect
to M3. First, since M3 includes large non-personal
CDs and BDNs which are not included in M2, the
consolidation of bank subsidiaries into the banking
data and the inclusion of foreign banks with Canadian
bank charters increases M3 by the amount of their
non-personal fixed term deposits. Second, to the
extent that these subsidiaries and the foreign banks
have foreign deposits booked in Canada with
Canadian residents, M3 is further increased by their
inclusion. The foreign deposit impact on M3 is small,
however, since bank subsidiaries have very little
foreign currency funding and foreign banks chartered
in Canada would usually raise most of their foreign

deposit money outside Canada to escape the 3 percent
reserve requirement.
Overall, the definitional changes occurring in
November 1981 increased M3 by about $5 billion in
the first week of November 1981-an increase of
about 4.2 percent.
As noted above, in November 1981, the Bank of
Canada did not publish consistent data for M3 on a
historical basis. That is, it did not set out back data
including the consolidation of mortgage loan
subsidiaries and foreign bank affiliates. Therefore,
after November 1981, M3 could not be compared to
M3 prior to November on a consistent basis. In March
1983, the Bank published this information, making
M3 a "clean" series back to January 1970Y
Unlike M2 and M2 +, M3 does not emerge as an
important guide to policy because, being so broad, it
tends to also reflect changes in general credit
conditions as opposed to economic performance. For
example, after the October 19 stock market crash the
equity market dried up, there was a lender rush to high
quality government securities, and interest rates fellall developments which forced or encouraged
corporate treasurers to seek bank financing as opposed
to financing in the securities markets. This led banks
to move aggressively to issue the large CDs and BDNs
included in M3, but which are not included in M2; this
held up M3 growth relative to M2.

6.,6a Currency Plus Total Canadian Dollar
Privately Held Chartered Bank Deposits
The sixth entry in the table at the top and bottom of
page 6, is "currency plus total Canadian dollar
privately held chartered bank deposits". Some
analysts refer to this series as M2-B because it is
simply M2 plus the CDs and BDNs excluded from M2
and included in M3. (This was the definition of M2
prior to the Bank's redefinition of the monetary
aggregates in 1977.) Alternatively, M2-B is M3 less
foreign deposits booked at Canadian banks with
Canadian residents. As with Ml, this data is available
weekly from January 1953. This series (which the
Bank did not include in its old Weekly Financial
Statistics Report) is expected to become more popular
in the future.

12

"Technical note ... ", op. cit. pp. 3-33.
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7.

Memo: M2 + (M2 Plus Deposits at Trust and
Mortgage Loan Companies and Deposits
and Shares at Caisses Populaires and Credit
Unions)

In December 1983, the Bank of Canada defined a
new monetary aggregate-M2 + which, during
1987-1988, became the monetary aggregate with the
best contemporaneous relationship to GDP (i.e., the
most stable). 13 Then, in the Weekly Financial Statistics
for February 26, 1988, the Bank began to report M2 +
data each month. This series is M2, to which the Bank
added the comparable deposits, notes and share capital
of the important near banks (trust and mortgage loan
companies, credit unions and caisses populaires).
Thus, 1983 marked the first time the Bank published a
monetary aggregate which was constructed in the U.S.
style (i.e., an aggregate that includes similar deposit
classes across a wide range of deposit taking
institutions). The last three or four monthly
observations for M2 + are estimated because data for
credit unions and caisses populaires are available with
a longer lag than the other components of M2 + . This
series has comparable properties to M2, but has the
added advantage that it internalizes shifts in deposits
between banks, trust companies and caisses
populaires.
Finally, the Bank of Canada's Annual Report for
1983 published, for the first time, a chart (but no
commentary) showing another broad aggregateM3+ .14
The publication of M2 + and M3 + clearly signal
that future changes in the definitions of money in
Canada will likely follow this trend and seek to derive
aggregates containing similar kinds of deposits
irrespective of the exact type of deposit taking
institution. For example, in the future, Ml could be
expected to include not only chequable deposits at
banks but also chequable deposits with trust
companies, caisses populaires, et cetera. An Ml +
figure is not published in the WFS at this writing.

III. SEASONALLY ADJUSTING THE
MONETARY AGGREGATES
As noted earlier, the table at the bottom of page 6 of
the WFS presents seasonally adjusted monetary
13 "Monetary Aggregates: Some Recent Developments,"
Bank of Canada Review, December 1983, pp 3-17.
14 Bank of Canada, Annual Report, 1983 p 28.
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aggregate data. Presented on a monthly average basis,
these data are, in fact, much more useful than the raw
information shown at the top of page 6, as they portray
the fundamental underlying trend in the aggregates
over a 25-month period. (Twenty-five months are
presented to allow the calculation of a two-year
growth rate.) Using these series means that one should
not be misled by short-term, week-to-week and
month-to-month seasonal changes in the aggregates.
The banking statistics seasonal adjustment factors for
1988 are included as table 1. Actual weekly data for
four months, shown at the top of page 6, are divided
by the monthly seasonal factors to obtain the
seasonally adjusted data shown at the bottom of page
6. Thus, a seasonal factor above 1.00 will produce a
seasonally adjusted figure which is less than the raw
figure and vice versa.
There is a pronounced seasonal pattern for the
monetary aggregates. It can be seen from table I that
currency outside banks (a component of Ml) tends to
be highest in the July/August and December vacation
periods and lowest between January and June.
Demand deposits (the other component of Ml), on
a seasonal basis, fall very sharply in January-March
(largely reflecting the shift toward interest earning
RRSP deposits before the March 1 deadline) and then
move up in April through July. In August-November,
deposits on a seasonal basis ease lower and then show
a very sharp decline in November (mainly reflecting a
shift into CSBs). These deposits then show a big jump
in December.
Personal savings deposits (the key element in M2)
show a gradually rising seasonal trend from a
December low through to a summer peak.
By contrast, non-personal term and notice deposits
(corporate deposits included in M3) show a more
pronounced seasonal varIatIOn. This series is
seasonally the lowest in August but then jumps to the
year's peak in December. It then drops steadily
through August.
The monetary aggregates also show seasonal
patterns. Ml for example, tends to rise sharply in
December of each year, reflecting a big increase in
both currency outside banks and demand deposits.
However, Ml tends to show a large seasonal decline
in January, and general seasonal weakness in Ml
tends to persist through May.
M2 and M3 show a much less volatile seasonal
pattern than Ml. Here the December seasonal only
increases slightly, and the January easing is less
significant.
On page 6, all monthly data shown are averages of
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the four or five Wednesdays in the month. In the Bank
of Canada Review, "Notes to the tables", it is noted
that seasonally adjusted Ml is the sum of seasonally
adjusted currency and seasonally adjusted demand
deposits. The other aggregates-M2, M3 and
currency plus total Canadian dollar privately held
bank deposits-are seasonally adjusted as the sum of
components.
Prior to February 1985, the Bank carried out its
seasonal adjustment by means of the X-II variant of
the U.S. Bureau of the Census Method II Seasonal
Adjustment Program. This programme employs a
ratio to moving average technique. Since February
1985, a variant of this programme, X-U-ARIMA, has
been used. This programme also uses a ratio to
moving average technique on an observed series
which may be augmented by one year of ARIMA
forecasted and backcasted data.
The seasonal adjustment is recalculated when an
additional 12 months data become available. Thus, the
series are subject to annual revisions. The mail strikes
in April/May 1974, November/December 1975,
November 1978 and July 1981 caused distortions in
the demand deposit series (a large build-up in demand
deposits), both during the strikes and in the following
months. These distortions affected the seasonal
adjustment factors for the strike-affected months when
the seasonals were recalculated incorporating 1974,
1975, 1978 and 1981 data. Thus, for demand deposits
only, data revisions were made utilizing the "strike
option" in the X-II programme. The strike option is
designed to deal with this type of problem, and it
appears to have substantially, if not entirely, corrected
the seasonal factors for these disturbances. The
individual series, as well as the monetary aggregates,
are adjusted independently. 15
In March 1979, for the first time the Bank began to
present seasonally adjusted data for currency in
circulation and demand deposits and thus Ml to take
account of large monthly variations in the currency
and demand deposit series attributed to the number
and exact days on which Wednesday reporting dates
fall during a month. (This was done before the
standard X-II programme was run.)16 For example, the
Bank's research shows that there are ten possible
Wednesday date combinations in any month. Months
with five Wednesdays, and particularly those months

with Wednesdays falling on the first, fifteenth and
twenty-ninth days of the month, will usually show
relatively large increases in Ml. This reflects a
bunching of pay days around the beginning, middle
and end of each month, leading to an increase in
currency outside banks and demand deposits at these
times. Also, currency and demand deposits increase at
these times to reflect government disbursements
which tend to be concentrated near the beginning,
middle and end of each month. By contrast, a fourWednesday month, especially if it avoids these key
days (e.g., a month with Wednesdays on the 4th,
11th, 18th and 25th) will tend to show a relatively
smaller increase in MI.
Because the Wednesday phenomenon is systematic,
the Bank of Canada is able to estimate factors for dates
of Wednesdays to account for it, using econometric
techniques. (The regression analysis is available from
the Bank.) These factors, which change each year,
were originally presented in the March 1979 Bank of
Canada Review for 1979 (page 19). The total factors,
representing the regular seasonals, are adjusted by the
Wednesday factors.
This new adjustment, announced by the Bank in
February 1979, produced a smoother MIseries on a
month-to-month basis, reducing or increasing
ordinary seasonally adjusted Ml in any given month
by up to about $100 million depending on the
Wednesday factor. The adjustment has very little
impact on Ml growth over the longer term. However,
M2 and M3 have not been seasonally adjusted using
the Bank's Wednesday option, although this work is
under way at the Bank.
In February 1985, the Bank of Canada announced a
revised seasonal adjustment procedure and discussed
this in a Bank of Canada Review article.17 This
procedure, referred to as the X-II ARIMA method,
was developed at Statistics Canada and is now used in
the seasonal adjustment of its economic data
(including the monetary aggregate data discussed
here). The underlying methodology remains basically
the same as the Census Method II X-II procedure
which the Bank had previously used.
The Bank described the new methodology as
follows:
The X-II ARIMA procedure improves the initial
estimates of the seasonal factors for the most recent

15 Bank of Canada Review, May 1977, p. S146.
16 "Note on seasonal adjustment of monthly currency and
demand deposit statistics", Bank of Canada Review, March
1979, pp. 16-22.
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17 "Note on the modification of seasonal adjustment
procedures" , Bank of Canada Review, March 1985, pp. 35.
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data yet leaves the seasonal factors on past
observations unchanged (emphasis supplied). As part
of the process of estimating seasonal factors, both
methods used the same weighted moving average
technique in which the earlier and subsequent
observations in the time series being adjusted are
given smaller weights than the current observation.
Near the end of a time series, where sufficient
subsequent observations are unavailable, the Census
Method II routine is forced to modify its estimation
procedure in a manner that places greater than normal
weight on the most recent available observations. The
initial estimates of the seasonal factors for these
observations are therefore not as good statistically as
subsequent estimates made after additional years of
data become available. What is different about the XII ARIMA modification is that an extrapolation
technique (a Box-Jenkins seasonal Autoregressive
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model, as
developed by G.E.P. Box and G.M. Jenkins "Time
Series Analysis Forecasting and Control", HoldenDay, San Francisco, 1970 parenthesis supplied), is
used to provide additional data by artificially
extending the time series. This extended time series is
then submitted to the X-II routine. With the
additional data, less weight needs to be placed on the
most recent available observations in estimating
seasonal factors for that period and, as a result, the
initial estimates for these factors are significantly
improved. 18

The main advantages of X-II ARIMA over the
Census Method II variant were also discussed by the
Bank in the Review article, using net demand deposits
as an example. Specifically, the Bank noted that:
both procedures were applied to the data on these
deposits, using time series ending in 1981, 1982,
1983 and 1984 successively. The resulting estimates
of the seasonal factors for the year 1981 were then
compared. Appreciable differences in the estimates
generated by the two procedures are found only for
the last three years of sample data (as well as for yearahead forecasted factors). The root mean squares of
these differences indicate that the divergence between
the two initial estimates of the 1981 seasonal factors
virtually disappears with the addition of data to 1984.
However, the root mean squared error between initial
and final 1981 seasonal factor estimates for X-ll
ARIMA is only half as large as the corresponding
value for the Census Method II procedure. Therefore,
X-II ARIMA has produced better initial estimates of
the 1981 seasonal factors for net demand deposits and

18

Ibid., pp. 3-4.

has also improved these factors proportionately more
with additional years of data. 19

IV. HOW THE MONETARY AGGREGATES
ARE AFFECTED BY SPECIFIC
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FOREIGN
EXCHANGE MARKETS

1. How Fluctuations in Foreign Exchange
Reserves and the Exchange Rate Affect
the Domestic Money Supply in the Short Run
Canadian money supply figures, shown on page 6 of
the Weekly Financial Statistics, will not usually be
affected by international considerations unless
Canadian foreign exchange reserves are increasing or
decreasing. 20 However, if foreign exchange reserves
Ibid., p. 5.
For example, if the current and capital accounts balance
and a US. holder of a Canadian money market security
decides to withdraw his funds from Canada, he sells the
Canadian paper to a Canadian resident who pays for it by
reducing his deposit balance at a Canadian bank. However,
the American then sells these Canadian dollars for U.S.
dollars, which are assumed to come from a Canadian
exporter. The Canadian exporter then receives Canadian
dollars which are deposited with a Canadian bank. Through
this series of transactions (and assuming no time lags),
Canadian dollar deposits change hands from Canadian
residents to non-residents and back again, but the total
amount of Canadian dollar deposits and foreign exchange
reserves are not altered and so money supply is unaffected.
Alternatively, if a Canadian borrower sells US.-pay
bonds to Americans, he receives U.S. funds. These funds
are then sold for Canadian funds which come from
Canadian importers (who sell Canadian dollars to buy US.
goods) and are then deposited in the banks. Thus, Canadian
dollar deposits of the borrower rise while Canadian dollar
deposits of the importer fall by the same amount (assuming
no time lags). The money supply is unchanged, again,
because total Canadian dollar deposits and foreign exchange
reserves have not changed.
Put another way, foreign borrowing does not increase the
domestic money supply as long as foreign exchange
reserves do not rise.
It is also important to note that not all international
transactions affect the reserve position and, therefore, the
domestic money supply. For example, if a Canadian export
is paid for in Canadian dollars held on deposit with banks in
Canada, there is no money supply impact. Similarly, if a
Canadian borrower raises US. dollars in the U.S. and
keeps the money on deposit with an American bank in the
19

20
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are increasing or decreasing, there is a potential
money supply impact. For example, if the government
is a net accumulator of foreign exchange reserves,
either because of a net current or capital account
surplus, the domestic money supply, broadly defined
to include government deposits, will rise unless offset
(sterilized) by the Bank of Canada. A strong currency
is associated with an increase in money supply (and
vice versa).21 This occurs because when the Bank of
Canada buys foreign currency from the private sector
via the chartered banks, it has to supply Canadian
dollars to the selling banks (i.e., pay the banks an
exchange equivalent amount of Canadian dollars).
These Canadian dollars are provided by doing swaps
with the Exchange Fund account or by reducing
government balances held at the Bank of Canada or by
printing the money via new issue bonds or Treasury
Bill takedowns by the Bank. 22 In turn, chartered bank
private deposits and bank cash are increased by the
Canadian dollar equivalent of the foreign exchange
bought by the Bank of Canada, and these funds can be
lent by the banks. Theoretically, the deposit multiplier
then comes into play and the potential is created for a
short-run decline in interest rates.
Given a strong currency and a build-up of foreign
exchange reserves, the Bank of Canada must either
accept a shift toward expansionary policy or
undertake offsetting actions. If, as is usually the case,

u.s.,

there is no impact on Canadian Ml, MI-A, M2 or
M3. However, M3 would rise if the foreign funds were
redeposited in Canada with Canadian banks. If the
Government of Canada does a foreign bond issue and
redeposits these funds in U.S. dollars in Canada, M3 is not
immediately affected because government deposits are not
counted in any of the official definitions of money supply.
21 An increase in exchange reserves is financed by advances
from the Consolidated Revenue Fund and vice versa. The
government will have to decide the policy it wants to follow
with respect to the size of its cash balances when the
Canadian dollar is strong or weak.
The specific impact that a strong or weak currency has on
money supply is discussed in the next subsection. It
depends to a large extent on how money is defined.
Generally speaking, Canadian definitions of broad money
(M2 and M3) are such that currency fluctuations per se do
not have a large direct impact on them.
22 If the government does not want to use its balances to
finance the purchase of foreign exchange, it could raise
taxes or cut spending to generate funds or borrow from the
public and the potential money supply impact would not
exist.
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the Bank will want to offset the increase in bank cash
caused by the build-up in foreign exchange reserves, it
would normally do this in a number of ways. These
include: drawing down the system directly by drawing
the funds out of the banks and depositing them with
the Bank of Canada; unwinding swaps with the
Exchange Fund account; selling securities to the
banks; or increasing secondary reserve requirements.
This offsetting action would leave bank deposits, bank
cash and money supply unaffected.
During the period from late 1976 through 1985, the
opposite case held in Canada. A sharp selloff in the
Canadian dollar created a situation where the Bank
was a net seller of its U.S. dollar foreign exchange
reserves to the banks (in exchange for Canadian
dollars) in order to moderate downward pressure on
the Canadian dollar as it fell. (Foreign exchange
reserves fell because of the large deficit on current
account in the balance of payments and because there
were large net capital outflows in 1981 related to the
government's policy to Canadianize the oil and gas
industry.) As a first round impact, this lowers private
Canadian dollar deposits in the banking system which,
in tum, creates the potential for a contraction in
money supply growth and puts upward pressure on
interest rates. The Bank of Canada would normally
offset this by redepositing the Canadian dollars in the
banking system to leave bank cash reserves
unchanged. However, money supply (Ml) would
initially fall because the government redeposit is not
defined to be part of the money supply. 23 This, in fact,
was the approach followed by the Bank when it acted
to insulate the domestic banking system from most of
the liquidity draining impact of the weak Canadian
dollar during 1977-85. 24
The above discussion assesses the overall first and
second round macro impacts that a weak currency has
for money supply broadly defined. In general, a

23 Alternatively, the Government of Canada could do a
foreign bond issue to replenish the loss of reserves. Once
the funds are received and placed on deposit in Canada,
bank cash would rise and offset the previous decline.
Because government deposits are not counted as part of the
money supply as defined, it would decline. However, once
the government spends this money, M 1, M2 and M3 will
rise (i.e., the second round impacts would offset the
tendency for Ml to decline).
24 The Bank of Canada will normally offset any bank cash
impact arising out of movements in foreign exchange
reserves, since the Bank has separate policies and tools to
manage these two different areas.
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decline in foreign exchange reserves and a weak
Canadian dollar will normally be associated with a
decline in money supply and vice versa, unless this is
offset by the Bank of Canada as would normally be the
case. Within this context, the depressing effect a weak
currency has on money supply growth manifests itself
in a more specific sense.

2. Some Direct First Round Impacts of Foreign
Exchange Reserve Fluctuations on Specific
Definitions of Money
It is worthwhile noting here that changes in the
Canadian dollar exchange rate probably do not have a
major direct short-run impact on any of the Canadian
money supply figures. A weak Canadian dollar, for
example, should not normally have a large impact on
Ml, since Ml essentially consists of deposits used to
finance day-to-day transactions (the transactions
demand for money, rather than the speculative or
investment demand for money). But, to the extent that
a weak dollar leads to people drawing down their
Canadian chequing accounts, Ml will decline.
M2, which contains several term deposit categories,
is the series which, prior to 1978, would normally
have been highly affected by currency speculation
(i.e., a weak Canadian dollar would lead Canadian
depositors to shift out of Canadian interest earning
deposits to foreign interest earning deposits).
However, when the Bank of Canada redefined M2 in
late 1977, it excluded large corporate deposits (nonpersonal CDs and BDNs)-the very time deposit
series that would be sensitive to changes in the
exchange rate. The net effect is that the Bank defined
away much of the potential volatility in M2 which
would result from changes in the Canadian dollar.
Under the 1977 definition, and assuming no Ml
influences, M2 would only fall when the Canadian
dollar weakened to the extent that individual savers
and smaller corporate depositors with chequable and
non-chequable notice deposits shift from Canadian
dollar interest bearing deposits to foreign deposits.
Because chequab1e and non-chequable corporate
notice deposits are fairly stable and small in total,
while individual savings deposits are collectively large
but subject to millions of individual decisions
involving relatively small amounts of money, these
deposit categories do not seem to be highly sensitive
to fluctuations in the exchange value of the Canadian
dollar.

The series "currency plus total Canadian dollar
privately held chartered bank deposits" shown in
entries 7 and 7a (which prior to 1977 was the
"official" M2 definition and today is unofficially
referred to as M2-B) will pick up these fluctuations
because M2-B includes corporate purchase moneyBDNs and large CDs.
Finally, M3 will not be particularly sensitive to
changes in the exchange rate because M3 includes
both the large deposits not included in the new
definition of M2 (BDNs and CDs) and foreign
deposits booked in Canada both outright and
swapped. 25 If the Canadian dollar weakens, for
example, and corporations shift $200 million out of
large Canadian time deposits into foreign currency
time deposits booked in Canada, M2 wiII be
unaffected because neither deposit class is included in
M2. With respect to M3, the $200 million decrease in
the corporate Canadian time deposit component of M3
is offset, at least initially, by the $200 million increase
in the foreign deposit component of M3. The net
direct impact on M3 is zero. However, if the foreign
currency deposit were booked with a non-resident
abroad (say, by a bank looking to avoid the reserve
requirement on foreign deposits booked in Canada),
M3 would fall by the amount of the CD or BDN sale.
(Note: this analysis does not take into account what
would happen to the Ms if the banks then reacted to
their sudden increase in foreign liabilities in various
ways. The second round effects wiII not be neutral.)
Also, shifts by individual savers have little impact
on M3 for the same reason. Since M3 includes M2,
the drop in Canadian dollar deposits in M2-which
are also included in M3-is offset by the increase in
the foreign deposit component of M3.
In summary, actions of Canadian residents in
Canada to a sharp decline or increase in the Canadian
dollar do not have much direct impact on the money
supply as now defined (although there will be indirect
effects because interest rates will change and this, in
turn, will alter money supply). M3 would be
essentially unaffected, while Ml may be depressed
slightly if the Canadian dollar weakens. M2 would
tend to be depressed the most by a weak currency, but

25 If a swap is done, the bank takes the client's Canadian
dollars and sells him a U.S. dollar CD at the bank.
Simultaneously, the bank repurchases the U.S. dollars from
the customer for forward delivery. This transaction will
tend to depress MI, M2 and the Canadian dollar in the spot
market and strengthen the Canadian dollar forward.
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this impact is much smaller under the 1977
redefinition of M2 compared to the old M2 (which
included large corporate deposits). As a result, entries
7 and 7a, which represent the old M2, are the best
series to use to examine the money supply impact of a
strong or weak currency.
It is important to note that the Canadian money
supply definitions mostly include the actions of
Canadian residents booked with Canadian banks in
Canada. Should a weak currency lead a large
Canadian corporation to shift funds out of Canadian
dollar time deposits into, for example, foreign
currency deposits with an American or German bank
or into a foreign deposit with a Canadian bank outside
of Canada, M2 would be unaffected but M3 would
theoretically drop by the full amount of the shift (as a
first round effect). This is because there is no foreign
currency deposit booked with a Canadian bank in
Canada to offset the decline in the Canadian dollar
deposit. Here again, the final impact is difficult to
judge because the foreign bank or Canadian bank's
foreign reaction to the deposit inflow and its second
round impact on Canadian Ms is unclear. Also, to the
extent that foreigners are active in the Canadian dollar
with Canadian banks domestically, the money supply
figures would be affected. Deposit activity with
foreign banks outside Canada, though having a large
impact on the Canadian dollar and indirectly on
Canadian foreign exchange reserves, mayor may not
have a large short-run impact on Canadian money
supply as defined by the Bank of Canada.
Overall, it can be seen that under normal
circumstances a volatile currency is unlikely to have a
dramatic direct impact on Canadian money supply,
given the 1977 definitions for money and given that the
Bank of Canada would normally offset part or all of
the impact. This is especially true regarding the
actions of Canadian residents. (However, there are
events which can develop outside Canada that mayor
may not have a large impact on Canadian money
supply.) The one exception is the so-called M2-B,
which would pick up the impact of Canadian residents
active in reducing their large Canadian dollar interest
earning deposits in response to a weak exchange rate
and vice versa.
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3. The Indirect Impact of Changes in Foreign
Exchange Reserves and the Exchange Rate on
GDP, Interest Rates and Money Supply
In addition to foreign exchange reserve fluctuations
having a direct potential short-run impact on the
domestic money supply, there are also two important
indirect and longer term effects. These indirect effects
can both reinforce and offset the first round impact in
the short run and the long run. This can make it
difficult to arrive at a "bottom line" conclusion as to
exactly how a change in the exchange rate, resulting
from a change in exchange reserves, affects the money
supply.
First, a foreign exchange reserve loss would lead
directly to weakness in the Canadian dollar and a
potential money supply decline. But, at the same time,
a weak currency would lead to higher inflation, thus
leading to higher nominal GDP growth in the short run
(unless offset by a drop in real output). This, in tum,
would increase Ml demand and money supply
according to the income elasticity in the demand for
money function. Thus the net impact is ambiguous.
(In the long run, the impact would be smaller if real
output fell, although if real exports increase in
response to the drop in the exchange rate, money
demand and money supply would still rise.)
Second, a weak currency and/or higher inflation in
Canada would automatically lead to higher domestic
interest rates. Further, as we saw in 1978-81, a
weakening currency will usually also lead the
government to actively push to raise interest rates even
further to discourage capital outflows and encourage
Canadians to borrow foreign currencies. Here again,
working through the demand for money equation,
which has a negative coefficient for interest rates,
higher interest rates will depress M 1 and may raise
M2/M3. Moreover, if the policy induced rise in
interest rates is achieved by the Bank of Canada
selling securities in the open market (rather than via
Bank rate increases), the resulting direct reduction in
private deposits will reduce Ml directly, unless offset
by the Bank.
Over time, the Bank of Canada can, and usually
does, offset this by redepositing the money gained
from the bond or Bill sales in the banking system. This
takes time to impact, since the redeposit of
government funds is not immediately counted in any
of the formal definitions of money.
This is exactly the situation which developed in
December 1978 and January 1979. During this period,
very heavy sales of mid- and long-term bonds by the

o
Bank reduced private deposits substantially. This
decline was sufficient to put short-run Ml growth in
January 1979 below the Bank's target band. However,
as the higher government redeposit filtered back into
private deposits, Ml began to rise again at a faster
rate. 26

The government has several other options to offset the
tendency for Ml to fall. They include: undertaking swaps
with the Exchange Fund account (which can be unwound if
less system cash is needed later on); increasing the Treasury
Bill tender and having the Bank buy more Bills (which can
be matured if less system cash becomes desirable later on);
bringing more new public issue bond offerings to allow the
Bank of Canada to buy more bonds; making the gross bond
issues bigger with the Bank taking the step-up in size;
having the government do a direct placement of bonds with
the Bank of Canada.
26
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SELECTED SEASONALLY
ADJUSTED SERIES:
CHARTERED BANK ASSETS
AND LIABILITIES;
AND
EXCHANGE RATES

Column"

____

Page 7
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Average of

SELECTED SEASONALLY ADJUSTED SERIES:
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MoyenlJe des

QUELQUES STATISTIQUES BANCAIRES DESAISONNALISEES: AVOIDS ET ENGAGEMENTS DES BANQUES A CHARTE
Canadian dollar assets
Avoirs en dollars canad.iens
Total
Liquid
Less
Total
General
Total
Business
Canadian
assets
liquid
loans (l)
loans
personal
loans
dollar
Avoirs de
assets
Ens€'.I/lble
Prets
loans
Prets 8UX
major assets
premiere
Avoirs de
des
generaux
Pri}ts
entreprises
Ensemble des
liquidite
seconde
prtits(l)
personnels
principaux
liquidite
total
avoirs en
dollars
canadiens

mercredis

1985
J
A
S

o
1986

J
F
M
A
M
J
J
A
S

o

N
D

1987

J

F
M
A
M
J
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CHARTERED BANK ASSETS AND LIABILITIES (Milljons of dollars)

B1632

B1601

B1600

B1610

B1617

B1615

B1616

B1605

B1622

B1623

201,032
201,607
202,816
205,187
206,255
208,433
208,700

21,571
20,834
21,680
22,838
23,461
24,457
22,804

179,457
180,690
181,058
182,181
182,761
184,320
185,928

129,710
130,512
130,370
130,573
130,394
131,245
131,803

122,702
123,488
123,267
123,368
123,120
123,935
124,605

36,052
36,534
36,862
37,193
37,747
38,210
38,573

86,651
86,972
86,441
86,207
85,444
85,723
85,767

36,985
37,453
37,902
38,571
39,153
39,766
40,435

16,662
16,650
17,070
17,167
17,211
17,371
17,482

114,367
115,099
115,879
116,714
117,127
118,252
119,127

44,005
44,310
43,757
43,211
43,690
44,591
43,255

209,035
211,045
215,251
215,763
213,270
212,492
213,676
214,236
214,421
215,765
216,318
217,435

21,049
19,330
19,441
22,780
23,974
24,018
22,895
22,625
21,770
21,802
23,540
24,578

188,351
191,162
195,531
192,911
189,434
188,520
190,617
191,482
192,507
194,064
193,317
192,925

133,874
136,088
140,623
137,642
133,796
132,253
133,050
132,859
133,366
133,949
133,221
132,437

126,511
128,531
132,853
129,890
126,076
124,608
125,281
125,151
125,583
126,082
125,313
124,742

38,835
39,241
39,324
39,575
39,724
39,928
40,866
41,168
41,491
42,088
41,997
42,190

87,726
89,316
93,425
90,363
86,417
84,681
84 ,436
83,974
84,076
84,050
83,284
82,198

41,018
41,567
42,063
42,528
43,028
43,686
44,660
45,676
46,478
47,349
48,508
49,130

16,948
16,634
16,681
16,104
16,720
16,959
17,202
17,228
17,688
17,806
19,067
18,202

119,866
120,191
120,910
122,138
122,579
123,679
124,545
125,309
126,054
126,623
128,844
130,181

44,471
44,674
46,772
46,567
43,355
42,186
42,395
42,737
43,350
44,093
44,777
45,744

218,361
220,564
221,500
226,470
229,266

25,935
26,455
27,310
29,458
29,125
28,1648

192,947
193,642
194,214
197,166
200,435
202,628R

131,866
131,862
131,746
133,215
135,120
136,276R

123,929
123,916
124,103
125,056
126,830
127,967R

42,732
43,066
43,589
44,290
45,034
45,166R

81,205
80,907
80,579
81,005
81,917
82,7988

49,623
50,043
50,608
51,473
52,597
53,9458

18,444
19,620
19,437
20,695
21,225
21,321R

130,305
131, 1I2
131,998
132,332
132,273
133,339

44,507
44,963
45,595
47,641
49,471
50,2638

230 , 695R
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BCR Table C9

(En millions de dollars)
_ REC Tableau C9
Canadian dollar deposits
Depots en_ dollars canadiens
Residential
Demand
Personal
Non personal
mortgages
Depots
savings
term and
Pr@ts
.:1 vue
Dep8ts
notice
hypothiid'epargne
iJepots fi
caires a
des
terme ou
1 'habitaparticuliers
a prtiavis
Rutres que
tion
ceux des
particuliers

Total loans do not include day-to-day loans, call loans, residential mortgage loans and loans for purchase of Canada Savings Bonds.
l'ensemb1e des prBts ne comprend pas 1es categories specia1es suivantes: prBts au jour 1e jour, prBts a vue sur titres, prets hypothecaires a
1 'habitation destines a FinanceI' 1 'achat d'ob1igations d'epargne du Canada.

Column-e-e--e-e--e- --eMonth, week
ending
Mois ou
semaine se
terminant
a 1a date
indiquee

M
A
M
J

-0-

EXCHANGE 8ATES
COlIRS OU CflANGE

U. S. dollar
Dollar E. -U.
Canadian dollars per unit
En dollars canadiens par unite
Spot rates
Cours du comptant
High
Low
Closing
Average
Haut
Bas
C16ture
noon
Moyenne
midi

Reciprocal
of the
closing
rate (1)
Inverse du
cours de
cloture (1)

a

1987

•

U.S. dollar
Dollar E. -U.
Canadian cents
per unit
En cents canadiens par uni te
3-month fon-.oard
spread
Report ou deport
3 mois
Closing Average
C1otOre noon
Moyenne
a midi

a

Other currencies
Autres monnaies
Average of noon spot
Moyenne des cours du
Canadian dollars per
En dollars canadiens
Bri t ish
French
pOWld
franc
Li vre
Franc
sterling
Franr:ais

B3412

rates

comptant a midi
unit
par unite
German
mark
Mark
allemand

Swiss
franc
Franc
suisse

B3411

Japanese
yen
Yen
japona.is

B3407

BCR Table 11
RBC Tableau I1
Canadian
dollar index
against G-I0
currencies
Indice des
cours du
dollar
canadien
vis-a-vis
des devises
du 0-10
1971 = ]00

B3415

B3416

B3414

B3400

B3404

B3405

1. 3375
1. 3418
1. 3492
1. 3450

1. 3037
1. 3007
1. 3330
1. 3290

1. 3055
1. 3377
1. 3380
1. 3320

1. 3192
1. 3189
1. 3412
1. 3386

0.7660
0.7476
0.7474
0.7508

0.15
0.46
0.35
0.42

0.24
0.31
0.34
0.42

2.1010
2.1523
2.2349
2.1808

0.2160
0.2187
0.2245
0.2204

0.7189
0.7283
0.7502
0.7361

0.8574
0.8824
0.9124
0.8874

0.008715
0.009238
0.009545
0.009264

83418
72.94
72.55
71.14
71.57

1987 M

6
13
20
27

1. 3474
1. 3415
1. 3490
1. 3492

1. 3347
1. 3330
1.3368
1. 3428

1. 3390
1. 3415
1. 3485
1. 3439

1. 3395
1. 3366
1. 3413
1. 3464

0.7468
0.7454
0.7416
0.7441

0.35
0.32
0.36
0.38

0.43
0.30
0.31
0.35

2.2461
2.2335
2.2545
2.2269

0.2253
0.2238
0.2255
0.2247

0.7530
0.7475
0.7538
0.7509

0.9178
0.9097
0.9181
0.9127

0.009597
0.009571
0.009599
0.009499

71.15
71. 36
71.06
70.95

J

3
10
17
24

1. 3450
1. 3445
1. 3426
1. 3420

1. 3370
1. 3387
1. 3384
1. 3325

1. 3414
1.3408
1. 3412
1. 3325

1. 3412
1. 3420
1. 3409
1.3366

0.7455
0.7458
0.7456
0.7505

0.42
0.40
0.45
0.42

0.38
0.41
0.43
0.43

2.1907
2.2051
2.2029
2.1550

0.2211
0.2224
0.2211
0.2189

0.7380
0.7438
0.7383
0.7305

0.8915
0.8971
0.8896
0.8799

0.009343
0.009367
0.009311
0.009200

71. 39
71.28
71.40

J

1

1. 3350
1. 3312
1. 3253

1. 3290
1. 3227
1. 3173

1.3320
1. 3244
1. 3233

1. 3319
1. 3266
1. 3211

0.7508
0.7551
0.7557

0.42
0.53
0.59

0.41
0.50
0.57

2.1438
2.1443
2.1383

0.2185
0.2166
0.2154

0.7288
0.7216
0.7175

0.8778
0.8667
0.8607

0.009092
0.008900
0.008793

72.05
72.44
72.78

1. 3225
1. 3205
1. 3187
1. 3173
1. 3220

1. 3229
1. :3208
1. 3188
1. 3195
1. 3233

1.3232
1. 3212
1. 3199
1. 3178
1. 3234

0.7559
0.7571
0.7583
0.7579
0.7557

0.55
0.56
0.59
0.58
0.59

0.55
0.56
0.59
0.57
0.58

2.1416
2.1322
2.1356
2.1228
2.1591

0.2159
0.2149
0.2152
0.2140
0.2170

0.7197
0.7161
0.7164
0.7124
0.7231

0.8F;26
0.8575
0.8590
0.8554
0.8689

0.008824
0.008768
0.008744
0.008725
0.008903

72.65
72.81
72.87
73.02
72.54

8
15

71. 76

Latest week:
Derniere semaine:

1987 J

9
10
13
14
15

1. 3253

1. 3218
1. 3205
1. 3198
1. 3245

Canadian dollar expressed in U.S. dollars.
Dollar canadien expriPJf? en dollars E. -[I.
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The table at the top of page 7 in the WFS presents a
grab bag of banking data. It sets out 11 "Selected
Seasonally Adjusted Series for Chartered Bank Assets
and Liabilities". This table duplicates information
shown each month in the Bank of Canada Review,
table C9.
The bottom half of the page sets out selected
exchange rate data which really fit in better with the
financial market statistics shown on pages 8 and 9.
The information shown in this table duplicates data
shown in table 11 in the Bank of Canada Review with
one exception. The WFS does not show the Canadian
dollar to SDR exchange rate-an exchange rate which
is shown in the monthly Review.

loans, Government of Canada Treasury Bills,
Government of Canada bonds and total call and other
short loans. Entry 2 shows this data on a seasonally
adjusted basis by month covering a 25-month period.

3. Less Liquid Assets
Canadian dollar less liquid assets were explained in
chapter 2, entry 26. These assets mainly include
loans, mortgages and non-Government of Canada
securities. Entry 3 shows this data on a seasonally
adjusted basis by month covering a 25-month period.

4. Total Loans
I.

SELECTED SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
SERIES: CHARTERED BANK (CANADIAN
DOLLAR) ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

The selected seasonally adjusted chartered bank assets
and liabilities table covers the same data that is shown
on pages 2-4 of the WFS. For this reason, the series is
not discussed again here in detail. However, this table
offers two specific advantages over pages 2-4. First,
data presented here is shown on a monthly average
basis covering a 25-month period, compared to the 13
weeks and four complete months of data shown on
pages 2-4. The end result is that the reader has a much
longer time series to work with in assessing key bank
assets and liabilities. For example, a one- or two-year
growth rate can be calculated. Also, the longer time
series allows the Bank of Canada to reflect data
revisions going back two years instead of just four
months.
Second, the monthly data shown here is seasonally
adjusted to eliminate known monthly patterns.

Total Canadian dollar loans (which, in this series,
excludes day-to-day loans, call loans, mortgage loans
and loans for the purchase of Canada Savings Bonds)
were explained in chapter 2. Entry 4 shows this data
on a seasonally adjusted basis by month covering a 25month period.

5. General Loans
Canadian dollar general loans were explained in
chapter 2, entry 20. This series includes business and
personal loans, loans to farmers, loans to health,
education, welfare and religious organizations, loans
to grain dealers, and to sales finance and consumer
loan companies. The series excludes loans to
provinces and municipalities and to individuals for the
purchase of CSBs. Entry 5 shows this data on a
seasonally adjusted basis by month covering a 25month period.

6. Total Personal Loans
1. Total Canadian Dollar Major Assets
Total Canadian dollar major assets were explained in
chapter 2, entry 27. Entry 1 shows this data on a
seasonally adjusted basis by month covering a 25month period.

Canadian dollar personal loans shown at month end
were explained in chapter 2, entry 20(b). Entry 6
shows this data on a seasonally adjusted basis by
month covering a 25-month period.

7. Business Loans
2. Liquid Assets
Canadian dollar liquid assets were explained in
chapter 2, entry 9. This series includes Bank of
Canada notes, deposits at the Bank of Canada, day

Canadian dollar business loans were explained in
chapter 2, entry 20a. Here, entry 7 shows this data on
a seasonally adjusted basis by month covering a 25month period.
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8. Residential Mortgages

par. The rate shown has been expressed in decimals
since March 5, 1973.

Residential mortgages were covered in chapter 2
under entry 21.

9. Canadian Dollar Demand Deposits
The last three entries in the table at the top of page 7
show three different Canadian dollar deposit series
taken from the liability side of the banking system's
balance sheet.
The first deposit series shown is Canadian dollar
demand deposits which are net of estimated private
sector float. This series was explained in chapter 3,
entry 4. As with the asset data, entry 9 shows this
series on a seasonally adjusted basis by month
covering a 25-month period.

10. Canadian Dollar Personal Savings Deposits
Total Canadian dollar personal savings deposits were
explained in chapter 3 and set out in entry 1(f). Here,
entry 10 shows this data on a seasonally adjusted basis
by month covering a 25-month period.

11. Canadian Dollar Non-Personal Term and
Notice Deposits
Total Canadian dollar non-personal term and notice
deposits were explained in chapter 3 and set out in
entry 2d.

II. EXCHANGE RATES
The table at the bottom of page 7 sets out relevant
exchange rate information. Rates are shown for the
last four month ends, as of Wednesday for the last 13
weeks, and the close for each day of the latest week.

Canadian dollars per unit

En dollars canadiens par unite
Spot rates
Cours du comptant
High
Low
Closing
Average
Haut

Bas

Cloture

closing
rate (1)
Inverse du
cours de
c18ture (1)

noon
Moyenne

a midi

1. 3375
1. 3418
.3492
.3450

1. 3037
1. 3007
1. 3330
1. 3290

1. 3055
1. 3377
1. 3380
1. 3320

1. 3192
1. 3189
1. 3412
1. 3386

0.7660
0.7476
0.7474
0.7508

.3474
.3415
1. 3490
1.3492

1. 3347
1. 3330
1. 3368
1. 3428

1. 3390
1. 3415
1. 3485
1. 3439

1. 3395
1. 3366
1. 3413
1. 3464

0.7468
0.7454
0.7416
0.7441

1. 3370
1. 3387

1. 3414
1. 3408
1. 3412
1. 3325

1.3412
1. 3420
1. 3409
1. 3366

0.7455
0.7458
0.7456
0.7505

J. 3384
1. 3325

As is well known, the exchange value of the U.S.
dollar in Canada is determined by the daily and
ongoing supply and demand for U. S. dollars in the
Canadian inter-bank market. In turn, this supply and
demand is determined by items of a current account
nature and by capital flows.
Over long periods of time, the Canadian current
account balance and the so-called "basic" balance
(current account plus long-term capital flows) are the
keys for exchange rate determination, reflecting
Canada's
price/ cosUproducti vity
performance
compared to its trading partners. However, in the
short run, short-term capital flows, the outlook for the
currency, leads and lags, speculative forces, and Bank
of Canada market activity on behalf of the Exchange
Fund account all play a key role in moving the
exchange rate up or down. I Trends in the spot

12. U.S. Dollar Spot Rates in Canada
Four U.S. dollar exchange rates are shown in the table
at the bottom of page 7. These are the rates for the
U.S. dollar prevailing in the inter-bank market in
Canada. The U.S. dollar rate is quoted at a premium
(P) or discount (D) to the Canadian dollar. For
example, if one U.S. dollar in Canada buys C$1.18
the U. S. dollar is said to be at an 18 percent premium
to the Canadian dollar. When there is no premium or
discount, the C$/U.S.$ relationship is said to be at
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I Leads and lags in the market are critical in the short run.
For example, if the Canadian dollar is expected to
appreciate, non-residents would try to buy the Canadian
dollar in advance or accelerate their payments for Canadian
goods; Canadians would tend to delay buying foreign
currencies till the last minute or postpone paying for U.S.
goods and services. Therefore, it can be seen that the "leads
and lags" phenomena will tend to push a strong currency
higher and push a weak currency lower, making the
currency more volatile.

G-G
exchange rate can have important implications for the
Bank's monetary policy.

~ = D, while the formula to convert a discount to a
P+l
premium is~

a) High

The high rate represents the highest quoted rate for the
U.S. dollar in Canada for the specific period-month
ending, week ending, or day ending.

b) Low

The low rate represents the lowest quoted rate for the
U.S. dollar in Canada for the specified month, week
or day.

c)

Closing

The closing rate is the rate prevailing at the close of
trading in the Canadian inter-bank market for the
relevant month, week or day.

=

P.

I-D

14. 90-Day Forward Spread (on the U.S. Dollar
in Canada)
Page 7 of the Bank Statement shows close and noon
averages for the three-month forward spread over spot
for the U.S. dollar in the Canadian inter-bank market.
As will be shown shortly, these premiums or discounts
will be approximately equal to the interest rate
differential between Canada and the Eurodollar
market for the indicated term of the debt securities.
The rate is always quoted as a premium or discount, in
points, from the spot price, i.e., the forward spread is
quoted as the spot price plus the forward premium or
minus the forward discount. Spreads shown in entry
14 are premiums unless preceded by a minus sign,
then they are discounts. Thus, a figure of -0.89 means
the U. S. dollar for three-month forward delivery in
Canada trades at an 89 point discount to the spot rate.

d) Average Noon Rate

The average noon rate has been calculated in two
different ways. Before January 1, 1980, the U. S.
dollar noon average rate was based on rates prevailing
in the inter-bank market at noon Ottawa time. Since
the beginning of 1980, the average noon rate is based
on representative rates in the inter-bank market in a
short period just before and just after noon.

--0-

spread

Report ou deport
a 3 mois
Closing
clotOre

13. Reciprocal of the Closing Rate
The reciprocal of the closing rate is the inverse of the
spot rates shown in entry 12c (i.e., the Canadian
dollar expressed in terms of the U.S. dollar).
When the U.S. dollar is shown at a premium in
entry 12c on the Bank Statement, the reciprocal (the
Canadian dollar in U.S. funds) will be at a discount.
The U.S. premium in Canada will not be the same as
the Canadian dollar discount in the U. S. For example,
if the U.S. dollar in Canada is shown in entry 12c as
$1.18, then the reciprocal will be
1.00 = $0.8475, i.e., a 15.25 percent discount. The
1.18

O.~

0."

0.%

o.n
O.M
O.U

O.~

O.U
O.~

o.n
o.e
O.m
O.U
O.W
0.%

O.U

O.U
O.W
0.31
O.~

o.m
O.U
O.U
O.U

O.U

O.U

O.~

O.~

O.~

O.~

formula to convert a premium into a discount is
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In spite of the tremendous importance of the
forward market, the forward spread is generally not
well understood by monetary analysts. Some think
that the forward rate is simply the market's expected
future spot rate. That is, if the spot Canadian dollar is
at par with the U.S. dollar, while the three-month
forward spread on the U.S. dollar in Canada is at a
100 point premium, the resulting $1.01 for the U.S.
dollar for three-month forward delivery implies that
the foreign exchange market is forecasting a $1.01
spot U.S. dollar in three months. In fact, the main
factor in determining the forward price (the forward
pick-up or loss against spot) is the interest rate
differential on similar low risk assets between pairs of
countries.
Because the mechanism for determining forward
exchange rates is less well understood compared to the
mechanism for determining the spot rate, it is
worthwhile digressing slightly at this point to discuss
the market mechanism for determining forward prices.

a) The Importance of Interest Rates in Determining
the Forward Premium or Discount on the u.s.
Dollar in Canada
Generally speaking, banks act as a "conduit" in the
foreign exchange business, seeking to match their
assets and liabilities when customers generate long or
short positions in the bank's forward book. A specific
example, using Canadian and U.S. dollars, will show
how the three-month forward premium or discount to
spot is established as being approximately equal to the
annual interest rate differential between Canada and
the U. S. Eurodollar market (neglecting expectational
effects).
Typically, if a Canadian exporter sells a product to
the U.S. for U.S. dollar payment, say, in three
months, the exporter would then ask his bank to
guarantee a certain Canadian dollar price for these
U.S. dollars today to eliminate the foreign exchange
risk and lock in the future Canadian dollar proceeds.
(This assists corporations in planning their cash flow
and reduces their risk.) Thus, the bank is asked to pay
a specified Canadian price now for U.S. dollars that
are actually received in three months. The bank, if it
decides to undertake the transaction, will have agreed
to make a forward purchase of U. S. dollars in
exchange for Canadian and will be "long" the U.S.
currency in three months at a certain price set today.
At this point, the bank will normally cover its
position in one of two ways. First, it could do an
162

offsetting forward transaction (i.e., short the U.S.
dollar three-month forward with another bank).
Alternatively, a more common procedure is for the
bank to undertake a two step covering operation. The
first step is discussed here as it pertains to establishing
the forward price. (There is a second step which is
discussed in footnote 2.) Specifically, the first step is
for the bank to sell the equivalent amount of U.S.
dollars for Canadian dollars at the spot rate so that it
has protected itself against an exchange rate
movement (i.e., the bank balances a forward U.S.
dollar purchase with a spot U.S. dollar sale).2
It will be noted that in this transaction the sale of
U.S. dollars at spot requires the bank to give up the
earning power of these U.S. dollars for three months,
while it is theoretically able to invest the Canadian
dollars for three months in an interest earning asset.
Thus, the bank's cost offinancing the forward position
is the interest rate differential between Canada and
the u.s. or Eurodollar market. If, for example, 90day interest rates are 10 percent in Canada and 9
percent in the Eurodollar market, the bank would
quote the customer a forward U.S. dollar exchange
rate at a premium to spot. For example, if the spot
U.S. dollar in Canada trades at $1.25 and the interest
rate differential at three months is 1 percent in favour
of Canada, then the forward premium on the U.S.
dollar in Canada would be 1 percent divided by four
2 There are several reasons why the typical bank, having
covered its risk of capital loss (the foreign exchange
exposure), will still want to return to its original flat
position in both its spot and forward books taken separately.
The most important reason is that by covering a forward
position in the spot market, the bank still faces the risk that
the forward spread against spot will change (i.e., there is an
interest rate risk). Thus, the bank's second priority is
usually to cover the time differences between the maturities
of different forward contracts.
This covering is done via a chartered bank swap in the
inter-bank market. As in the example above, if a bank is
"long" U.S. dollars for forward delivery and "short" the
U.S. dollar in the spot market, it will negotiate a swap
involving the simultaneous sale of U.S. dollars forward (to
balance the forward book) and purchase of the spot U.S.
position (to balance the spot book). These transactions are
usually done simultaneously with the same client (another
bank) at a price which reflects the going spread between the
spot and forward rates. As noted above, this spread is
primarily determined by interest rate differentials.
In summary, the inter-bank swap is used to cover a long
or short position in the forward market after the capital loss
potential on the forward (FX risk) has been covered by an
offsetting spot transaction.

G-fD
quarters-about 25 points. So, if the spot D.S. dollar
were $1.25, the U.S. dollar for three-month forward
delivery in Canada would trade at a premium of 25
points and would theoretically be worth C$1.2525.
Although this analysis is overly simplified and
neglects many other factors (including various ways
the banks can cover exposed-forward positions), it can
be seen that the interest rate differential determines
the spread between the spot andforward values for the
U.S. dollar in Canada.
It will also be noted that if Canadian short-term
interest rates are above comparable U.S. Eurodollar
rates (as is usually the case), the U.S. dollar in Canada
will trade at a premium in the forward market,
reflecting the fact that it is cheaper for traders to
borrow U.S. dollars. Alternatively, if U.S. Eurodollar
rates exceed Canadian rates, the U.S. dollar will trade
at a forward discount to spot in Canada.
If Canadian interest rates exceed U.S. Eurodollar
rates and then rise further relative to U.S. rates, the
U.S. dollar forwards will trade at a larger premium to
spot in Canada. This would check a potential fully
hedged capital inflow by reducing the all-in return to
the foreign lender in Canadian paper and raising the
all-in cost to the Canadian borrower in New York. On
the other hand, if Canadian rates should fall relative to
u. S. Eurodollar rates, the forward premium on the
U.S. dollar in Canada would narrow.
This analysis makes the point that the forward
spread and the exchange rate for future delivery do not
really have a life of their own. In the absence of
extreme speculative effects, the forward premium or
discount to spot on a currency is best thought of as a
"shock absorber" which tends to move in response to
short-term interest rate differentials between pairs of
countries around the world. If there were no adverse
speculative forces in the market and if all interest rates
were equal around the world, then the U.S. dollar for
future delivery in Canada would be at or close to the
spot price (in equilibrium). On the Bank Statement,
the U.S. dollar for three-month forward delivery in
Canada would be equal to the spot price. In this case,
entry 14 data would be zero.

what occurs is set out here, given a hypothetical set of
spot and forward rates (table II). 3
TABLE II
FORWARD U. S. DOLLAR RATES IN CANADA

Spot and Forward Rates
Bid
Cash(Spot):
1 mo. fwd.:
2 mo. fwd.:
3 mo. fwd.:
6 mo. fwd.:
1 yr. fwd.:

Offer

$1.1391-1.1393
1.1394-1.1398
1. 1398-1. 1402
1.1403-1.1407
I.1406-1.1412
1. 1431-1.1443

Fwd Differential
Against Spot(in points)
+ = pickup; - = loss
Bid/Offer

+ 3-5
+ 7-9
+ 12-14
+ 15-19
+40-50

(P)
(P)
(P)
(P)
(P)

These forwards can also be used to work backwards to
obtain the interest rate differentials which underlie the
forward spreads. Here, the forward premiums (P)
against spot are converted to yields (implicit interest
rates) by annualizing the forward differential against
spot. For example, with a forward rate of 13 points
(0.13 percent) for three-months delivery (midmarket), the figure that would show up in entry 14 of
the Bank Statement would give a yield spread
equivalent of .13 times four quarters = 0.52 percent.
A six-month forward of 17 points is multiplied by two
to arrive at 0.34 percent. 4

15. Average of Noon Spot Rates for (Selected)
Other Currencies Against the Canadian Dollar
The next five columns of the table at the bottom of
page 7 set out the exchange value for five important
non-U.S. foreign currencies against the Canadian
dollar. The average noon spot rate is shown for the
British pound, French franc, German mark, Swiss
The normal quoted forward market is up to one year in
term, although the most active trade occurs in the one- to
six-month term where the majority of foreign trade
transactions are hedged. Hedges can be done for one- to
five-year terms, although the longer the term the wider the
bid-ask spread to reflect reduced liquidity. On occasion,
hedges can be done for more than five years.
4 The analysis here implicitly assumes all months have 30
days and a year has 360 days.
3

b) Converting Explicit Interest Rate Differentials
into the Forward Spread and Vice Versa
Given that the various interest rate differentials for
different terms between two currencies are established
in the market, the forward prices (relative to spot) will
be established simultaneously. A specific example of
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CD
franc, and Japanese yen. However, unlike the U.S.
dollar quotes which are based on actual quoted rates
for specific currency transactions in the Canadian
inter-bank market, the published values for these five
currencies are derived quotes. They are based on
nominal quotes for the five currencies in terms of u.s.
dollars which are then converted into Canadian dollars
by applying the u'S.-Canadian dollar noon quote
(Ottawa time). This procedure is followed because
these five currencies do not trade extensively in the
Canadian inter-bank market.

Average of noon spot rates

Movenne des cours du comptant

a midi

currencies
Indice des

Canadian dollars per unit

En dollars canadiens par unite

cours du
dollar
canadien

French

German

Swiss

Japanese

franc

mark

franc

yen

Franc

Mark

Franc

Yen

vis-a.-vis

franfais

allemand

suisse

Japona.is

des devises
du G-10
1971 = 100

0.2160
0.2187
0.2245
0.2204

0.7189
0.7283
0.7502
0.7361

0.8574
0.8824
0.9124
0.8874

0.008715
0.009238
0.009545
0.009264

72.94
72.55
71.14
71.57

0.2253
0.2238
0.2255
0.2247

0.7530
0.7475
0.7538
0.7509

0.9178
0.9097
0.9181
0.9127

0.009597
0.009571
0.009599
0.009499

71.15
71.36
71.06
70.95

0.2211
0.2224
0.2211
0.2189

0.7380
0.7438
0.7383
0.7305

0.8915
0.8971
0.8896
0.8799

0.009343
0.009367
0.009311
0.009200

71.39
71.28
71.40
71. 76

merchandise trade during this period. The weights do
not include non-merchandise trade items (i.e.,
services), since service account data are not available
in sufficient detail nor do they take account of capital
flows.
The level of the index itself, shown in column 16,
has no significance because the base period value can
be chosen arbitrarily. Therefore, it is not meaningful
to compare the level of the index with the actual value
of the Canadian dollar in U.S. funds or with any other
actual exchange rate. Instead, the level of the index in
a period has significance only relative to its level in
other periods. 6
The index is computed as a geometric weighted
average of currencies. The percentage change in this
index is essentially equal to the trade weighted
average of the percentage changes in individual
exchange rates. An increase in the index indicates an
increase in the foreign exchange value of the Canadian
dollar relative to G-10 countries, and a decrease
represents a depreciation.
Not surprisingly, the U. S. dollar has the dominant
weight. It accounts for over 80 percent of the index
weight, reflecting the fact that over 80 percent of
Canada's merchandise trade with G-lO countries is
with the United States. 7 Because of the importance of
the United States, the weighted index of the Canadian
dollar against other G-1 0 currencies has in fact moved
very similarly to the Canadian-U.S. dollar exchange
rate, notwithstanding the large swings against the
Canadian and U.S. dollars of other major currencies.

72.05
72.44

16. Canadian Dollar Index Against G-I0
Currencies (1971 = 100)5
On August 9, 1984, the Bank of Canada started to
publish a weekly trade weighted average exchange
rate index for the Canadian dollar in the WFS. The
index was calibrated to have an average value of 100
in 1971. Data is available weekly from August 1983
and quarterly from the beginning of 1971.
Historical weights for each currency were derived
from Canadian merchandise trade flows with G-10
countries over the five years 1977 through 1981.
Trade with these countries accounted for
approximately 84 percent of Canada's total
5 See "Technical note: A weighted-average exchange rate
index for the Canadian dollar", Bank of Canada Review,
September 1984, pp. 19-24.
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6Ibid.,p.19.
The 1984 weights assigned to the G-I0 currencies were:

7

United States .818
Japan .060
United Kingdom .042
Germany .024
France .014

Italy .012
Netherlands .011
Belgium .009
Sweden .005
Switzerland .005
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FINANCIAL MARKET STATISTICS

Le
mercredi

STATISTIQUES BU MARCHE FINANCIER
Bank of Canada
B8J1~ue du Canada
Bank Rate
Millions of dollars
(effective
En millions de dollars
date in
Advances to
Purchase and resale
brackets)
members of the
agreements
Taux officiel
Canadian Payments
Prises en eension
d'escompte
Association
Weekly
Maximum
(date
(weekly average)
average
dUring
d'entree en
Avances aux
Moyenne
week
vigueur entre
membres de
hehdomaMaximum
parentheses)
1 'Association
daire
de 1a
canadi enne des
semaine
paiements
(moyenne
hebdomadaire)

1987

BCR Tables Fl and F2
RBC Tableaux F1 et F2

Chartered bank loan rates
Taux des e.r~ts bancaires
Day
Prime
Conventional
loans
business
mortgage
closing
Taux de
Taux des
prgts hyporate
base aux
entreprises
Pr~ts
thecaires
au jour
ordinaires
1e jour
1 year 5 year
.') ans
(taux de
1an
cloture)

Chartered bank deposit rates
Taux des dee/its bancaires
Deposi t receipts
Non
Certificats de
chequable
savings
deeot
deposits
30 day
90 day
A 90
Depfits
A 30
d'epargne
jours
jours

5-year
personal
fixed-term
Depfits a
Sans des
particu1iers

non
transferab1es
par

cheques

744.4
668.1
728.8
713.4
678.7

398.6
85.1
1.8
90.0
82.2

663.7
199.6
9.0
152.0
324.8

7.00
7.13
6.88
7.25
7.25

8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
9.25

9.00
9.00
9.00
9.25
9.50

10.00
10.00
10.50
10.75
11.00

6.59
5.99
6.07
6.31
7.19

7.09
6.95
7.34
6.03
8.37

4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.75

6.75
6.75
6.75
6.75
7.00

M 6
13
20
27

8.33 (A30)
8.17 (M7)
8.07 (M14)
8.54 (M21)

688.0
633.9
680.0
640.8

2.2
37.4
63.3

11.0
149.6
162.0

7.00
7.25
7.38
8.00

9.25
9.25
9.25
9.50

9.50
9.50
9.50
9.75

11. 00
H.OO
11.00
11.25

6.56
6.47
6.67
6.50

7.60
7.90
8.22
6.59

4.75
4.75
4.75
4.75

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

J

3
10
17
24

8.44 (M28)
8.50 (J4)
8.58 (JH)
8.59 (J18)

700.0
634.3
659.3
634.6

229.5

462.0

70.5
105.5

199.4
365.4

8.38
8.25
8.38
8.38

9.50
9.50
9.50
9.50

9.75
9.75
9.75
9.75

11.25
H.25
11.25
11.25

7.67
7.04
7.83
6.75

8.45
8.42
8.39
8.37

4.75
4.75
4.75
,4.75

7.00
7.00.
7.00
7.00

1
8
15

8.54 (J25)
8.60 (J2)
8.64 (J9)

488.6
607.5
559.3

496.3
216.6
149.7

941.5
688.0
3H.2

8.50
8.50
8.63

9.50
9.50
9.50

9.75
9.75
9.75

11.25
11.25
11.25

6.30
6.93
7.39

8.10
7.94
7.00

4.75
4.75
4.75

7.00
7.00
7.00

Le
JIJercredi

-0-0

•

0-

FINANCIAL MARKET STATISTICS
STATISrIQUES BU MARCHE FINANCIER
Overnight
Government
Prime corporate
money market of Canada
paper rates
financing
deposits:
Taux du papier
rate(l)
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de premier
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7 -day tender
chaix des
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average (2)
socit§tes
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90 day
gouvernement
'A 30
A 90
du Canada:
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rendement
moyen de 1a
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Bankers'
acceptances
30-day rate
Taux des
accepta ti ons
bancaires a
30 jours

Other bond yield averages
(McLeod, Young, Weir)
Rendement moyen d'autres types
d'ob1ic:!!.tions (McLeod, Youn.!!'! Weir)
Provincials,
All corporates
weighted
Toutes 1es societes
long-term
Weighted
Weighted
Provinces,
long-term
mid-term
moyenne
Moyenne
Moyenne
ponderee
ponderee
ponderee
(long
(Jong terme)
(moyen
terme)
te1711e)

Unit.ed States
Etats-Unis
Commercial paper
(adjusted)
Papier cOIDJIJercia1
(taux corrilf.es)
30-day
90-day
A 30
A 90
jours
jours

Prime rate
charged by
banks
Taux de
base des
prtJts
bancaires

EUro-U.S.
dollar
deposits
in London
3-months
(offer)
(adjusted)
Jlep8ts
a 3 mois
en eurodollars
americains
a Londres
(offerts)
(taux
corriges)

A 1
8
15
22
29

7.22
7.04
6.88
7.15
7.35

6.74
6.52
6.44
6.75
7.23

7.15
7.00
7.25
7.65
7.65-

7.15
7.10
7.85
8.10
8.15

7.10
6.94
7.23
'7•• 63
7.57

9.66
9.78
10.10
10.17
10.48

9.83
9.94
10.31
10.44
10.62

9.19
9.28
9.62
8.69
10.14

6.42
6.31
6.63
6.47
6.64

6.43
6.38
6.72
6.66
6.88

7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75

6.78
6.65
7.10
6.98
7.16

M 6
13
20
27

7.28
7.22
7.41
7.63

7.23
7.05
7.09
7.39

7.50
7.50
7.95
8.10

8.20
8.00
8.50
8.30

7.52
7.42
7.95
7.96

10.50
10.53
10.84
10.49

10.55
10.49
10.81
10.54

10.08
9.99
10.42
10.07

6.84
6.85
7.05
6.98

6.99
7.01
7.33
7.18

8.00
8.00
8.25
8.25

7.35
7.29
7.74
7.41

J

3
10
17
24

8.42
8.32
8.41
8.50

8.38

8.30
8.25
8.35
8.35

8.45
8.45
8.45
8.45

8.22
8.20
8.27
8.29

10.41
10.43
10.29
10.37

10.46
10.48
10.39
10.48

10.05
10.04
9.96
10.01

6.94
6.95
6.95
6.97

7.12
7.12
7.06
7.08

8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25

7.41
7.41
7.29
7.29

1
8
15

8.58
8.64
8.57

8.45
8.40
8.50

8.50
8.45
8.60

8.38
8.38
8.41

10.37
10.45
10.68

10.48
10.48
10.69

9.95
9.90
10.15

6.88
6.77
6.58

7.02
6.90
6.74

8.25
8.25
8.25

7.23
7.10
7.04

J

2

-O-e--.

(M26)
(A2)
(A15)
(A15)
(A23)

Wednesday
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7.05
7.15
7.90
7.90
8.26
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A 1
8
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8.30
8.26

8.46

Bank of Canada estimate, for the week ending with the Wednesday indicated, of the seven-day average rate at which investment dealers were
most of their overnight financing of money market :inventory, excluding chartered bank day-to-day loans and purchase and resale agreements
of Canada.
Ces taux sont une moyenne estimative pour 1a semaine se terminant a 1a date indiquee, ca.lcu1ee par 1a Banque du Canada, des taux auxque1s
en va1eurs mobi1ieres ont pu obtenir 1a p1upart des avances a un jour necessaires au financement de leur stocks de titres a court terme.
1es prIUs au Jour 1e Jour octroyes par 1es banques 8 charte et 1es prises en pension de 1a Banque du Canada.
During the week ending wi th the Wednesday indicated.
Pour 1a semaine se terminant a 1a date indiquee.

able to arrange
with the Bank

1es courtiers
En sont· exc1us
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Treasury bills

Tauz officiel

Bons du Treso!'

d' escompte lt

weekly tender on Thu-rSday
AdJudication hebdomadail'e rZe jeudi)
Average Yleld
Rendement m0lt.€n
3 month
6-month
3 mois
6 mois

Over

Arnount

maturing

Amount auctioned

Montant

Millions of dollars

arPivant

i-year

Montant adjuge

2'l det:eanee

1 an

En millions de dollars

10 ana

3-month
3 mois

6-month
6 mois

I-year
1 an

BI4ilil7
7.90(AI5)
B.26
B.33

7.65
B.Ol
B.OB

8.31
B.79
B.69

B.75
9.00
B.94

2,500
2,050
2,000

1,400
1,150
1,100

500
500
500

3,700
3,450
3,900

M 7
14
21
28

B.17
B.07
B.54
B.44

7.92
7.B2
B.29
B.19

B.4B
B.32
B. BI
B.53

8. B7
B.BB
9.44
9.06

1,700
I,BOO
1,700
I,BOO

900
900
900
1,000

500
500
500
500

3,400
4,050
3,700
4,300

4
11
IB
25

B.50
B.58
B.59
B.54

B.25
B.33
B.34
8.29

B.72
8.84
B.68
8.63

9.17
9.2B
9.06
8.94

2,300
2,400
2,200
2,200

1,250
1,300
1,200
1,200

500
500
500
500

3,650
4,000
3,450
4,100

2
9
16
23

B.60
B.64
8.67
B.76

8.35
B.39
8.42
B.51

8.72
B.76
B.86
9.05

9.04
9.11
9.21
9.47

2,200
2,600
2,jOO
2,400

1,100
1,500
1,200
1,400

,ou
500
500
'00

3,600
4,100

19B7 A 15
22
29

B.79
9.00
9.23

8.91
9.04
9.35

9.12
9.24
9.43

9.52
9.59
9.B2

16
23
30

M 6
13
20
27

9.26
9.24
9.79
9.33

9.42
9.3B
9.B5
9.41

9.47
9.53
9.91
9.55

9.B6
9. BB
10.21
9.92

3
10
17
24

9.43
9.35
9.10
9.11

9.44
9.47
9.23
9.27

9.49
9.47
9.26
9.38

9.B2
9.83
9.7B

I
8
15
22

9.16
9.12
9.36
9.40

9.33
9.39
9.61
9.6B

9.40
9.45
9.66
9.75

9.Bl
9.BO
9.9B
10.15

J

J

9.69C

J

4,U!>O
3,tlU0

* Effective date is shown in brackets whenever the Bank Rate changes on a day other than Thursday.
Lopsque le tau:r: d'esaompte est modifie un joup autpe qu'un jeudi~ la date d'entpee en vigueup est indiquee entpe parentheses.
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GOVERNMENT OF CANADA MARKETABLE BONDS: PRICES AND YIELDS
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OBLIGATIONS NEGOCIABLES DU GOUVERNEMENT CAN4DIEN:

8 1/2%

8 1/2%
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8 1/2%
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BCR Table GB

COURS ET TAUX DE RENDEMENT

REC Tableau G8

B%

8 3/4%
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8 3/4%
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8 3/4%
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9.W
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OBLIGATIONS NEGOCIABLES DU GOUVERNEMENT CANADIEN:

8 114%
1 March 1997

9 112%
1 October 2001

BCR Table GB

COURS ET TAUX DE RENDEMENT

10 1/4%
1 February 2004

REC Tableau GB

9 112%
1 June 2010

9%
1 March 2011

8 1/2%
1 June 2011

11 3/4%
1 fevroiero 2003

10 1/4%
1 fevroiep 2004

9 1/2%
1 juin 2010

9%
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8 1/2%
1 juin 2011
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96.~

29

~.BB
~.~

~.~
~.~
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YIELDS

11 3/4% .
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9 1/2%
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M 6
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1
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B
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9.R
9.~

96.44
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22
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J

9.~

~6.
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8 1/4%
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~~
9.~

~."

~.m
~.~

92.31
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ment

B.93
9.05
9.21

102. BB
102.06
100.44

9.14
9.24
9.44

117.50
116.69
114. BB

9.57
9.66
9.B7

10d.8B
108.06
106.31

9.20
9.29
9.49

9.25
9.34
9.73
9.37

99.94
99.Bl
97.06
99.69

9.51
9.52
9.BB
9.54

114.44
114.31
111. 44
113.Bl

9.91
9.93
10.26
9.9B

105.BI
105.56
102.94
105.63

9.54
9.57
9.B8
9.57

97.63
95.19
97.63

9.76
10.04
9.76

114.69
114.50
115.8B
115.13

9. BB
9.90
9.75
9.B3

106.31
106.19
107.Bl
107.13

9.49
9.50
9.31
9.39

9B.;6
98.50
100.19
99.69

9.66
9.66
9.4B
9.53

114.BI
115.25
113.13
111. 94

9.B7
9.B2
10.06
10.20

106.94
107.19
105.06
104.00

9.41
9.3B
9.63
9.76

99.44
99.56
97.06
96.06

9.56
9.55
9.B2
9.94

9.29
9.29
9.0B
9.22
9.23
9.2B
9.4B
9.62

100.44
100.31
101.81
101.06
100.94
101. BB
99.06
9B.06

9.44
9.46
9.27
9.36
9.3B
9.34
9.62
9.75

97.94
97.06
90.31

9.21
9.31
9.ou

~.H

~.b

~.m

91.0b

9.2:l
9.4:l

95.19
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9.55
9.B7
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~.~
~.M
~.m
~.~
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9.B3
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~.~
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M.m
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~.M
~.~

9.47
9.48
9.35
9.42
9.44
9.43
9.65
9.75
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~.OO
~.BB
~.M
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~.~

~.~

9.52
9.53
9.76
9. B6
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G
Pages 8 and 9 of the WFS present a greatly expanded
set of interest rates and other financial data, only small
parts of which were presented on page 6 of the old
weekly report. The new financial market statistics
presented are based on the data contained in tables Fl
and F2 of the monthly Bank of Canada Review. The
price and yield quotes for selected federal government
bonds follow the format in table G7 of the Review.
Aside from information about the Thursday Treasury
Bill tender, the data is provided as of Wednesday each
week covering the current month plus two or three
complete preceding months.
These data are what the analyst is ultimately
interested in.
I.

FINANCIAL MARKET STATISTICS

average yield at tender on 91-day Treasury Bills.
Then, effective March 13, 1980, the rate was again
floated using the same formula. The Bank also
announced that PRAs with money market dealers
would again be done at the Bank rate (Bills plus 25
basis points as before) but with no minimum or
maximum as existed under the fixed Bank rate system.

date in
brackets)
Taux offici el
d'escvmpte
(date

1. Bank Rate
Data for the Bank rate are shown as of Wednesday.
For the periods when the Bank rate has been tied to the
Treasury Bill rate it is as of the previous week's Bill
tender-usually a Thursday. (The effective dates are
shown in brackets.) The Bank rate is the minimum
rate at which the Bank makes short-term advances to
the chartered banks, savings banks governed by the
Quebec Savings Bank Act and, since December 1,
1980, to all eligible members of the Canadian
Payments Association. The Bank of Canada has used
two different techniques to administer the Bank rate.
For most of the time since the Bank began
operation, it has directly set a fixed Bank rate and
would change this rate from time to time depending on
economic and financial developments. There have,
however, been two periods in history when the Bank
set the Bank rate using a formula tied to Treasury
Bills. Specifically, during the period November 1,
1956, to June 24, 1962, and again from March 13,
1980, to date, the Bank rate has been set 114 percent
above the previous week's average tender rate for 91day Treasury Bills.
The pros and cons for the floating and fixed Bank
rates are discussed below:

a) The Floating Bank Rate
i)

Advantages

During the period 1956-62, the Bank followed a
floating Bank rate at 25 basis points above the latest
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d'entnie en
vig"ueur entre
parentheses)

7.05
7.15
7.90
7.90
8.26

(M26)
(A2)
(A1S)
(A15)
(A23)

8.33 (A30)
8.17 (M7)
8.07 (M14)
8.54 (M21)

8.44 (M28)
8.50 (J4)
8.58 (In)
8.59 (J18)
8.54 (J25)
8.60 (J2)
8.64 (J9)

The floating Bank rate advantages are essentially
the fixed rate disadvantages and vice versa. The main
advantages of a floating Bank rate are as follows.
First, a floating rate gives maximum scope for the
market to set interest rates in response to the normal
ongoing forces of supply and demand rather than in
response to arbitrary government action. A floating
rate implies less government intervention with the free
market mechanism (although this need not always
hold because heavy intervention by the Bank of
Canada at the Treasury Bill tender can significantly
affect the tender results and therefore the Bank rate).
Under these circumstances, Bank rate changes tend to
be smaller, but much more frequent (weekly), than
under a fixed Bank rate system and to better reflect the
fundamental underlying economic and financial
conditions in the market. A floating rate is particularly
appropriate if the economy is highly open and

o
vulnerable to foreign shocks or if the required level
and structure of interest rates is either not readily
apparent (i.e., uncertain) or is shifting rapidly (i.e.,
volatile), and where flexibility to obtain speedy
adjustments is required to maintain Canadian rates in
some sort of rough equilibrium with foreign rates. As
the Governor of the Bank of Canada said:
It is in fact difficult to see how Canada can have a

Bank Rate that remains fixed for any significant
period as long as interest rates in the United States are
volatile. 1

Second, because a floating Bank rate has the
advantage of better reflecting economic and financial
conditions, it should result in fewer market rigidities
and distortions. For example, in late February/early
March 1980 the Canadian short-term money market
did not function beyond a few days in term. This
occurred because Canadian short-term interest rates
were being held artificially low, by the then fixed
Bank rate, amid universal expectation that the rate
would have to rise. Therefore, money market dealers
fearing large losses on any longer term securities held
as principal were only prepared to hold securities that
matured within a few days. It is not in the interest of
either borrowers or lenders to have an inefficiently
functioning money market as existed under the fixed
Bank rate at that time.
Third, smaller but more frequent changes in a
floating rate, being both less visible and reflecting less
"active" policy, can allow the government and the
Bank of Canada to escape having to put a formal seal
of approval on rising interest rates. This can somewhat
depoliticize the Bank rate. This offers important
political advantages because it makes it easier for the
Bank of Canada and politicians to argue that they are
simply responding to the laws of supply and demand
rather than actively trying to push interest rates up.
That is, the public has no one specifically to blame for
increases in interest rates under a floating Bank rate
system.

ii) Disadvantages
There are, however, three potential disadvantages of
the floating Bank rate. First, the market will find it
more difficult to read and interpret monetary policy.

1

The Bank of Canada may simply allow the rate to float
passively, giving the market little active and formal
direction. Under these circumstances it becomes very
important for the Bank to make more public
announcements and issue formal statements about the
direction of the Bank rate, interest rates and monetary
policy as a substitute for the statements issued to
accompany changes in the fixed rate. There was, in
fact, a formal release by the Bank of Canada each
week for several weeks following its move to a
floating rate in 1980. However, these statements are
now infrequent.
Second, the potential exists for the Bank of Canada
to disclaim responsibility for managing monetary
policy (i.e., to argue, "we are simply following the
market"). This does not appear likely in Canada, as
will be discussed below. But, the potential always
exists for the Bank to allege that it is the market which
sets interest rates (and therefore monetary policy)
under a floating Bank rate.
In fact, there does not appear to be any evidence
that monetary policy under a floating rate would be
any more passive (or active) than under a fixed rate.
The Bank rate can only be used independently in
theory. In practice, the Bank of Canada has never
been able to set its rate independently of the market.
Historically, all evidence shows that the Bank rate has
tracked short-term market rates very closely. Thus,
the fact that the Bank rate was fixed did not
necessarily mean that the Bank had strong,
independent control over Canadian short-term interest
rates.
Further, changes in the fixed Bank rate have often
been passive in the past (usually responding to the
U.S. market), so there should be little concern that
policy would be more passive under a floating Bank
rate.
A floating rate should only be a formal reflection of
what would actually be taking place in the market
anyway.
The Bank of Canada's actions on several occasions
since the shift to a floating Bank rate in 1980 (to very
aggressively sell Treasury Bills in the market, to
increase or decrease the size of the Bill tenders, and on
occasion to intervene aggressively at the tender itself)
serve to indicate that the Bank is prepared to actively
influence a floating Bank rate. This occurred with the
Bank influencing both the secondary market for Bills
and the new issue rate at the Treasury Bill tender. (The
Bank would have better resisted the fall in rates in
May 1980 if it had been following a fixed Bank rate,

1 Annual Report, Bank of Canada, 1980, p.9.
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o
since it could have held the rate up higher.)2
A third disadvantage of the floating Bank rate is that
a major market participant, other than the Bank of
Canada, may be able to (unduly) influence the Bank
rate in the very short run through its actions in the
Treasury Bill market. This probably occurred on
Thursday, March 22, 1984. On that day a major
Canadian bank, which had raised its prime rate a week
earlier but which had not been followed by the other
major banks, sold a large volume of Treasury Bills
and "When Issued" Bills into the market at 11 a.m.,
just one hour before the deadline for bids to be
submitted for the Bill tender. This caused confusion in
the market and Bill yields quickly jumped 10 basis
points. The chartered bank action may have surprised
the Bank of Canada, because the Bank did not
immediately offset the action. As a result, there was
less aggressive bidding at the tender by all
participants, a wide 20 basis point high-low spread on
the three-month Bills and a 20 basis point increase in
the tender average. Given these developments, all the
other banks found it convenient to move their primes
up to match the leader.
The end result, some said, was that one bank, by
introducing the straw that broke the camel's back,
caused a hesitant and somewhat confused system to
raise prime on its own terms. However, others said
that the Bank of Canada, if it had really meant to
remove the selling pressure from the market, could
have either bought the Bills at the going yield to keep
the market stable in advance of the tender or bid more
aggressively at the tender to hold the tender average
down. Others noted that the prime rate would have
gone up anyway because of narrowing spreads
between the Bank rate and prime.
In summary, all evidence suggests that the switch to
a floating Bank rate is unlikely to produce a level and
structure of interest rates that will be substantially
different from what would otherwise occur under a
fixed Bank rate, although the timing and trajectory of
interest rate increases/decreases may be different by a
few days/weeks. This is consistent with the view that
the Bank of Canada or any other market participant
simply cannot override the market for long. In the
end, interest rates are mainly a reflection of inflation
and inflationary expectations. Put differently, any
given level of the Bank rate is ultimately a reflection
of the market and government policy, not a cause of it.

These actions can be partially followed by looking at pages
I and 10 of the Bank's WFS.
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iii) The Shift to a Floating Bank Rate in March
1980
Under normal market conditions and when the
monetary authorities have a reasonable grasp of the
market and know where they want interest rates to go,
a fixed Bank rate is preferred to a floating rate because
of the extra control and direction the Bank of Canada
can give the market with changes in a fixed rate.
However, as noted above, when market conditions are
both abnormal and beyond the ability of Canadian
monetary authorities to control, a floating Bank rate is
preferable.
The abnormal market scenario did in fact prevail in
late 1979/early 1980 when the Canadian dollar
initially showed unusual strength in response to huge
monthly trade surpluses and large foreign buying of
Canadian energy related equities (due to speculation
about major oil finds off Newfoundland). But, as
Governor Bouey noted in an April 1980 speech:
How long this inflow would continue and how strong
it would be was of course completely unpredictable.
What was sure was that it would vary with rumours
and progress reports on drilling by the oil companies
concerned. 3

He went on to add:
To those uncertainties were added others. It had been
indicated in advance that fiscal and credit measures
aimed at redressing the situation in the United States
would be introduced before long, but one did not
know the precise timing of these measures, their
nature, or what impact they might have on financial
markets. The foreign exchange market in particular
was being affected by these uncertainties. Indeed, it
seemed impossible to pick a Bank Rate that could be
counted on to be appropriate in relation to foreign
exchange and money market conditions for more than
a very short period. 4

The energy and interest rate uncertainty, which
tended to pull the Canadian dollar strongly in opposite
directions, along with the Bank's desire for flexibility,
provided the rationale for the shift to a floating Bank
rate. In the Governor's words:
In this extraordinary fluid situation the Bank of
Canada came to the view that it needed to be able to
3 "Remarks by Gerald K. Bouey, Governor of the Bank of
Canada", Bank of Canada Review, April 1980, p.6.
4 Ibid., pp. 6-7.
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react to developments more quickly, and with more
flexibility, than was possible with a fixed Bank Rate
system. To set a Bank Rate that we could at least have
hoped would remain unchanged for some weeks
would have meant fixing it very much higher. 5

On Monday, March 10, 1980, the Bank of Canada
announced that the Bank rate would be allowed to
float, at 114 percent above the latest average rate
established at the weekly auction for 91-day Treasury
Bills issued by the Government of Canada.
The Governor also noted:
The advantages of having a floating Bank Rate in
periods like the one we have been passing through
recently were demonstrated rather clearly in the first
week of the new system's operation. On the basis of
the results of the treasury bill auction on 13 March,
the Bank Rate moved up slightly from its earlier fixed
level. But barely more than an hour after the bids
were submitted, a major U.S. bank announced a
further 112 percentage point increase in its prime rate
to 18 114 percent and during the next day this new
higher level became general. In the face of the
associated rise in U.S. money market rates the
exchange value of the Canadian dollar began to
weaken, particularly at the start of business on
Monday 17 March. With the flexibility of a floating
Bank Rate it was possible for the Bank to permit a
prompt rise in Canadian money market rates,
including the treasury bill rate, to stem the downward
pressure on the Canadian dollar. Under the previous
fixed Bank Rate regime this change could not have
been effected so promptly nor so flexibly since it
would have implied a decision to move to a new,
higher Bank Rate that could be expected to remain in
effect for at least a few weeks. 6

The Bank also sought to deal with the contention
that it was abdicating its responsibility for monetary
policy by shifting to a floating Bank rate. Governor
Bouey dealt with this by stating:
Although the move to the floating system has been
regarded by some people as an effort on the part of the
central bank to minimize its share of responsibility for
the level and movement of short-term interest rates,
the fact of the matter is that the Bank of Canada
acknowledges every bit as much responsibility for
short-term interest rates under this new system as
under the former one. This was stressed in the press
statement accompanying the announcement of the
5

6

Ibid., p.7.
Ibid.

new system. What we do not answer for is the state of
the world. A prime rate of 20 percent in the United
States was not brought about by the Bank of Canada
and it is not our responsibility. We do, however,
accept full responsibility for the way in which we are
trying to cope with the problems that confront this
country in the world as it is these days. 7

The shift to a floating rate was not a shift to a handsoff policy. In fact, the Bank indicated it would
continue to exert strong influence on interest rates via
both its bank cash reserve management policy and
through open market operations.
In summary, the basic underlying argument for the
shift to a floating Bank rate in March 1980 was the
fact that financial markets had become so volatile and
unpredictable that Canadian money market rates had
to be allowed to respond faster to foreign
developments (mainly the Fed's switch to managing
bank reserves and money supply while allowing much
more volatility in interest rates). The argument for a
floating Bank rate in 1980 was essentially the same
used to defend floating exchange rates in the early
1970s. In a highly uncertain and volatile world,
markets work best when fixed price rigidities are
removed. Put simply, a floating Bank rate is in tune
with volatile interest rates and unpredictable times.
In addition, with domestic money supply
considerations looking fairly good (Ml was on target)
the Bank, in fact, had the freedom and flexibility to
give the market more scope in determining interest
rates. This could have been a problem if a shift to a
floating Bank rate had pushed interest rates up sharply
at a time when the domestic economy was very weak
and Ml growth was dropping below target (i.e., if
there had been a conflict between domestic and
international policy objectives).

b) The Fixed Bank Rate

i)

Advantages

Under the fixed rate regime, which existed for long
periods in the past, credit was granted directly to
banks at the Bank rate (a penalty rate) and to dealers
(rediscounting eligible securities) at the Treasury Bill
rate plus 25 basis points (subject to a minimum and
maximum under the fixed Bank rate concept).

7

Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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Changing a fixed Bank rate is a tool which the Bank
of Canada has used from time to time in tandem with
both its cash reserve management and open market
policies. This tool offers two advantages in achieving
desired changes in interest rates, assuming that the
Bank rate is moved to lead the market rather than lag
it. First, if changes in a fixed Bank rate lead the
market, they provide a formal signal that the Bank
wants to induce a change in interest rates. Assuming
the Bank knows what interest rates it wants, it can
move a fixed Bank rate to achieve its target. This also
means an active Bank policy to control money supply
via interest rates.
Second, because the rate moves in distinct steps,
changes have an announcement effect as to the Bank
of Canada's policy intent. This can be used to
reinforce or alter expectations in the market. 8 This can
be important when cash reserve management is not
able to get the desired impact on interest rates quickly
or forcefully enough.

ii) Disadvantages
There are three main disadvantages with a fixed Bank
rate. First, like open market operations, changes to a
fixed Bank rate override market forces of supply and
demand in a subjective and arbitrary way, although
this disadvantage is substantially reduced if the Bank
rate is moved to follow the market. Such overriding is
inappropriate if the Bank is not sure what level and
structure of interest rates is desirable at given points in
time.
Second, changes in a fixed Bank Rate are lumpy
rather than smooth and flexible and do not reflect a
gradual adjustment to economic events.
Third, because altering a fixed rate is very visible, it
creates a lot of speculation and media coverage before
and after changes. This can create major political
problems, especially when interest rates are rising.

8 In the U.S., the Discount Rate potentially offers the same
two advantages-an announcement effect and an interest
rate effect. However, because of the large inter-bank: market
for federal funds, the Discount Rate would only offer both
effects if it is below the federal funds rate. If the Discount
Rate is above the federal funds rate, it tends only to have an
announcement impact since a change in the Discount Rate
does not have a substantial impact on market rates if the
banks can borrow federal funds cheaper than they can
borrow at the Discount Window. However, only in this case
is the Discount Rate a penalty rate.
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iii) Active and Passive Bank Rate Policy Under a
Fixed Bank Rate
Changes in a fixed Bank Rate can be considered either
active or passive. A Bank Rate fixed at a higher level
can provide a signal that monetary policy is tightening
and that higher interest rates are wanted, in which case
Bank of Canada policy would be described as active.
Alternatively, the increase might just confirm and
increase in foreign interest rates or Canadian open
market rates which has already occurred. In this case,
the policy would be described as passive. Policy
would also be indirectly active if Bank intervention in
the market created the conditions leading to a Bank
Rate change.
There are two ways to tell if changes in a fixed
Bank rate are leading or lagging the market, quite
apart from observing what the Bank is doing with its
other techniques. The first is by "market feel". The
Bank's policy is passive if changes to a fixed Bank
Rate are discounted in the market; Bank Rate changes
are active if they cause a sharp move in market interest
rates.
The second way is to focus on the spread between
the Bank Rate and Treasury Bills. Under normal
market conditions, and with neutral market
expectations, the fixed Bank Rate tended to average
40-60 basis points above the 91-day Treasury Bill
rate over the decade of the 1970s. Under these
conditions, if this spread went to 75 basis points, for
example, then the market-place was saying either that
the Bank Rate was relatively high or that Bill yields
were too low. Since the market sets the rates for Bills,
if yields did not move back up the Bank Rate would
usually fall. The opposite also held. If the spread
decreased to 25 basis points or less, the Bank Rate
inevitably would be under immediate upward
pressure.
When Bank of Canada policy is passive, under a
fixed Bank Rate regime, the Bank will not allow these
spreads to change dramatically as market rates move
up or down against the fixed Bank Rate, i.e., the Bank
Rate will be pushed or pulled by market rates. 9 When
the spread becomes abnormally large or small, the
9In the U.S., the Discount Rate policy is active if changes in
the Discount Rate precede changes in the federal funds rate.
(It is the spread between the two rates which determines
Discount Window borrowing.) However, if the Discount
Rate only moves after the federal funds rate has moved,
then it is passive, since it only confirms a change that has
already been reflected in the market.
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Bank responds to the market by changing the Bank
Rate, which has the effect of reestablishing the normal
spread.
On the other hand, when the Bank wants to lead the
market and use the fixed rate as an active policy tool,
unusually large or small spreads will be allowed to
develop.

2. The Bank of Canada as Lender of Last Resort
In addition to using the Bank Rate as a monetary
policy technique, the Bank of Canada also acts as
lender of last resort (at the Bank Rate) to members of
the Canadian Payments Association and to money
market dealers. That is, there is a purely technical side
to the Bank Rate.

a) Advances to Members of the Canadian
Payments Association (Weekly Average)
Advances to CPA members can be of two types. First,
normal type advances to CPA members are for shortrun liquidity reasons, i.e., to provide liquidity to
banks for one or two days over the end of reserve
averaging periods. In this case, advances are made by
the Bank of Canada at the Bank Rate for the first
borrowing and at a higher rate for subsequent
borrowings in the same two-week averaging period. A
second type of advance, extended credit for bank
bailouts, was highly prominent in 1985 and 1986.
Both liquidity advances outstanding and bailout
advances outstanding at the end of each statement
week (Wednesday) were discussed in chapter 1, entry
4. Here, the weekly average is shown in entry 2a. It is
calculated by averaging the advances for each
business day during the week.

b) Purchase and Resale Agreements
PRAs are arrangements under which the Bank
provides short-term credit to money market dealers
under its lender of last resort facility. When these
dealers are unable to find sufficient financing at
reasonable cost in the private sector, they can, as a last
resort, arrange to sell securities to the Bank with an
agreement to repurchase them at a set price. Effective
March 13, 1980, the usual rate at which the Bank will
enter into PRAs is the Bank Rate. From May 12,
1974, to March 12, 1980, the PRA rate was Y4 percent

per annum above the average rate on 91-day Treasury
Bills at the latest weekly tender, subject to a minimum
of Bank Rate minus % percent and a maximum of
Bank Rate plus Y2 percent. Prior to May 12, 1974, the
maximum PRA rate was the Bank Rate. On occasion
the Bank of Canada initiates the purchase of
Government of Canada securities from banks or
dealers under resale agreements other than the normal
PRA. In these cases, the interest rate would be
determined by the Bank of Canada to reflect the
particular circumstances. All outstanding PRAs are
combined for statistical presentation.

eCanadian Payments
Association
(weekly average)
Avances aux
membres de
1 'Association
canadi enne des
paiements
(moyenne
hebdomadaire)

daire

398.6
85.1
1.8
90.0
82.2

663.7
199.6
9.0
152.0
324.8

2.2
63.3

lJ.O
149.6
162.0

700.0
634.3
659.3
634.6

229.5

462.0

70.5
105.5

199.4
365.4

488.6
607.5
559.3

496.3
216.6
149.7

744.4
668.1
728.8
713.4
678.7
688.0
633.9
680.0
640.8

37.4

PRAs outstanding on Wednesday of each statement
week were discussed in chapter 1, entry 2. Here, two
more PRA data series are shown in entry 2b. The first
shows the weekly average of PRAs outstanding. The
second shows the maximum PRAs outstanding for
each specific statement week. The larger the PRA
figures, the tighter the system tends to be.

3. Chartered Bank Loan Rates
The next four data series cover key chartered bank
loan rates.
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a) Day Loans (Closing Rate)

As noted in chapter 2, day-to-day loans are made by
the chartered banks to money market dealers within
the limits of each dealer's PRA facility (line of credit)
with the Bank of Canada. Prior to December 1980,
collateral for these loans included short-term
Government of Canada direct and guaranteed bonds,
Treasury Bills and Bankers' Acceptances. Since
December 1980, BAs are no longer eligible collateral.
The day rate moves by eighths of one percent. The
rate shown here is the Wednesday closing rate.
The day loan rate is one of the three key overnight
rates the Bank of Canada watches. When the Bank of
Canada adjusts the excess cash setting, it first looks at
the day loan rate (as well as the call loan rate and the
inter-bank deposit rate) to see whether a tighter or
looser cash setting is impacting on the money market
via a change in the overnight rate on high grade
securities. This impact then works through the entire
yield curve to influence money supply growth through
the demand for money function.

business
Taux de
base aux

entreprises
ordina.ires

l--y~year

1 an

b) Prime Business (Loan Rate)

Traditionally, the chartered bank prime business loan
rate has been the rate usually charged to the most
credit-worthy borrowers and typically applies to large
business loans. The rate shown here is as of
Wednesday each week. When individual banks charge
different rates, the most typical one (the going rate) is
shown. In most cases, loans to lesser quality credits
are made on a spread over prime (e.g., prime plus
one, prime plus two, etc.)
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the prime rate
came to be viewed more and more as a reference rate,
not as the best rate available. Especially when loan
demand is weak and/or bank competition for loans is
intense, the biggest and most credit-worthy borrowers
can often raise money at less than prime. These loans
are usually made on a cost of funds basis. Here, a
bank lends fixed rate funds for a fixed time period at a
set markup over the rate the bank has to pay to raise
the funds in the money market.
There are two other instances where loans are made
at rates below prime. First, chartered banks from time
to time have had, in effect, a lower base rate for small
business loans under authorizations of $200,000 or
less (given federal government backstop support).
Second, banks may make loans to individuals buying
CSBs at the CSB rate-a rate which is below prime.
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c)

5 ans

7.00
7.13
6.88
7.25
7.25

8.75
8.75
R.75
8.75
9.25

9.00
9.00
9.00
9.25
9.50

10.00
10.00
10.50
10.75
11. 00

7.00
7.25
7.38
8.00

9.25
9.25
9.25
9.50

9.50
9.50
9.50
9.75

11. 00
ll.OO
11. 00
11.25

8.38
8.25
8.38
8.38

9.50
9.50
9.50
9.50

9.75
9.75
9.75
9.75

11. 25
11. 25
ll.25
11. 25

8.50
8.50
8.63

9.50
9.50
9.50

9.75
9.75
9.75

Conventional Mortgage Rates

The third series embraces
charged for one-year and
mortgages. These rates are
residential mortgages are
banks.

two key loan rates; those
for five-year conventional
"the going rates" at which
offered by the chartered

4. Chartered Bank Deposit Rates
The table at the top of page 8 is completed with four
rate series for key chartered bank deposits.

a) Deposit Receipts

Entry 4a shows the rates for 30-day and 90-day
chartered bank deposit receipts. Since December
1974, these rates are weighted averages of actual rates
on large transactions at the major banks for
Wednesday of each week. The latest week is
estimated. Between June 1972 and December 1974,
the rates were those prevailing under the Winnipeg
Agreement.
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b) Non-Chequable Savings Deposits

The non-chequable savings deposit rate is the
Wednesday rate paid by major banks on "true"
savings accounts.

savings

jours

deposits
Depots
d' epargne
non
tral1sfe--

rabies
par
chi>ques

6.59
5.99
6.07
6.31
7.19

7.09
6.95
7.34
6.03
8.37

4.25
4.25

6.75
6.75

4.25

6.75

4.25
4.75

7.00

6.56
6.47
6.67
6.50

7.60
7.90
8.22
6.59

4.75
4.75
4.75
4.75

7.00

7.67
7.04
7.83
6.75

8.45
8.42
8.39
8.37

4.75
4.75
4.75
4.75

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

6.30
6.93
7.39

8.10
7.94
7.00

4.75
4.75
4.75

7.00
7.00
7.00

6.75

7.00

7.00
7.00

This series is one of the most important additions to
the new WFS for several reasons. First, it covers the
financing of all securities not eligible for day loans,
thus providing the Bank with additional useful data on
how its short-run cash reserve management policy is
impacting on interest rates. In another important
addition to the WFS, the Bank has included a chart on
page 16 which sets the money market financing rate
against the 91-day Treasury Bill rate. This spread
correlates well with the Bank's excess cash setting,
giving the market a better feel for short-run monetary
policy. In particular, when the call average is
substantially above Bill yields on a weekly basis the
Bank's stance is tight, and this is usually reflected by a
tight excess cash setting.
Inclusion of an overall average overnight financing
rate for the week also offers the street a technical
advantage. For the first time, dealers have an
objective standard against which to judge the quality
of their own individual money market banking
operations. Obviously, any money market banker who
can consistently bank a dealer's inventory 25-50 basis
points cheaper than the reported dealer average will be
in heavy demand. By contrast, those who consistently
finance above the average might not have long
careers.

c) Five-Year Personal Fixed Term Deposits

deposits:
Most recent
7-day tender
average(2)
IJep8ts du

The last series shown in the table at the top of page 8 is
the rate on five-year personal fixed term deposits. The
rate shown is the most representative rate quoted by
the major banks.

g"ouvernement

du Canada:
rendement
mo.ven de 18

societes
3D-day

90-day

A 30
Jours

A 90
jours

plus nfcente

adjudication
en 7 jours(2)

5. Overnight Money Market Financing Rate
The WFS includes a second overnight financing rate
to complement the day loan rate shown in entry 3a.
The overnight money market financing rate is a
weekly estimate. It covers seven days, Thursday
through Wednesday, and. represents the weighted
average rate at which investment dealers were able to
arrange most of their overnight financing of private
money market inventory. The series, which was
discussed in chapter 2 as "special call loans" (entry
8a), excludes chartered bank day-to-day loans and
purchase and resale agreements with the Bank of
Canada.

7.22
7.04
6.88
7.15
7.35

6.74
6.52
6.44
6.75
7.23

7.15
7.00
7.25
7.65
7.65

7.15
7.10
7.85
8.10
8.15

7.10
6.94
7.23
7.63
7.57

7.28

7.22
7.41
7.63

7.23
7.05
7.09
7.39

7.50
7.50
7.95
8.10

8.20
8.00
8.50
8.30

7.52
7.42
7.95
7.96

8.42
8.32
8.41
8.50

8.38
8.30
8.26

8.30
8.25
8.35
8.35

8.45
8.45
8.45
8.45

8.22
8.20
8.27
8.29

8.45
8.40
8.50

8.50
8.45
8.60

8.38
8.38
8.41

8.58
8.64
8.57

8.46
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6. Government of Canada Deposits: Most
Recent Seven-Day Tender Average
In chapter 3, Government of Canada demand and
notice deposits were discussed. On April 1, 1986, the
notice deposit component was introduced along with
other updated settlement procedures between the
government and all CPA direct clearers. Chapter 3
summarized the auction procedure for these deposits.
Entry 6 in this chapter presents the tender average
interest rate to maturity for the federal deposits
auctioned each week (comparable to the Treasury Bill
average auction rate). To date, most auctions have
been for a seven-day term, although the auctions in
1986 were as short as three days and as long as 28
days.

7. Prime Corporate Paper Rates
Entry 7 sets out prime corporate paper rates covering
both 30-day and 90-day terms. Rates shown here are
the Bank's best estimates of operative market trading
levels on Wednesday of each week for major
borrowers' paper (this includes commercial and
finance company borrowers).

This index includes bonds with a lO-year nominal
term or longer and has an average term of about 17
years. The third series is taken from the weighted midterm index (which includes bonds with a five- to 10year term and has approximately a seven-year average
term). The weighting technique was specially
developed by the Fixed Income Research Department
of Scotia McLeod to take into account the total
volume of mid- and long-term bonds actually
outstanding in the hands of the public.
The data shown in entry 9 are available from
August 1976 for the two long-term indices and from
December 1979 for the mid-term index.
Scotia McLeod also publishes the 40 long bond
yield index and its yield index subcomponents-the
ten provincials, ten municipals, ten industrials, ten
utilities, and 20 corporates (which is a simple average
of ten industrial and ten utilities). These indices are
available monthly from December 1947.
Scotia McLeod has prepared both general
descriptions and detailed technical descriptions setting
out the construction methodology for the weighted
indices and the issuer and bond selection criteria.
These are available on a restricted basis.

8. Bankers' Acceptances 30-Day Rate
Entry 8 sets out the typical mid-market quoted rate for
30-day Bankers' Acceptances on Wednesday of each
week. This security class was discussed extensively in
chapter 3.

9. Other Bond Yield Averages (McLeod Young
Weir-now Scotia McLeod)
Entry 9 includes three data series for mid- and longterm bond yield averages calculated by McLeod
Young Weir Limited (now Scotia McLeod Inc.).
These data are based on representative bond quotes
taken around 4:00 p.m. each Wednesday.
(Wednesday was selected to tie the data to the other
Wednesday interest rate series published by the
Bank). The three series reported in the WFS are
subcomponents of a much broader set of bond index
data calculated each week and published by Scotia
McLeod.
Two of the three specific series reported in entry 9
are taken from the weighted long-term bond index.
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Moyenne

Moyenne

pondffree

ponderee
(moyen

(long
terme)

terme)

9.66
9.78
10.10
10.17
10.48

9.83
9.94
10.31
10.44
10.62

9.19
9.28
9.62
9.69
10.14

]0.50
]0.53
10.84
10.49

10.55
10.49
10.8]
10.54

10.08
9.99
10.42
10.07

10.41
10.43
]0.29
10.37

10.46
10.48
10.39
10.48

10.05
10.04
9.96
10.01

10.37
]0.45
10.68

10.48
10.48
10.69

9.95
9.90
10.15

a) Provincials-Weighted Long Term

The weighted long-term provincial index includes
Canadian pay securities issued by all ten provinces.

0-0
As of October 1, 1988 there were 87 individual
provincial bonds in the index with a term to maturity
of more than ten years. The provincial component of
the firm's weighted long-term index carried a weight
in the overall index of 26.9 percent in October 1988.

Pr .true rate
r.:harged by
banks
Taux de
base des

b) All Corporates-Weighted Long-Term
The weighted long-term all corporates index is also
calculated using the standard weighting technique to
take into account the amount of long-term debt issued
by higher grade corporate borrowers in Canada. In late
1988, the "all corporates" category shown in entry 9b
carried a weight of 12.7 percent in Scotia McLeod's
overall weighted long-term index. In late 1988 the
long-term corporate index included 6 AAA-rated
bonds with an overall component weight of 2.1
percent, 28 AA-rated bonds with a weight of 5.0
percent, 20 A-rated bonds with a weight of 3.7 percent
and 8-BBB rated bonds with a weight of 1.9 percent.

c)

All Corporates-Weighted Mid-Term Index

The weighted all corporates mid-term bond index
includes Canadian-pay bonds which have maturities
from five to ten years. The average term is about
seven years. In October 1988, the index shown in
entry 9c carried a 16.8 percent weight in the overall
weighted mid-term index and is subdivided into the
same rating categories as the long index. Included
were 7 AAA-rated bonds with a group weight of 0.9
percent, 44 AA-rated bonds with a weight of 5.7
percent, 63 A-rated bonds with a weight of 6.9 percent
and 22 BBB-rated bonds with a weight of 3.3 percent.

10. United States Rates
The table at the bottom of page 8 concludes with four
interest rate series for the United States.
a) Commercial Paper (Adjusted)
The first two series in entry lOa are 30-day and 90-day
rates for U.S. commercial paper. Rates shown here
have been adjusted by the Bank of Canada from the
360-day "commercial discount" basis used in the
U.S. (where the interest is subtracted from the par
value to arrive at the purchase price) to the 365-day
"true yield" basis used in Canada.

jours

prlHs
bancaires

6.42
6.31
6.63
6.47
6.64

6.43
6.38
6.72
R.66
6.88

7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75

6.78
6.65
7.10
6.98
7.16

6.84
6.85
7.05
6.98

6.99
7.01
7.33
7.18

8.00
8.00
8.25
8.25

7 .~5
7.29
7.74
7.41

6.94
6.95
6.95
6.97

7.12
7.12
7.06
7.08

B.2fi
8.25
8.25
8.25

7.41

6.88
6.77
6.58

7.02

6.90
6.74

8.25
8.25
8.25

7.4J
7.29
7.2f.l

7.23
7. ]0

7,04

The following example sets out the specific
calculation procedure for converting a "commercial
discount" U.S. yield to a "true" Canadian yield.
First, in the U.S. the price for a commercial discount
note is expressed as:
Price (P) = par - interest rate X term
360
so that a 9 percent U.S. note for 270 days would trade
at a price of 93.25 calculated as follows:
Price (P) = 100 - (9% x 270) = 93.25
360
However, as noted above, yields in Canada and
Europe are quoted on a "true yield" (simple interest)
basis where interest is not deducted from the par
value. The U.S. commercial discounted prices have to
be converted to "true yields" (Y) as follows:
True Yield (Y) = Rate x 100
Commercial Purchase Price as % of Par
so that the 9 percent note above has a true yield of
9.65 percent calculated as follows for a 360-day year:
(Y) = 9% x 100 = 9.65%
93.25
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This could also be calculated as follows:

(Y)

Discount x 360
Price
Term

(Y) =

6.75 x 360 = 9.65%
93.25
270

From this formula, it can be seen that "true yields"
will always exceed commercial discount yields and
that the gap will usually be greater the longer the term
of the security (since commercial discount prices in
the denominator will normally be lower the longer the
term of the security, assuming a positively sloped
yield curve).
Finally, since U.S. money market rates are quoted
on a 360-day basis while Canadian rates are quoted on
a 365-day year, the U.S. rates have to be multiplied by
365 to convert them to a 365-day basis.
360

(Y) = 9.65% x 365 = 9.78%
360

11. Government of Canada Marketable
Bonds-Average Yields
Page 9 of the WFS sets out specific data on
Government of Canada securities.
The table at the top of the page is divided into two
parts. The first section, entry 11, shows average yield
data for four different term categories of Government
of Canada marketable bonds (i.e. exclude CSBs).
These allow the analyst to plot the government yield
curve. The first series shows the average yield on onethree year Canadas (the yield on money market
bonds). The next two series show yield averages for
three-five year Canadas (short mid-term bonds) and
five-ten year Canadas (long mid-term bonds). The last
series shows the yield on over ten-year Canadas-the
Bank's definition of long-term Canada bonds.
All yields are based on a simple unweighted
average of all Wednesday closing mid-market Canada
bond yields. Before 1975, these yield series included
extendibles but excluded perpetuals and CSBs. Since
1975, extendibles have also been excluded; prior data
was also revised to exclude extendibles. Only
Canadian-pay direct debt issued in Canada is
included.

12. Bank Rate
In this example, the 9 percent commercially
discounted U.S. note has a "true yield" in Canada of
9.78 percent.

b) Prime Rate Charged by Banks

The U.S. prime rate is the rate typically charged by
major American banks on Wednesday of each week.
As in Canada, it may not be the lowest rate available.

c)

Euro-U.S. Dollar Deposits in London Three
Months (Offer)

The last entry on page 8 is the three-month London,
England, inter-bank offered rate (LIBOR) for U.S.
dollar deposits. This rate series is an average of the
rates quoted by several major banks on the offered
side of the market at the close of business each
Wednesday (London time), adjusted to a 365-day true
yield basis.

Data in the second half of the table at the top of page 9
includes the Bank Rate, the rates for Treasury Bills at
the Thursday tender and related data on tender
amounts. Data discussed in entries 12 and 13 are the
only data to be shown as of Thursday. The first series
shown in entry 12 is the Bank Rate as of the Thursday
tender (versus the same data shown in entry 1 on page
8, which is a Wednesday figure covering the prior
week's tender average).

13. Treasury Bill Data for the Weekly Thursday
Tender
The remainder of the table at the top of page 9 shows
relevant information covering the weekly Treasury
Bill tender.

a) Average Yields

Entry 13a sets out data each week showing the average
yield on Treasury Bills at tender. Three-month and
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c

Thursday

Wednesday

FINANCIAL

Le
mel'cr>edi

STATISTIQUES DU MARCHE FINANCIER

Le

Government of Canada marketable bonds

STATISTICS

jeudi

cant; nued
suite
Bank rate*
Taux affidel
d' escompte*

Obligations negoeiables du
~ouveT'Ylement

Treasury bi 11 s
Bons du Tl'esol'

canadien
Average y, e 1ds
Rendements mOliens
5-10
1-3
3-5

years

years

years

1-3

3-5

5-10

J mois

ans

ans

ans

Plus de
10 ans

Week ly tender on Thursday

Amount

Over

Adjudication hebdomadaire rZe jeudiJ
Average Yleld
Amount duct 1oned
Mi 11 ; ons of do 11 ar s
Rendement m0li.en

Montarzt

10 years

3-month

6-month
6 mois

maturi ng

anivant

1-yedr

Montant adjuge

1an

En millions de dollars
3-month
6-month
1- year
J

mois

6

mois

b. ecfIeance

1 an

B14007
1987 A 15
22
29

8.79
9.00
9.23

8.91
9.04
9.35

9.12
9.24
9.43

9.52
9.59
9.82

M 6

13
20
27

9.26
9.24
9.79
9.33

9.42
9.38
9.85
9.41

9.47
9.53
9.91
9.55

9.86
9.88
10.21
9.92

J

3
10
17
24

9.43
9.35
9.10
9.11

9.44
9.47
9.23
9.27

9.49
9.47
9.26
9.38

J

1
8
15
22

9.16
9.12
9.36
9.40

9.33
9.39
9.61
9.68

9.40
9.45
9.66
9.75

M

9.82
9.83
9.69C
9.78
9.81
9.80
9.98
10.15

J

16
23
30

7.90(AI5)
8.26
8.33

7.65
8.01
8.08

8.31
8.79
8.69

8.75
9.00
8.94

2,500
2,050
2,000

1,400
1,150
1,100

500
500
500

3,750
3,450
3,900

7
14
21
28

8.17
8.07
8.54
8.44

7.92
7.82
8.29
8.19

8.48
8.32
8.81
8.53

8.87
8.88
9.44
9.06

1,700
1,800
1,700
1,800

900
900
900
1,000

500
500
50U
500

3,400
4,050
3,700
4,300

4
11
18
25

8.50
8.58
8.59
8.54

8.25
8.33
8.34
8.29

8.72
8.84
8.68
8.63

9.17
9.28
9.0b
8.94

2,300
2,400
2,200
2,2UO

1,250
1,300
1,200
1,200

500
500
500
000

3,650
4,000
3,450
4,100

2
9
16
23

8.60
8.64
8.67
8.76

8.35
8.39
8.42
8.51

8.72
8.76
8.86
9.05

9.04
9.11
9.21
9.47

2,200

1,100
1,500
1,20U
1,400

oOU
500
5UO
000

3,600
4,100
",050
3,dUO

2,6UU

2,30U
2,400

* Effective date is shown in brackets whenever the Bank f{ate changes on a day other than Thursday.
LOl'sque le taux d'esaompte est modifie un joUl' autl'e qu'un jeudi., la date d'entl'ee en vigueul' est indiquee entl'e parentheses.

six-month Treasury Bills are sold by tender at weekly
auctions, normally held on Thursdays. Prior to August
4, 1977, there were occasions when special issues of
Treasury Bills were auctioned with maturities longer
than six months but less than one year. From August
1977 to July 1983, one-year Treasury Bills were
auctioned every four weeks. From July 1983 to late
1986 they were auctioned every two weeks. To date,
since December 1986, they are being auctioned every
week.
Bids may be submitted by the Bank of Canada, the
chartered banks and money market dealers who are
primary distributors of Government of Canada
securities. All Treasury Bills are sold at a discount to
mature at par, and the yields are calculated as the
amount of the discount from par on the basis of a 365day year.
These rates, released at 2:00 p.m. Thursday and
published in the Bank Statement on Fridays are a
weighted average yield for the successful bidders. The
yields themselves are a function of several factors,
including the general trend in inflation, money market
rates in Canada and abroad, the exchange value of the
Canadian dollar, the supply of Bills being offered by
the government, the demand for Bills and, finally,
Bank of Canada monetary policy including activity at

the tender to influence the yield. 9
Although the high and low bids are not shown, a
wide spread between the high and low indicates a high
degree of uncertainty in the market at the tender; any
spread wider than ten basis points is considered to be
abnormal.
The various Treasury Bill yield series have to be
interpreted carefully given the captive market which
exists for Bills (the existence of the secondary reserve
requirement) and the potential for large Bank of
Canada buying at the weekly auction. This series has
never been a completely free market rate series,
although it reflects a much freer market now than it
did prior to 1977.

b) Amount Auctioned (at Tender)
The next three columns show the total principal
amount auctioned for the three Bill maturities at each
9 Bank activity at the tender can influence the rate by 112
percent to as much as 1 percent. For example, at the
November 6, 1980, tender the Bank of Canada bought
about $325 million in Bills. Its support at the tender held the
91-day Bill yield to 12.55 percent at a time when Bills in the
market were starting to trade at 13 percent.
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different Government of Canada, Canadian dollar
bond issues. Market yields are the percent per annum
to maturity if the bonds trade at a discount and to the
earliest call date (if applicable) if they trade at a
premium. All data cover the weeks in the current
month and the weeks for the previous two or three
months.
Bonds selected for the WFS carry reasonably
current coupons and tend to be the bonds most actively
traded for various segments of the yield curve. The
price and yield data typically begin with a one-year
bond and then move to prices and yields on specific
bonds with progressively longer terms. Perpetuals and
CSBs are excluded. These quotes allow the analyst to
plot the Canada yield curve using individual bonds.

tender. Typically, the three-month tender amount is
two to three times the size of the six-month tender
amount.

c) Amount Maturing
The last entry in the table at the top of page 9 shows
the total amount of Treasury Bills maturing each
week. Thus, the net amount of Bills issued each week
and the amount of net new cash raised by the
government each week via Treasury Bills (or the net
paydown) is determined by subtracting entry 13c from
the total amount auctioned each week.

14. Government of Canada Marketable Bonds:
Prices and Yields
The table at the bottom of page 9 sets out Wednesday
closing mid-market prices and yields for a variety of

G

Column

Wednesday

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA MARKETABLE BONDS: PRICES AND YIELDS

[e

OBLIGATIONS NEGOCIABMS DU GOUVERNEMENT CANADIEN:

mer>f!'!'edi

8 174%
1 March 1997

9 1/2%

8 1/4%

mars 1997
pnce
Y,eld
Cours
Rendement
1
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10 1/4%
1 February 2004

9 1/2%
1 June 2010

9 1/2%
1 octobre 2001

11 3/4%

Pnce

Prlce

10 1/4%
1 f,fvrier 2004
Ylel d
RendeCaul's

Pnce

1 October 2001

Cout's

Y,eld
Rende-

1

fev-rier 2003
Y,eld

COUl'S

Rende-

Pnce

COUl'S

ment

ment

ment

9 1/2%
1 juin 2010

9%
1 March 2011

8 172%
1 June 2011

9%

8 1/2%
1 juin 2011
Yleld
Prlce
RendeCour's

1

Yield
Rende-

mars 2011

Prlce

Yleld

Cours

Rende-

ment

ment

ment

;7.94
97.U6
90.31

9.21
9.31
9.5U

93.69
;,.81
91.0b

9.10

9.76
10.04
9.76

90.19
94.81
;2.06
94.81

9.01
9.55
9.87
9.55

90.63
90.44
B7.81
90.63

9.5U
9.0<
9.83
9.50

98.56
98.50
100.19
99.69

9.66
9.66
9.48
9.53

95.56
;5.44
96.69
96.06

9.47
9.48
9.35
9.42

91.25
91.13
92.00
90.88

9.43
9.44
9.34
9.47

99.44
99.56
97.06
96.06

9.56
9.55
9.82
9.94

95.81
95.94
93.94
93.06

9.44
9.43
9.65
9.75

90.44
90.38
88.34
87.56

9.52
9.53
9.76
9.86

1987 A 15
22
29

95.56
94.81
93.88

8.93
9.05
9.21

102.88
102.06
100.44

9.14
9.24
9.44

117.50
116.69
114.88

9.57
9.66
9.87

108.88
108.06
106.31

9.20
9.29
9.49

6
13
20
27

93.63
93.06
90.75
92.94

9.25
9.34
9.73
9.37

99.94
99.81
97.06
99.69

9.51
9.52
9.88
9.54

114.44
114.31
111. 44
113.81

9.91
9.93
10.26
9.98

105.81
105.56
102.94
105.63

9.54
9.57
9.88
9.57

97.63
95.19
97.63

3
10
17
24

93.44
93.44
94.69
93.88

9.29
9.29
9.08
9.22

100.44
100.31
101. 81
101. 06

9.44
9.46
9.27
9.36

114.69
114.50
115.88
115.13

9.88
9.90
9.75
9.83

106.31
106.19
107.81
107.13

9.49
9.50
9.31
9.39

1
8
15
22

93.81
93.50
92.31
91.50

9.23
9.28
9.48
9.62

100.94
101. 88
99.06
98.06

9.38
9.34
9.62
9.75

114.81
115.25
113.13
111. 94

9.87
9.82
10.06
10.20

106.94
107.19
105.06
104.00

9.41
9.38
9.63
9.76

J
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Column
End of
period
En fin de
peri ode

M

M

J

43,854
43,502
43,004
42,366R

226,257
229,938
227, 248R
228, 859R

6,882
8,392
8,627
9,493

10,555
10,571
10,616
10,589

17,437
18,962
19,243
20,082

17,983
18,803
17,820
N

N

13
20
27

79,650
79,350
78,500
77,900

106,873
106,851
106,847
107,344

43,438
43,142
43,076
43,028

229,961
229,343
228,423
228,272

8,550
8,038
8,227
8,340

10,606
10,606
10,606
10,616

19,157
18,644
18,833
18,956

18,701
18,445
18,068
17,980

2,667
2,559
2,596
2,593

3
10
17
24

76,900
77,300
78,000
78,450

107, 899R
107, 928R
106, 924R
107,369R

42,999
42,574
42,453
42,394

227,798R
227,802R
227, 377R
228,2l2R

8,382

8,643
8,786
8,934

10,560
10,560
10,560
10 ,570

18,942
19,203
19,346
19,504

17,403
17,523
18,019
17,680

1
8
15
22

78,250
78,450
78,950
78,900

108,242R
108,832R
108, 820R

42,366R
42,119R
41,952R
41,872

228, 859R
229,401R
229,722R
229,588

9,493
8,882
9,031
8,845

10,589
10,407
10,407
10,407

20,082
19,288
19,438
19,252
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Variations par rapport

J 2ll

12,900

11,767

-644

24,023

4,391

1987

J 15

-50

-4

-80

-135

-186

Column

Canadian dollars

peri ode

Dollars canadiens

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA SECURITIES OUTSTANDING (Millions of dollars)
ENCOUR..~

DES TITHES DU GOUVERNEMENT CANADIEN (En millions de dollars)

Held by

Autres detenteurs

Treasury
bills
Bons du
Trtfsor

Marketable
bonds
Obi i ga ti on5
m§gociables

Canada
Savings
Bonds

1987

2,639
2,873
2,839
3,249

21,368
21,005
20,664
20,573

264
247
227
189

2,631
2,632
2,631
2,631

2,895
2,879
2,858

2,571
2,633
2,647R
2,645

19,975
20,156
20,666R
20,325

229
221
235
229

2,904
2,904
2,904
2,904

3,132
3,124
3,139
3,132

16,360
16,685R
16, 847R
15,584

2,582R
2,501R
2,340R
2,509

18,942R
19, 186R
19, 187R
18,093

252
259
264
268

2,997
3,098
3,098
3,130

3,249
3,357
3,362
3,397

4,486

2,213

216

2,430

65

918

983

-186

-1,263

169

-1,095

4

31

35

Average of
Wednesdays
and
Wednesday

Total
Total

82406

51,904
52,496
50,265

89,513
90,331
90, 888R

185,270
186,329
184, 156R

1987

M
A
M
J

1987

M

N

N

6
13
20
27

52,135
52,619
51,978
51,391

90,969
91,054
91,013
91,504

43,438
43,142
43,076
43,028

186,542
186,815
186,068
185,923

J

3
10
17
24

50,886
50,913
50,959
51,607

91, 864R
91,831R
90, 814R
91,250R

42,999
42,574
42,453

J

42,394

185,749R
185, 318R
184,227R
185,251R

1
8
15
22

52,145
52,624R
52,80SH
54,204

92,075R
92,826R
92,975R
92,771

42,366R
42,119R
41,952R
41,872

186,586R
187,569R
187,735R
188,846

J
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N
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B54

43,854
43,502
43,004
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M

J
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Banques .9
charte

Obligations
d'epargne
du Canada

B2477

M
J

2,457
2,614
2,651
2,997
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mensuelle
des mercTed] s
ou donnees
du mercredi

Detenteurs

General Public

M

N

181
260
189
252

-------.~------ - - e

End of
period
En fin de

20,911
21,774
21,009

2,928
2,971
3,189
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-1986

1987

____---'B"'2..,4-'-73"--_. _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _

B2470

105,453
106,487
107, 344R
108, 242R

6

J

B2406

76,950
79,950
76,900
78,250

A
M
J

1987
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Treasury----Other---Canada
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direct and
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(par value)
guaranteed
Bonds
Government accounts
Bons du
securities
Obligations
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Bangue _1!! Call ada
{'S!!!!Qtes du gOUVf!{"ll..f'-!!!~n..~ _ _ ~_
Tresor
Autres
d'epargne
Treasury
Bonds
Total
Treasury
Bonds
Total
Treasury
Bonds
Total
bills
Oblibills
ObljTotal
(valeur
titres
du CanBda
Total
bills
Obii··
1'otal
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&nis ou
gations
Bans du
gations
Bons du
gations
Bons du
garantis
Tnfsor
Tnfsor
Tresor
B2425

1987

--e-

Other
financial
insti tutions

Total
Total

Of whjch:

term
Dont:

Autres

a

institutions
final1cieres

fixe

terme

B456

13
245
316
374

3,252
3,510
2,802
1,605

2,473
2,129
3,272
749

5,738
5,884
6,389
2,728

4,125
3,640
4,863
625

6
13
20
27

1,055
11
181
15

2,473
2,054
2,435
4,244

2,942
3,690
3,837
2,620

6,470
5,755
6,453
6,879

4,450
4,850
4,650
5,500

3
10
17
24

108
346
794
248

1,696
1,762
1,228
1,735

1,405
519
630
441

3,209
2,627
2,653
2,424

1,200

1
8

15
22

225
12
15
12

345
1,113
1,264R
1,251

85
642
370
1,194

655
1,767
1, 649R
2,457

400
900
500
1,550

Variations par rapport 8 la:

1986

J 2ll

6,231

JO,537

-644

16,124

1986

J 22

·-583

·585

56

-1,112

·150

1987

J 15

1,396

-204

-80

1,111

1987

J 15

-3

-13

824

808

1,550
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GOVERNMENT OF CANADA
SECURITIES OUTSTANDING AND
GOVERNMENT OF CANADA CANADIAN
DOLLAR DEPOSITS

Page 10 shows data on the three main classes of
Government of Canada securities outstanding and the
federal cash balance. There are two tables on this
page. The table at the top of the page and half of the
table at the bottom of the page set out data contained
in table G4 of the Bank of Canada Review. The second
half of the table shows the distribution of federal
deposits held with the Bank of Canada, with chartered
banks and with other financial institutions.
Data on securities outstanding are shown at month
end for the latest four months and as of Wednesday for
each week of the current month and for the two prior
months. The data on Government of Canada deposits
are also shown for the last four months, but on a
monthly average basis, as well as weekly for the
current month and weekly for the prior two months. In
all cases, the tables show the dollar value of the
change from the latest week and the change from the
same week a year ago.

1. Securities Outstanding
Entry 1 sets out the total amount of direct and
guaranteed federal debt outstanding for the three types
of securities issued by the government. This includes
Treasury Bills, other direct and guaranteed securities
(marketable bonds) and CSBs as well as a total of the
three. The Treasury Bill series excludes U. S. pay
Canada Bills first issued in September 1986, because
Ottawa does not want the market to speculate about its
use of U.S. pay bills for dealings in the foreign
exchange market. Also, effective November 5, 1986,
Canada Savings Bonds sold on the Payroll Savings
Plan are gradually included in outstandings as payroll
deductions are remitted over the contract period;
previously the total amount of payroll sales was
included in outstandings in November.
The characteristics of these three types of securities
and how the government views them in its overall debt
management programme are set out and discussed in
the book The Mechanics of Monetary and Debt
Management Policy in Canada-A View from the
Street by P. Martin (forthcoming). Federal
government bank loans or drawings on its U.S. dollar
stand-by lines of credit with Canadian and foreign

banks are not included. Federal Crown corporation
debt is not included either.
Treasury Bills are carried on the books at their
maturity value (par), and CSBs are carried at par by
definition. In most cases, the Canadian dollar
marketable securities are also shown at par, although
in a few cases they are carried at book value.
Finally, although there are no foreign pay Canada
Savings Bonds outstanding, there are foreign-pay
marketable
and
non-marketable
securities
outstanding. Such securities (which exclude foreign
bank loans), have to be valued in Canadian dollars.
Government of Canada issues payable in foreign
currencies have been converted into Canadian dollars
as follows. From September 30, 1950, to May 3,
1962, U.S.-pay securities were value at par (U.S.$1 =
C$I), while Sterling pay securities were converted at
£1 = C$2.80.
Following the Canadian dollar devaluation in May
1962, U.S.-pay securities were converted at U.S.
$1.081 = C$1 up to December 31,1971. Also, from
May 3, 1962, to November 18, 1967, Sterling issues
were valued at the fixed rate of £1 = C$3.027.
Following the 1967 UK devaluation and extending to
December 31, 1971, Sterling securities were
converted at £1 = C$2.595.
In the 1960s, Canada also issued German mark and
Italian lire securities. Prior to October 26, 1969, one
Deutschmark was valued at 27 ¢ Canadian.
Thereafter, to December 31, 1971, one Deutschmark
was valued at 29.5 ¢ Canadian. From May 5, 1968, to
June 24, 1970, lire denominated securities were
valued at C$ 0.00173.
During the 1970s, many countries officially
adopted flexible exchange rates. This required more
frequent valuation of foreign securities issued by the
Government of Canada. Thus, since December 31,
1971, issues payable in foreign currencies have been
valued in Canadian dollars at the closing spot rate as
of the last business day of the calendar quarter. These
revaluations have sometimes been quite large (e.g., as
much as $300 million or more in a quarter), reflecting
volatile exchange rates over the last decade and
especially the sharp drop in the Canadian dollar since
1976.

2. Holder Breakdown of Government Securities
The remaining part of the table at the top of page 10
summarizes the holder distribution of the federal debt.
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e
The distribution will change when there are new
securities issued or when any securities mature.

a) Bank of Canada
The Bank of Canada holds Treasury Bills and
marketable bonds. The Bank buys these securities
both at the time of issue and in the secondary market.
Central bank purchases of these securities create
currency for circulation. Also, it will hold some of
these securities (mostly Bills) under money market
dealer PRAs.

b) Chartered Banks
Chartered banks also hold Government of Canada
Bills and marketable bonds which they buy as new
issues or in the secondary market. They buy these
securities for their yield, safety and liquidity and, in
the case of Bills, to satisfy the Bank's secondary
reserve requirement.

c)

Government Accounts

Government accounts hold Treasury Bills and both
marketable and non-marketable Government of
Canada bonds. These government accounts include:
public service pension funds for federal civil servants
(including the armed forces and RCMP); pension
funds of federal Crown corporations (e.g., The
Atomic Energy Commission, Central Mortgage and
Housing and the Farm Credit Corporation); pension
funds of federal government agencies; the Purchase
Fund;
the
Securities
Investment
Account;
Unemployment Insurance Fund (which can hold
special issues of non-marketable securities); and
finally, Canada Pension Plan issues taken up by the
federal government, bonds held on behalf of Yukon
and the Northwest Territories and bonds for any
province that has not drawn the funds accruing to it.
Holdings of Canada Savings Bonds being
purchased on the payroll savings plan by government
employees are excluded; these are included with
general public holdings.
The Bank of Canada may also do special internal
transactions with these government accounts as part of
its ongoing debt management and monetary policy.
Thus, whenever the Bank buys or sells securities, the
analyst should always check the holder breakdown to
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see if these purchases were for the Bank's own
account or for government accounts. For example, in
December of each year when the system needs cash,
the Bank will tend to be a net buyer of securities (e.g.,
Bills) for government accounts.

d) General Public Holdings
The fourth holder breakdown category reflects the
general public. For the first two entries-Treasury
Bills and marketable bonds-the general public figure
is calculated as a residual (i.e., by subtracting Bank of
Canada, chartered bank and government account
holdings from the total amount outstanding). General
public holdings include a long list of non-bank
institutional buyers, investment dealers and the retail
public. This figure also includes foreign buying by
foreign central banks and foreign individuals or
private institutions.
It is worthwhile noting that the general public
holdings of Bills and bonds shown here can also be
affected by Bank of Canada transactions. For
example, if the Bank sells bonds or Bills to the general
public, public holdings rise by the amount of the
Bank's sale. Also, if the Canadian dollar should
weaken, the Bank could draw on its swap line of credit
with the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank of New York by
selling the Fed Canadian dollar securities and buying
U.S. dollar securities for sale to support the Canadian
dollar. This type of transaction is rare (last done in
1968), but if carried out it would show up as an
increase in the general public holdings of Canadas, if
the Fed held its Canadian dollars in Government of
Canada securities, and a decline in the Bank's
holdings of Canadas. 1
The third component of general public holdings is
Canada Savings Bonds. The CSB figure is available
directly because these bonds can only be sold to the
general public.
Trends in the general public holdings of bonds,
Bills (excluding securities under PRA at the Bank) and
CSBs can be quite important. For example, the
I Not all inter-central bank swaps need show up in this
section. For example, if the swap were done by having the
Fed deposit U.S. dollars at the Bank of Canada while the
Bank deposits Canadian dollars with the Fed, then the
transaction would only show up if the Fed purchased
Canadian government securities. A purchase of any other
security would not show up in this section, although it
would be reflected as an increase in net foreign assets.

e-f)
weekly runoff in CSBs proved to be significant on
several occasions in forcing the government to borrow
more (via market bonds and Treasury Bills) than it had
originally expected. In contrast, bigger than expected
CSB issues have, on occasion, led the government to
run down its Treasury Bill holdings and do less
financing than it otherwise would have in the public
bond market.

3. Government of Canada Canadian Dollar
Deposits
A small table showing data on Government of Canada
Canadian dollar deposits completes page 10. This
table shows the total government deposit balance and
how this balance is split between deposits held at the
Bank of Canada, deposits held with chartered banks
and those held at other financial institutions.

Average of

on occasion this entry can show a large increase when
the government wants to sterilize cash outside the
banking system.

b) Government of Canada Deposits Held at
Chartered Banks

Virtually all the federal cash balance is held on deposit
with chartered banks and, since the second half of
1983, with certain other direct clearing financial
institutions.
As discussed in chapter 3, deposits with banks and
other direct clearing CPA members take two forms.
First, Ottawa can deposit demand funds according to a
formula which takes into account each direct clearer's
share of chequable deposits. The banks calculate the
interest on these balances daily and pay it monthly at
prime less 2 112 percent. Second, Ottawa auctions
part of its balances for approximately one week at a
time. Banks and other financial institutions bid for
these deposits.
The total of demand deposits and term deposits held
by chartered banks are shown in entry 3b.

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA CANADIAN DOLLAR DEPOS ITS

Wednesdays

and
Wednesday
Moyenne

mensuelle
des mercredis
ou donnees
du mercredi

M

A
M

J

Bank of
Canada

Chartered
banks

Banque du
Canada

Bangues
charte

a

Other
financial
institutions

c)

Total

Total

term

Ront:
a terme
fixe

Autres
insti tui ions
financieres

13
245
316
374

3,252
3,510
2,802
1,605

2,473
2,129
3,272
749

5,738
5,884
6,389
2,728

4,125
3,640
4,863
625

M

6
13
20
27

1,055
11
181
15

2,473
2,054
2,435
4,244

2,942
3,690
3,837
2,620

6,470
5,755
6,453
6,879

4,450
4,850
4,650
5,500

J

3
10
17
24

108
346
794
248

1,696
1,762
1,228
1,735

1,405
519
630
441

3,209
2,627
2,653
2,424

1,200

1
8
15
22

225
12
15
12

345
1,113
1,264R
1,251

85
642
370
1,194

655
1,767
1,649R
2,457

J

400
900
500
1,550

a) Government Deposits Held at the Bank of
Canada

The first entry shows government deposits at the Bank
of Canada. These deposits are usually held at a low
level-about
$10-30
million-because
the
government does not earn interest on them. However,

Government of Canada Deposits with Other
Financial Institutions

In late 1983, two financial institutions became the first
non-bank direct clearing members of the Canadian
Payments Association, and by early 1987 there were
five members. As clearing members, these financial
organizations opened deposit accounts at the Bank of
Canada to facilitate their clearing transactions, and
these deposits are shown on the Bank's balance sheet.
Associated with this, the Bank of Canada began to
redeposit funds with these non-bank direct clearing
financial institutions in late 1983. These redeposits
were on the same basis as the banks, i.e., each nonbank direct clearer obtains a formula redeposit based
on the size of its chequable deposit base. Non-banks
pay Ottawa interest on the same basis as banks.
With the introduction of the term deposit auction,
non-bank direct clearers can also bid for federal term
deposits on the same basis as banks. Thus, the total of
demand deposits and term deposits held by non-bank
financial institutions is shown in entry 3c.
Finally, under the 1980 Bank Act (paragraph
48(2)b), the Bank of Canada is allowed to buy and sell
foreign currencies and maintain deposit accounts with
Canadian and foreign banks outside Canada to
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f)
facilitate foreign exchange operations. Such deposits,
if made, would show up in this entry.
d) Total Government Deposits
Total government deposits shown in entry 3d is the
sum of government deposits at the Bank of Canada, at
chartered banks and at other financial institutions.
These deposits have typically fluctuated in a range of
$2-7 billion. However, in recent years, the balance
has been as low as about $300 million and as high as
$12.1 billion.
To put these figures into perspective, the workable
minimum level of cash the government needs to handle
its day-to-day operations is usually considered to be
one week's disbursements-about $2 billion at the end
of 1988. The one-week disbursements rule of thumb
assumes a stable exchange rate. Higher cash balances
are needed if the exchange rate is subject to sharp
upward fluctuations. A weak exchange rate means the
government can run lower cash balances since it is
usually a net converter of foreign currencies to
Canadian dollars.
There is no rule for a maximum level of cash
balances, though the government is probably inclined
to keep more cash on deposit when the yield curve has
a strongly negative slope. The government and the
Bank of Canada do not usually like large balances
because they can create spending pressures.
Typically, if cash balances are high, the government
will allow Bills and bonds to mature without rolling
them over or raising new cash, or it will buy securities
to reduce its deposits in the banking system.
e) Of Which: Term
The last entry shows the total amount of government
balances held as term deposits with banks and other
financial institutions. This was a new entry in April
1986 when the fixed weekly term deposit auction was
held. Since April 1986, the government has auctioned
some deposits each week.

II. NET NEW SECURITIES ISSUES PLACED
IN CANADA AND ABROAD AND
CORPORATE SHORT-TERM PAPER
OUTSTANDING
The table at the top of page 11 in the WFS covers the
first 12 columns of table F5 in the Bank of Canada
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Review. This table sets out the dollar value of net new
security issues (gross new issues less retirements) sold
in Canada and abroad (including foreign currency
issues) by federal, provincial and municipal
governments, by corporations and by others
(excluding issues of U.S.-pay Canada Bills). The data
for all levels of government include guaranteed issues.
Also, the table shows two classes of short-term paper
issued. These data are shown on a par value basis for
each month, covering a 25- to 27-month period, in
contrast to the presentation format in the Review
which shows information on an annual basis for 20
years and on a quarterly basis for up to five years.
The figures for securities in columns 1-6 cover all
Canadian and foreign public issues (excluding U.S.pay Canada Bills) and most private placements (where
known). The data include foreign currency issues
placed in Canada and Canadian dollar issues placed
abroad, but exclude domestic and foreign bank loans.
In converting foreign-pay issues into Canadian
dollars, different techniques have been used for
valuing federal and non-federal securities. The rates
for valuing federal securities up to December 31,
1971, are the same as those discussed earlier in part I,
section 1, of this chapter. However, since 1971,
foreign-pay Canada issues in this table have been
converted into Canadian dollars at the noon spot rate
on the day of delivery.
Turning to non-federal foreign pay securities
(provincial, municipal and corporate), all issues
payable in foreign currencies have been converted into
Canadian dollars at the average noon market rate for
each month. In the case of optional-pay issues, the
option most favourable to the lender has been used.
The table at the bottom of page 11 sets out data
covering corporate short-term paper outstanding.
Moreover, the table shows a finer breakdown of
corporate short-term paper compared to the table at the
top of the page and presents the data for total paper
outstanding in Canadian and foreign currencies at the
end of each month as opposed to the net month-tomonth change in Canadian and foreign-pay paper
taken together. The main advantage of the table at the
bottom of the page is to show the split between
Canadian and foreign-pay paper.
This table duplicates information shown in the first
11 columns of table F3 in the Review. As above, data
are shown on a par value basis for each month
covering a 25-month period. In the Review, data are
shown monthly for three years and annually at year
end for at least ten years.
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GOvernment of Canada
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Treasury
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M

J
J
A
S
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0
1986 J
F
M
A
M

J
J
A
S
0
N

D
1987 J
F
M
A
M
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61
-6
5
-9
89
-5
19
-10
142

4,472
6,697
6,206
7,105
4,012
4,832
4,687
12,923
-635

931
-1,010
75
471
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-405
-647
-49
-176

151
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1,645
1,385
1,064
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446
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5,554
5,883
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9,221
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3,894
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1,177
4,057
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2,550
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3,450
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3,393
1,444
2,815
2,982
1,373
1,825
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1,109
4,627
1,607
2,223
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1,504
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1,638
1,222
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1,743
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4,331
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-25
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-53
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815005

815020

815011

9,759
8,834
8,774
9,010
9,700
9,271
8,318
8,111
8,272

2,011
1,973
1,959
2,134
2,033
1,933
2,187
2,107
1,752

11,770
10,806
10,733
11,144
11,734
11,204
10,504
10,218
10,024

4,539
4,148
4,027
4,355
4,696
5,023
4,696
4,511
3,834

14,993
15,188
14,911
16,557
17,942
19,006
18,859
19,306
17 ,007

4,305
4,464
4,765
4,849
5,015
5,324
5,356
5,210
5,153
5,454
5,674
6,102

8,939
9,368
9,844
9,575
8,231
8,859
8,221
8,426
7,913
7,941
7,940
8,099

1,845
2,022
1,953
1,393
1,428
1,231
1,472
1,391
1,784
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2,074
1,972

10,785
11,390
11,797
10,968
9,659
10,091
9,693
9,816
9,697
9,977
10,014
10,071

4,192
3,821
4,086
4,651
4,054
4,398
3,802
3,787
3,844
3,911
3,934
3,636

5,925
6,074
6,183
6,248
6,549
7,096R

8,124
8,482
8,048
9,426
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8,868R
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1,859
2,115
2,282
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11,708
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11,474R
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27,285
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30,871
31,297
29,114
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2,031
2,286
2,258
1,966
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29,325
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33,157
33,555
31,080
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13,043
13,619
19,452
22,545
23,089
23,85U
23,968
23,785
24,927
25,636
24,896

29,850
26,709
27,994
33,665
35,579
37,073
37,222
37,420
36,690
38,119
39,102
38,967

2,052
2,189
2,187
1,603
1,640
1,431
1,677
1,575
1,944
2,238
2,222
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31,901
28,897
30,181
35,268
37,219
38, ,04
38,899
38,9%
38,634
40,357
41,324
41,069

25,915
26,917
27,478
27,838
28,517
28,601

39,823
41,163
41,479
43,438
43,614
44,400R

2,368
2,168
2,344
2,355
2,513R
2,771R

42,191
43,331
43,823
45,793
46,127R
47,I71R
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1. Government of Canada Securities
The first three columns of data show the net new
issues of bonds (both marketable and non-marketable,
including CSBs) and Treasury Bills issued by the
federal government (and its guarantees) and the total
issued (net) per month. 2 U.S. pay Canada Bills are
excluded. Effective November 5, 1986, Canada
Savings Bonds sold on the Payroll Savings Plan are
gradually included in outstandings as payroll
deductions are remitted over the contract period;
previously the total amount of payroll sales was
included in outstandings in November.

partial data for large municipalities (such as Montreal,
Toronto, Vancouver and Winnipeg) when available.

4. Corporate Net New Issues
a) Bonds

The net new issue series for corporate bonds includes
all issues of Canadian corporations with the exception
of finance company paper and commercial paper with
an original term to maturity of one year or less, and
issues sold to a parent company whether this parent is
incorporated in Canada or abroad.

2. Provincial Securities
b) Preferred and Common Stocks

Net new provincial issues include the bonds of their
guaranteed agencies. This series includes issues
placed directly by the provinces with the Canada
Pension Plan or, in the case of Quebec, provincial
issues placed with the Quebec Pension Plan. It also
includes various issues placed with other provincial
accounts (e. g., Province of Ontario issues placed
directly with OMERS and Province of Quebec issues
placed directly with the Hydro Quebec Pension Fund).
In calculating provincial retirements, the total amount
of all bond issues is assumed to be retired at the final
maturity date. That is, retirements of provincial bonds
do not include payments into sinking funds, even
though some issues do have small sinking funds.
Thus, the net amount of provincial net new issues
shown in this entry for any given month is overstated
by the amount of provincial sinking fund activity in
that month. This does not cause significant distortions
since provincial sinking funds are small and typically
only operate in the last few years prior to maturity.

Net new common and preferred share issues are
shown at offering prices, less retirements, which are
calculated as the actual amount paid by the
corporation to retire the shares. Pursuant to section 91
of the Canadian and British Insurance Companies Act,
common stock retirements do not include purchases of
their own shares by life insurance companies.
Common share retirements in 1961 and 1964 reflect
the distribution by British Columbia Power
Corporation to shareholders of funds received from
the Province of British Columbia in payment for the
common and preferred shares of British Columbia
Electric Company Limited. In 1963, the data reflected
Quebec Hydro's purchase of the privately-owned
hydro-electric companies in Quebec. In 1972, the data
reflected purchase by the Nova Scotia Power
Commission (a government agency) of Nova Scotia
Light and Power Company Limited (a private
company).

3. Municipal Net New Issues

5. Other Institutions and Foreign Debtors

Municipal bonds do not include issues guaranteed by
the provinces, since these are already included in
provincial bonds, nor does this category include issues
sold directly to provinces and their agencies. Like
provincial bond retirements, municipal bond
retirements do not include payments into sinking
funds. The monthly data for municipal retirements are
estimated by pro-rating annual estimates and including

Transactions of other institutions and foreign debtors
include issues of Canadian religious and other
institutions as well as issues placed in Canada by
foreign debtors.

Bank loans and term loans with Canadian or foreign banks
are excluded.

2
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6. Total
Entry 6 sets out the total net amount of longer term
debt and equity raised by the various classes of
borrowers covered in entries 1-5.

e-4D
7. Short-Term Paper
The last three columns of the table at the top of page
11 set out relevant data on the net issuance of shorttenn paper in Canada and abroad by month. The paper
issued has an original tenn of one year or less. The
data do not include: Bills and notes placed directly
with parent or affiliated companies, corporate notes
placed directly with chartered banks and short-tenn
loans from Canadian and foreign banks.

As noted above, data on sales finance and consumer
loan company paper includes notes issued by whollyowned finance company subsidiaries of all
manufacturers and merchandisers (e.g., the finance
company subsidiaries of automobile companies).
However, the data do not include paper placed directly
by the companies with parent or affiliated companies
or with chartered banks.
The published statistics indicate that finance and
consumer loan companies issue mostly Canadian-pay
paper.

a) Finance and Other Commercial Paper

9. Other Commercial Paper
The first series, issues of short-tenn finance and
commercial paper, includes notes issued by whollyowned finance company subsidiaries of all
manufacturers and merchandisers. Data on sales
finance and other commercial paper are based on a
survey by the Bank of Canada covering companies
known to have issued short-tenn paper. The Bank
estimates that a high proportion of all paper issued is
covered by its survey.

Data on other commercial paper outstanding are based
on the Bank survey noted above. This series includes
paper issued by foreign bank affiliates in Canada, but
excludes this same paper if the foreign bank affiliates
become Canadian chartered banks. 3 Here again, the
data do not include paper placed directly with parent
or affiliated companies or with chartered banks.
This entry also includes another breakdown-the
amount of paper outstanding which has been issued by
non-financial corporations.

b) Canadian Dollar Bankers' Acceptances
Bankers'
Acceptances,
which are
basically
commercial paper with a bank guarantee, are
presented in entry 7b. They show the net amount of
Canadian dollar BAs issued as of the last Wednesday
of each month. Foreign-pay BAs are not included in
these data.

10. Canadian Dollar Bankers' Acceptances
BAs outstanding (as of the last Wednesday of the
month) have increased dramatically in recent years. In
late September 1988, outstandings of C$ Bankers'
Acceptances totalled about $38 billion, compared to
$5.4 billion at the end of 1980 and $2.9 billion at the
end of 1979.

c) Total
Entry 7c is the summation of the net new issues shown
in entries 7a and 7b.

11. Total Corporate Short-Term Paper
Outstanding

8. Sales Finance and Consumer Loan Company
Paper

Entry 11, representing the total of entries 8, 9 and 10,
shows the total amount of Canadian dollar and foreign
currency short-term paper outstanding at each month
end covering a 25- to 27-month period.

The table at the bottom of the page sets out corporate
short-term paper outstanding as of month end for 2527 months. Data on sales finance companies are based
on a Bank of Canada survey covering companies
known to have issued short-tenn paper. This survey
accounts for a large percentage of the total paper
issued.

3 Commercial paper outstanding declined substantially late
in 1981 when a large number of foreign bank affiliates
received Canadian chartered bank status. When this
occurred, the Canadian dollar and foreign-pay short-term
commercial paper previously included in entry 9 was
reclassified as bank paper and removed from this series.
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III.

TRUST AND MORTGAGE LOAN
COMPANIES EXCLUDING BANK
MORTGAGE LOAN SUBSIDIARIES:
MONTHLY STATEMENT OF
ESTIMATED ASSETS ANlD LIABILITIES
AND
MORTGAGE LOAN COMPANIES
ASSOCIATED WITH CHARTERED
BANKS: ESTIMATED ASSETS AND
LIABILITIES

Page 12 of the WFS sets out the month end statement
of estimated assets and liabilities for trust and
mortgage loan companies, excluding bank mortgage
loan subsidiaries. The same statement for mortgage
loan companies associated with chartered banks is set
out at the top of page 13. These two statements of
assets and liabilities duplicate the data presented each
month in the Bank of Canada Review, tables D1 and
D2.
In each case, 13 months of data are shown for the
various entries in the WFS, compared to three years of
monthly data and up to ten year ends in the Review.
The monthly asset and liability data for trust and
mortgage loan companies are derived from total trust
and mortgage loan company data collected quarterly
by Statistics Canada and from a monthly survey by the
Bank of Canada covering firms with over 80 percent
of total assets in these industries. For months between
quarter ends, data for the trust and mortgage loan
companies, excluding bank subsidiaries, are estimated
from the monthly survey to arrive at industry-wide
figures. As a result, total assets and liabilities for the
intra-quarter months may not be equal as they are the
sums of the component series. Where there are foreign
currency assets or liabilities, these are included in the
relevant component series. Data for the chartered bank
mortgage loan subsidiaries, appearing on page 13 of
the WFS, originate directly from the monthly survey
by the Bank of Canada.
Since the asset and liability classes for trust and
mortgage loan companies are quite similar to the asset
and liability classes for mortgage loan companies
associated with banks, they are discussed concurrently
as entries 1-24 for trust and mortgage loan companies,
excluding bank affiliated mortgage companies and 1a23a for mortgage loan companies associated with
banks.
The asset categories are set out in entries 1-14 and
1a-14a.
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1.,la Cash and Demand Deposits
Cash and demand deposits include cash on hand and
demand deposits placed in chartered banks and other
financial institutions in Canada and outside Canada,
i.e., both Canadian dollar and foreign currency
deposits.

2.,2a Term and Notice Deposits
Term and notice deposits with chartered banks and
other institutions are shown separately in entry 2. ,2a.
The entry includes both Canadian dollar and foreign
deposits. The "other" component includes swapped
deposits at chartered banks and deposits with
institutions other than chartered banks.

3.,3a Short-Term Paper
For the trust and mortgage loan companies excluding
banks, entry 3 includes short-term paper and Bankers'
Acceptances. This series includes bonds, debentures
and notes with an original term to maturity of less than
one year. Treasury Bills for all three levels of
government are excluded and shown separately.
For mortgage loan companies associated with
banks, the series also includes short-term notes and
Bankers' Acceptances. However, provincial and
municipal Treasury Bills are included in entry 3a for
the bank affiliated mortgage lenders.

4.,4a Government of Canada Treasury Bills
Government of Canada Treasury Bill holdings are
shown as separate asset categories for both trust and
mortgage loan firms and bank mortgage loan
subsidiaries.

5. Provincial and Municipal Treasury Bills
Provincial and municipal Treasury Bill holdings are
shown in entry 5 for trust and mortgage loan
companies
excluding
bank
mortgage
loan
subsidiaries. These security classes are incorporated in
entry 3a for the bank-related mortgage lenders, since
these firms hold very few, if any, of these securities.
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TRUST AND MORTGAGE LOAN COMPANIE3 EXCLUDING BANK MORTGAGE LOAN SUBSIDIARIES:
MONTHLY STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED ASSETS AND LIABILITIES (Millions of dollars)
S(}(}IETES DE FTOUCIE O{f DE PRET HYPOTHECAIRE NON COMPRIS LES FILIALES HYPO.TflKCAIRES nES BANQUES A CHARTE:
SITUATION MENSlfELLE (En millions de dol~

Provincial
and
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Bons du
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court teT711e
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Canadian bonds
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Government
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direct and
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BCR Table Dl
REC Tab.leau 01
-----

Corporate
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par les
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Mortgage loans and
sales agreements
Prets hypotheca.ires
et contrats de vente
Total
Of which:
Total
Resi.dential
Dont:
Secteur
rtisideni.iel

Persona]
] oans

Prets
personnels

B1703

BI705

BI706

B1707

BI708

BI709

BI712

BI713

BI714

BI7I5

BI722

BI716

1,084
1,246
1,249
1,446
1,057
1,232
971
1,393

1,295
1,191
647
882
1,022
955
1,!!3

591
557
654
608
446
507
774
904

2,662
2,392
2,101
2,272
2,213
2,602
2,319
2,136

3,006
3,239
3,280
3,432
3,281
3,206
3,402
3,356

659
741
626
515
685
358
619
725

1,974
2,033
2,040
2,000
1,818
1,820
1,800
1,658

1,588
1,445
1,461
1,503
1,490
1,485
1,465
1,445

3,996
3,952
4,016
4,036
4,175
4,043
4,090
4,277

45,037
46,008
46,536
47,189
48,007
48,677
49,130
50,067

37,495
38,557
39,042
39,708
39,825
40,224
40,602
41,933

4,186
4,379
4,510
4,521
4,580
4,768
4,909
4,988

1,601
1,440
1,350
1,194
1,621

736
844
855
554
824

610
580
570
582
666

2,153
1,872
1,616
2,105
1,852

3,810
4,156
4,374
3,943
3,604

539
448
537
344
313

1,946
2,089
2,151
2,207
2,237

1,405
1,423
1,476
1,527
1,523

3,997
3,765
3,899
3,945
4,121

50,294
50,817
51,333
52,501
53,391

41,933
42,304
42,685
43,524
44,405

5,059
5,237
5,464
5,692
5,880
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TRUST AND MORTGAGE WAN COMPANIES EXCLUDING BANK MORTGAGE LOAN SUBSIDIARIES:
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MONTHLY STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED ASSETS AND LIABILITIES (Millions of dollars)
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1986

B1724

Bl721

BI717

B1718

Bl719

BI700

B1701

BI729

BI741

B1730

561
547
541
439
315
332
333
360

4,448
4,518
4,664
4,689
4,687
4,847
4,803
5,O!!
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857

o

1,414
1,334
1,409
1,524
1,703
1,804
1,901
1,858

870
874
881
872
879

4,355
4,313
4,294
4,479
4,403
4,918
5,008
4,637

77,712
78,750
79,196
80,171
80,618
82,502
83,349
84,807

70,880
71,845
72,268
73,085
73,613
74,959
75,707
77,487

7,695
8,225
7,967
8,360
8,067
8,697
8,403
8,780

5,660
5,915
5,940
6,035
6,089
6,260
6,250
6,371

8,622
9,198
9,186
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9,927
10,191
10,070
10,304

3,453
3,880
3,815
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4,404
4,449
4,451
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BI732

BI733

BI731

BI727

B1743

BI734

BI735

BI737

BI738

BI726

BI739

BI740

BI725

6,585
6,369
6,402
6,117
5,967
6,129
6,216
6,523

45,665
45,737
46,500
46,660
46,640
47,809
49,135
49,373

52,250
52,107
52,903
52,777
52,607
53,938
55,351
55,896

68,567
69,529
70,055
70,803
70,601
72,826
73,824
74,980

16,948
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17,168
17,287
17,350
17,409
17,491
17,555

180
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47
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!!5
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1,385
1,342
1,377
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1,724
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70,327
71,342
71,793
72,876
73,000
74,949
75,691
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3,759
3,668
3,734
3,706
3,807
3,944
4,291
3,892

3,710
3,740
3,681
3,780
3,8!!
3,777
3,943
3,964

77,796
78,750
79,208
80,361
80,618
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84,807

6,387
6,662
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7,283
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50,405
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50,930
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57,067
58,029
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78,399
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18,669
18,954
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1,3!!
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3,876
3,799
3,871
3,867
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4,079
4,017
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4,187
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B1900

HOC Tableau D2

Other
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Business
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B1923
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B1912

B1916

B1921

B1917

1,187
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1,489
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Total
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Ensemble
des
principaux
engagements

Other
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Autres
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du
passif

Share
holders'
equity
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propre
des
actionnaires

B1925

B1938

B1939

43,699
44,334
45,037
46,070
48,841
49,798
49,861
50,452

44,937
45,551
46,616
47,671
50,372
51,290
51,539
52,337

2,771
2,761
2,897
2,996
3,012
3,084
2,725
2,721

23,677
23,909
24,261
24,492
24,696
25,615
27,109
27,822

26,448
26,670
27,158
27,488
27,708
28,699
29,834
30,544

27,959
28,692
29,939
30,967
31,855
33,458
35,084
36,258

1,681
1,624
1,303
1,110
2,915
2,192
1,319
864

314
281
355
354
354
454
453
520

2,229
1,912
1,942
2,020
1,939
1,837
1,825
2,138

1,375
1,457
1,578
1,630
1,684
1,708
1,725
1,891

33,557
33,965
35,117
36,081
38,746
39,649
40,407
41,670

9,458
9,679
9,564
9,611
9,579
9,601
9,055
8,561

1,922
1,907
1,935
1,979
2,047
2,041
2,077
2,106

50,163
51,587
51,761
52,386
55,332

52,553
53,703
53,744
54,329
57,333

2,591
2,664
2,671
2,477
2,635

28,354
28,552
28,827
28,847
29,015

30,945
31,216
31,497
31,324
31,650

37,066
37,657
38,276
38,479
41,828

632
1,131
789
615
354

520
519
423
423
525

2,011
2,045
2,142
2,121
1,731

1,880
1,857
1,953
2,070
2,080

42,109
43,209
43,583
43,707
46,517

8,284
8,293
7,939
8,343
8,475

2,160
2,201
2,222
2,278
2,341

CD-G
6.,6a Canadian Bonds
Canadian bonds are bonds, debentures and notes with
an original term to maturity of one year or more. They
are broken down into three subcategories for the trust
and non-bank-related mortgage loan companies.
These categories are: Government of Canada direct
and guaranteed bonds; provincial and municipal
bonds, grouped together; and corporate bond
holdings. For the mortgage loan companies associated
with banks, there are only two categories-holdings
of Government of Canada bonds and total holdings.
The latter category incorporates provincial and
municipal bonds and corporate bonds shown
separately for the trust and non-bank mortgage loan
companies.

investments other than residential mortgages, it
became more difficult for them to meet the 2/3 rule
"quality asset" test. Thus, the industry asked for a
"fifty percent rule". Ottawa rejected this, but in
response to their concern the federal government
expanded quality assets in April of 1984 to include
commercial property mortgages which, while not
insured, meet specified standards intended to ensure
that they are high qUality. The conditions for an
uninsured commercial mortgage to qualify as a quality
asset are: it must never have been in default; it must
not exceed 75 percent of the value of the property; it
must not exceed one-half of one percent of the
institution's assets, and it must be "seasoned" or on
the books for at least three years. If it is less than three
years old, the revenue from the property must be
sufficient to cover the cost of maintaining the property
and servicing the loan.

7.,7a Mortgage Loans and Sales Agreements
Mortgage loans and sales agreements for both lender
classes show a total figure followed by the residential
component. Mortgage loans and sales agreements is
by far the largest trust and mortgage loan company
asset category; for bank affiliated mortgage lenders,
this category carries an even higher weight in total
assets. Historically, the residential component
represents a very large share of total mortgage loans
and sales agreements.
Trust and mortgage loan companies are required by
law to hold a large percentage of their assets as
"quality assets". The existing test for "quality of
assets" requires that a company have at least twothirds of its assets invested in readily marketable debt
instruments (primarily government bonds, bank
certificates and short-term promissory notes of
corporations with specified earnings records),
residential mortgages and insured mortgages on
commercial property (i.e., entries 1, la-6, 6a and a
high percentage of entry 7, 7a).
Historically, trust and mortgage loan companies
have been major buyers of residential mortgages
included in entry 7, 7a and have had no difficulty
meeting the quality asset test. However, due to
increased competition in the mortgage market from
banks and credit unions, the proportion of trust and
mortgage loan company assets invested in residential
mortgages,
while
still
important,
declined
significantly in the early 1980s.
Given this, the trust and loan industry began to
express concern that, as their companies turned to

8.,8a Personal Loans
Trust and mortgage loan companies make personal
loans roughly comparable to chartered bank personal
loans. For trust companies, non-bank mortgage loan
companies and bank mortgage loan subsidiaries,
personal loans include both secured and unsecured
loans.

9.,9a Business Loans
The business loan entry is broken down into business
loans supported by collateral and other loans (with no
collateral). Collateral loans, which account for the
largest share of business loans, include secured loans
to investment dealers and farm loans.

10. Canadian Preferred and Common Shares
Trust and non-bank-related mortgage loan companies
can and do buy common and preferred shares issued
by Canadian companies, although present legislation
restricts these holdings to no more than 30 percent of
the shares of any company.
Mortgage loan companies associated with chartered
banks only hold a very small amount of equities.
Thus, this asset category is not shown explicitly on the
balance sheet for this class.
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11. Leasing Contracts
Trust companies and non-bank-related mortgage loan
companies have a small amount of leasing contract
assets, which are shown in entry 11. This entry is not
shown for mortgage loan companies associated with
chartered banks.

mortgage loan companies. Mortgage loan companies
associated with chartered banks do not offer these
deposits.

12.,12aOther Assets
Other assets include other investments in Canada
(e.g., equities and lease contracts for bank-related
mortgage loan subsidiaries) as well as investments in
institutions and corporations outside Canada, accounts
receivable and accrued revenue, fixed assets, real
estate and other assets.

13., 13a Total Assets
Total assets is the total of entries 1-12 and la-12a.

ear che'lues
Total
Of which:
Daily interest
Total
Pont:
A

interet

A interet
quotidien

quotidien

B1741

B1730

7,695
8,225
7,967
8,360
8,067
8,697
8,403
8,780

5,660
5,915
5,940
6,035
6,089
6,260
6,250
6,371

8,622
9,198
9,186
9,667
9,927
10,191
lO,070
10,304

3,453
3,880
3,815
4,278
4,404
4,449
4,451
4,533

8,620
9,037
9,179
9,218
9,327

6,191
6,203
6,299
6,543
6,619

10,070
10,255
10,236
10,212
lO,685

4,501
4,479
4,312
4,387
4,529

14.,14aMemo: Total Major Assets
Total major assets include cash and demand deposits,
Treasury Bills, term and notice deposits, short-term
paper and collateral loans placed with investment
dealers, plus Canadian bonds, mortgage loans and
sales agreements, personal loans and Canadian
preferred and common shares. Prior to January 1984,
foreign securities were also included; after that date,
these securities are included in other assets.
The remaining part of the table on page 12 and the
table on the middle of page 13 set out trust and
mortgage loan company liabilities. These are
discussed below in entries 15 to 24 and 16a to 23a.

15. Savings Deposits
Trust and mortgage loan companies, excluding the
bank mortgage loan subsidiaries, have two broad
categories of savings deposits-chequable deposits
and non-chequable deposits. Non-chequable savings
include certain tax sheltered deposits discussed in
entry 17.
These two deposit categories are roughly
comparable to the equivalent types of bank deposits
discussed in chapter 3 and together account for about
15-25 percent of total major liabilities for trust and
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Chequable and non-chequable savings deposits are
each divided into two sub-series-a total for each
class and the fast growing daily interest component,
shown separately. (The two daily interest components
only include those deposits held by companies
surveyed by the Bank of Canada.)
As with bank deposits, trust and mortgage company
deposits are federally insured up to $60,000 by
Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation if the trust or
mortgage company is federally incorporated.
(Provincially chartered companies can apply for
membership in CDIC.)
Finally, as with banks, trust and mortgage loan
companies offering non-insured instruments (e.g.,
foreign currency deposits, over five-year securities,
pooled funds, mortgage and real estate investments)
are required to include the words "not insured" on the
face of the security.

16.,16a Term Deposits, Guaranteed Investment
Certificates and Debentures
By far the largest trust and mortgage loan company
liabilities are captured in the category including term
deposits, OICs and debentures. These deposits are

.,-a
broken down by tenn. Under one-year tenn deposits
usually account for about 10-15 percent of total
deposits at trust and mortgage loan companies,
excluding bank mortgage loan subsidiaries, and 5-15
percent at the mortgage loan subsidiaries. The largest
category is one-year and over deposits/GICs/
debentures which accounts for 60-70 percent of all
trust and non-bank mortgage loan deposits and 85-95
percent of deposits at chartered bank mortgage loan
subsidiaries. Almost all of this is accounted for by
one- to five-year GICs, although longer tenn
debentures with tenns out to 20 years are included in
this category. Deposits and GICs are covered by
CDIC, but debentures are not covered.

17.,17a Total Deposits
Total deposits for the trust and non-bank mortgage
loan companies is the sum of entries 15 and 16. For
bank-related mortgage loan companies, the total
corresponds to the total for entry 16a, since bankrelated mortgage loan companies do not offer savings
deposits.
For trust companies and non-bank-related mortgage
loan companies, the summary asset statement also
shows the amount of total deposits which are tax
exempt. Tax exempt deposits include RRSPs and
other tax-sheltered funds in savings and tenn deposits.

18.,18a Bank Loans
Trust and mortgage loan companies excluding bank
mortgage loan subsidiaries have borrowed a small
amount of money from banks to finance their
operations. These loans may be from Canadian or
foreign banks and may be in Canadian or foreign
currencies. However, most of these loans have been
taken by mortgage loan companies associated with
chartered banks. They are shown in entry 18a.

19.,19a Debentures Issued Under Trust
Indenture

-8-

lJep8ts Ii terme I

cert i fi ell ts

deposits
Ensemble
des depots

Tax exempt

loans

J)ont:
Exempts

Emprunts

bancaires

d'imp8ts

de piacement garantis et

debentures
1 year

1 year
and Over

Moins

Ian

de 1 an

au plus

Less than

Total
Total

733

81731

81727

81743

81734

6,585
6,369
6,402
6, 117
5,967
6,129
6,216
6,523

45,665
45,737
46,500
46,660
46,640
47,809
49,135
49,373

52,250
52,107
52,903
52,777
52,607
53,938
55,351
55,896

68,567
69,529
70,055
70,803
70,601
72,826
73,824
74,980

16,948
17,107
17,168
17,287
17,350
17,409
17,491
17,555

180
287
182
360
460
448
321
438

6,387
6,662
7,376
7,283
7,456

49,980
50,405
50,652
50,798
50,930

56,368
57,067
58,029
58,080
58,386

75,057
76,359
77,443
77,510
78,399

17,992
18,669
18,954
19,064
19,101

316
:335
458
421
347

Depots a terIlJe, certificats
de placement garantis et

debentures
Less than
1 year
moins
de 1 an

1 year
and over
1 an

Total
deposits
Ensemble
des

depots

Total
Total

au plus

2,771
2,761
2,897
2,996
3,012
3,084
2,725
2,721

23,677
23,909
24,261
24,492
24,696
25,615
27,109
27,822

26,448
26,670
27,158
27,488
27,708
28,699
29,834
30,544

27,959
28,692
29,939
30,967
31,855
33,458
35,084
36,258

2,591
2,664
2,671
2,477
2,635

28,354
28,552
28,827
28,847
29,015

30,945
31,216
31,497
31,324
31,650

37,066
37,657
38,276
38,479
41,828

20.,20a Promissory Notes
Entries 19 and 19a set out the amount of debentures
issued under trust indentures. These debentures are
different from the deposit type debentures included in
entries 16 and 16a in that they are covered by a
specific trust indenture and fonn part of the capital
base for trust and mortgage loan companies. They are
not covered by CDIC.

The last major liability entry is promissory notes. This
entry is broken down into two separate categoriesnotes less than one year in tenn and all other
promissory notes. Other promissory notes include
promissory notes with an original tenn to maturity of
one year or more, subordinated notes and other notes.
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22. ,22a Other Liabilities

0- - 0 - -G-.-~

IARIES'
lIars)
HYPOTHECAIRES DES BANQUES A CHARTE:

Debentures
issued
under Trust
Indenture
Debentures

SharePromissory notes Total
Other
'rolal
liabili- holders' liabiliBi1.lets ii ordre major
equity
Less
Other liabilities ties
ties

e.JlJises en

Moins

vertu

d~un

than
1 year

de J an

Autres Ensemble
des
principaux
engagements

Autres
elements
du
passif

Avoir
propre
des

Ensemble
du passi

action-

23.,23a Shareholders' Equity

naires

contrat de

Other liabilities are debt owing to parent, subsidiary
and affiliated companies, accounts payable and
accrued liabilities, corporation income taxes payable,
deferred income, mortgages payable, deferred income
taxes and other liabilities.

fiducie

B1735

B1737

B1738

Bl726

B1739

81740

55
56
53
50
47
47
47
47

139
128
126
133
167
151
115
143

1,385
1,342
1,377
1,529
1,724
1,477
1,384
1,343

70,327
71,342
71,793
72,876
73,000
74,949
75,691
76,951

3,759
3,668
3,734
3,706
3,807
3,944
4,291
3,892

3,710
3,740
3,681
3,780
3,811
3,777
3,943
3,964

40
40
39
39
39

30
33
28
38
61

1,241
1,238
1,311
1,304
1,311

76,684
78,004
79,279
79,311
80,156

3,415
3,876
3,799
3,871
3,867

4,103
4,079
4,017
4,103
4,187

Bl725

Shareholders' equity represents the common and
preferred share investments in the two sectors by the
shareholders.

24. Total Liabilities
Entry 24 sets out total liabilities for the trust
companies and mortgage loan companies which are
not associated with chartered banks. It is the total of
entries 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22 and 23.
Total liabilities for the mortgage loan companies
associated with banks is set out in entry 13a, titled
"total assets or liabilities" .

--"--fDLIABILITIES (Millions of dollars)
~En

millions

Debentures
issued
under Trust
Indenture

Debentures
emises en
vertu d'un

IV. CONSUMER CREDIT: OUTSTANDING
BALANCES OF SELECTED HOLDERS
ties
Autres

Moins

liabilities
Ensemble
des
principaux

de 1 an

engagemen ts

passif

Less

than
1 year

Other
Autres

tiJeJDents

du

contrat de

naires

fiducie

934
314
281
355
354
354
454
453
520

2,229
1,912
1,942
2,020
1,939
1,837
1,825
2,138

1,375
1,457
1,578
1,630
1,684
1,708
1,725
1,891

33,557
33,965
35,117
36,081
38,746
39,649
40,407
41,670

9,458
9,679
9,564
9,611
9,579
9,601
9,055
8,561

1,922
1,907
1,935
1,979
2,047
2,041
2,077
2,106

520
519
423
423
525

2,011
2,045
2,142
2,121
1,731

1,880
1,857
1,953
2,070
2,080

42,109
43,209
43,583
43,707
46,517

8,284
8,293
7,939
8,343
8,475

2,160
2,201
2,222
2,278
2,341

21. ,21a Total Major Liabilities
Total major liabilities comprise total deposits, bank
loans, debentures issued under trust indentures and
promissory notes, i.e., the summation of entries 15-20
and 16a-20a.
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The last section on page 13 sets out the amount of
consumer credit extended by seven different
categories of lenders. Data for six of these lending
groups is shown on a seasonally adjusted month end
basis covering a 13-14 month period, while data for
the seventh lending category, credit unions and caisses
populaires, is shown on a seasonally adjusted
quarterly basis. The data shown in this table duplicate
the lending classes shown in the second half of table
E2 in the monthly Bank of Canada Review.
The data relate mainly to credit extended to
individuals, but also include unidentifiable amounts of
credit extended for non-consumer purposes. Credit
extended through the use of all-purpose credit cards is
included with the balances of the selected lender
responsible for their issuance.
The data do not represent total consumer
indebtedness since they do not include credit on the
books of furniture, T. V. and appliance stores; other
retail outlets; motor vehicle dealers; public utilities;
other credit card issuers not elsewhere included in the
data; and credit card accounts of oil companies.

0-0

1-. •

•

0

• •

0- - 0 - -0-

CONSUMER CREDIT: OUTSTANDING BALANCES OF SELECTED HOLDERS (Millions of dollars)
ENCOURS DU CREDIT A LA CONSOIWATION CONSE#TI PAR LES PRINCIPAUX PRETEURS LEn millions de dollars2
Seasonally adjusted
J)onm§es desaisonnalisees
Sales
bank
finance and

Life
insurance

total

consumer

company

personal
loans

loan
companies

Banques

(prets
personnels
total)

Societes
de f.inancement au de
prBt a 1a
consommation

B127

B128

Chartered

.2 charte

Quebec savings

Department

banks (unsecured
persona I loans)

stores

policy
loans

Banques d~epargne
du Quebec (prets

magas.ins

Compagnies

personnels autres
que sur titres)

d'assurance-

Grands

Trust and
mortgage
loan companies
Socitftes de
fiducie au de

BCR Table E2
ROC Tableau 82

Total of

Credi t unions

foregoing
Ensemble
des postes

and caisses
populaires
Caisses

precedents

popu]a:l"res

Total
total

et credit unions

prBt hypo-

thtfcaire

vie (prBts
sur polices)

B129

B130

B131

B132

B133
52,39]
52,889
54,139
54,707
55,289
56,190
56,236
56,592
57,347
57,842
58,508
59,447
60,437

39,724
39,928
40,866
41,168
41,491
42,088
41,996
42,190

3,565
3,661
3,783
3,896
4,020
4,147
4,247
4,338

2,671
2,672
2,673
2,675
2,678
2,680
2,682
2,685

251
260
267
275
289
298
297
297

2,140
2,147
2,149
2,159
2,164
2,169
2,095
2,110

4,040
4,220
4,401
4,534
4,647
4,808
4,919
4,972

42,732
43,065
43,589
44,290
45,035

4,414
4,456
4,443
4,459
4,467

2,688
2,691
2,694
2,696
2,697

305
314
326
339
346

2,190
2,177
2, ]75
2,182
2,205

5,018
5,139
5,281
5,480
5,688

In addition, data are not included for fully secured
loans, personal loans for business purposes, long-term
indebtedness (such as residential mortgage and home
improvement loans), loans between individuals or
balances on bills owed to professional practitioners,
clubs, hospitals or other personal service
establishments.

1. Chartered Bank Total Personal Loans
Chartered bank total personal loans were discussed in
chapter 2 with respect to the chartered bank asset
statement. These loans dominate consumer credit.

2. Sales Finance and Consumer Loan
Companies
Sales finance and consumer loan company credit
extended is the fourth largest source of consumer
credit. Data for sales finance and consumer loan
companies include the conditional sales agreements
held by these companies in connection with instalment
financing of consumer goods, personal cash loans
made by these companies under the Small Loans Act
and personal cash loans not covered by the Small
Loans Act.
Since January 1970 the data exclude outstanding

B134

B135

8,669

61.,558

9,105

64,394

9,085

65,678

loans for the financing of passenger cars used for
commercial purposes, and since January 1971 the
amounts shown are net of unearned interest and
finance charges. The data exclude consumer
receivables outstanding on the books of wholly-owned
sales finance company subsidiaries of department
stores.

3. Life Insurance Company Policy Loans
Life insurance company policy loans, which are made
at low fixed rates of interest, rose strongly in 1974 and
1979-81 as market interest rates rose sharply. The data
shown in the table for policy loans covers the 16 major
federally incorporated life insurance companies which
accounted for about 80 percent of net premium income
in Canada in 1970. The data do not include
provincially incorporated life insurance companies.
The end of month data for dates other than year end
are estimated by the Department of Insurance on the
basis of loans made by the 16 federally incorporated
companies.

4. Quebec Savings Banks (Unsecured Personal
Loans)
By far the smallest loan category in the table is
Quebec savings banks unsecured personal loans.
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These include all personal loans other than those fully
secured by marketable bonds and stocks. The
seasonally adjusted totals include data for Quebec
savings banks on an unadjusted basis since no
significant seasonality is present for this series. This
series will disappear now that Montreal City and
District Savings Bank has been taken over and
renamed Laurentian Bank.

V. RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE CREDIT:
OUTSTANDING BALANCES OF MAJOR
PRIVATE INSTITUTIONAL LENDERS

S. Department Stores

At the top of page 14, the WFS set out 13-14 months
of seasonally adjusted data for residential mortgage
credit outstanding by class of private lending
institution. These data are on an average of
Wednesdays basis. The information is also shown in
table E3 of the Bank of Canada Review, although E3
also presents all the unadjusted data as well.

The fifth entry in this table is consumer credit
outstanding on the books of department stores.

1. Chartered Banks

6. Trust and Mortgage Loan Companies
Consumer credit extended by trust and mortgage loan
companies is set out in entry 6. Aside from the fact
that the series shown here is seasonally adjusted, the
data would be similar to that shown in entry 8 in the
table at the top of page 12 covering the asset
categories for trust and mortgage loan companies.

7. Total of Foregoing
Entry 7 is the total of entries 1-6. Since the seasonally
adjusted total is the sum of seasonally adjusted
components, it will differ slightly from the seasonally
adjusted consumer credit aggregate discussed in part
VI, entry 1, below (the section titled "Credit
Measures") since the aggregate series in part VI is
obtained by adjusting the sum of the component
series.

8. Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires
The second largest category of consumer credit
outstanding (after bank loans), is credit extended by
credit unions and caisses populaires, shown in entry 8.
Unfortunately, unlike the data shown in entries 1-7,
consumer credit extended by credit unions and caisses
populaires has only been available on a quarterly basis
(since 1967).

9. Total
Entry 9 is the total of entries 7 and 8 and shows the
grand total of all consumer credit extended on a
quarterly basis.
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Chartered banks currently show the largest volume of
residential mortgage loans. These figures include
mortgages held by the bank mortgage loan
subsidiaries.

2. Trust and Mortgage Loan Companies
The second largest category shows data for trust and
mortgage loan companies. This series excludes bank
mortgage subsidiaries and is estimated from Statistics
Canada end-of-quarter data and a monthly survey of
major companies by the Bank of Canada.

3. Life Insurance Companies
Life insurance companies are the fourth largest class
of lender in the residential mortgage field (see entry 7
below). Data for life insurance companies include life
branches, accident and sickness branches, and
segregated funds. Residential mortgage holdings for
dates other than year end are estimated from a monthly
survey of 16 major companies.

4. Sales Finance and Consumer Loan
Companies
Sales finance and consumer loan companies have a
very small presence in the residential mortgage
market. Since June 1973, data for sales finance and
consumer loan companies are derived from Statistics
Canada end-of-quarter data and a monthly survey by
the Bank of Canada. Prior to June 1973, monthly
values were calculated by interpolating the quarterly
Statistics Canada figures. These data are presented on

8-0
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RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE CREDIT: OUTSTANDING BALANCES OF MAJOR PRIVATE INSTITUTIONAL LENDERS (Millions of dollars)
CREDIT HYPOTHECAIRE A L 'IlABITATION: ENCOURS DES PRINCIPAlES CATEGORIES INSTIT£fTIONS PRETEUSES OU SECTEfJR PRIVE
LEn millions de dollBrsL
_._---Seasonally adjusted
Donnees desBisonnBiisees
Quebec
Total
Chartered
Trust and
Life
Sales
Credit unions
Pension
mortgage
insurance
savings
of
banks
finance
and caisses
funds(l)
banks(l)
Banques
loan
companies
and
foregoing(2)
populaires
CBisses
,oj chBrte
companies
COJ1Jpagnies
conswner
Banques
Ensemble
CBisses
de
d'assuranced'epargne
Soci€tes
loan
des postes
populaires
retraite(J)
de fiducie
companies(l)
du
vie
prec€dents(2) et credit
ou de priU
Socitfttis de
Quebec(J)
wions
hypothecaire
financement
ou de pr/U
B la
consOJ111Dation(J)

8982

8983

8984

8985

N
D

43,028
43,686
44,660
45,676
46,478
47,349
48,508
49,129

37,529
38,129
38,767
39,303
39,693
39,996
40,334
41,177

10,687
10,743
10,786
10,862
10,940
10,999
11,082
11,135

507
503
505
510
5ll
506
508
514

996
1,023
1,050
1,058
1,066
1,080
1,094
1,108

92,746
94,084
95,768
97,409
98,688
99,929
101,525
103,063

J
F
M
A
M

49,623
50,043
50,608
51,472
52,597

41,868
42,146
42,563
43,207
44,ll7

11,230
11,282
11,339
11,468
11,610

519
524
527
531
536

1,130
1,153
1,174
1,196
1,229

104,369
105,148
106,2ll
107,874
llO,090

M
J
J
A
S

0

1987

-.-.

8986

8981

8987

8988

0 - -0BeR Table E3

NBC Tableau 83

Other
financial
inst Hut ions(l)
Autres
institutions
financieres(J)

8989

Total
Total

8980

18,866

7,020

1,832

121,802

19,523

6,805

1,975

126,991

20,093

6,497

2,206

131,859

2,598

Unadjusted/Donnees non desaisonnaJisees.
Sum of seasonally adjusted components/S01l1llJe des cOlDposantes desBisonnaJisees.

a seasonally unadjusted basis since there is no stable
seasonality in the series.

5. Quebec Savings Banks
Quebec savings banks also have a small presence in
the mortgage market. Here again, these data show no
seasonality and are presented on an unadjusted basis.
This entry disappears with the takeover of Montreal
City and District Savings Bank and its renaming as
Laurentian Bank.

6. Total of Foregoing
The total seasonally adjusted figure is the sum of
seasonally adjusted chartered bank, trust and
mortgage loan company and life insurance data and
unadjusted data for sales finance and consumer loan
companies and Quebec savings banks, i.e., the total of
entries 1-5 above. It therefore differs from the
seasonally adjusted mortgage credit aggregate
discussed below in part VI, entry 2, for which the
seasonal adjustment procedures are applied to the sum
of the component series.

7. Credit Unions and Caisses Populaires
Credit unions and caisses populaires is the third largest
lending class in the mortgage market. Unfortunately,
these data are not reported monthly; data are as at end
of quarter and include holdings of both locals and
centrals.

8. Pension Funds
Pension fund holdings of residential mortgages are
shown in entry 8 on a seasonally unadjusted end-ofquarter basis. These data include both residential and
non-residential mortgages.

9. Other Financial Institutions
Data for other financial institutions are as at end of
quarter and are also seasonally unadjusted. These data
include real estate investment trusts (for which
infonnation is only available since December 1972)
and estimates of residential mortgage holdings of
investment funds and property and casualty insurance
companies.
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10. Total
The seasonally adjusted figure for total residential
mortgage holdings represents the sum of the
seasonally adjusted components and those unadjusted
components where no stable seasonality exists, i.e.,
the total of entries 1-9.

consumer loan companies, trust and mortgage loan
companies, department stores, life insurance company
policy loans and loans made by Quebec savings
banks. Credit extended by credit unions and caisses
populaires is excluded, since this is only available
quarterly. The consumer credit data shown here on a
seasonally adjusted basis can vary slightly from the
same data set out in the consumer credit table on page
13 because only the total for this series is adjusted.

VI. CREDIT MEASURES
In April 1983, the Bank of Canada began to publish
data for some newly created credit measures. 4 This
information appears each month in the Bank of
Canada Review, table El, where, interestingly, it is
published with the monetary aggregates in a table
titled, "Selected indicators of money and credit". The
same measures of credit were incorporated into the
WFS beginning April 7, 1983. These credit
aggregates are presented at the bottom of page 14 of
the WFS.
The new credit measures data are seasonally
adjusted and non-seasonally adjusted aggregations of
already existing data on outstanding credit to various
categories of borrowers. All series shown are
Wednesday averages or month end averages. Up to
fifteen months of data are shown to allow for revisions
and calculation of a one-year growth rate.
It is important to note that these credit measures do
not cover all credit outstanding; they are aggregations
of readily available data. However, even though the
data are only partial, they provide better information
than previously existed about the growth of credit.
And, given that they are presented with the monetary
aggregates in table El of the Review, the expansion of
money (a bank liability concept) can be compared
with the expansion of credit (a financial institution
asset concept).

1. Consumer Credit
The first series shown in the broad credit measures
aggregate is consumer credit. This includes monthly
reported data set out in the table at the bottom of page
13. Included are estimated amounts of consumer
credit extended by chartered banks, sales finance and
These measures were first discussed in an article titled,
"Technical note: New and revised monetary and credit
aggregates", Bank of Canada Review, March 1983, pp. 333.
4
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2. Residential Mortgage Credit
Residential mortgage credit is the estimated amount of
residential mortgage loans on the books at chartered
banks, trust and mortgage loan companies, sales
finance and consumer loan companies, life insurance
companies and Quebec savings banks. It excludes the
quarterly reporting institutional groups, i.e., credit
unions and caisses populaires, pension funds and
"other financial institutions" (part V, entries 7, 8 and
9).

3. Total Household Credit
Total household credit is the total of consumer credit
and residential mortgage credit, entry 1 plus entry 2.

4. Short-Term Business Credit
The last table at the bottom of page 14 sets out data on
business credit. The first series, short-term business
credit, combines business loans, leasing receivables
and non-residential mortgages at chartered banks,
sales finance and consumer loan companies and
financial institutions affiliated with foreign banks.
Further, the series also includes Bankers' Acceptances
and short-term paper issued by non-financial
corporations. Finally, foreign currency loans to
residents booked at chartered banks in Canada
(domestic and foreign) are included (excluding
Government of Canada), along with foreign currency
loans supplied by financial institutions associated with
foreign banks.

5. Other Business Credit
Other business credit covers longer term business
finance in Canada. The series includes outstanding
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7. Total Business and Household Credit

marketable bonds and preferred and common shares of
non-financial businesses in Canada. Other business
credit is presented on an unadjusted basis only, since
Bank of Canada research found no stable seasonality
in this series.

The last series shown covers total business and
household credit outstanding. This series is the sum of
entries 1, 2, 4 and 5 (or the sum of entries 3 and 6).

6. Total Business Credit

VII. CANADA-V.S. PRIME CORPORATE
PAPER RATES AND EXCHANGE RATES

Total business credit is the sum of short- and longterm business credit, entry 4 plus entry 5.

Page 15 sets out Canada and U.S. 30-day prime
corporate paper rates and the uncovered differential
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between the two countries in two charts at the top of
the page. The charts at the bottom of the page set out
the spot and 30-day forward exchange rate for the
Canadian dollar in terms of U.S. funds. The charts are
updated using Wednesday's data each week and cover
the current year and the latest completed year.

1. Canada-U.S. 30-Day Prime Corporate Paper
Rates

The 30-day prime corporate paper rate used for
Canada is the series discussed in chapter 7, entry 7.
The 30-day prime corporate paper rate for the U.S. is
the rate on dealer-placed paper as of Wednesday and is
calculated by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
It is then adjusted from a commercial discount basis to
a true yield basis and further adjusted from a 360-day
year to a 365-day year to ensure comparability with
the Canadian rate series. The technique for adjusting
the U.S. rate series was discussed in chapter 7.

2. Uncovered Differential
The uncovered differential shown under the two rate
series discussed above is the spread between the
Canadian and U.S. 30-day rates (the Canadian rate
minus the U.S. rate). The Bank of Canada considers
this spread to be key for the Canadian dollar. The
wider the spread in favour of Canada the more support
there is for the Canadian dollar, while a narrow or
negative differential tends to encourage a decline in
the Canadian dollar.

3. Closing Spot Rate for the Canadian Dollar in
U.S. Funds and for the U.S. Dollar in
Canadian Funds
The first exchange rate chart sets out the Wednesday
closing spot rate for the Canadian dollar in U.S. funds
on the left axis and for the U.S. dollar in Canada on
the right axis. These data are taken from entries 12 and
13, discussed in chapter 6. From time to time, the
Bank of Canada gives the exchange rate a high priority
in its conduct of monetary policy.
The Bank has often tried to influence the short-term
interest rate differential for exchange rate reasons.
Increases in short-term interest rates are supposed to
shore up a weak currency by widening the interest rate
differential to other countries. However, this may only
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impact the C$ if an increase in the short rate
differential is transmitted right across the entire yield
curve-a proviso hardly ever noted in the published
literature on monetary tools and techniques. For
example, during much of 1978, Bank rate increases
had hardly any impact on one-day interest rates (call
and day loan rates) and longer term rates (10-25 year
term to maturity). This was a key reason why the
Bank's approach to push up the Canadian Bank rate
did not really help the Canadian dollar in that year.
That is, a Bank policy to push up interest rates via
Bank rate increases was only really felt along a small
segment of the yield curve.

4. 30-Day Forward Differential (Canadian
Dollar in U.S. Funds)
The 30-day forward premium (or discount) to spot for
the Canadian dollar (in U.S. funds) is determined in
the market based on the interest rate differential for
comparable debt instruments between Canada and the
Eurodollar market (in this case the 30-day term). This
calculation is based on mid-market closing quotes
each Wednesday. The spread shown here will
typically be positive when U.S. rates exceed Canadian
rates and negative when Canadian rates exceed U.S.
rates. Given a perfectly functioning capital market
with only one 30-day security class in each country,
the 30-day forward differential should eliminate the
uncovered interest rate differential, making the
covered differential zero. That is, the 30-day forward
differential for the Canadian dollar in U.S. funds
should be the inverse of the uncovered interest rate
differential between the two countries.

a) Some Technical Aspects of the Forward
Arbitraging Mechanism and the Flow of Fully
Hedged Funds
Having noted that the 30-day forward spread should
adjust to eliminate the 30-day uncovered interest rate
differential between the two countries, it is important
to note that there will often be periods ranging from a
few minutes to one to two days when this will not
occur.5
There are many technical reasons for this. For
When there is a fully hedged flow of funds, it is normal for
the forward rates to adjust fairly quickly to eliminate the
hedged flow.
5
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example, very large commercial activity in the
forward market may move the forwards, but foreign
exchange traders may be slow to put together trades
which would cause fully hedged flows to take the
market back to equilibrium. This market, though close
to being "perfect", does not adjust instantaneously.
Second, in the very short run, covering operations
originating from excess supply or demand for the U.S.
dollar in the forward market can alter the spot and
forward rates independently of the interest rate
differentials.
Generally speaking, however, if money does flow
into Canada fully hedged, Canadian interest rates
would tend to fall to eliminate the differential at a
given forward or given interest rate structure (i.e.,
either the interest rate or the forward or both would
adjust). When this develops, the all-in return to the
investor falls and the market adjustment would soon
shut off the "northbound". At this point, the market
is back to a state of equilibrium. Thus, a flow of fully
hedged funds is evidence of disequilibrium conditions
in the forward foreign exchange market. 6
A third important technical factor which can
produce fully hedged flows of funds between Canada
and the U.S. or Eurodollar market is the emergence of
abnormal interest rate spreads which might develop
between various classes of high quality securities in
Canada, the U.S. or the Eurodollar market. For
example, foreign exchange arbitrage usually takes
place in two types of high grade securitiesgovernment Treasury Bills and bank deposits. 7 Thus,
if Euro-CDs returned 6 percent and Canadian CDs 8
percent and the forward differential to spot is 2 percent
(annualized), there is no flow possible. However, if
provincial Treasury Bills in Canada returned an
abnormally large 9 percent, a Euro-investor might
purchase this security fully hedged to produce an allin, fully hedged return of 7 percent compared to, say,
6 percent on Euro/U.S. deposits. It can be seen that
the yield spread between high quality security classes
in both Canada and the U.S. Eurodollar market is
6 If there is an inflow of fully hedged funds, foreign
exchange reserves will rise until the forward matures.
However, once the forward matures the foreign currency
flows back out, leaving the net effect on reserves at zero.
Thus, the initial foreign exchange reserve gain from a fully
hedged flow is not "real", since an outflow is built into the
contract.
7 Some high-grade commercial paper could be arbitraged
were it not for the withholding tax which does not apply to
government securities and bank deposits.
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crucial. If spreads between credits are wider than
"normal" quality and liquidity differences alone
warrant, a potential inflow or outflow situation exists
via arbitraging non-equivalent pairs of high quality
securities.
A fourth important point to note is that the existence
of two U.S. dollar markets (domestic U.S. and Euro
U.S.) creates situations where funds can flow fully
hedged. This is because the forward exchange rates
will not be able to exactly equilibrate both U.S. dollar
markets to the Canadian market if the two U. S. rates
for essentially the same instrument and term are
different.
In fact, the forward usually arbitrages domestic
Canadian bank Certificates of Deposit and U.S.
Eurodollar CDs. This is because Eurodollar CD rates
are usually above domestic U.S. rates, reflecting the
fact that American banks can pay more for offshore
dollars since they do not have to hold reserves against
these deposits. Finally, weakness in the U.S. dollar
from time to time will cause selling of U. S. dollar
paper in Europe, forcing up Euro U. S. rates relative to
domestic U. S. rates. This could create situations
where the U.S. dollar would trade at a discount in the
forward market in Canada, even though Canadian
interest rates are above domestic U.S. rates. In tum,
higher Euro U.S. rates, with a given forward pick-up
or loss, imply that the lending client will almost
always end up with a Eurodollar CD if he wants
maximum return on a swap.
A fifth technical factor can occur when chartered
banks are active in the forward market to fund a
Canadian lending programme. Here, a bank may
quote very attractive forward rates to key depositors to
"induce" fully hedged yields which will attract
Canadian swap deposits. These attractive swap yields
may then attract an inflow of funds. A specific
transaction could occur as follows: the bank would
borrow three-month U.S. dollars in the Eurodollar
market. It would then enter into a foreign exchange
transaction involving the sale of these dollars for
Canadian funds in the spot market (which are
subsequently loaned out, say, for three months) and
simultaneously buy the U.S. dollar forward for three
months. This transaction would tend to strengthen the
U. S. dollar forward spread to spot.
Finally, the existence of transaction and flexibility
costs means that the forward may not exactly equalize
rate differentials. For example, if Eurodollar 30-day
rates are 8 percent and Canadian rates are 9 114
percent, a 10.4 point forward should ensue for the 30day forward in a perfect market. However, if the
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forward were 8 points, an American could obtain an
all-in, fully hedged yield in Canada of about 8.29
percent (9 114 percent minus 0.96 percent), compared
to 8 percent in the Eurodollar market. This should lead
to an inflow of fully hedged funds to Canada which is
generally induced by attractive swaps. However, this
differential mayor may not be sufficient to induce the
foreigner to invest in Canada, given the additional
administrative costs he may face (delivery problems, a
limited amount of paper he can buy free of
withholding tax, etc.).
In addition, transaction costs can be high should a
foreigner wants to unwind the swap prior to maturity.
Here, he would have to arrange to sell both the
Canadian security he owns and the forward exchange
contract. The fast unwinding of two specific maturity
contracts at a profit is not always easy.

5. The "Covered Differential"
The above discussion made the point that forward
premiums or discounts on currencies do not exactly
equalize interest rates. The extra return to the lender
after adjusting the uncovered differential in entry 2
with the cost of forward cover in entry 4 (the forward
premium or discount) is called the "covered
differential". Theoretically, this differential should be
zero, but in practice it can be positive or negative.
When it is positive, foreign lenders can invest in
Canada (with no exchange risk) at a rate which is
higher than they could obtain in their own countries.
This means an inflow of short-term foreign funds to
Canada is encouraged. When the covered differential
is negative, an outflow usually ensues.
Generally speaking, the covered interest rate
differential will range from 10 to 25 basis points,
reflecting the reduced liquidity in swaps and
administrative/transaction costs. Normally, funds
only flow in size on a fully hedged basis when the
covered differential is positive or negative by more
than about 10 to 15 basis points.

VIII.

SELECTED INTEREST RATES AND
THE CANADA-U.S. GOVERNMENT
LONG-TERM BOND YIELDS

Page 16 sets out three important Canadian short-term
interest rates at the top of the page. The bottom part of
the page presents yield data for Canadian and U.S.
long-term bonds.

1. Selected Interest Rates
The chart at the top of the page plots the 91-day
Treasury Bill rate and the overnight money market
financing rate as of Wednesday of each week,
calculated by the Bank of Canada as a seven-day
average for the week ending with Wednesday.
This chart is an extremely valuable addition to the
WFS because it allows the reader to see at a glance
whether the Bank's monetary policy in general, and
cash reserve management policy in particular, is
"easy" or "tight". For example, when the call loan
average is above the Bill yield, policy is tight. This
should normally be reflected by a tight excess cash
setting in chapter 4, entry 6. The chart shows how the
Bank tends to "lean against the wind" when interest
rates are both rising and falling. Finally, the chart also
shows a more stable call loan rate relative to Bills
since early September 1983. This results from the shift
to weighted reserve averaging discussed in chapter 4.

2. Chartered Bank Prime Lending Rate
The chart on the prime lending rate presents data
shown in chapter 7, entry 3b. This series closely
parallels the Bill rate series shown above.

3. Canada-U.S. Government Long-Term Bond
Yields
The two charts at the bottom of page 16 present the
only long-term bond yield information shown in the
charts. The first chart plots Wednesday yields for a
specific and representative (current coupon) long-term
Government of Canada bond and a specific and
representative long U.S. Treasury bond.

4. Uncovered (Long-Term) Differential
The small chart at the bottom of the page plots the
uncovered long Canada-U.S. interest rate differential
as measured by the Canadian yield minus the U.S.
yield. This spread provides a good guide to the level
of foreign long-term borrowing by Canadian credits
and the strength or weakness in the Canadian dollar.
When the uncovered differential is above two
percentage points, Canadian credits tend to be more
active borrowers in the U.S. and Eurodollar markets
as long as this spread prevails when the foreign market
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is stable and receptive to new issues. The spot
exchange rate chart on page 15 shows that this, in
turn, typically helps the Canadian dollar. When the
spread drops below 100 basis points, there is little
long-term foreign borrowing by Canadian credits and
the C$ tends to weaken (ceteris paribus).
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CHAPTER

9
A SIMPLE FORMAT FOR
EVALUATING MONETARY
POLICY USING THE
WEEKL YFIN ANCIAL
STATISTICS
AND
HOW TO USE THE WFS FOR
MAKING MONEY
-TWO CASE STUDIES-

I.

GENERAL

Given the plethora of information in the WFS, even
experienced analysts can have problems sorting out
the flow of data. The following framework is one the
author uses; it is encompassing, efficient and allows
for quick and accurate evaluation.
1. Start on Page 1
On page 1, start on the liability side of the Bank of
Canada balance sheet by first observing the change in
federal deposits at the Bank of Canada to see if the
Bank is sterilizing cash outside the financial system.
Also, go to the "other investments" entry on the
asset side to see how the Bank of Canada is modifying
its normal drawdown/redeposit. If there is an increase
here, the Bank is providing liquidity.
Next, check the securities held on the asset side. If
this entry is rising, there is a potential liquidity
increase. If this entry is changing, the analyst should
then look to see if the Bank is permitting the impact to
hit the system via increased notes in circulation.
Check the foreign currency deposit entry to see if
the Bank is drawing its foreign currency lines of credit
to stabilize a weak C$.
At this point, the analyst will have a "feel" for the
Bank's approach. But, no clear cut policy conclusion
can be drawn at this stage of the analysis since the
observed tighter or looser cash reserve management
policy could relate to either a passive offset approach
or an active policy approach.

2. Go to Page 5
The key to evaluating policy is to separate passive
offsets from active policy. This is done by examining
the excess cash data on page 5 of the WFS. Here, the
analyst checks the dollar amount of excess cash and
the ratio of excess cash to deposits for the averaging
period to date and at the Wednesday close. A roughly
neutral stance will be reflected in an average excess
cash setting of 0.03-0.04 percent. If policy is
tightening, this figure will decline (or go negative if
policy is significantly tighter). If policy is easing, the
ratio will rise well above 0.04 percent.

3. Go to Pages 7-8 and 15-16
The next move is to check the impact of the change in
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excess cash observed on page 5 against what actually
happens in the market to determine how a change in
excess cash affected various interest rates and interest
rate spreads. The C$ can then be checked against the
interest rate movements. These movements are
observed on page 7 (C$) and on page 8 (interest rates).
Key data are then charted on pages 15 and 16.
The first impact of a Bank of Canada drawdown or
redeposit is on the overnight rate, so this should be
checked first on page 8. Then, the analyst should
proceed to examine how the initial impact on the
overnight rate filters out along the yield curve to 30- to
90-day rates.
The short-term spread between the overnight rate
and 30- to 90-day rates (sometimes referred to as the
"dealer carry") is key to assessing the very short-term
impact. If this spread narrows, policy is normally
tightening; if it widens, policy is tending to ease.
At this point, some analysts will draw a clear cut
policy conclusion. However, this can be premature.
One should also examine how the money market
impact filters out further along the yield curve to longterm rates. This is done by checking the movement in
longer term rates shown in tabular form on page 8 and
in chart form on page 16.
Once the domestic market impact has been
evaluated, Canadian monetary policy has to be
examined in an international context. To do this, the
analyst should check the Canada-U.S. short-term
interest rate differential on page 8 to see if the Bank of
Canada is tracking the U.S. interest rate trend or
tending to follow an independent policy. If the interest
rate spreads are unchanged, Canada is mirroring the
U.S. If the spread widens, we are tighter; if it
narrows, Canadian policy is easier.
The last area the analyst should check is the impact
of monetary policy on the C$. Specifically, the analyst
should look to see if the change in short- and longer
term Canada-U.S. interest rate differentials (shown on
pages 8, 15 and 16) is impacting the C$ (shown on
pages 7 and 15).

4. Go Back to Pages 2, 3, and 4
Having examined the market impact, it is worthwhile
to examine how money market dealers and banks are
reacting to the levels of excess cash in the system and
the impact this is having on interest rates and the C$.
To do this, the analyst should return to pages 2, 3 and
4 of the WFS and examine the aggregate balance sheet
for the chartered banks. A series of questions are

asked and answered from this data.
First, are the banks increasing their liquid assets,
e.g., special call loan/Bills (bullish for interest rates
to decline), or decreasing them (bearish)? Are they
increasing their less liquid assets, e.g., loans
(bearish), or decreasing them (bullish)?
On the liability side, are they increasing their
deposit take (especially CDs/BDNs) , which would
tend to force up interest rates, or allowing a runoff
(bullish)?
The analyst can also use the data on pages 2, 3 and
4 for business loans and BAs to determine whether the
interest rate spread between BAs and bank loans is too
wide or narrow. This helps forecast short-term
pressure on the market.
Finally, in this section, the analyst should check the
net foreign asset position to determine if it is
increasing or decreasing. It is usually negative. Thus,
an increase reflects a net inflow of foreign funds to
finance Canadian loans (bearish) or vice versa.

5. Return to Page 1
Finally, the analyst can check to see if the cash swing
or market developments (i.e., tightness or ease) forced
the banks or dealers to borrow from the Bank of
Canada. For banks, this is normally done simply by
examining the Bank of Canada advances, although in
1985-86 this was made very difficult by the fact that
the Bank gave "extended credit" type advances for
bailouts. That is, the Bank of Canada included in the
advance series both the advances related to liquidity
and monetary policy and the advances related to
bailouts. However, the Bank did not give a
breakdown, so the analyst was often in the dark about
how the banks were reacting to Bank of Canada cash
reserve management policy.
For dealers, the impact is determined by dealers
doing more or fewer PRAs. Also, on some occasions
the dealer "carry" has been so negative as to have the
Bank of Canada offer dealers PRAs above their credit
lines; these are known as special PRAs.

II. HOW TO USE THE WEEKLY BANK OF
CANADA STATISTICS FOR MAKING
MONEY OR REDUCING POTENTIAL
LOSSES: TWO CASE STUDIES
Having examined the weekly Bank of Canada
Statement page by page and column by column and

having set out a general format for dissecting it, let's
now tum to the bottom line: how to use the
information to make money or cut losses. To do this,
two real world "classic" cases will be discussed, a
case from May-June 1980 and a case from JanuaryFebruary 1986.

1. Case One: The Late May 1980 Money Market
Crunch

a) Background
The first example occurred in the last week of May
1980 when short rates fell 400 basis points. Here, the
Bank of Canada acted very aggressively to "crunch"
the banking system and the money market. This really
emerged following a decline in interest rates from
April-June 1980, during which time three-month Bills
fell from 16 percent to 10.25 percent and long Canada
bonds rallied from 14 percent to 11. 25 percent. The
Bank of Canada decided this was too much when the
May 22 Bill tender saw the 91-day Bills, which were
auctioned at 11.58 percent, quickly rally to 11 percent
the same day between 2:00 and 4:30 p.m. The Bank
was irritated by this and at those dealers holding paper
back from the market in order to build speculative
trading positions for a big run at the bull market.

b) The First Signal-Cash Management via System
Drawdown
The Bank's attitude was that the May market rally had
gone too far. This attitude should have been evident to
all market participants via the very large system
drawdowns which showed as huge cumulative
negative excess cash figures on the Bank of Canada's
weekly Statement (page 5). This occurred near the end
of the first May averaging period and again in the
early part of the second May averaging period ($971
million cumulative negative excess cash position in
the first six days of the second averaging period).

c)

The Sledgehammer-Open Market Operations

Against the background of a disorderly market not
paying attention to "the teacher" , the Bank of Canada
moved into the market late on Thursday, May 22,
following the tender, to sell Bills at 11.25 percent-a
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huge 25 basis points over the trading levels.
Unfortunately, many dealers and banks not only
ignored the published data but also ignored the Bank's
market activity, and the Bills rallied further to 10.85
percent the next day. Again, the Bank signalled
chartered banks and the street to face facts by selling
Bills over the market at 10.90 percent.
Meanwhile, to back up its open market activity the
Bank continued its very aggressive system drawdown,
which the Bank Statement showed resulted in a
cumulative excess cash reserve ratio on May 28 of
minus 0.07 percent and an overall system reserve
deficiency of $677 million, which was then a new
record deficiency with just nl10 days to go in the
averaging period. This was a very unusual and
aggressive development in that it implied that the
Bank of Canada would not supply the cash to allow
the banks to meet their required reserves at the end of
the averaging period. (A lesser, though still large,
deficiency also occurred with one day to go in the first
May averaging period.)
Given that the Bank of Canada had pushed the
banking system far offside on its cash reserves with
only two days to go in the averaging period, the banks
were forced to sell $892 million of Bills in the week
ended May 28 to cover the reserve deficiency. 1 But
even this was not enough, and the banks started
moving early to ask the Bank of Canada for cash
advances which showed up at $75 million on May 28.
Passing over the end of the averaging period, there
were huge cash advances by the Bank of Canada to the
chartered banks which did not show up on the
Thursday Bank Statement because the advances were
not outstanding on the Wednesday reporting day.

d) The Impact
Against this background, the rally ended abruptly as
dealers and banks suddenly woke up to the fact that
the Bank of Canada really was swinging the
sledgehammer, and the emerging tightness bit all at
one fell swoop. Almost instantaneously, call loan
rates moved sharply higher (from 15-17 percent to 2023 percent) and Bill yields gapped up 75 basis points.
Amid all this tightness surrounding the large offside
1 These sales occurred in a market where rates were almost
instantaneously "gapping" up 75 basis points (see section
Id), so there were few street bids for the Bills.
Consequently, the Bank of Canada was, in effect, asked to
buy the Bills (at 11.70 percent) as lender of last resort.
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posItions, the banks had to face another problem
which further complicated their cash management. As
Bank of Canada tightening pushed overnight rates to
record heights, many financial institutions suddenly
started to draw down their chartered bank lines of
credit at or just above the 13.75 percent prime lending
rate and re-lend this money as call loans to money
market dealers at 20-23 percent. The end result was a
huge $759 million increase in general loans
outstanding in a week when they normally would have
been flat or even falling.
Overall, after the dust had cleared, several new and
unpleasant records had been set at the end of May
1980, and Canadian money market rates had generally
backed up 100 basis points in less than a week.

e) The Cost to Dealers of Not Paying Attention to
Key Bank of Canada Data
It is worthwhile to set out a few ball park estimates of
what it cost money market dealers alone by their
failure to correctly read the weekly Bank of Canada
Statements in May 1980 and to take note of Bank of
Canada cash management policy and open market
operations. A few rough calculations will set this in
perspective. Given that dealer inventory banking costs
averaged about 18-19 percent in the week against the
approximate 11-12 percent yield to dealers on their
inventory, the street was looking at an average
negative carry of 6-8 percent, a new record at that
time. Separate Investment Dealer Association figures
for the week showed money market inventories at
$4.2 billion. Assuming an average total inventory
position at this level for the week and assuming that 20
percent of this was out on repo or financed at a fixed
call loan rate for term, then about $3.4 billion of
money market inventory was fully exposed to the 6-8
percent negative carry. This works out to an average
street loss on a day-to-day basis of about $650,000 per
day just to finance the inventory.
Thus, a major firm, say, with 15 percent of the
street inventory, that did not read and understand the
weekly Bank of Canada Statement and did not see the
Bank of Canada's axe about to fall would have lost
almost $100,000 per day or almost $500,000 in one
week just on the carry. Since interest rates on the
paper held in inventory also rose with the banking
squeeze, capital losses over and above financing costs
meant that money market losses at some firms could
have totalled about $1 million for just one week.
This whole situation is a clear-cut example of why it

is so important for market participants to understand
the mechanics of monetary policy and to be able to
read and understand the weekly Bank of Canada
Statement. In just this one instance, a thorough
understanding of the weekly Bank Statement would
have reduced these losses by several hundred thousand
dollars per firm.

2. Case Two: The Bank of Canada's February
1986 Policy Reversal and Attack on
Speculators in the C$
The second case was the Bank of Canada's massive
moves on February 5, 1986, to reverse its somewhat
laissez-faire approach to the then declining C$. On
that day, the Bank moved aggressively in one of the
fastest, most wide-ranging co-ordinated moves in
Canadian monetary history.

a) The Background
During the period October 1985 to January 1986, U.S.
short rates were generally unchanged. U.S. treasury
long rates declined from the 10.5 percent area to about
9.25 percent, and the U.S.$ declined against most
currencies other than the C$. In Canada, a steady
weakening of the C$ against the U.S.$, based on
negative market sentiment in reaction to the fall in
world oil prices, a rise in the federal budget deficit and
an erosion in the current account balance, backed up
by outright speculation against the C$, led the Bank of
Canada to sell U.S. dollars in the foreign exchange
market and to run a moderately tight policy, especially
from November to January. There were several large
drawdowns and several negative excess cash weeks
during this period which, from time to time, produced
small negative dealer carries (25-50 basis points) and
rising short rates. This, along with the market's
tendency to push interest rates up as the C$ weakened,
had the predictable impact. The spread between
Canadian and U.S. short rates opened up from 50-75
basis points in October to 125 by mid-January, while
the long spread opened from about 50 basis points to
100. However, the Bank of Canada's moves still
represented a gradualist approach to tightening and, as
such, they had a muted impact on the C$ as
speCUlative pressure built through January 1986. As a
result, the C$ continued to fall during the period, from
about 73.25¢ U.S. to about 71¢.

McLeod Young Weir (now Scotia McLeod)
described the Bank of Canada's approach late in
January 1986 in a published report as follows:
The Bank ... has been encouraging the lowest
interest rates possible under the circumstances. Thus,
it only put forward a minimum degree of C$ defense.
Two powerful arguments support this view.
First, at no time has the Bank tightened the banking
system to significantly invert the money market yield
curve. But, history shows that an aggressive approach
would involve an inversion in the area of 200 basis
points.
Second, only in the last two weeks has the Bank
pushed for a Canada-U.S. yield spread that would
begin to bite on the C$. Recently, spreads moved
from 100 basis points to almost 300 at the short end
and from 50 to about 125 at the long end. But, even
these new wider spreads are at the low end of the
range historically needed to stabilize the C$. To really
do the job, Canadian short rates would have to be as
much as 500 basis points above comparable u.s.
rates and our long rate would have to be 125-200
basis points higher .. .(emphasis added)
Thus, ... with the Bank of Canada on the sidelines
until late January, a classic speculators environment
developed. 2

But, just as a sound understanding of Bank of
Canada data led traders to profitably short the C$
during this period, the data also signalled that the
market was starting to live on borrowed time in late
January.
However, unless the analyst/trader
understood and worked with the data every week, it
was very easy to overstay a short position in the C$.

b) The Sledgehammer: Late January to February 5
On January 29 the market received the first significant
clear-cut signal of a much more aggressive policy
stance to counter the sell off in the C$-a mammoth
$832 million system drawdown. This was backed up
by a February 5 drawdown of another $415 million to
keep the tightening pressure building.
The Bank also moved aggressively into the market
to sell about $630 million of securities in the week
ended February 5 (over $2 billion was subsequently
sold in the month of February). Specifically, it sold
three-month Bills at three different levels, starting at
10.9 percent (when the market was 10.70-65
2 1 McLeod Young Weir, "Bond and Money Market
Letter", January 31, 1986.
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percent) and rising to 11.10 percent.
The full brunt of the Bank's policy shift hit the
market on February 5, 1986, in a set of moves not
seen in the market since 1980. This included the
ongoing system drawdowns and open market sales of
securities, as well as two other moves designed to
push the C$ up. The Bank was a very aggressive seller
of the U. S. $ in the foreign exchange market, with C$
purchases rumoured to be at least $150-200 million on
Wednesday, February 6, alone. (The Bank sold $859
million, U. S., in all of January.) Also, in a very
unusual move the Bank of Canada was not only
dealing with banks but also with FX brokers (in small
size) to make its presence fully felt across the entire
spectrum of market participants.
Finally, the Department of Finance announced a
U.S. $1 billion Eurobond issue and a U.S. $1 billion
drawdown on its bank line of credit to both add to FX
reserves and generate a large capital inflow to cover
the increased current account deficit in Q 1. The
minister said these reserves would be used to defend
the C$.

c)

The Market Impact

The market impact of the Bank's moves was
instantaneous on February 5. The tighter system
immediately pushed call loan rates from 10.60 percent
to 12 percent. This, along with open market sales of
securities, led 30-day money market rates up 100 basis
points and one-year rates up 50 basis points to produce
the needed inversion of the yield curve-three-month
Bills at 11.20 percent, six-month Bills at 10.90
percent and one-year Bills at 10.80 percent. Further,
the moves had the desired impact on the dealer carry,
shifting a positive carry in January and early February
to 200 basis points negative by late February-exactly
what McLeod Young Weir had said was necessary to
turn the C$ around. In the process, the Canada-U.S.
short-term interest rate differential widened from 285
basis points in late January to over 400 basis points by
mid-February. And, the long spread widened from
105 basis points to 150-200. Here again, both spreads
were what McLeod had said were needed to properly
defend the C$.
Against this background, the foreign exchange
crises was over within eight hours. The C$ jumped
from a record low of 69.13¢ (U.S.) on February 4 to
close at 70.42¢ on February 5. And, the currency
continued to strengthen further, moving to 73¢ later in
1986 and in early 1987.
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d) Conclusions
Here again, sound knowledge of the weekly Bank
Statement proved highly rewarding. First, it let the
market participants short the C$ with relative impunity
during the period October 1985 to late January 1986.
Second, the Statement indicated a covering strategy
was appropriate in late January when the data showed
the Bank of Canada was becoming much more
aggressive in trying to halt the slide in the C$. Third,
by February 4-5, 1986, the data and overt moves by
the Bank called for long positions in the C$. In every
case, the data published in the WFS correctly
signalled the interest rate moves and the moves in the
foreign exchange market.
Knowledge of the WFS data and how it would
move the market also made money for nimble
corporate treasurers in other ways. When a few
recognized that the massive system draw down and
Bank of Canada market operations meant that market
rates would move up faster than the prime lending
rate, they were quick to draw down their bank lines of
credit at prime (12 percent at the time) and pay down
their BAs (every week in February) and re-Iend to
dealers at the higher call loan rate (13 percent) to pick
up the spread. Further, when the C$ crisis was over
and rates began to fall, astute treasurers reversed their
strategy, paying down their bank loans and doing
more BAs when market rates fell below prime.
Finally, the Bank Statement was also a gold mine
for retail type investors who, when they saw the C$
stabilize and the Bank start to ease its grip in midFebruary, were quick to redeem their 9 114 percent
CSBs and lock in six-month or one-year Treasury
Bills at 11 to 11 112 percent.
Here again, as in case one, there is graphic evidence
to show that there is meaningful money to be made or
saved by anyone involved in the securities market via
an understanding of the mechanics of day-to-day
monetary policy action in Canada as portrayed each
week in the WFS.
As these two cases indicate, Canadians make major
financial mistakes when they say Canadian markets
always tag on the U.S. and Federal Reserve moves. It
is true that we are highly dependent on the U. S., but
we are not slaves to conditions in the U.S. and
international markets.

In looking to the future, it is hoped that this book will
not only aid the money and banking educational
process but will encourage the Bank of Canada to
release even more and better data and analysis. For
example, a thorough understanding of the present
Bank Statement would likely lead analysts to request a
small amount of additional key information to make it
even more useful in the future.
The author believes more and better data should be
available in several key areas-four related to the
Bank of Canada, three related to chartered banks, one
related to the monetary aggregates and two related to
the federal government.

I.

ADDITIONAL BANK OF CANADA DATA

It is interesting to note that in substantially expanding
the data published each week in the new WFS in 1981,
the Bank of Canada did not release any new
information about itself. However, in 1987, the new
Bank of Canada Governor, John Crow, began to
release the Minutes of Bank of Canada Board
meetings and key policy committee meetings, albeit
with a lag. This finally paralleled the U.S. where
FOMC meeting minutes had been published for many
years.

1. Daily Excess Cash Figures
By far the most important omission was the Bank's
failure to include, in the excess cash data on page 5, a
footnote to show bank excess cash reserves, including
the spot and cumulative average excess cash figures
and the ratio to deposits, in the banking system for
each day. Such a data series, if announced daily,
would enable money market participants to see the
Bank's trajectory for the cash setting as it unfolded
during each averaging period. Further, the Bank
would be a winner because it would give added weight
to its key ongoing control variable. Thus, a tightening
or loosening of the cash setting would be evident to
"the street" each day and, therefore, would impact on
the market faster. Interestingly, the important Dingle,
Sparks and Walker article (1972) concluded by saying
that one needs to know the daily trajectory of excess
cash to understand monetary policy. 1 Now, over a
1 Dingle, Sparks and Walker, "Monetary Policy and the
Adjustment of Chartered Bank Assets", Canadian Journal
of Economics, November 1972, pp. 494-514.
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decade later, the Bank of Canada still does not publish
this data.

2. Publication of the Reserve Calculation
Worksheet
Second, it would he useful if the Bank could publish
more detail on its cash reserve calculation (i.e., a onepage summary of its internal cash reserve
worksheets). Such a report could easily be designed to
parallel comparable data published in the U.S. dealing
with individual factors specifically supplying bank
reserves and the factors absorbing reserves. Here
again, publication of details on the reserve calculation
would reinforce the importance of excess cash reserve
data.
Such data would also help analysts separate passive
offset policy from active cash reserve management.

3. Bank of Canada Activity in Marketable
Securities
It would also help the analyst immensely if the Bank
were to report the amount of its own maturing bonds
and Bills in the WFS each week and how much of
each new issue it bought. The street now has to
estimate the size of Bank support at the weekly Bill
tender, because it does not know exactly how many
Bills the Bank had maturing or held under PRA.
Further, it does not know the Bank's dollar buying
amount of Bills at tender.
In addition, it would be useful to have a data set
which separates Bank activity in new issues from
secondary market activity, since such activity is
undertaken for different reasons. In the U.S., for
example, Federal Reserve open market operations are
widely publicized, and this gives the market key
information on the level of rates at which the Fed
intervenes and the size of the purchase or sale. In
Canada, if page 1 of the Bank Statement shows the
Bank added $100 million in Bills to its portfolio
during the last statement week, and this purchase did
not reflect $100 million in dealer PRAs, the figure
could reflect a one-shot net $100 million Bill purchase
by the Bank to support the tender. By contrast, it
might also reflect the Bank buying $200 million in
Bills at the tender (net) and selling $100 million of
these Bills back into the market before Wednesday of
the following week.
Existing data do not allow these transactions to be

clearly seen, even though these two actions reflect
different
circumstances
and
have
different
implications for the market.
4. Bank of Canada Advances

In 1985-86, Bank of Canada advance figures included
both monetary policy related "liquidity" advances
and "extended credit" type advances for bailouts. As
a result, the Bank of Canada advance figures suddenly
became almost useless for analysts trying to judge the
day-to-day impact of monetary policy during 1985-86.
Therefore, the Bank of Canada advance series in the
WFS should be broken down into two components (as
is the comparable data in the U.S.). One series would
set out the normal "liquidity" type advances which
occur only near the end of reserve averaging periods,
depending on the degree of monetary ease or
tightness. The second series would show "extended
credit", where the Bank is replacing a run-off of
private deposits and bailing out banks which are
suffering a loss of investor/depositor confidence.
II. ADDITIONAL DATA FOR THE
CHARTERED BANKS
As well as publishing more information about itself,
the Bank could most usefully release more data in
three areas relating to chartered banks.
1. Chartered Bank Foreign Currency Loans
Pages 3 and 4 of the new Bank Statement set out
exactly the same amount of chartered bank foreign
currency data as the old Statement. More data should
be provided, especially about foreign currency loans,
if for no other reason than the fact that foreign lending
operations of Canadian banks are now very large and
the banks are exposed to large potential loan losses.
This data should also cover, separately, nonperforming loans (where no interest is being paid after
three months) and under-performing loans (where
interest payments have been reduced).
2. Chartered Bank Foreign Currency Deposits
Data on foreign currency deposits booked abroad with
Canadian and non-Canadian residents (and bank

issued foreign-pay commercial paper) should also be
included in the WFS. Such deposits and paper are
reserve free under the Bank Act, while the foreign
deposits booked in Canada and reported on page 4 are
subject to reserves. It would obviously be useful to
have both sets of data published each week so the
market could assess the extent to which banks are
running down foreign deposits booked in Canada and
increasing their deposits booked abroad to escape the
reserve requirement. This is a very big escape valve
for Canadian banks, and there are indications that the
federal government has exerted moral suasion on them
not to aggressively circumvent the reserve
requirement by booking large volumes of foreign
deposits offshore or by heavily issuing foreign-pay
commercial paper. Presenting the relevant data each
week (even with a one- or two-month time lag) would
certainly bring this more out into the open.

3. Inter-Bank Deposits and Reserve
Requirements
Third, no data on inter-bank deposits are published in
the WFS. At a minimum, total inter-bank outstandings
and volume each week and the weighted average
transaction rates should be published.

III. THE MONETARY AGGREGATES
Given that the four pillars of the financial business are
now breaking down and financial institutions are
starting to aggressively enter each other's traditional
areas, it is time to fully broaden the Canadian
monetary aggregates to include similar deposit
categories for non-bank financial intermediaries. By
internalizing, for example, a deposit shift from banks
to trust companies (or vice versa), the Bank of Canada
eliminates distortions in today' s narrow banking based
aggregates caused by deposit shifts between different
institutional sectors. This is important because these
shifts can be large and can affect the aggregates today,
even though they are irrelevant for monetary policy.
This process was in fact started in 1983 when the
Bank of Canada defined M2 + and M3 + to include
deposits with trust companies, credit unions, and
caisses populaires and was pushed forward in 1988
with the regular reporting of M2 + in the WFS.
However, to date no Ml + series or M3 + series has
been published in the WFS and no plus series has been
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officially recognized as a key series for policy
determination.

IV. ADDITIONAL DATA FOR THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

1. Weekly Data on the Exchange Fund Account
The WFS do not contain any information on the
Exchange Fund account, even though the Bank of
Canada actively intervenes in the FX market on behalf
of the Exchange Fund account. It would be extremely
useful if the Bank of Canada provided weekly data on
the EFA in its WFS publication to give market
participants more timely information on the Bank's
foreign exchange market activities.

2. Consolidated Public Sector Debt
In chapter 8, the Bank of Canada sets out total
Government of Canada securities outstanding, with
breakdowns for Treasury Bills, marketable bonds and
Canada Savings Bonds. However, these data do not
include bank loans and, more importantly, do not
include debts incurred by federal Crown corporations.
Release of this data is needed to allow consistent debt
comparisons between countries. Also, release of the
data would tie in with provincial consolidated debt
figures which, for several years now, have been
provided in U.S. prospectuses.
To avoid presenting a distorted picture of debt, an
expanded table on debt outstanding could be
supplemented with a table showing various categories
of federal government assets.
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Bank of Canada Act, 1954, 1967, 1980.
"Bank of Canada Act, Part III", Banks and Banking Law Revision, 1979, pp. 415-418.
Bank of Canada, Annual Report of the Governor to the Minister of Finance, 1965-1987.
Bank of Canada, Loans of Government of Canada and Loans Guaranteed by the Government of Canada:
Outstanding as of January 1, 1988.

Bank·of Canada Review, various issues; specific issues are as follows:
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Month

Title
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"The work of Canadian monetary policy". Eric J. Hanson Memorial Lecture delivered by
John W. Crow, Governor of the Bank of Canada at the University of Alberta ... 18 January
1988, pp. 3-17.
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"Monetary aggregates in Canada: Some recent developments". Article prepared in the
Department of Monetary and Financial Analysis, pp. 19-31.
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January

"Notes to the tables."
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1987

1986
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